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Abstract and Structure

This thesis consists of three distinct parts. Part I introduces the basic concepts and the

notion of general quadratic term structures (GQTS) essential in some of the following

chapters. Part II focuses on credit risk models and Part III studies forward price term

structure models using both the classical and the geometrical approach.

Part I is organized as follows.

Chapter 1 is divided in two main sections. The first section presents some of the

fundamental concepts which are a pre-requisite to the papers that follow. All of the

concepts and results are well known and hence the section can be regarded as an

introduction to notation and the basic principles of arbitrage theory. The second part

of the chapter is of a more technical nature and its purpose is to summarize some key

results on point processes or differential geometry that will be used later in the thesis.

For finite dimensional factor models, Chapter 2 studies GQTS. These term structures

include, as special cases, the affine term structures and Gaussian quadratic term struc

tures previously studied in the literature. We show, however, that there are other,

non-Gaussian, quadratic term structures and derive sufficient conditions for the exis

tence of these general quadratic term structures for zero-coupon bond prices.

On Part II we focus on credit risk models.

In Chapter 3 we propose a reduced form model for default that allows us to derive

closed-form solutions for all the key ingredients in credit risk modeling: risk-free bond

prices, defaultable bond prices (with and without stochastic recovery) and probabilities

of survival. We show that all these quantities can be represented in general exponential

quadratic forms, despite the fact that the intensity of default is allQwed to jump pro

ducing shot-noise effects. In addition, we show how to price defaultable digital puts,
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CDSs and options on defaultable bonds.

ABSTRACT AND STRUCTURE

Further on, we study a model for portfolio credit risk that considers both firm-specific

and systematic risk. The model generalizes the attempt of Duffie and Garleanu (2001).

We find that the model produces realistic default correlation and clustering effects.

Next, we show how to price CDOs, options on CDOs and how to incorporate the link

to currently proposed credit indices.

In Chapter 4 we start by presenting a reduced-form multiple default type of model and

derive abstract results on the influence of a state variable X on credit spreads when

both the intensity and the loss quota distribution are driven by X. The aim is to apply

the results to a real life situation, namely, to the influence of macroeconomic risks on

the term structure of credit spreads.

There is increasing support in the empirical literature for the proposition that both

the probability of default (PD) and the loss given default (LGD) are correlated and

driven by macroeconomic variables. Paradoxically, there has been very little effort,

from the theoretical literature, to develop credit risk models that would take this into

account. One explanation might be the additional complexity this leads to, even for

the "treatable" default intensity models.

The goal of this paper is to develop the theoretical framework necessary to deal with this

situation and, through numerical simulation, understand the impact of macroeconomic

factors on the term structure of credit spreads. In the proposed setup, periods of

economic depression are both periods of higher default intensity and lower recovery,

producing a business cycle effect. Furthermore, we allow for the possibility of an index

volatility that depends negatively on the index level and show that, when we include

this realistic feature, the impacts on the credit spread term structure are emphasized.

Part III studies forward price term structure models.

Forward prices differ from futures prices in stochastic interest rate settings and become

an interesting object of study in their own right.

Forward prices with different maturities are martingales under different forward mea

sures. This mathematical property implies that the term structure of forward prices is

always linked to the term structure of bond prices, and this dependence makes forward

price term structure models relatively harder to handle.

For finite dimensional factor models, Chapter 5 applies the concept of GQTS to the
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term structure of forward prices. We show how the forward price term structure equa

tion depends on the term structure of bond prices. We then exploit this connection

and show that even in quadratic short rate settings we can have affine term structures

for forward prices.

Finally, we show how the study of futures prices is naturally embedded in the study of

forward prices, that the difference between the two term structures may be determin

istic in some (non-trivial) stochastic interest rate settings.

In Chapter 6 we study a fairly general Wiener driven model for the term structure of

forward prices.

The model, under a fixed martingale measure, (Q, is described by using two infinite

dimensional stochastic differential equations (SDEs). The first system is a standard

HJM model for (forward) interest rates, driven by a multidimensional Wiener process

W. The second system is an infinite SDE for the term structure of forward prices on

some specified underlying asset driven by the same W. Since the zero coupon bond

volatilities will enter into the drift part of the SDE for these forward prices, the interest

rate system is needed as input to the forward price system.

Given this setup, we use the Lie algebra methodology of Bjork et al. to investigate

under what conditions, on the volatility structure of the forward prices and/or inter

est rates, the inherently (doubly) infinite dimensional SDE for forward prices can be

realized by a finite dimensional Markovian state space model.
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

This chapter is divided in two main sections. The first section presents some

of the fundamental concepts which are a pre-requisite to the papers that

follow. All of the concepts and results are well known and hence the section

can be regarded as an introduction to notation and the basic principles of

arbitrage theory. The second part of the chapter is of a more technical

nature and its purpose is to summarize some key results on point processes

or differential geometry that will be used later in the thesis.

1.1 Concepts

1.1.1 Basic Setup

Formal proofs for the results presented in this section can be found in standard text

books on arbitrage theory. We refer to Bjork (2004a), and whenever concerning de

faultable assets to Lando (2004) or Schonbucher (2003).

In each chapter of this thesis we consider a set of financial assets, whose price processes

evolve stochastically over time. This price processes are sometimes driven only by

Wiener processes other times by point processes as well. The assets considered can

be ordinary bonds or stocks, but they can also be (financial) derivatives traded on the

market.

A subset of all existent assets will be assumed to be already in the market (basic assets),

others, the derivatives, are contracts defined in terms of the assets already present at

3



4 CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARIES

the market. Most models consider as pre-existent what is know as the bank account,

usually denoted by B and whose instantaneous rate of return is the interest rate r,

{

dB(t) =:: r(t)dt

B(O) == 1
B(t) = exp {iT r(s)ds} .

To find prices and hedging for these derivatives has been one of the main goals of

arbitrage theory and the fundamental idea is that arbitrage portfolios should not exist

in efficient markets. Roughly speaking, an arbitrage portfolio can be built at zero

cost, will have positive value with positive probability and will never have a negative

value, at any future time. In ideal markets (complete markets) the absence of arbitrage

requirement will be enough to uniquely price the derivatives.

Consider the basic assets So, Sl, ... ,Sn .

Definition 1.1. A portfolio is a locally bounded predictable process

h (t) == [ho(t), hI (t), . . . ,hn (t)] .

n

The value process V associated with a portfolio h is defined by V(t, h) == L hi(t)Si(t).
i=O

A portfolio strategy is said to be self-financing if it satisfies

n

dV(t, h) == L hi (t)dSi(t) .
i=O

Definition 1.2. An arbitrage portfolio is a self-financing portfolio h for which the

associated value process satisfies

1. V(O, h) == 0;

2. lP' [V(T, h) 2: 0] == 1 and lP' [V(T, h) > 0] > 0

3. It is QO-admissible for some martingale measure QO.

The market is said to be arbitrage-free if no arbitrage portfolios exist for any T E JR+.

The "Qo-admissible" statement has to do with a needed integrability condition. To be

more concrete, we need to introduce some definitions.

We start with the notion of filtration or information flow.
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Definition 1.3. The filtration or information flow on a probability space (n, F, JP» is

an increasing family of eJ-algebras (Ft)t~O such that

Vt 2 s ~ 0,

F t can, thus, be interpreted as the information known at time t, which increase with

time.

The next result on iterated expectations is frequently used.

Result 1.4. Let Ft ~ FT and let X be an integrable random variable. Then Z ==
JE [X 1Ft] is an integrable random variable and

A probability space equipped with a filtration is called a filtered probability space and

is denoted (0, F, JP>, (Ft)t~o)'

Definition 1.5. Consider a given filtration (Ft)t~O on some probability space and a

variable X on the same space. We say the process X is adapted to the filtration

(Ft)t~O if X t E Ft for all t ~ O.

Definition 1.6. The process M is a Ft-martingale if

2. Mt E L1 for each t

3. For every sand t, S.t. 0 ::; s ~ t it holds that

P-a.s.

Definition 1.7. A martingale measure is a probability measure CQo for which the fol

lowing holds

S·(t)
(ii) The normalized price processes Z?(t) = S:(t) are martingales.

Where So(t) is some strictly positive process called the numeraire.

Finally, we get to the definition of admissibility.
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Definition 1.8. Fix a martingale measure QO. A self-financing portfolio h is said to be

QO -admissible if the associate<;l normalized process

- ) ~ ( Si(t)
V(t,h == LJhi t)-S() ,

i=O ° t

is a QO-martingale, for some strictly positive numeraire process So(t).

The general pricing formula is given in the next result

Result 1.9. Fix a martingale measure QO. An arbitrage free price process 7r of a T

contingent claim X is given by

1f(t, X) = So(t)lE~ [So~T)] ,

where 1E~ [.] denotes expectation under the QO -measure, condition on :Ft.

Whenever one chooses the bank account B(t) as the numeraire, the martingale measure

is denoted simply Q and is called the risk-neutral martingale measure. 1 This is by far

the most common choice of martingale measure in the literature.

Result 1.10. The price process 7r of a contingent T - claim X is given by

We can now present a mathematical description of the market and key assets we will

be usually dealing with.

In the standard setup we consider a financial market living on a filtered probability

space (0, F, (Q, (Ft)t~o) where Q is the risk-neutral martingale measure. The probabil

ity space will typically carry a multidimensional Wiener process Wand sometimes an

additional point process f-l to model defaults, we delay the concrete characterization of

the point processes to each of the chapters. The filtration (Ft)t~O is generated both by

Wand f-l, i.e., Ft == (}{~f-l}.

lIt is standard to use Q to denote the risk-neutral martingale measure and QO to denote measures

under some other numeraire.
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1.1.2 Default-free Bonds

7

At any time t there are default-free zero-coupon bonds for all maturities T > t. The

notional of the zero-coupon bonds is, w.l.o.g., normalized to 1. The price at time t of

a bond with maturity T is denoted p(t, T). Using Result 1.10 we immediately get that

the zero-coupon bond with maturity T is given by

p(t, T) = JE~ [e- It T(S)dS] .

The continously compounded default-free forward rate over the period [8, T] contracted

at time t is defined (for t S 8 S T) by

1
f(t, 8, T) == T _ 8 [lnp(t, 8) - lnp(t, T)] .

The continuously compounded instantaneous default-free forward rate at time t for

T > t is defined as o
f(t, T) == - oT lnp(t, T) .

The instantaneous default-free short rate r(t), the default-free discount factor f3(t) and

the default-free bank account B(t) are defined by

r(t) == j(t, t) , f3(t) = exp { -it r(S)dS} ,
1

B(t) = f3(t) .

We note that for each fixed maturity T the bond price p(t, T) is a strictly positiv.e

process, and, thus a good candidate as numeraire. Whenever one chooses the zero

coupon bond price with maturity T, p(t, T), as the numeraire, (QT is what is called the

T -forward measure and we have the following pricing result. Note that for each different

maturity we have a different numeraire and, thus, a different martingale measure.

Result 1.11. The price process 'If of a contingent T - claim X is given by

'If(t, X) == p(t, T)JE; [XJ .

where lEi [.J denotes expectation under the QT-measure conditional on Ft.

The relation between bond prices, forward interest rates and short interest rates, draws

a connection in terms of their dynamics.

Result 1.12. Consider the following dynamics for p(t, T), f(t, T) and r(t).

dp(t, T)

df(t, T)

dr(t)

p(t, T)m(t, T) + p(t, T)v(t, T)dWt

a(t, T)dt + o-(t, T)dWt

a(t)dt + b(t)dWt ,

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)
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where the processes (t, T),v(t, T) ,a(t, T) ,u(t, T) ,a(t) and b(t) are adapted processes (and

T is seen as a parameter).

Then,

1. If p(t, T) satisfies (1.1), then for the forward rate dynamics are those in (1.2)

with

a(t, T)

u(t, T)

where .T denotes transpose.

ov T om
oT(t,T)v (t,T) - oT(t,T) ,

ov
-aT(t,T) .

a(t)

b(t)

2. If f(t,T) satisfies (1.2) then the short rate dynamics are those in (1.3) with

of
oT (t, t) + a(t, t)

u(t, t).

3. If f(t, T) satisfies (1.2) then p(t, T) satisfies (1.1) with

m(t, T) r(t) -iTa(t, s)ds + ~llv(t, T)11 2

t 2

v(t,T) = -iT(Y(t,S)dS

where 11·11 denotes the Euclidean norm.

The interest rate models can be divided into two categories: short rate models and

HJM type of models.

In short rate models, the short rate r is assumed to be the only state variable. Typically

one models its dynamics directly under the risk-neutral measure Q. Most models in

the literature assume it is a Wiener driven process

{

drt == a(t, rt)dt + b(t, rt)dWt

ro == rO

One of the advantages of short rate modeling is that, using Kolmogorov's backward

equation, pricing and hedging can be done in a PDE framework. The most well-know

PDE is the so-called term structure equation for zero-coupon bond prices.
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Result 1.13. Suppose that the market is free of arbitrage. Then the price of a zero

coupon bond price is given by p(t; T) = H (t, rt, T) where

{

8H 8H 1 82H
at(t, r, T) + f.L(t, r) a:;: (t, r, T) + "2o-(t, r) 8r2 (t, r, T)

H(T,r,T)

rH(t,r,T)

1

where T is seems as a parameter and the mapping T ---+ H(t, r, T) is called the term

structure of bond prices at time t.

For the above PDE to have a nice solution, we need to impose some structure on

the bond prices. Example of a case where it is easy to solve is the class of general

quadratic term structures (GQTS) that will be introduced in Chapter 2, which include

as special cases the well-known affine term structures (ATS) and Gaussian quadratic

term structures (Gaussian-QTS).

The biggest disadvantage of short rate models is that it is difficult to fit the model to

the observed term structure and volatilities. The procedure of fitting the model to the

observed term structure is known as inversion of the yield curve. Given the bond prices

obtained in a short rate model, the task to match the initial term structure produced

by the model, p(O, T), to the market observed initial term structure p*(O, T).

An alternative to short rate models was introduce by D., Jarrow, and Morton (1992),

and became known as the HJM framework. This framework avoids the problems asso

ciated with inverting the yield curve and obtaining reasonable forward rate volatilities,

by modeling directly the entire forward rate curve f(t, T). Again it is common to do

the modeling directly under the risk-neutral measure Q. One has the flexibility of

specifying the forward rate volatilities and the initial term structure observed in the

market f*(t, T) is taken as an input.

{

df(t, T) == a(t, T)dt + o-(t, T)dWt

f(O, T) == f*(O, T)

What can be seen as a drawback is that in a HJM-type of model one needs to be careful

not to introduce arbitrage opportunities into the model. In short rate models this is

never a concern, since the term structure equation derivation guarantees absence of

arbitrage.
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To understand better what this means we note that an immediate consequence of

modeling the forward rate curve is that we also model the bond price dynamics (recall

Result 1.12 -3.). Since the normalized price process must be a Q-martingale, we need

to guarantee

iT 1
r(t) - a(t, s)ds + -lIv(t, T)11 2

t 2

iTa(t, s)ds

r(t)

1
2 J1v(t!,) II~

- It Ila(t,s)1l 2ds

Differentiating both sides w.r.t. T we get the HJM drift condition

a(t, T) = v(t, T) iTVT (t, s)ds .

A true disadvantage of HJM models is that, in general the short rate, will not be

Markovian (recall Result 1.12 -2.) and this leads to complications in pricing.

We finish this section by introducing what is known as the Musiela parameterization.

In practical applications it is more natural to use time to maturity instead of time of

maturity, to parameterize bonds and forward rates. Up to now we denoted running

time by t and time of maturity by T, then x == T - t is the time to maturity. Using this

parameterization we can write r(t, x) == f(t, t + x) and the dynamics of the forward

rates become2

dr(t, x) == {Fr(t, x) + D(t, x)} dt + a(t, x)dWt

for a-(t, x) = a-(t, t + x), D(t, x) = a-(t, x) l x

a-T (t, s)ds and F = ~.

1.1.3 Forward and Futures

So far we have used the expression "price at time t" of a contingent claim to refer to the

amount of money one would have to pay at time t to become the holder of the contract

at time t. There are, however, contracts which specify that the payment should be

done differently. Forward and futures are examples of such contracts.

2This notation is standard in the literature and results in no confusion since the short rate, previ

ously denoted by r does not depend on maturity. Still, when using the Musiela parameterization the

short rate is usually denote by R and we have R(t) = r(t, 0).
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Definition 1.14. Let X be a contingent T-claim. A forward contract on X contracted

at time t, with delivery date T, and a forward price f(t, T) is defined by the following

payment scheme3 :

• The holder of the forward contract receives, at time T, the stochastic amount X

from the underwriter.

• The holder of the contract pays, at time T, the amount f(t, T) to the underwriter.

• The forward price is determined at time t in such a way that the value of the

contract is zero at this time.

We note all payments are due only at time T, though the forward price is determined

at time t. Forward contracts are typically over-the-counter (OTe) instruments. We

also note that even if the value of a specific forward contract equals zero at time t, it

will usually have a non-zero value at any other point in time in [t, T].

To determine the forward price we use Result 1.10 and the fact that at time t the value

of the contract must be zero,

JE? [e- It rsds (X - f(t, T))]

p(t, T)f(t, T)

f(t, T)

o

JE? [e-It rsds X ]

_l_JEQ [e- It Tsds X] == JET [X]
p(t, T) t t .

From the last expression we see that the forward price f(t, T) is a QT-martingale.

A futures contract is very much like a forward contract in the sense that it is an

agreement between two parties to buy or sell a certain clain1 at a specified time T

in the future. The principal different between then1 lies on the ways the payn1ent is

settled.

Definition 1.15. Let X be a contingent T-claim. A futures contract on X with time

of delivery T, is a financial asset with the following properties.

• At every point in time 0 ::; t ::; T, there exists in the market the object F(t, T),

known as the futures price for X at t, with delivery T.

3A work of caution is due in terms of notation. f (t, T) is used for both the instantaneous forward

rate when dealing in interest rates, and for forward prices. These objects are not to be confused, and

in each of the chapters it will be made clear what we will be dealing with.
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• A the time T of delivery, the holder of the contract pays F(T, T) and receives

the claim X.

• During an arbitrary time interval (s, t] the holder of the contract receives the

amount F(t, T) - F(s, T).

• The spot price, at any point t prior to delivery, of entering a futures contract is

by definition zero.

Futures contracts, as opposed to forward contracts, are traded in a standardized manner

at exchanges. We also note that the name "futures price" is somehow misleading as,

from the above payment scheme, we realize no one actually pays that amount of money.

A more adequate name for F(t, T) would be "futures quotation", still futures price is

broadly used both in the academic literature as in the market, so we stick to that.

A very well-known result for futures prices is that they are Q-martingales.

Result 1.16. Let X be a given contingent T -claim. Then the following holds for a fixed

martingale measure Q,

F(t, T) == E~ [X] .

Finally we recall that the Q-measure and the QT-measure are equivalent in determin

istic interest rate settings.

Result 1.17. If the short rate is deterministic, then the forward and the futures price

process coincide,

f(t, T) == F(t, T) == E~ [X] .

1.1.4 Credit Risk Modeling

"It is a good time to be a financial-disaster writer. Scarcely a day goes by without a

warning of some dire calamity."

Roger Lowenstein, June 2005, The New York Times.

Up to now, the possibility that market agents may not honor their obligations has been

ignored. Default risk is exactly the risk that an obligator does not honor his payment

obligations. This can easily be overcon1e by modeling default events. One part of this

thesis will focus on credit risk models and studies such events.
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In reality, these default events do happen and it is not difficult to find extremely

well known examples. Only in recent years we have the cases of Long-term Capital

Management (LTCM) (1998), Enron (2001), Sabena (2001), WorldCom (2002), United

Airlines (2002), Parmalat SpA (2003) and the even more recently the downgrading of

General Motor's credit rating to junk bonds (May 2005) and the ongoing scandal of the

American International Group (AIG) still under investigation and that has originated

the fastest decrease in a firm's market value since WorldCom. Besides these, of course

many more less spectacular defaults occur daily in financial markets, all in all giving a

clear justification to model defaults.

In modeling default, one typically considers a firm or a set of firms that is allowed to

default. In addition, the firm has issued corporate bonds that are traded on the market.

Defaults are supposed to be rare and unpredictable. Arrivals of defaults, losses given

default or correlation of defaults across firms are objects of study in their own right in

the credit risk literature.

Traditionally, credit risk models have been divided into two main categories: structural

models and reduced-form mod.els.

In structural models, shares and corporate bonds are seen as derivatives on the firm's

assets. Limited liability gives the shareholders the option to abandon the firm. Bond

holders can be, thus, interpreted as having a short position in this put option. Con

versely, one can see equity as a call option on the value of the firm, with strike equal

to the notional of the outstanding debt. Assuming geometric Brownian motion for the

firm's value, results in a Black-Scholes type formula for equity. The structural approach

has the following advantages: (i) it provides a relationship between different securities

of the same firm, which allows to price products like convertible bonds, collateralized

loans, etc.; (ii) default correlation betwe.en different firms can be modeled- realistically;

(iii) it has a fundamental orientation; (iv) it is well suited to explore other questions

related to the firm's capital structure (corporate finance). Its disadvantages are: (i)

it relies on the assumption of observability of the firm's value for calibration or fit

ting purposes; (ii) corporate bonds are not inputs but outputs; (iii) all data are rarely

available; (iv) it is often complex and inflexible from the analytical point of view when

some of the basic assumptions are relaxed; (v) its gives unrealistic short-term spreads.

Reduced-form models are mathematical models of default that tend to be more realistic

and tractable and, thus, extremely useful for pricing and hedging. These models make

use of jump processes whose key properties are summarized in Section 1.2.1. They easily

incorporate the unpredictability of defaults and the fact that they cause discontinuous
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price changes. The main advantages of this approach are: (i) the models tend to be

much more tractable even when we choose non-trivial intensities of default; (ii) credit

spreads can be modeled directly; (iii) it can easily be fitted to observed market data;

(iv) it is suitable for pricing credit derivatives. Its main disadvantages are: (i) it has

little explanatory value; (ii) default correlation is potentially difficult to model.

In Chapter 3 we propose an intensity model of default that may be able to overcome

the correlation difficulties.

Recently, there has been a merge between these two categories, giving us fundamental

reasons to use reduced-form models. Indeed, Duffie and Lando (2001) show that the

difference between the tractable reduced-form approach and the economically intuitive

structural approach becomes moot when one includes realistic frictions in structural

models. Assumptions of imperfect information about the asset or the liability structure,

or introduction of jumps in the asset value process lead to unpredictability in defaults

and the structural model has an equivalent reduced-form formulation.

"Intensity models are fully consistent with a structural approach in models where bond

holders have incomplete information about the value of the firm. 7)

Darell Duffie and David Lando, 2001.

Defaultable bonds

We now introduce the notation used when studying corporate bonds, which is defined

in parallel to that of the risk-free bond market.

We assume that at any time t there are defaultable zero-coupon bonds for all maturities

T :s; T* (T* is the biggest maturity and is assumed to be finite 4).

In some models, given default, the bondholder receives no payment; these are called

zero recovery models. In other models, it is assumed that the bondholder will recover

some fraction 0 < R < 1 of what he was entitled to. The fraction he actually looses

(1- R) is called loss quota and is usually denoted by q. Different assumptions on how

this loss quota is defined lead to different recovery models.

The default time is typically denoted by T. 5

4This is a relistic technical assumption since one cannot find, in the market, corporate bonds with

maturities higher than, say, 50 years.
51f more than one default times are to be considered, we use 71,72, ....
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The price at time t of a zero-coupon defaultable bond with maturity T and zero recovery

is denoted Po(t, T). As before, w.l.o.g., its notional is normalized to 1. The payoff at

time T of this bond is, thus, 1{r>T}' That is, it pays one unit of account if the default

has not occurred until T and nothing otherwise.

The continuously compounded defaultable forward rate over the period [8, T] con

tracted at time t is defined (for t ::; 8 S T)

- 1
fo(t, 8, T) = T _ S [lnpo(t, 8) - lnpo(t, T)]

The continuously compounded instantaneous default-free forward rate at time t for

T > t is defined as
- a
fo(t, T) = - aT lnpo(t, T) .

The instantaneous defaultable short rate r(t), the defaultable discount factor ~(t) and

the defaultable bank account Bo(t) are defined by

When recovery is considered we use the notation p(t, T) for the defaultable bond prices

and J(t, S, T), J(t, T), r(t), ~(t) and B(t) as above with Po(t, T) replaced by p(t, T).

Using Result 1.10 it is easy to get the next formulas.

Result 1.18. The price at time t of a zero-coupon bond given no default up to t is given

by the following,

• if zero-recovery,

• if recovery R = (1 - q)

The implied survival Q-probability in the interval (t, T] 7 given no default up to time t

is given by
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The popularity of credit risk models led to a boom in the use of what are called credit

derivatives. Loosely speaking, a credit derivative is a contingent claim whose payoff is

(totally or partially) dependent on the occurrence of credit events such as bankruptcy,

failure to pay, restructuring, ratings downgrade, changes in credit spread, etc.

We will now be more specific and describe some of the most well-known credit deriva

tives and, at the same time, we will also introduce some market jargon.

Any credit event is defined with respect to a reference credit (or name) and some

reference credit asset(s) issued by the reference credit. A reference credit may be a

firm, while reference credit assets may be, for example, corporate bonds. If a credit

event has occurred, the default payment has to be made by one of the counter parties.

Besides the default payment, a credit derivative can give further payoffs that are not

default contingent.

Buying a credit derivative typically means buying credit protection, which is econom

ically equivalent to shorting credit risk. Hence selling credit protection means going

long the credit risk. Alternatively, one may speak of protection buyers/sellers as the

payers/receivers of the premium.

In addition to the traditional uses in terms of hedging, speculation and arbitrage, other

uses of credit derivatives are the reduction of regulatory capital and an unfunded way

to diversify revenue. We now define four of the most popular credit derivatives. We

now defined four of the most popular credit derivatives.

Definition 1.19. A default digital put (DDP) transfers default risk between two parties

A and B. Typically the payoffs consist of:

• The protection seller B has the short position and agrees to pay to A 1 u.c., at

default time, if default occurs before the maturity of the contract T.

• For this, A who has the long position pays an up front fee, called price and

denoted ~DDP' to B.

For fully defining a DDP we also need to know:

• the underlying the reference credit and his reference credit assets,

• the exact definition of the credit event that is to be insured,

• the maturity date.
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Definition 1.20. A credit default swap (CDS) transfers some default risk between two

parties A and B. Typically the payoffs consist of:

• The protection seller B has the short position and agrees to pay the default

payment

notional x (1 - R)

to A if a default has happened.

• For this, A, who has the long position, pays a periodic fee s to B at T1 , T2 , ... ,TN *

(until the maturity TN * of the CDS or until default, whichever comes first).

For fully defining a CDS we also need to know:

• the underlying the reference credit and his reference credit assets,

• the exact definition of the credit event that is to be insured,

• the notional of the CDS,

• the start of the CDS and the start of protection (if not equal to the start of the

CDS, it is called a forward start CDS),

• the maturity date TN* ,

• the credit default spread (typically established so that at the start of the CDS

the value of both legs is the same),

• frequency for the spread payments,

• the payment at the credit even, and its settlement.

Besides credit derivatives on individual firms, portfolio credit spreads are also extremely

popular. The underlying is a portfolio of defaultable assets and instead of reference

credit it is usual to use the term name to refer to each of the firms who has issued

assets in that portfolio.

The aim of these products is either to increase the credit quality of a portfolio, or to

provide insurance against default correlations.

An example in the first category is the first-to-default swap (FtDS) that provides

insurance against the first default of a portfolio (formal description appears bellow).
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l-R

T

Figure 1.1: Cash flows for a CDS. Default occurs at T before the option expires. The

payoff is the difference of the par value of the bond to the bond's price at default,

the recovery R. The default swap spread, 5, is paid regularly at times T1 , • .. until

default.

Individual defaults in a large portfolio are expected to be diversified and, thus, do not

require hedging. However, the clustering of defaults or joint defaults are not and that

is why these products are also known as default correlation products. The most well

known example of such products are collateralized debt obligations (CDOs)

Definition 1.21. A first-to-default swap (FtDS) transfers the first default risk on a

portfolio between two parties A and B. Typically the payoffs consist of:

• The protection seller B has the short position and agrees to pay the default

payment

M FtD
X (1- R)

to A if a default has happened.

• For this, A who has the long position pays a periodic fee sFtD to B (until the

maturity of the FDS or until the first default, whichever comes first).

For fully defining a FtDS we also need to know:

• the underlying names, reference credit assets and its respective nominals,

• the exact definition of the credit event that is to be insured,

• the start of the FtDS and the start of protection (if not equal to the start of the

FDS, it is called a forward start FtDS),

• the maturity date,
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• the spread sFtD (typically established so that at the start of the FtDS the value

of both legs is the same),

• frequency for the spread payments,

• the payment at the credit even, and its settlement.

The most popular instrument of all has been the collateralized debt obligations (CDOs).

These products are based on a portfolio of defaultable assets, cash-flow CDOs are based

on portfolios of corporate bonds, while synthetic CDOs are based on portfolios of CDSs.

((Over recent years, CDOs, i. e. pools of credit exposure marketed to investors in the

form of tranched securities became an important part of the global fixed income

market. "

Bank of International Settlements, 2005.

Definition 1.22. In a collateralized debt obligation (CDO) the goal is to transfer the

portfolio to a special purpose vehicle (SPV) who then issues notes on different credit

tranches of the portfolio.

• There exist at least three tranches, in descendent order of seniority: an equity

tranche (or first loss), a mezzanine tranche and a senior tranche. It is, however,

common to find CDOs with several mezzanine tranches with different seniorities.

• If during the life of the CDO one (of several) of the names default, all recovery

payments are reinvested in default-free securities.

• At the maturity of the CDO, the portfolio is liquidated and the proceeds distrib

uted to the tranches, according to their seniority ranking.

The following picture clarifies the structure of a CDO.

Assets

Underlying
Securities

Initial Investment

SPV

Issued
Securities.

The pricing of portfolio derivatives - FtDS, CDOs tranches, etc. - are the most chal

lenging questions of credit risk derivatives.
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1.2 Mathematica.1 Backgrollnd

1.2.1 Jump processes

Formal proof to all the results in this section can be found in Cont and Tankov (2004).

The characteristic function of a random variable is the Fourier transform of its dis

tribution. Many probabilistic properties of random variables correspond to analytical

properties of their characteristic function, making this concept very useful for studying

random variables. The characteristic of the random variable X, is the function cPx

defined by

The following properties link the characteristic function to the moments of a distribu

tion.

Result 1.23.

1. cPx has n continuous derivatives at u == 0 if and only if IE [IXlkJ < 00.

2. X possesses finite moments of all orders if and only ifu ---t cPX ( u) is Coo at u == O.

3. Whenever its n-th moment exist the moments of X 7 m are related to the deriva

tives of cPx by:

Vk == 1, ... ,n [ kJ 1 akcPx
m(k) == IE X == 7k-ak (0) .

~ u

The Laplace transform of a random variable X is the function CPx defined by

Vu E lR,

Contrarily to the characteristic function, which is always well-defined, the Laplace

transform is not always defined (as the integral from the above expectation may not

converge for some value of u). When CPx is well-defined, it can be formally related to

the characteristic function cPx by:

CPx(u) == cPx(iu).

We will be particularly interested in Poisson and exponentially distributed random

variables.
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Definition 1.24. A stochastic variable X is said to be Poisson distributed with para

meter v if

Result 1.25. A stochastic variable X is Poisson distributed with parameter v if and

only if its characteristic distribution is given by

rPx (u) == exp [v (eiu
- 1)] .

Its Laplace transform is, thus, given by

<px(u) == exp [v (e-u
- 1)] .

One interesting property of the Poisson distribution is the stability under convolution:

if Xl and X2 are independent Poisson variables with parameters VI and V2, then Xl+X2

also follows a Poisson law with parameter VI + V2. In particular this leads to the

following consequence: for any integer n, a Poisson random variable X with parameter

v can be expressed as a sum of n independent (Poisson) random variables Xi, with

parameter ~.

Definition 1.26. A stochastic variable Y is said to be exponentially distributed with

parameter A if

The distribution function of Y is then given by

'Vy E [0,(0), Fy(y) == JP>(Y :S y) == 1 - exp {-AY} ,

which is an invertible function and its inverse is

Vu E [0,1], -1( 1 )Fy u)==-~ln(l-u.

A simple consequence is that if U is uniformly distributed on [0, 1] then - ~ In U is

exponentially distributed with parameter A.

Result 1.27. A stochastic variable Y is exponentially distributed with parameter A if

and only if its characteristic distribution is given by

A
rPy(u) == -,-. .

.1\ -~u
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Its Laplace transform is, thus, given by

A
'Py(u) = -\- .

A+U
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We will often have to deal with events happening at random times. A random time

is nothing else than a positive random variable T ~ 0 which represents the time at

which some event is going to take place. Given an information flow (Ft)t~O' a natural

question is whether given the information in Ft one can determine whether the event

has happened {T :::; t} or not {T > t}. If the answer is "yes", the random time T is

called a non anticipating randon1 time or stopping time.

Definition 1.28. T is a non anticipating random time or (:Ft)t~O-stopping time if

Vt 2: 0,

Vt, s > 0,

The most common assumption about random times is to consider that the events T

are exponentially distributed (with parameter A).

One of the important properties of the exponential distribution is that it has absence

of memory. That is,

!tOO Ae->'ydy
lP'(T > t + SiT > t) = f,~ >. = lP'(T > s) .

t Ae- Ydy

In words, for the random time T, the distribution of T - t knowing T > t is the same as

the distribution of T itself. In fact, the exponential distribution is the only distribution

with this property.

Result 1.29. Let T ~ 0 be a (nonzero) random variable s.t. IP'(T > t+SIT > t) = IfD(T >
s). Then T has a exponential distribution.

The reason why Poisson variables are of interest has to do with the following fact.

Result 1.30. If (Ti)i~O are independent exponentially distributed random variables with

parameter A then, for any t > 0, the random variable

Nt = inf {n ~ 1, t T; > t}
1,=1

follows a Poisson distribution with parameter At.

The Poisson process is therefore defined as a counting process: it counts the number

of random times Ti which occur between 0 and t. The following properties of a Poisson

process are easy to deduce from what has just been said.
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Result 1.31. Let (Nt)f~O be a Poisson process.

1. For any t > 0, Nt is almost surely finite.

2. For any w, the sample path t ~ Nt(w) is piecewise constant and increases by

jumps of size 1.

3. The sample paths t --7 Nt are right continuous with left limit (cadlag).

4. For any t > 0, Nt- == Nt with probability 1.

5. (Nt) is continuous in probability:

Vt > 0,

6. The distribution of (Nt) is given by Vn E N, lP' [Nt = n] = eAt (Att
n!

7. Its characteristic function is ¢Nt (u) == exp [(At) (eiu - 1)] .

8. (Nt) has independent increments.

9. The increments of N are homogeneous: for any t > s, Nt - Ns has the same

distribution of Nt- s ·

10. (Nt) has the Markov property:

In addition the following result tells us that the only counting processes with indepen

dent stationary increments are Poisson processes.

Result 1.32. Let (Nt)t?o be a counting process with stationary independent increments.

Then (Nt)t?o is a Poisson process.

Suppose now we are told that exactly one event has taken place by time t and we are

asked to determine the distribution of the time at which the event occurred. Since the

Poisson process possesses stationary and independent increments, it seems reasonable

that each interval in [0, t] of equal length should have the same probability of containing

the event. In other words, the time of the event should be uniformly distributed over

[0, t]. Indeed, we have

lP'[7 E [0, s), 7 ~ [s, t)]
JID[N(t) == 1]
Ase-'xse-A(t-s) s
-- te-At == _

A t

JP>[7> s, N{t) == 1J
JP>[N(t) ::::: 1]

JP>[7 E [0, S)]JID[T tt- [s, t)]
P[N(t) == 1]

JP>[T < sIN(t)]
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This result can easily be generalized to several events 71, 72, ... by introducing the

concept of order statistics.

Definition 1.33. Let UI , U2 , .•. ,Un be n random variables. We say that UI :n , U2,n, ... ,Un:n
are the order statistics corresponding to UI, U2 , •.. ,Un if Uk :n is the k-th smallest value

among UI , U2 , ... ,Un·

If the U/s are i.i.d. continuous variables with probability density f, then the joint

density of the order statistics UI :n , U2:n ,· .. ,Un :n is given by

n

j(U1' U2,··· ,un) == n! II f(Ui),

i=l

UI < U2 < ... < Un .

In particular if U/s are uniformly distributed over (0, t), then it follows that

Ul < U2 < ... < Un .

The next result will be very useful.

Result 1.34. Given N(t) == n, the n arrival times 71,72, ... ,7n have the same dis

tribution as the order statistics corresponding to the n independent random variables

uniformly distributed on the interval (0, t).

We now go on an define the centered version of the Poisson process Nt by

where v(t) == At and in called the compensator of Nt and Nhas the martingale property:

Vt < s,

(Nt) is called a compensated Poisson process. We note that the compensated Pois-
t>O

son process is no longer integer valued, so it is not a counting process. And its rescaled

version ~t has the same first moments as a standard Wiener process:

The jump times 71,72, ... form a random configuration of points in ffi.+ and the Pois

son process Nt counts the number of such points in the interval [0, t]. This counting

procedure defines a measure J-l on IR+.
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Result 1.35. For any measurable set A C lR+ let

J.1(w,A) == #{i? 1, Ti(W) E A} .

25

Then J.1(w,·) is a positive, integer valued measure and J.1(A) is finite with probability 1

for any bounded set A. Furthermore, the intensity A of the Poisson process determines

the average value of the random measure 1E [J.1(A)] == AlAI where IAI == fA dx is the

Lebesgue measure of A.

The Poisson process may then be expressed in the following way,

Nt(w) = jL(w, [0, tJ) = it jL(W, ds) .

Since this measure J.1 depends on w we call it a random measure.

J.1 as above is a random counting measure on ~+.

Inhomogeneous Poisson Processes

One way to generalize the above setup is to consider inhomogeneous Poisson processes.

Definition 1.36. Take a non-negative deterministic function A(t) such that A(t) ==

f: A(s)ds < 00 for all t. An inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity A(t), is a

non-decreasing, integer-valued process with initial value N(O) == 0 whose increments

are independent and satisfy

yt(w) = it jL(W, ds) (1.4)

where J.1 is a Poisson random measure on lR+ with intensity lI(A) == fA A(s)ds, thus

JP>[jL(A) = kJ = e-v(A) v(A)k
k!

kEN.

A useful result is that the inhomogeneous Poisson process can also be represented as

(it has the same law as) a time changed Poisson process.

Resutt 1.37. The process Y in (1.4) has the same distribution as

~/(W) = NA(t)(w) = inf { n ~ 1, ~ T; > A(t) } ,

where (Nt)t>o is a standard Poisson process and we take liS to be independent expo

nentially distributed variables with parameter 1.
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Marked Point Processes

CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARIES

Another way to extended the standard Poisson setup to a more general setting, is to

replace ~+ by ~+ x E and the Lebesgue measure by any Radon measure 1/ on ~+ x E.

Definition 1.38. A Radon measure on (lR+ x E, (8+ ® E)) is a measure v such that

for every compact measurable set A E B+ ® E, 1/(A) < 00.

Using the new structure we could then define what is known as a Poisson random

measure.

J1 : n x (B+ @ £) ~ N

(w, A) ~ J-L(w, A) ,

such that J1(w,') is an integer-valued Radon measure on ~+ x E a.s., and for any

bounded measurable A E 8+ ® E, J-L(A) < 00 is a Poisson random variable with

parameter v(A)

't/k E N, JlD(f,t(A) = k) = e-v(A) (v(~))k .

In the same way as before we can define the compensated Poisson process by

jL(A) = J-L(A) - 1/(A)

The next results allows to construct, given a Randon measure v, a Poisson random

measure with intensity 1/.

Result 1.39. For any Radon measure 1/ on ~+ x E 7 there exists a Poisson random

measure J-l on 1R+ x E with intensity v.

We also note that a Poisson random measure on R+ x E can be represented as a

counting measure associated with a random sequence of points ('i, qi)i?l with 'i E ~+

and qi E E, i.e,

J-L(W, A) = L l{A} ('i, qi) .
i?l

J.L is thus a sum of Dirac masses located at the random points ('i, Qi)i?l'

J1 (w, .) == L ()('i (w ), qi (w)) .
i?l

(1.5)

Using the representation in (1.5) one can define other measures with more complex

dependence properties.

This is the case of the so called marked point processes, where (Qi)i?l are interpreted

as the marks associated with the events occurring at the random times (/i)i?l'
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Definition 1.40. A marked point process (MPP) on (0, F, (Q, (Ft)t~o) is a sequence

(Ti, qi) where

1. (Ti\~l is a sequence of non anticipating random times with Ti ---+ 00 a.s. when

i ---+ 00.

2. (qi)i~l is a sequence of random variables taking values in some space E.

3. The value of qi is revealed at Ti: qi is F Ti measurable.

Marked point processes are not Poisson random variables (they allow for arbitrary dis

tributions and dependent structures). The reason is that, though any Poisson random

variable can be represented as (1.5), (Ti)i~l does not necessarily verify Ti ~ 00 as

i ---+ 006 , so not all Poisson random measures can be represented by MPP, only those

with v([O, T] x E) < 00.

Doubly-Stochastic Processes

The so-called Cox processes or doubly stochastic Poisson processes are a generalizations

of the Poisson process allowing for stochastic intensity.

Consider a probability space (0,9, (Q), a filtration :F == (Ft)f?:-O' concerning the back

ground information, and a strictly non negative process (At)t~O such that A(t)

J~ A(s)ds is adapted to Ft· Let F == Vt~o:Ft·

If conditional on the background information F, J-L is a Poisson random measure on JR+

with intensity measure v(A) == fA A{s)ds for all measurable sets A E B+.

Then

is a F t - Cox process.

As before, but this time as long as we are conditioning on F, the conditional process

can also be represented (it has the same distribution as) as a time changed Poisson

process:

~/(w)IF = NA(t)(w) = inf { n 2': 1, ~ 7i > A(t)} , (1.6)

where (Nt)t~o is a standard Poisson process and we take TiS to be independent expo

nentially distributed variables with parameter 1.

6This condition guarantees that the number of events occurring on [0, TJ is a.s. finite.
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In credit risk models we are many times particularly interested in the first default

time, 71. Specially on those cases, it is sometimes useful to reverse engineer the Cox

processes and use the property in (1.6) to explicitly construct the first default time as

71 := inf {t ;:::: 0 : it >.(u)du = E1 }

where E1 is a exponentially distributed random variable with parameter 1 and (.At)t~O

is a non-negative process adapted to Ft .7 Then, typically one assumes that the infor

mation on the default state

1tt == () {l{Ti2:: s J, 0 :S s :::; t, Vi}

is independent of F and (It == F V H t is the full information set.

The same way we generalize Poisson processes to allow for the possibility of stochastic

intensities, one can also generalize Marked Point Processes to allow for stochastic

compensators, giving rise to what is known as doubly stochastic marked point processes

(DSMPP).

In finance DSMPP are useful to model events (7i, qi), where both the timing of the

events and its marks are driven by (possibility dependent) stochastic variables. In

Chapter 4 DSMPP are applied to credit risk issues.

1.2.2 Basics from differential geometry

To study term structures from a geometrical point of view, we need to introduce some

basic concepts from differential geometry. We refer to the Bjork (2004b) for a com

plete overview on the geometry studies concerning term structures, there you can find

reference to the original papers and proofs.

The first thing one must realize is that, concepts and intuitions of ordinary differential

geometry cannot be applied to stochastic Ito calculus. To be able to apply the dif

ferential geometry intuition we need to use of what is known as Stratonovich integrals

(instead of Ito integrals).

Definition 1.41. For given semi martingales X and Y, the Stratonovich integral of X

with respect to Y, J; X S 0 dYs, is defined as

(1.7)

7This construction strategy can also be extended to several defaults but that is unnecessary for

the purpose of this thesis.
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where the first term on the r.h.s. is the Ito integral and the quadratic variation process

(X, Y) can be computed via

d(X, Y) == dXtdyt

with the usual multiplication rules: dW· dt == dt . dt == 0, dW . dW == dt.

The Stratonovich formulation is geometrically more convenient because the Ito formula,

in Stratonovich calculus, takes the form of the standard chain rule in ordinary calculus.

Result 1.42. Assume that a Junction F(t, y) is smooth. Then we have

8F 8F
dF(t, yt) = at (t, yt)dt + 8y (t, yt) 0 dyt. (1.8)

We now present the needed geometric concepts. The presentation follows Bjork and

Svensson (2001) it will be in terms of a general real Hilbert Space Y and we denote by

Y an element of Y.

Consider a real Hilbert space Y.

By an n-dimensional distribution we mean a mapping F, which to each y E Yassociates

an n-dimensional subspace F(y) ~ Y.

A mapping (vector field) I : Y -+ Y, is said to lie in F if I (y) E F (y) for every y E Y.

A collection II, ... ,In of vector fields lying in F generates (or spans) F if

span {Il(y), ... , fn(y)} == F(y) for every y E Y,

where "span" denotes the linear hull over the real field.

The distribution is smooth if, for every y E Y, there exist smooth vector fields II, ... , In
spanning F. A vector field is smooth if it belongs to Coo.

If F and G are distributions and G(y) ~ F(y) for all y we say that F contains G, and

we write G ~ F. The dimension of a distribution F is defined pointwise as dimF(y).

Let f and g be smooth vector fields on Y. Their Lie bracket is the vector field [f, g],

defined by

[/,g] == /'g - g'J,

where f' denotes the Frechet derivative of I at y, and similarly for g'. We will sometimes

write /'[g] instead of f'g to emphasize that the Frechet derivative is operating on g.
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A distribution F is called involutive if for all smooth vector fields I and 9 lying in F

on Y, their lie bracket also lies in F, Le.

for all y E Y.

l,gE F [I,g] E F

We are now ready to define the concept of a Lie algebra which will playa central role

in what follows.

Definition 1.43. Let F be a smooth distribution on Y. The Lie algebra generated

by F, denoted by {F}LA or by £{F}, is defined as the minimal (under inclusion)

involutive distribution containing F.

If, for example, the distribution F is spanned by the vector fields 11, ... ,In then, to

construct the Lie algebra {II, ... , In}LA' you simply form all possible brackets, and

brackets of brackets, etc. of the fields 11,"" In, and adjoin these to the original

distribution until the dimension of the distribution is no longer increased.

When one tries to compute a concrete Lie algebra the following observations are often

very useful. Taken together, they basically say that, when computing a Lie algebra,

you are allowed to perform Gaussian elimination.

Result 1.44. Take the vector fields 11, ... ,Ik as given. It then holds that the Lie algebra

{II, ... ,Ik}LA remains unchanged under the following operations.

• The vector field Ii may be replaced by ali, where a is any smooth nonzero scalar

field.

• The vector field Ii may be replaced by

Ii + LajIj,
j#i

where aI, ... ,ak are any smooth scalar fields.

Let F be a distribution and let «J : V -+ W be a diffeomorphism between the open

subset V and W on Y. Then we can define a new distribution «J*F on Y by

We now define an useful operator on our Hilbert space Y.
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Definition 1.45. Let f be a smooth vector field on Y, and let Y be a fixed point in Y.

Consider the ODE

{

dYt
dt

Yo

We denote the solution Yt as efty.

f(Yt)

y

Finally, and for future reference, we define a particular type of functions -the quasi

exponential functions - that will turn out useful.

Definition 1.46. A quasi-exponential (or QE) function is by definition any function of

the form

f(x) == E eAuX +E eD:jX [Pj(x) cos(Wjx) + qj(x) sin(wjx)]
u j

where Au,O'j,Wj are real numbers, whereas Pj and qj are real polynomials.

Important properties of QE functions are given in Lemma 1.47.

Result 1.47. The following holds for quasi-exponentia! functions

• A function is QE if and only if it is a component of the solution of a vector valued

linear ODE with constant coefficients.

• A function is QE if and only if it can be written as f(x) == ceAxb. Where c is a

row vector, A is a square matrix and b is a column vector.

• If f is QE, then f' is QE.

• If f is QE, then its primitive function is QE.

• If f and g are QE, then f g is QE.
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Chapter 2

General Quadratic Term Structures

"At that time [1970's}, the notion of partial differential equations was very, very

strange on Wall Street. "

Robert C. Merton, Derivative Strategies, 1998.

For finite dimensional factor models, this chapter studies general quadratic

term structures. These term structures include as special cases the affine

term structures and the Gaussian quadratic term structures, previously

studied in the literature. We show, however, that there are other, non

Gaussian, quadratic term structures and derive sufficient conditions for the

existence of these general quadratic term structures for zero-coupon bond

prices.

2.1 Introduction

The term structure of zero-coupon bond prices has been the main object of study

in the term structure literature. Both affine term structures (ATS) and Gaussian

quadratic term structure models (Gaussian QTS) have been exploited: Vasicek (1977),

Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985), Brown (1993) and Duffie and Kan (1996) on the

ATS side, and Longstaff (1989), Beaglehole and Tenney (1991), Jamshidian (1996),

Boyle and Tian (1999) and Gombani and Runggaldier (2001) on the Gaussian-QTS

side, are among the most important. For survey studies and almost exhaustive lists

of references on the subject, see Ahn, Dittmar, and Gallant (2002), Dai and Singleton

(2003), Leippold and Wu (2002) or Rebonato (2003).

33
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The existing results on Gaussian-QTS do not include the results on ATS as a special

case. Indeed, all studies impose a deterministic volatility for the state space variable,

which is not a requirement of the ATS literature. In this chapter, we will extend

the existing results on quadratic term structures (QTS) of zero-coupon bond prices,

studying what we define as general quadratic term structures (GQTS). By studying

GQTS, we show that QTS have not been studied in full generality and how it is possible

to extend the previous literature to include non-Gaussian quadratic term structures.

The generalization results from an a priori distinction between types of factors: those

with, at most, a linear impact on the term structure of bond prices (linear factors) and

those that may have a quadratic impact (quadratic factors); and from allowing more

flexible factor dynamics for the first type of factors.

Our results will coincide with the results of the previous literature whenever there is

(or we assume that there is) only one type of factors. When all factors are quadratic

factors (or assumed to be so), we show that indeed a Gaussian setting for the factor

dynamics is the most general setting, and we recover the results on Gaussian-QTS.

In that sense, one can argue, that the previous literature is on pure quadratic term

structures. When all factors are linear factors, we recover the results on ATS.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

In Section 2.2, we present the general framework for zero-coupon bond prices (from

now on simply referred to as bond prices) and their term structure dynamics. We

model the entire term structures using the Heath-Jarrow-Morton approach. We define

exactly what we mean by general quadratic term structures (GQTS) and show how

they include both ATS and the Gaussian-QTS previously studied in the literature as

special cases.

In Section 2.3, we derive sufficient conditions for GQTS of bond prices. We show that

the generalization to non-Gaussian settings depends on an a priori classification of

factors. Our main concern is in distinguishing factors that may have a quadratic impact

on a GQTS from those that have at most a linear impact. We argue that, for quadratic

factors, we need a deterministic volatility structure, but for linear factors, we can allow

for a more general (stochastic) functional form. Thus, by imposing a deterministic

volatility structure for the (entire) state variable, the previous Gaussian-QTS literature

has either imposed an (unnecessary) ad hoc assumption or implicitly assumed that all

factors are quadratic, and in that sense, has studied only pure quadratic term structures

(PQTS).
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Section 2.4 studies the implications of this more general volatility structure in terms

of possible correlations between linear and quadratic factors.

Section 2.5 explains why the generalization technique introduced in the study of GQTS

cannot be applied to higher-order term structures. By doing this, we recover the well

known result of Filipovic (2002) that term structures of order higher than two are not

consistent with the no-arbitrage assumption (except for pathological cases).

In Section 2.6, we illustrate the applicability of the theoretical results presented by

explicitly computing the term structure of bond prices for two concrete models, one

of which is non-Gaussian. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes the chapter summarizing the

main results and pointing out directions for future research.

2.2 General Setting

Our main goal is the study of general quadratic term structures (GQTS) of bond prices,

when those term structures can be expressed as functions of a finite dimensional state

process Z.

Thus, we consider an m-dimensional (column) vector of factors Z,

Z(t) ==

and that the price, at time t, of a (zero-coupon) bond with maturity T, p(t, T), is given

by some deterministic function, H, so that we have

p(t, T) == H(t, Z(t), T).

In the above function, it is natural to view t and Z (t) as variables and T (the maturity

of the price) as a parameter. For a fixed t and z, the mapping T ~ H(t, z, T), is the

term structure of bond prices.

We now establish exactly what we mean by a general quadratic term structure (GQTS).

Definition 2.1. The term structure H is said to be generally quadratic if it has the

form

In H(t, z, T) == A(t, T) + BT (t, T)z + ZT C(t, T)z (2.1)
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where .T stands for transpose, C(mxm) is symmetric and not necessarily different from

0, B(mxl) and A(1Xl) are matrices of deterministic and smooth functions.

Note that requiring C to be symmetric is not restrictive. Any non-symmetric quadratic

form can be rewritten in an equivalent symmetric way with the advantage that the

symmetric representation is unique. Since later on we will be interested in determining

C, the uniqueness property will be useful.

Based on Definition 2.1 we identify a few special cases of a GQTS.

Definition 2.2. General quadratic term structures as in (2.1) have the following special

cases.

• Pure quadratic term structures (PQTS)

Whenever all Zi E Z show up in the quadratic term zT C(t, T)z at least for some

t, T, i.e. when

V i, 3 t, T s.t. Ci(t, T) =1= o.
In this case all factors in Z have a quadratic impact!, so there will be only

quadratic factors.

• Mixed Quadratic term structures (QTS)

Whenever there exist a Z such that, Zi never shows up in the quadratic term

zT C(t, T)z, but Zj does at least for sonle t, T, i.e.,

3 i s.t. Ci(t, T) = 0 V t, T and 3 t, T and j s.t. Cj(t, T) =1= o.
In this case there will be factors having a quadratic impact and factors having at

most a linear inlpact on the term structure. So, there will be both linear factors

and quadratic factors.

• Affine term structures (ATS) Whenever none of the factors Zi E Z ever shows

up on the quadratic term zT C(t, T)z, i.e.,

Vt,T C(t,T) =0.

In that case all factors are linear factors and have at most a linear impact.

In the above definition, and from now on, "./' stands for the i-th component/row of a

vector/ matrix.

1We note that, in this sense, a factor Zi has a quadratic impact both if zl turn up in the term

structure or if ZiZj does for some j. In other words, a quadratic factor will be any factor showing up

in Z T C(t, T)z.
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From the above definition, it is clear that GQTS include non-pure quadratic terms

structures (QTS).

The market also gives us a boundary condition, which for normalized bond prices (when

we take the notional value to be one) is given by H(T, Z(T), T) == 1, or equivalently,

A(T, T) == 0, B(T, T) == 0 and C(T, T) == O.

Before we go on with the analysis, let us set the scene.

Assumption 2.3. We assume that zero-coupon bond prices are of the form,

p(t, T) == H(t, Z(t), T) ,

where H is a smooth function with the boundary condition

H(T, z, T) == 1.

(2.2)

(2.3)

We will also consider that our m-dimensional factor model, under the martingale mea

sure (Q, is driven by an n-din1ensional Wiener process W. Assumption 2.4 sets some

notation about the dynamics of the factors Z under the martingale measure Q.

Assumption 2.4. The dynamics of Z, under the Q-measure, are given by

dZ(t) == a(t, Z(t))dt + (J(t, Z(t))dW(t) (2.4)

where a(t, z) is a m x 1 vector and (J(t, z) is a m x n matrix, and W is a n-dimensional

Wiener process.

Note that, by considering a n-dimensional Wiener process, we implicitly take W to be

a column vector of n independent scalar Wiener processes. Recalling, however, that we

can transform any system with correlated Wiener processes into an equivalent system

with uncorrelated ones2
, the assumption of independence between the elements of W

is not restrictive in any sense.

Remark 2.5 .. It is always possible to transform a system of correlated Wiener processes

dZ(t) == (... )dt + &(t, Z(t))dW(t) (2.5)

for W d-dimensional with possibly correlated elements, into a system of independent

ones

dZ(t) == (... )dt + (J(t, Z(t) )dW(t) (2.6)

for W n-dimensional with independent elements.

2For a textbook treatment of this result see, for instance, Bjork (2004a). A proof is also provided

in Appendix A.
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Furthermore, the following relation describes the connection the two Wiener processes

TV == c5W

where c5 is a (d x n) matrix of deterministic constants such that the length of its rows

is one (11(8)ill == 1) and c5c5T == p, for p the correlation matrix of the elements in "W.
Thus,

CT(t, Z(t)) == &(t, Z(t))c5.

The example below illustrates this in a very simple case.

Example 2.6. Consider the following dynamics of two factors ZI and Z2:

with dvt\ (t)dW2(t) == pdt.

In this case 6== (1 ~). The system can, thus, be rewritten as
p yl-p2

where we have dWI (t)dW2(t) == o.

(2.7)

For a better understanding of some future results, it is important to stress now that,

in our formulation, two correlated factors will be driven by at least one common scalar

Wiener process. In Example 2.6, both ZI and Z2 are driven by WI (the common

Wiener process in this case).

Having defined the exact setup we can go on with the analysis. Applying the Ito

formula to equation (2.2) and using the dynamics for the factors in (2.4) we can find

the dynamics of the zero-coupon bond prices under the martingale measure Q. Lemma

2.7 gives these dynamics.
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Lemma 2.7. Assume that the dynamics of Z are as in (2.4), then, if the zero-coupon

bond prices are given by (2.2), their Q-dynamics are described by

All partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, Z(t), T), and all ai and (Ji at (t, Z(t)).

Using the above Lemma and the fact that bonds are traded assets, we have the risk-free

short rate r as the bond prices' local rate of return, under the martingale measure Q.

Hence, we recover the following standard term structure equation for bond prices.

Result 2.8. Suppose the zero-coupon bond prices are given by (2.2) and Assumption

2.4 holds. Then H satisfies the following differential equation

{

8H m 8H 1 m 82H T

7it +L f)z. ai + 2" L f)z.f)z.O"iOj = rH
i=l '/, i,j=l '/, J

H(T, z, T) == 1

All partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, z, T), and all ai and (Ji at (t, z).

(2.8)

One of our goals is to obtain sufficient conditions for existence of a GQTS for bond

prices. As in any term structure study, these will be conditions on the functional form

of the short rate and on the factor dynamics. Let us establish some notation for the

short rate, defining what we call a generally quadratic short rate (GQSR) setting.

Definition 2.9. A general quadratic short rate setting is defined by a short rate, r,

with the following functional quadratic form

r(t, Z(t)) == ZT (t)Q(t)Z(t) + gT (t)Z(t) + f(t) (2.9)

where Q(t) (mxm), symmetric3
, and not necessarily different from 0, g(t)(mxl) and

f (t) 1x 1 are matrices of smooth and deterministic functions.

The next preliminary Lemma tells us that, whenever we have a GQTS for bond prices,

we also have a GQSR for the short rate. Or, to put it differently, that a GQSR is a

necessary condition for a GQTS of bond prices.

3Recall, from the previous section arguments, that the symmetry assumption both for C in (2.1)

or for Q in (2.9) is not restrictive in any way.
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Lemma 2.10. If we have a CQTS for bond prices, then we have CQSR for the short

rate, and the following connection exists between the functional matrices in (2.9) and

(2.1),
ae 8E aA

Q(t) = - aT (t, t) g(t) = - aT (t, t) f(t) = - aT (t, t).

Proof. Recall from (2.2) that we have p(t, T) = H(t, Z(t), T). Then we can use the

relation between bond prices p(t, T) and instantaneous forward interest rates, fr(t, T),

to conclude
8lnH

fr(t, T) = ----ar-(t, Z(t), T).

Hence for GQTS of bond prices as in (2.1) we have

(
8A aET T Be )

fr(t, T) = - aT (t, T) + aT (t, T)Z(t) + Z (t) aT (t, T)Z(t) .

Since we also have r(t) = fr(t, t), then

BA aBT Be
r(t) = - BT (t, t) - BT (t, t)Z(t) - ZT (t) BT (t, t)Z(t),

and the result follows from the comparison of this expression and (2.9). •
We will soon show that having a GQSR is also one of the sufficient conditions for a

GQTS of bond prices, but not the only one. As one would guess, the others are on the

functional form of a(t, z) and (}(t, z)(}T (t, z) in the factor dynamics (2.4).

Before we can present our main result, we need one more definition.

Definition 2.11. The vector of factors Z is said to have general quadratic Q-dynamics

if a(t, z) and (}(t, z) in (2.4) are such that

a(t, z) = d(t) + E(t)z (2.10)

m m

(}(t, z)(}T (t, z) = ko(t) +L ku(t)zu + L zuguk(t)Zk (2.11)
u=l u,k=l

where d, E, ko, ku and guk for u, k = 1, ... ,m are matrices of detern1inistic smooth

functions.

We also define for future reference

k 1 (t) gll(t) g12(t) glm(t)

K(t) ==
k 2(t)

G(t) ==
g21 (t) g22(t) g2m(t)

(2.12)

km(t) gml(t) gm2(t) gmm(t)
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2.3 GQTS of bond prices
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In a setting with GQSR and Z with general quadratic Q-dynamics, we can classify the

factors as follows.

2.3.1 Classification of Factors

Definition 2.12. Given a GQSR as in (2.9) and the general quadratic Q-dynamics for

Z (so that (2.10) and (2.11) hold for a:(t, z) and (j(t, z) in (2.4)).

• Zi is a z(q) -factor if it satisfies at least one of the following requirements:

(i) it has a quadratic impact on the short rate of interest r(t), i.e., there exists

t such that Qi(t) =1= 0;

(ii) it has a quadratic impact on the functional form of the matrix O"(t, z)(jT (t, z),

Le., there exist k and t such that gik(t) =1= 0;

(iii) it affects the drift term of the factors satisfying (i) or (ii), i.e., for Zj satis

fying (i) or (ii) we have Eji(t) =1= 0, at least for some t.4

• Zi is a z(l) -factor if it does not satisfy (i)-(iii).

The reader may wonder about the motivation for this classification of factors, and

may guess that it should somehow be related to different impacts on bond prices term

structures. After presenting the main result on GQTS for bond prices, we will be able

to give that motivation and to show that, indeed, this classification has to do with the

impact that the factors may end up having on the bond prices term structure.

Before that, however, we want to show the implications of Definition 2.12 in terms of

the forms of the matrices Q, E and G and to stress that the forms (2.13) bellow are

not the result of any assumption, rather they hold by definition.

Remark 2.13. We note that given Definition 2.12, it is always possible to reorder the

vector of factors Z and its correspondent value vector, so that we have

== (zeq))
Z z(l) (

zeq))
z == z(l) .

4We see that in the most general drift dynamics, that is, when the drift of all factors depend

linearly in all other factors, as long as there is one Z(qLfactor, all factors would also be of the type

z(q). So, one can say that a necessary condition for existence of more than one type of factors is that

the drift of factors satisfying (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.12 does not depend on all remaining factors.
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Furthermore, with this reordering of factors we have, by definition, the following forms

for Q in (2.9) and for E and G in (2.10) and (2.12), respectively

(

Q(qq)(t) 00)
Q(t) =

o

2.3.2 Main result

(

G(qq)(t) 0

0

),

G(t) =
o

(2.13)

We can now present the main result on GQTS of bond prices.

Theorem 2.14. Suppose that Assumption 2.3 and 2.4 are in force. Furthermore sup

pose that we are in a GQSR, so that (2.9) holds and that Z has a general quadratic

CQ-dynamics, (i.e., that a and (j from the factor dynamics (2.4), satisfy (2.10)-(2.11)).

Finally assume that the factors are reordered according to Definition 2.12, and that the

following restrictions apply to K and G in (2.12),

(
0 0) Vt, VU

° k~l) (t)

(0 0) VtandVu,ks.t.xu,xkEZ(q).

° g~~(t)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Then the term structure of bond prices is generally quadratic, i.e. H from (2.2) can

be written in the form (2.1) where A, Band C solve the following system of ordinary

differential equations,

{
BA 1at + dT(t)B + "2 BTko(t)B +tr{Cko(t)} f(t)

A(T,T) 0

{
BB T 1-T g(t)at + E (t)B + 2Cd(t) +"2B K(t)B + 2Cko(t)B

B(T,T) 0

{
BC T 1 -T -

Q(t)at + CE(t) + E (t)C + 2Cko(t)C + 2B G(t)B

C(T,T) 0

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)
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(
C(qq) 0)

where C has the special form C = 0 0 and A, Band C(qq) should be evaluated

at (t,T). E, d, ko, K, G are the same as in (2.10)-(2.12), and

o 0 B

B 0

o B

o
o

(2.19)

Proof. First of all, given the forms (2.13) of the matrices Q, E and G, it follows that

C(ll)(t,T) = 0 and C(ql)(t,T) = C(lq)T(t,T) = 0 for all t,T always solve (2.18). This

proves the last statement of the Theorem.

The main result follows from the fact that In H(t, z, T) = A(t, T) + BT(t, T)z +

ZT C(t, T)z for A, Band C satisfying (2.16)-(2.18), solves the PDE (2.8) (term struc

ture equation) which characterizes the bond prices in this setting.

(i) We start by showing that the term structure equation (2.8), is equivalent to the

PDE

(2.20)

r

exp{A(T,T)+B(T,T)TZ+ZTC(t,T)z} 1.

For In H(t, z, T) = A(t, T) + B(t, T)TZ+ ZT G(t, T)z, this follows from

aH
8t
8H
8zi

82H
azi8zj

[
8A 8BT TaG]-+- z+z -z Hat at at

[Bi + Ciz + CTiz] H

(ii) It remains to show that the system of ODE (2.16)-(2.18) solves the PDE (2.20).

To see this, we substitute r, a and aaTusing (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11), respectively,

and apply the restrictions (2.14)-(2.15). The PDE (2.20) becomes, then, a separable

equation. In addition, by making use of the fact that G(ll) (t, T) ~ 0 and C(ql) (t, T) =

G(lq)T (t, T) == 0 for all t, T are always a solution to (2.18), we can guarantee that all
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terms of order higher than two disappear. Hence, equation (2.20) becomes separable

up to quadratic terms of z. Identification of terms, and the use of the assumption on

the symmetry of C (which helps to simplify the expressions), leads to the system of

ODEs (2.16)-(2.18). •

Verbally spoken, the result of Theorem 2.14 is twofold: First, it states sufficient con

ditions for GQTS of bond prices and second, it provides an explicit way to compute

them. Because these sufficient conditions are somehow hidden in previous definitions

and the intuition lost in the formulas we restated them, intuitively, as follows. It is

sufficient for a GQTS of bond prices

• to have an interest rate model that guarantees a GQSR (as in (2.9));

• to have Z-factors with general quadratic Q-dynamics (as in (2.10)-(2.11)) re

stricted to guarantee deterministic aCq)aCq)T, aCq )aCl)T (and hence, by symmetry

also aCl)o-Cq)T). That is, that the volatility structure of ZCq)-factors, or of any

factors correlated with them, is deterministic.

Using these sufficient conditions (and the implications of Definition 2.12 per se), the

next Remark restates in a more visual way the first part of Theorem 2.14.

Remark 2.15. Assume that a short rate model can be described by

(

QCqq)(t) 0)
r(t, Z(t)) = ZT (t) 0 0 Z(t) + 9T (t)Z(t) + f(t),

and that the factors Z have Q-dynamics given by

dZ(t) == a(t, z)dt + a(t, Z(t))dW(t),

where a and o-aT satisfy

a(t, z)
(

ECqq)(t) 0)
d(t) + z

EClq) (t) ECll) (t)

k~qq)(t)

a(t, z)a(t, z) T m (2.21)

kg1)(t) + Z=k~l)(t)zu + z= zug~~(t)Zk
i=l Zu,Zk Ez(q)

Then we have a GQTS for bond prices as in (2.1).
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2.3.3 U-nderstanding the Z(q) and Z(l) factors
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Now we can understand better the classification of factors in Definition 2.12. Let us

first formalize the kind of impact a factor can have in a GQTS.

Definition 2.16. A factor Zi is called quadratic and is said to have a quadratic impact

on a GQTS

In H(t, z, T) = A(t, T) + B(t, T)z + Z T C(t, T)z

if

:3 t, T s.t. Ci(t, T) # o. (2.22)

A factor Zj is called linear and is said to have at most a linear impact on a GQTS if

it does not satisfy (2.22), i.e. if for all t, T Ci(t, T) = O.

The impact of Z(l)-factors is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.14 that follows

from C(ll)(t,T) == 0 and C(ql)(t,T) == C(lq)T(t,T) == 0 for all t,T.

Corollary 2.17. (Linear factors) The Z(l)-factors are linear factors in a GQTS of

bond prices.

It is, thus, particularly comforting to note that since (j(jT can only depend quadraticly

on Z(q)- factors (check (2.21)), in models where there are only Z(l)- factors the quadratic

term of (5(5T disappears and we recover the well known result of a linear (5(5T for ATS.

It would now be interesting to show that the Z(qLfactors actually have a quadratic

impact. As we will soon see this seems to be the case for almost all models, but to

show that for any Zi E Z(q), Ci(t, T) # 0 for some t, T is not a trivial task. Non

arbitrage arguments give us, however an easy partial answers.

Len-.rna 2.18. A factor Zi E z(q) for which Qi(t) # 0 at least for some t has a quadratic

impact in the bond prices term structure.

Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 2.10 that Qij(t) # O::::} Cij(t, T) # 0, V T .

•
For those Z(q) factors that do not affect quadraticly the short rate (Zi E Z(q) with

Qi(t) == 0 for all t) the answer is, however, less trivial. They are the factors that satisfy

only (ii) or (iii) in Definition 2.12 and their concrete impact can only be accessed by

studying the solution of the ODE (2.18). Definition 2.12 guarantees that for all such

5We write Ci instead of (C)i and, as before, it stands for the ith-row of the matrix C.
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Zi E Z(q) and at least for some t, T, the ODE Ci(t, T) is a Riccati equation with at

least one non-zero independent term and that thus, in general, Ci(t, T) f= o. However,

under some pathological situations when a factor Zi affects quadraticly the volatility

for many linear factors, and/or when it affects the drift of many quadratic factors, it

could (in theory) be that the many non-zero independent terms on the Riccati equation

for Ci(t, T) would cancel each other. In practice this situation is only likely to occur

by including in the model redundant factors or pathological constructions. The next

assumption imposes the needed regularity condition on the model that guarantee that

any Z(qLfactor will, indeed have a quadratic impact.

Assumption 2.19. For any i, k, t, T such that

or

the following regularity condition6 holds:

L Eji(t)Cjk(t, T) +L Bu(t, T)gikuv(t)Bv(t, T) f= O.
j u~

Proposition 2.20. (Quadratic factors) As long as we exclude from the analysis any

redundant factors and under the regularity condition of Assumption 2.19, the z(q)

factors are quadratic factors in a GQTS of bond prices.

Proof. Lemma 2.18 proves that any Zi E Z(q) such that Qi(t) f= 0 at least for some t

has a quadratic impact. It remains to show that for all Zi E Z(q) for which Qi(t) == 0

for all t (all remaining Z(qLfactors), we also have, at least for some t, T, Ci(t, T) f= 0

as a solution to (2.18). It follows from Definition 2.12 that, as long as we do not

consider the redundant factors, for such Zi there will always be a k, t, T such that

Eji(t)Cjk(t, T) f= 0 and/or Bu(t, T)gikuu(t)Bu(t, T) f= 0 for sQme u.7 The regularity

condition of Assumption 2.19 then guarantees that for that k, t, T, Cik(t, T) solves a

Riccati equation with a non-zero independent term and that, thus Cik(t, T) f= O. This

guarantees the quadratic impact of Zi according to Definition 2.16. •

6This regularity condition is only needed to guarantee that all Z(qLfactors have a quadratic impact,

one could just ignore it and think of the Z(q)-factors as the factors that will, in principle, have a

quadratic impact.
7If Zu is a redundant (linear) factor gikuu(t) -:/= 0 does not guarantee Bu(t, T)gikuu(t)Bu(t, T) -:/= 0

at least some T and hence, for this pathological case, the quadratic impact of Zi cannot be guaranteed.
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2.3.4 Actually solving the system of ODEs
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To actually solve the system of ODEs in (2.16)-(2.18) is a challenging task, especially

because equations (2.17)-(2.18) are interrelated matrix Riccati equations8 for Band

C.

The good news is that, given the very special form of the matrices Q, E and G in

(2.13) and the fact that we have C(ll)(t, T) == 0 and C(ql)(t, T) == C(ql)T(t, T) == 0 for all

t, T, they turn out to be two independent Riccati equations and the strategy to solve

them is as follows:

• Note that it is possible to split the vector equation (2.17) for B into two vector

(
B(q») (g(q»)equations for B(q) and B(l), using B = B(l) and g = g(l) .

Moreover, replacing B by B = (~~;~), C by C = (c:q) ~), Q by Q =

(Q:q) ~) and simplifying, we can also write the matrix equation (2.18) for C

in terms of B(q), B(l) and C(qq).

Doing this we get

o
(2.23)

(2.24)

B(l)(T,T) 0

8For and interesting note on the importance of Riccati equations in Mathematical Finance, see

Boyle, Tian, and Guan (2002).
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Q(qq) (t) (2.25)

c(qq) (T, T) 0

and has dimension q x l.q for q the number

a
o

where B{l) =

o 0 B(l)

of Z(q)- factors and I the number of Z(l) - factors, and where we take

k(ll) g~l~) (t) (11) (11)
1 g12 glq

k(ll) ggi) (t) g~l~) (t) (11)

K(ll) = 2 (;(11) = g2q

k~) (ll) (ll) (ll)
gql gq2 gqq

• Note that the ODE (2.24) for B(l) only depends on B(l) itself. That the ODE

(2.25) depends on C(qq) and B(l) but not on B(q). And, finally, that the ODE

(2.23) depend on all three functions B(q), B(l) and C(qq).

Given this, the next steps are obvious.

1. Solve equation (2.24) and get the solution for B(l).

2. Use the solution for B(l) to solve (2.25) and get the solution for C(qq).

3. Finally, use both solutions for B(l) and C(qq) to solve for (2.23) and get the

solution for B(q).

4. This is equivalent to solve the ODEs (2.17)-(2.18). We can then insert the solu

tions for Band C into equation (2.16) and simply integrate to obtain A.

2.3.5 Important special cases

The most important special case of a GQTS of bond prices are the Gaussian-QTS and

the ATS previously studied in the literature. In any of these cases the classification of

factors becomes irrelevant.
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Gaussian Quadratic Term Structures

In a Gaussian-QTS model all the factors have deterministic volatility,

(J(t, z)(JT (t, z) = ko(t) Vt,
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and, thus, the volatility condition of Theorem 2.1~ is always satisfied. Moreover, by

reading the conditions of Theorem 2.14, we realize that the need to classify factors had

to do with the need to check a special volatility structure, which is different depending

on the type of factors only in the non-deterministic case (recall equation (2.11) and the

conditions (2.14)-(2.15)). Given this, in a completely Gaussian setting, the volatility

conditions are satisfied by definition and we can restate Theorem 2.14 without any

allusion to the classification of factors.

Corollary 2.21. (Gaussian-QTS) Suppose that Assumption 2.3 and 2.4 are in force.

Furthermore suppose that we are in a GQSR setting, so that (2.9) and Q(t) =1= 0

for some t. Finally, assume that a and a from the factor dynamics (2.4) are of the

following form:

a(t, z)

o-(t, z)(JT (t, z)

d(t) + E(t)z

ko(t)

where d, E, ko are matrices of deterministic smooth functions.

Then the term structure of bond prices is generally quadratic, i.e. H from (2.2) can be

written on the form (2.1). A, Band C in (2.1) solve the following system of ordinary

differential equations.

{

8A 1at + d
T

(t)B + "2 BTko(t)B + tr{(C)ko(t)} f(t) (2.26)

A(T,T) 0

{

8Bat +E
T

(t)B + 2Cd(t) + 2Cko(t)B g(t) (2.27)

B(T,T) 0

{
8;: + CE(t) + E T(t)C + 2Cko(t)C = Q(t)
U~ (2.28)

C(T,T) = 0

The Gaussian structure of the model stops to be an assumption and becomes a needed

condition when all the factors are of the type Z(q). So, for pure quadratic term struc

tures (PQTS), the system of ODEs to be solved is also (2.26)-(2.28), not because we
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have an ad doc assumption, but because otherwise aaT would not have the required

form.

The previous literature on quadratic term structures can, thus, be seen as either a

literature on Gaussian-QTS, where a non-needed add hoc assumption is introduced, or

as a literature on PQTS that has not considered the possibility that some factors may

have only a linear impact on the term structure. In either case the results are those of

Corollary 2.21 and are obtained from Theorem 2.14 by setting K(t) = 0 and G(t) = 0

for all t. In Section 2.6 we give examples of both pure (thus Gaussian) and non-pure

QTS.

Affine Term Structures

From Corollary 2.17 we know that if there are only Z(l)-factors we have an ATS of

bond prices.

Thus, sufficient conditions to guarantee ATS of bond prices are: an affine setting of

interest rates and a linear matrix a(t, z)uT (t, z). Otherwise there would be at least

one Z(qLfactor (for one of the reasons (i) or (ii) in Definition 2.12) having a quadratic

impact in bond prices term structure. So, Q(t) = 0 and G(t) = 0 for all t, guarantee

an ATS and Theorem 2.14 give us the right result when we include this fact. Also

in this case Theorem 2.14 can be restated without any allusion to the classification of

factors (there is only one type of factor, anyway).

Corollary 2.22. (ATS) Suppose that Assumption 2.3 and 2.4 are in force. Furthermore

suppose that we are in an affine interest rate setting, that is (2.9) hold with Q(t) = O.

Finally assume that a and a from the factor dynamics (2.4) are of the following form:

a(t, z)

a(t, z)aT (t, z)

d(t) + E(t)z
m

ko(t) + Lku(t)zu
u=l

where d, E, ko and ku for all u, are matrices of deterministic smooth functions.

Then the term structure of bond prices is affine, i.e. H from (2.2) can be written on

the form (2.1) with C = 0 and A, B solve the following system of ordinary differential

equations.

f(t)

o
(2.29)
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{
~~ +ET (t)B + ~iFK(t)B g(t)

B(T,T) 0

where K, 13 are defined as in (2.12) and (2.19) respectively.

2.4 On the factors volatility structure
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(2.30)

From a careful reading of the proof of Theorem 2.14, one can realize that whenever

there are both types of factors, we could, in principle, allow the drift a of Z(lLfactors

to depend also quadraticly on some of the factors z, since the PDE (2.20) would still be

separable in a way that would not compromise the existence of solution. Concretely, a

drift of the form,

could, theoretically, be considered.

This possibility is however ruled out in Definition 2.11 because, by allowing a quadratic

drift, we cannot guarantee existence of a unique global solution 9 for the SDE (2.4),

since there would be no K such that

lIa(t,x) - a(t, y)11 :s; Kllx - yll·

Therefore, the most general form for the drift term a is that it is linear in z (as in

(2.10)).

We can, nonetheless, allow for quadratic o-(t, z)o-T (t, z) (as in (2.11)), since this essen

tially means that o-(t, z) is a linear function of z, and, therefore, we still can find a K

such that

IIo-(t,x) - o-(t,y)ll:s; Kllx - yll·

Interesting questions to pose at this point are:

1. What do the conditions on o-(t, z)o-T (t, z) really imply for the structure of o-(t, z)

itself?

2. What is the equivalent to a given form of a(t, z) in terms of volatility o-(t, z) of

a model with correlated10 Wiener processes?

9For a textbook treatment of solutions of SDEs see, for instance, Bjork (2004a).
lORecall Remark 2.5 and Example 2.6.
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In previous literature little effort has been spent in trying to answer the above questions,

the only exception is Duffie and Kan (1996), that answers the first for affine uuT. The

next two Propositions answer both questions for a quadratic uuT, that is when

m m

u(t, z)uT (t, z) = ko(t) +E ku(t)zu + E zuguk(t)Zk. (2.31)
u=l u,k=l

Proposition 2.23. Taking u(t, z)Tu(t, z) to be of the form (2.31) is, under non degen

eracy conditions and possible reordering of indices, the same as taking u(t, z) in (2.4)

to be of the form

u(t, z) = 'E(t)U(t, z), (2.32)

where E(t) is a (m x n) deterministic matrix and U(t, z) is a (n x n) matrix with the

specific from

where

U(t, z) =

VUI(t,Z)

o

o

o
Vu~(t, z)

o
o

o vun(t, z)

(2.33)

(2.34)

with ei a scalar deterministic functions and Ii a deterministic row-vector functions for

all i E {I, ... , n}.

Proof. This is a straight forward generalization of a similar result from Duffie and Kan

(1996) on the implications for the matrix cr(t, z) of requiring a linear functional form

for cruT (the well-known ATS condition). •

Proposition 2.23 shows that each column of the matrix u(t, z) can only depend on the

square root of one particular quadratic combination of factors; otherwise, cr(t, z)uT (t, z)

would have elements of the form ..;uiylUj which, for Ui :f. Uj, would not be linear in z.

That is, the matrix u(t, z) in (2.4) needs to be of the following form

811 VUl(t, z) SInVun(t, z)

U(t, Z) =
S21 VUI(t, z) S2nVUn(t, z)

(2.35)

8m1VUl(t, z) 8mn vun(t, z)

The implications from (2.32)-(2.34) are quite strong since by letting each column of

u(t, z) depend at most on one particular square root function, it implies that the term
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associated with each of the n elements of the multi-dimensional Wiener process (since

each column of 0" multiply a different element of W) can also depend at most on one

particular square root function.

This is just an algebraic fact that, however, together with the fact that the matrix

O"(t, z) is the volatility when we consider a multi-dimensional Wiener process (i.e. in

dependent scalar Wiener processes) may turn out to be quite restrictive.II Note that

given a model with correlated Wiener processes, the volatility of the equivalent model

with independent Wiener process will incorporate the correlations between the original

scalar Wiener processes in 0"(t, z) and so restrictions of this matrix lead to restrictions

on possible correlations on the original scalar Wiener processesl2
.

Taking these two observations simultaneously, it is easy to see that correlations can

only be allowed between factors driven by the same Ui function.

We take a second look at Example 2.6.

Example 2.6 (cont.) The following original dynamics of two factors Zl and Z2:

(2.36)

with dW1(t)dW2(t) == pdt, has the following transformed form

(2.37)

with dW1(t)dW2 (t) == O.

Since O"(t, Z(t)) in (2.37) does not have the form (2.35) for any p =I 0, we immediately

see that the model (2.36) when we allow for correlation between WI and W2 is not in

accordance with (2.31).

When the two Wiener processes are not correlated (Le. if dW1(t)dW2(t) == 0), then

we have the form (2.32)-(2.34) with 9i == 0 for all i, consequently the matrix O"(t, z) is

linear in z and in accordance with (2.31).

llRecall the comment just made after Example 2.6 (in Section 2.2), that any two correlated factors,

in the assumed formulation must be driven by at least one common (scalar) Wiener process.
12Recall equation (2.7) in Remark 2.5 and note that the correlations will appear in a(t, z) trough

the matrix 8.
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Proposition 2.24 tells us what are the conditions in terms of the volatility structure

0-(t, z) of a possibly correlated system that would guarantee a multidimensional repre

sentation with a volatility structure a(t, z) of the form (2.35).

Proposition 2.24. Under non degeneracy conditions and possible reordering of terms

we have a transformed matrix a(t, z)aT (t, z) quadratic in z (of the form (2.31)), if and

only if,

• the volatility structure of the factors o-(t, z) in a system with correlated Wiener

processes (as in equation (2.5)) can be written as

o-(t, z) == E(t)U(t, z) (2.38)

where ~ (t) is a deterministic (m x d) matrix and U(t, z) a (d x d) matrix with

the same form as (2.33)-(2.34),

and

• for any possible i and j, we only allow for correlations among the scalar wiener

processes ~ and Wj in W = (::) if we have Ui(t, z) = Uj(t, z).

Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.23 and the equivalence between the representation

(2.5) and (2.6) in Remark 2.5. •

To understand the idea behind Proposition 2.24, note that, since U(t, z) in (2.38) is of

the same form as in (2.32), the difference between o-(t, z) and a(t, z) comes essentially

from the matrices ~(t) and E(t). ~(t) tend to be a better behaved diagonal matrix as

E(t) has to include possible correlations in off-diagonal cells. Since the basic structure

is maintained when going from the original to the transformed dynamics of the factors

Z, the very specific form in (2.35) only allows for very restrictive correlations among

the elements of originally correlated Wiener processes tv.

Example 2.25. A five-factor model with possibly correlated Wiener processes

a1 0 0 0 a WI
0 (J2VZI(t) 0 a 0 W2

dZ(t) == (... )dt + 0 0 a3 0 0 d W3
0 0 0 a4VZf(t) + Z3(t) 0 W4
0 0 0 0 (JsVZl(t) Ws
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has a volatility structure 0-(t, z) that can be rewritten as

Ul 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 U2 0 0 0 0 VZ1 0

o-(t,z) = 0 0 U3 0 0 0 1 0 (2.39)

0 0 0 U4 0 0 VZI + Z3 0
0 0 0 0 Us 0 0 VZ1

V'

t

From (2.39) we see that the only correlations we can allow for, according to Proposition

2.24, are between WI and W3 on the one hand, and between W2 and Ws on the other.

The two propositions above study the form of u (and 0-) when we want to guarantee

a general quadratic form of uuT as in (2.31). We know, however, from the previous

analysis, that the form (2.31) does not guarantee a GQTS and only a restricted version

of it does. Considering the needed restrictions we now analyze

u(t, z)uT (t, z) = m . (2.40)

k~ll) (t) +2: k~l)(t)zu + 2: zug~~(t)Zk
i=1 Zu,ZkEz(q)

The needed conditions on u (and 0-) are presented in the next Corollary.

Corollary 2.26. Given the classification of factors in Definition 2.12, imposing the

structure (2.40) on u(t, z)uT (t, z) is equivalent to require, under non degeneracy con

ditions, that:

• the volatility structure, u(t, z) in (2.4), is of the following form

U(t'Z)=(~1)(t) 0)(1 0)
~~) (t) ~<j} (t) 0 U(t, z)

for some division of the elements in the multidimensional Wiener process into

W = (~:) and where ~~.) are deterministic matrices and U(t, z) has the same

form as in (2.33)-(2.34).

or equivalently,
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• the volatility structure of the original model with possibly correlated Wiener processes,

aCt, z) in (2.5),

- can be written as

for some division ofW = (:;) and where t~·) are deterministic matrices

and U(t, z) has the same form as in (2.33)-(2.34)

and

- for any i and j we only allow for correlations among the scalar Wiener

processes ~ and W j in W = (1':) if both belong to the group WA, or if

we have Ui(t, z) = Uj(t, z).

Proof. It follows immediately from Propositions 2.23 and 2.24. •
The previous results help us check, by inspection, if a model satisfies the volatility

sufficient condition for a GQTS.

Remark 2.27. An important consequence of the results above is that any factor (even

a linear factor) that is correlated with a quadratic factor must also have a deterministic

volatility structure.

2.5 On higher order term structures

After studying GQTS, which include all term structures up to the order two, one may

wonder about higher order term structures, say, general cubic term structures for bond

prices (GCTS). These GCTS would include all term structures up to the order three,

so they would include the GQTS previously studied as well as cubic term structures

(CTS).

GCTS are, however, not nice objects of study. Without getting too technical, we note

that when we leave the quadratic setting, the second-order derivatives °a21naH
are of

Zi Zj
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a higher order than In H itself, which makes almost impossible (it is possible only in

pathological/lucky cases) that the term structure equation will have a solution. In

other words, CTS are not compatible with no-arbitrage.

This is an interesting result also proved by Filipovic (2002) using different techniques13

and gives extra motivation for GQTS (i.e., non Gaussian-QTS) studied in this chapter.

In some sense, this is as far as one can hope to go without introducing arbitrage into

the model.

2.6 Applications

In this section, we consider two-factor models that generate GQTS of bond prices. The

models are naive as their purpose is rather to illustrate the techniques earlier described,

than to focus on realism. In the first model, the two factors will have a quadratic

impact14 , while on the second model, we have a true GQTS, with one linear factor

and one quadratic factor. For both cases, we explicitly compute the term structure of

bond prices. Some of the results rely on the solution of scalar Riccati equations. In

Appendix B one can find useful computations on these type of equations.

2.6.1 PQTS

Consider the following model for the short interest rate

dZ1(t)

dZ2 (t)

dWI (t)dW2(t)

[fh (t) - a1Zl (t)] dt + (JldW1 (t)

[112(t) - a2Z2(t)] dt + (J2dW2(t)

o

1
r(t) = 2 [Z~(t) + Z~(t)]

where aI, a2, (JI and 0"2 are deterministic constants and 111(') and 112(') deterministic

functions of time.

13Filipovic (2002) proves, under certain regularity conditions, that if one represents the forward rate

as a time-separable polynomial function of a diffusion state vector, that the maximal consistent order

of the polynomial is two. Consistency in this context, as discussed in Bjork and Christensen (1999),

means that the interest rate model will produce forward curves belonging to the parameterized family.
14This model is also presented in Jamshidian (1996) as an illustration of a Gaussian-QTS. There

the task of obtaining the explicit solution is left to the reader.
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We have a GQSR with

Q(t) = (~ n, g(t) = (~) f(t) == o.

Both factors are Z(q)-factors (according to Definition 2.12) and we have a general

quadratic Q-dynamics for the factors, i.e., (2.10) and (2.1~) hold with

d(t) (~:~:O' E(t) = (-;1 -~J

ko(t) = (~ :~), ku(t) = 0, guk(t) = o.

Hence, we are under the conditions for a PQTS for bond prices, and to obtain A, B

and C we need to solve the system (2.26)-(2.28).

For the model above C solves,

{

~ +2 (-;1 -~J C+2c
T (~ :~) C (~n

C(T, T) == 0

We can immediately see that C(12) == C(21) == 0 is part of the solution, so we can solve

the simpler ODE

~ (C(11) 0) +2(-a1 0) (C(11) 0)
at 0 C(22) 0 -a2 0 C(22)

o~) ,
o

C(t, T) ==

and we just need to solve two scalar Riccati equations.

The final solution of C is then,

(
C(II)(t,T) 0)

o C(22)(t, T)

1 - e2'Yl (T-t)

2(al + 1'1) (e2'Yl(T-t) - 1) + 41'1

o
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and ~i = va; + 0"; for i = 1,2.

With these solutions we can go on and solve the ODE for Band A.

59

o ) B + 2C (f31) + 2C (ar O
2

) B
-0',2 f32 0 0"2

B(T,T) o

which simplifies to

o ) (C(11) (t T) 0 ) (f31)
-a2 B + 2 0 ' C(22)(t, T) f32

+2 (C(ll)(t, T) 0 ) (O"i 0) B
o C(22)(t, T) 0 O"~

B(T,T)

g(t)

o

and the solution is given by

B(i)(t, T) = 2 [T eJ:(ai-2crlC(U)(u,T))duf3i(S)C(ii)(s, T)ds

Finally we can obtain A by simple integration of (2.26), that is

i = 1,2

2.6.2 A naive non-pure QTS

Consider the following two-factor model

dZ1(t)

dZ2(t)

dW1(t)dW2(t)

f31(t)dt + O"ldWl(t)

f32(t)dt + VZ2 (t)dW2(t)

o

where 0"1 is a deterministic constant and {31('), (32(') are deterministic functions of time.

We have a GQSR with

Q(t) = G~), g(t) = G), f(t) =0.
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And, from Definition 2.12, we can conclude that Zl is a Z(qLfactor and Z2 is a Z(l)

factor.

We also see that both the drift and the volatility conditions are satisfied with

d(t) Ch(t)) E(t) == 0
f32 (t) ,

ko(t) (ai 0) k 1 (t) = (~ 0) k(t) _ (0 0)
o 0 ' 0,2-

01
,

guk(t) (~ ~) for u,k = 1,2.

Hence bond prices have a QTS and A, Band C solve

{

~ + (13t(t) fJ2(t)) B + ~BT (~i ~) B +tr {c (d ~)}

A(T,T)

o

o

B(T,T) °

{

8C + 2C (ar 0) C = (1 0)at 0 0 0 0

C(T,T) °
It is easy to see that in this case C(ll) solves the scalar Riccati equation

whose solution is given by

1 - e2"(CT - t)

C(ll)(t, T) = ')' (e2-y(T-t) _ 1) + 2')'

And for the remaining cells in C,(i.e. for (ij) =f (11)), C(ij)(t, T) == O.
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Each entry of B then solves

{

8B(1)--+ 2C(11)(3 (t) + 2C(11)(j2B(1) 0
8t 1 1

B(1)(T, T) 0

{

8B(2) ~ (B(2))2 = 1
8t + 2

B(2) (T, T) == 0

We can solve first for B(2) and then for B(l) to get

iT eUU: 2C{ll)(u,T)du [2C{ll) (s, T)f31 (s)] ds

0'2, O't

i
T e?!(s-t) (1 - e21'(T-s») [')'(e21'(T-s) - 1) + 2')'] a-I

(31 (s) 2 ds
~

t [')'(e21'(T-t) - 1) + 2')'] Q

V2 (1 - ev'2{T-t))

(eV2(T-t) - 1) + 2

Finally one easily sees that A is given by
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More complex GQTS of bond prices can also be computed.

2.7 Concluding remarks-

This chapter investigates the term structure of bond prices when we assume that these

prices are functions of a finite dimensional state process. It generalizes previous studies

by considering non-Gaussian quadratic term structures.

This generalization relies on the a priori separation of factors into quadratic and linear

factors. The Generalized Quadratic Term Structures (GQTS) have, as special cases,

the affine and the Gaussian-quadratic term structures.

We show that unless all factors are of the quadratic type, the requirement of a de

terministic volatility structure is not necessary for all factors. We devote some effort
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to understanding all the implications that different volatility conditions for different

types of factors have in terms or their possible correlations. Finally, we explain why

this generalization technique fails when it comes to higher order term structures re

covering the well-known result that term structures of order higher than two are not

consistent with the no-arbitrage assumption.

In terms of further research, it is worth mentioning that although the classification of

factors is dependent on the concrete prices we are studying, the ideas presented here

can be applied to other term structures (up to a different classification of factors).

In Chapter 5, for instance, the same concept of GQTS is applied to forward and futures

prices.
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A Appendix: Equivalence of Wiener systems
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In this appendix we give a proof of Remark 2.5. We show that we can transform any

system with correlated Wiener processes into an equivalent system with uncorrelated

ones, so this assumption of independence between the elements of W is not restrictive

in any sense.

Proof of Remark2.5

Proof. Let us consider the d-dimensional correlated Winer processes WI, ... ,Wd . Let

furthermore the correlation (deterministic square symmetric matrix) be given,

1 P12 PId

PI2 1 P2d
P==

PId P2d 1

Define a deterministic matrix 8, with d-rows and as many columns as necessary to solve

Pij == 8i 8J, where 8i denotes the ith-row.

Denote n the (minimal) number of columns of 8. Then, we know 118i ll == 1.

It remains to show that, for the n-dimensional W, defined by W == 8W, we have

WI, W2 , ... , Wn independent (scalar) Winer processes. It is straightforward to check

that each of them follow a standard N(O, 1) normal distribution (it follows from 118i ll ==

1 and IE [Wi] == 0 for all i == 1, ... ,d).

To show the absence of covariances, first we note that by assumption we have 18: [dWidWj ] ==

Pij, then we realize

IE [d~dWj] = IE [~OikdWk. tOjldWl]

:E 8ik8jlJE [dWkdWi]
kl

8i8j T + :E 8ik8jl IE [dWkdWi]
'--v-"

Pij kl, k#l

IE [dWkdWi] == afor k # l.

Finally, u(t, Z(t)) == a(t, Z(t))8 is a consequence of the equivalence between (2.5) and

(2.6).

•
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B Appendix: Scalar Riccati Equ.ations

This appendix summarizes some useful computations related to scalar Riccati equa

tions.

Lemma 2.28. Consider the following Ricatti ODE where Z is a deterministic function
. az

of two variables (t, T), Z denotes 7ft and g, j, Q E 1R

{ Z == f + gZ + QZ2

Z(T, T) == 0
(2.41)

The solution to the above ODE is given by

2f [1 - e1Px]

Z(t, T) = ('if; + g) lew"' - 1] + 2'if;

where we use x == T - t and 'lj; == Jg2 - 4Q j .

(2.42)

Proof. Let us set Z(t, T) = ~g? where Y(t) =I- 0 'Vt E It, T].

. Xy-yy
We, thus, have Z = y2 and it is easy to verify that the Riccati ODE (2 ..41) is

equivalent to the following homogeneous system of linear ODEs

{
~ = gX + fy = [~] == [g f] [X]
y == -QX Y -Q 0 Y

~
A

with the boundary conditions X(T) == 0 and w.l.o.g. yeT) == 1.

Suppose we can make a transformation of the variables so that the transformed system

is diagonal

then

[~]=B[;]

[1] = B [;] = BA [~] = BAB-
1
[;]

so, if we can find B such that BAB-1 is diagonal, then we have
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where AI, A2 are the diagonal terms of BAB-l.

From linear algebra we know that B-1 is the matrix of the eigenvectors of A and the

diagonal of BAB-1 are the corresponding eigenvalues.

Computing the eigenvalues of A we get

I
g - A f 1==0
-Q -.A

A2
- Ag + Qf == 0

A == 9 ± vig2 - 4Qf == 9 ± 'ljJ
2 2

where we have denoted 'ljJ :== vi92 - 4Qf·

The eigenvectors can then we obtained by

o

o

U · th ., g+'l/J d' g-'ljJ . h· tsIng e expressIons /\1 == -2- an /\2 == -2- we can rewrIte t e elgenvec ors as

We finally we have

(2.43)

where Cl and C2 are integration constants that can be determined by the boundary

conditions

Solving boundary system we get
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Using these expressions in (2.43) we get

2f Alt ( (g - 'l/J)2 -AIT) 9 - 'l/J A2t ( -4fQ -A2T)---e e ---e e
g-'l/J (g-'l/J)2-4fQ 2Q (g-'l/J)2-4fQ

2f(g - 'l/J) [e- A1X + e-A2X]
(g-'ljJ)2-4fg

(g - 'l/J)2e- AIX - 4fQe-A2X

(g - 'l/J)2 - 4fg

Using Z = ~ and noting that Al - A2 = 'ljJ and g2 _1/J2 = (g -1/J) (g + 'ljJ) = +4fQ, we

can simplify to reach the result

Z(t, T) =
2f(g-1/J) [e->'lX+e->'2X]

(g-1/J)2-4fg
(g_1/J)2 e->'lX-4fQe->'2X

(g-1f;)2-4fg

2f [e1/JX- 1]
(g - 'l/J) - (g + 'l/J )e1/Jx

2f(g - 'ljJ) [e(AI-A2)X]

(g _ 'ljJ)2 _ 4fQe(AI-A2)X

-(g + 'l/J) [e1/Jx - 1] - 2'l/J

•

1 (e-(g+1/J)S;t [(g + 'l/J) [e1/J(T-t) -1] +2'l/JJ)
--In (244)

Q (g + 'l/J) [e1/J(T-s) - 1] + 2'ljJ .

2feR(s-t) [(g + 'l/J)[e1/J(T-t) - 1] + 21/;J I/Q [1 - e1/J(T-s)]

[(g + 1/;) [e1/J(T-S)-I]+21/J]1/Q+l
(ii) e- ItS Z(u,T)duZ(s, T)

Lemma 2.29. Let'l/J = Jg2 - 4Qf. The following results holds for Z solving the ODE

in (2.41):

(i) 1s

Z(u, T)du

Proof. (i)
fS fS 2f [1 - e1/J(T-u)]

it Z(u,T)du= it ('ljJ+g)[e'l/>(T-U)_1]+21/Jdu

We now do a change of variable

y = [e1/J(T-u) - 1] In(y + 1) -1/;T
=} u=-----

1/;
1 1

=} ul= ---
'ljJy+l

and get

J 2f[1-e1/J(T-u)] IJ y 1
('ljJ +g)[e'l/>(T-u) _ 1] + 2'ljJ du = -2f~ ('ljJ + g)y + 2'ljJ . y + 1du (2.45)
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Finally, we note that

2fy 1 2'lj; 1
('lj;+g)y+2¢y+1 (g-¢)[(g+¢)y+2¢] + (g-¢)(y+1) ,

and using (g - ¢)(g + 'ljJ) == +4/Q we have

2/ { ! 2'lj; ! 1 }-* - (g-1/J) [(g+¢)y+21/J] + (g-1/J)(y+1)

- ~ { (g _ ?j;~~g + ?j;) In [(g + ?j;)y + 2?j;] + (g ~ ?j;) In[y + I]}

1 2/(g + 'l/J)
(j In [(g + ?j;)y + 2?j;] - ?j;(g _ ?j;)(g + ?j;) In[y + 1J

1 (g+¢)
(j In [(g + ?j;)y + 2?j;J - 2?j;Q In[y + 1]

1 ([y + 1](9;1/11/1) )

-(j In (g + ?j;)y + 2?j;
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Substituting back y == [e'l/J(T-u) - 1] we get

( {[til)1 (e'l/J(T-u») 21/1 1 e(g+'l/J) (T;u)

(2.45) = -(j In (g + ?j;)[e"'(T-u) _ 1] + 2?j; = -(j In ( (g +?j;) [e"'(T-u) - 1] + 2?j; )

So,

1 ( e(g+'l/J) (T;u) ) IS[S Z(u, T)du = -(j In (g +?j;) [e"'(T-u) _ 1] + 2?j; t

(

e(9+1/I)~ )
_~ In (g+'l/J) [e1/l(T-s)-1] +2'l/J

Q e(9+'l/J)~
(g+'l/J) [e1/J(T-t) -1] +2'l/J

(ii) Using equations (2.42) and (2.44) we have

_{_1..1n(e-(9+1/J)~ [(9+1/I)[e1/J(T-t)-1]+21/J])}

e- It Z(u,T)duZ(s, T) == e Q (9+1/J) [e1/J(T-S)-1]+21/J X

2f [1 - e1P(T-s)]
x-----:::.....--------.;;;.--

(¢ + g) [e'l/J(T-s) - 1] + 2'ljJ

== [e-(9+1P)? [(g + 'lj;) [e1/J(T-t) - 1] + 2'lj;]] I/Q 2/ [1 - e",(T-s)]

(g + 'lj;) [e'l/J(T-s) - 1] + 2'ljJ ('l/J + g) [e1/J(T-s) - 1] + 2'lj;

e-~(s-t) [(g + 'ljJ)[e1P(T-t) _ 1] + 2'lj;] I/Q [1 _ e1/J(T-s)]

2f [(g + 'lj;)[e1/J(T-S)-1]+21/J]I/Q+l

The results follow from the use of (g - ¢)(g + ¢) == +4fQ. •
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Chapter 3

Quadratic shot-noise CRM

"The sciences [...J mainly make models. By a model is meant a mathematical

construct which, with addiction of certain verbal interpretations, describes observed

phenomena. The justification of such mathematical construct is solely and precisely

that it is expected to work."

John von Neumann, 1944.

We propose a reduced form model for default that allows us to derive closed

form solutions to all the key ingredients in credit risk modeling: risk-free

bond prices, defaultable bond prices (with and without stochastic recovery)

and survival probabilities. We show that all these quantities can be rep

resented in general exponential quadratic forms, despite the fact that the

intensity is allowed to jump producing shot-noise effects. In addition, we

show how to price defaultable digital puts, CDSs and options on defaultable

bonds.

Further on, we study a model for portfolio credit risk where we consider

both firm specific and systematic risks. The model generalizes the attempt

from Duffie and Garleanu (2001). We find that the model produces realistic

default correlation and clustering of defaults. Then, we show how to price

first-to-default swaps, CDOs, and draw the link to currently proposed credit

indices.
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3.1 Introduction

Most of the quadratic term structure (QTS) literature has focused on analyzing risk-free

bond prices and considering only quadratic Gaussian models. Exceptions are the study

in the previous chapter and Chen, Filipovic, and Poor (2004). Chapter 2 introduces

the so-called general quadratic term structure (GQTS) models for risk-free bond prices,

which through an a priori classification of factors include both the affine term structure

(ATS) models and the Gaussian-QTS models as special cases.

Instead, Chen, Filipovi6, and Poor (2004) study the traditional Gaussian-QTS, for

both risk-free and defaultable bonds. In this chapter we use the concept of GQTS and

augment it with a special type of jump-process, called shot-noise processes.

In this chapter, we use the concept of GQTS and augment it with a special type of

jump process called a shot noise process. As special cases, we do not only include the

models mentioned above, but also some jump-diffusion models like, for instance, the

one in Duffie and Garleanu (2001). While quadratic models naturally arise in intensity

based models, as the default intensity needs to be a positive process, the shot noise

component makes it possible to obtain a suitable dynamic dependence structure for a

market with a large number of defaultable entities. Needless to say, capturing dynamic

dependencies is one of the most important points for modeling CDOs. Using the shot

noise process solves a basic problem in Duffie and Garleanu (2001), namely that the

mean reversion speed of the diffusion part and the jump part is the same. In addition,

shot noise processes induce an interesting behavior in the process, which will result

in clustering of defaults. It is this feature that seems very promising to capture the

complex dependencies of defaults in a portfolio with several defaultable assets.

As already mentioned, we consider an intensity-based approach to modeling default.

This approach has always been very popular and has recently been justified by strong

fundamental motivations. Indeed, Duffie and Lando (2001) show that the difference

between the reduced-form approach and the economically more intuitive structural ap

proach becomes irrelevant when one includes frictions in the structural model, such

as imperfect information about the asset or the liability structure. Moreover, Collin

Dufrense, Goldstein, and Hugonnier (2004) proved that the price of a defaultable secu

rity is always the expectation of future discounted cash-flows, even when the "no-jump

condition" is violated1
. Thus, there are good reasons to expect closed-form solutions

lWhen the no-jump condition holds, the traditional risk-neutral measure can be used, basically

by adding to the discount rate a term which reflects the default risk. If the no-jump condition does
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for key ingredients of credit risk.

For a survey study on reduced form credit risk models we refer to Schmidt and Stute

(2004).

The main goals of this chapter are:

• To adapt the GQTS setup to model default risk using an intensity-based credit

risk modeling approach a la Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull (1997), Lando (1998)

and Duffie and Singleton (1999) and to obtain closed-form solutions for all key

ingredients of credit risk modeling: risk-free bonds, defaultable bonds, probabili

ties of default, etc.. This way we extend the Gaussian-QTS of defaultable bonds

considered by Chen, Filipovic, and Poor (2004);

• To use shot noise processes to give a dynamic description of default dependence

that is able to produce a high default correlation and contagion effects;

• To obtain, under some simplifying assumptions, a model providing closed-form

solutions for the pricing of CDOs and other portfolio credit risk derivatives.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we review the basic setup of GQTS

and present the main result on risk-free bond prices. In Section 3.3 we present the

model for the defaultable bond market. Considering uncertainty effects, we find a

motivation for shot noise effects in the credit spreads. Next, the theoretical framework

is given and we derive survival probabilities, defaultable bond prices, defaultable digital

payoffs and show how to use these building blocks to price less trivial credit derivatives.

We conclude the section by considering various recovery assumptions. In Section 3.4 we

deal with portfolio credit risk issues. Special emphasis is given to default correlations

and clustering effects implied by the framework we consider. The subsection 3.4.3 is

devoted to pricing CDOs, while the rest of the section deals with other portfolio credit

derivatives such as first-to-default swaps and options on credit indices. Section 3.5

illustrates the theoretical results by considering an easy three-factor model. Section

3.6 concludes the chapter and discusses future research.

not hold, using a new measure (the survival measure) allows roughly the same to be done. The

survival measure, also used in Schonbucher (2000) and Eberlein, Kluge, and Schonbucher (2005), is

the measure that puts zero probability on those paths for which default occurs prior to maturity. As

such, this measure is only absolutely continuous with respect to the risk-neutral probability and not

equivalent to it.
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3.2 Risk-free Bond Market

For the risk-free bond market we use the general quadratic term structures setup stud

ied in Chapter 2. Consider a finite set of time-dependent factors described by a lRm _

valued stochastic process (Zt)t~o. The zero-coupon bond prices are assumed to depend

on these factors by

p(t, T) == H(t, T, Zt), (3.1)

where H is a smooth function with the boundary condition H(T, T, z) == 1. In a general

quadratic setting, H will turn out to have a quadratic form.

We propose the following dynamics for Z:

(3.2)

where W is a m-dimensional Wiener Process, and it generates the filtration (Ft
W ) t~O.

The drift and volatility terms, a, (5, shall have the following form:

a(t, z) == d(t) + E(t)z
m m

a(t, z)O"T (t, z) == ko(t) +E ki(t)Zi + E Zi gij(t)Zj.
i=l i,j=l

(3.3)

(3.4)

Here, Zi is the i-th component of z. The deterministic and smooth functions d, ko, ki , gij

for i, j == 1, ... ,m take values in Rm while E takes values in Rmxm and .T denotes the

transpose.

Also for the short rate we assume a quadratic form.

Assumption 3.1. Assume that the risk-free short rate (rt)t>o is given by

r(t, Zt) == ZJQ(t)Zt + 9T (t)Zt + f(t). (3.5)

Here, Q, 9 and f are deterministic and smooth functions with values in jRmxm, JRm and

lR, respectively. Moreover, Q(t) is assumed to be symmetric2 for all t.

In Chapter 2 it has been shown how to identify factors a priori from their impact on

the drift a, volatility 0" or the functional form of the short rate. We, thus, classify the

components of Z in the following two groups.

2The symmetry assumption is not restrictive. Any non-symmetric quadratic form can be rewritten

in an equivalent symmetric way with the advantage that the symmetric representation is unique.
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Definition 3.2. (Classification of risk-free factors)
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• Zi is a risk-free quadratic-factor if it satisfies at least one of the following require

ments:

(i) it has a quadratic impact on the short rate of interest r(t), i.e., there exists

t such that Qi(t) =1= 0;

(ii) it has a quadratic impact on the functional form of the matrix O"(t, z)O"T (t, z),

Le., there exist k and t such that gik (t) =1= 0;

(iii) it affects the drift term of the factors satisfying (i) or (ii), i.e., for Zj satis

fying (i) or (ii) we have Eji (t) =1= 0, at least for some t .

• Zi is a risk-free linear-factor, if it does not satisfy any of (i)-(iii).

We write i E Z(q), if Zi is a risk-free quadratic factor and i E Z(l) if it is a risk-free

linear factor.

The above classification immediately yields that Q, E and G have a certain form. To

access this easily we introduce the following notation. We say a function Q has only

quadratic factors, if its symbolic representation is of the form

(

Q(qq)(t) 0)
Q(t) = ,

o 0

for all t. (3.6)

With this notation we have that Q and G have only quadratic factors, while for E

From Chapter 2 it is known that, provided the factors have been reordered as Z =
[ Z(q) , Z(l) ] T, the following conditions are sufficient for existence of a GQTS for risk

free bond prices. In this chapter we assume that these conditions hold.

Assumption 3.3. Assume that for ki and gij in (3.4) the following holds:

o ) \if i and

k~ll)
1,

o ) V i, j s. t. Zi, Zj E Z(q).
(ll)

9ij
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The value of the bond-price can be determined by use of the Feynman-Kac formula in

terms of certain ODEs. In our quadratic approach this will always lead to the following

system of Riccati ODEs.

Definition 3.4 (Basic ODE System). Denote T:== {(t,T) E ~2 : 0 ~ t ~ T} and

consider functions A, Band C on T with values in ~, ~m and ~mxm, respectively. For

functions cPl and cP2' ¢3 on ~+ with values in ~, JRm and JRmxm, respectively, we say

that (A, B, C, cPl' cP2' ¢3) solves the basic ODE system if

aA 1at + dT(t)B + 2BTko(t)B + tr {Cko(t)} == cPl (t)

aB T I- Tat + E (t)B + 2Cd(t) + 2B K(t)B + 2Cko(t)B == cP2(t)

aaC + CE(t) + E T (t)C + 2Cko(t)C + ~BTG(t)B = cP3(t)
t 2

subject to the boundary conditions A(T, T) == 0, B(T, T) == 0, C(T, T) == o. A, Band

C should always be evaluated at (t, T). E, d, ko, are the functions from the above

definitions (recall (3.3)-(3.4)) while

I B a 0

(k
1
(t)) (9u(t)0 B 0 91~(t) ) ,

B:== , K(t) == : , G(t) == :

0 0 B
km(t) gml(t) gmm(t)

(3.7)

- 2 2 2where we have B, K E JRm xm and G E JRm xm .

We recall that the risk-free zero-coupon bond prices are given by

and that only in special cases can we obtain the bond prices in closed-form.

As proven in Theorem 2.14 the general quadratic case is one of those special cases

and the zero-coupon bond prices can be easily obtained from solving the basic ODE

system.

Result 3.5. Suppose that Assumptions 3.1 holds. Furthermore assume Assumption 3.3

is verified when the factors Z are reordered as Z = [Z(q) , z(l) ] T .

Then, the term structure of risk-free zero-coupon bond prices is given by

p(t, T) = exp [A(t, T) + BT(t, T)Zt + ziC(t, T)Zt]
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(3.8)

where (A, B, C, f, g, Q) solves the basic ODE from Definition 3·4· Recall that f, g and

Q were given in Equation (3.5). Furthermore, C has only quadratic factors in the sense

of (3.6).

3.3 Defaultable bond market

In this section we present the defaultable bond market. Before we present the actual

model, we revise some general results needed for the valuation of defaultable bonds

and related derivatives.

3.3.1 Doubly Stochastic Random Times

The results summarized in this section are all well-known, and may be found in any of

the following books: McNeil, Frey, and Embrechts (2005), Lando (2004), Bielecki and

Rutkowski (2002) or Schonbucher (2003).

We take the approach of explicitly constructing the doubly-stochastic random time

7, which will represent a single default, while the obtained results also hold in more

general cases.

Definition 3.6 (Setup). Consider a probability space (0, Q, Q). On this probability

space there exists:

• a filtration (Ft){:~.o,

• a strictly nonnegative process (/-Lt)t?o adapted to (Ft)t?o,

• a random variable E 1 which is exponentially distributed with parameter 1 which

is independent of F 00'

Then, J~ /-Lu du is an increasing, continuous process. We define the default time 7 as

'( := inf{t 2': 0 : it /Lu du = E 1}.

The information on the default state is denoted H t :== o-(l{r>s} : 0 :::; s :::; t) and the

total information by Qt :== F t V H t .

From the independence of /-L and E1 and under the assumption that E1 is exponentially

distributed, we directly obtain
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lemnla 3.7. For the random time T, constructed in (3.8), it holds that

Proof. The essence of the proof is to use independency of E l and FT. First, observe

that {r > T} = {JoT J-Ludu < E l }. So we have that on {r > t}

Q ( J: f.1.u du < EI, J; fJ-u du < E1IFT)
Q(T > TIFT V H t ) = ( ft ).

Q Jo J-Lu du < EllFT

As E l is exponentially distributed and independent from FT we obtain

and a similar result for the nominator. Observing, that the probability is zero on

{r :::; t}, the conclusion follows. •

The valuation of defaultable claims will base on the following two results

Theorem 3.8. For a F-adapted process (Xt)t~O and the random time T, constructed in

(3.8), it holds that

(i) l{r>t}JEQ (XTl{r>n1 Qt) = l{r>t}JEQ (XTe- Jt /Lu du 1Ft),

(ii) 1{r>t}JEQ (Xrl{t<r~n1gt) = l{r>t}JEQ (iT [XsfJ-se- J: JLu dU] ds 1J=t).

Proof. We first prove (i). Using the definition of T,

Now, Lemma 3.7 can be applied to obtain the inner probability. Finally, we use that

XTe- It J.tu du is FT-measurable and hence independent of E l . In gt = Ft V H t the

IT-algebra Ht contains additional information on E l , but using independency this can

be dropped, such that gt can be replaced by Ft.

For (ii) , we give an intuitive argument3 . Assume that h : ~ ~ ~ is a Borel-measurable

function. Let FT = FT V H t , then,

(3.9)

3A formal proof can be found in Bielecki and Rutkowski (2002, Prop. 8.2.1).
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where fFt (s) is the conditional density of T given Qt. f is derived with Lemma 3.7,

f.tT(S) = >.(s) exp ( - 18

JLu du),

Finally, on {T > t},

EQ(XTl{t<T~dgt) = EQ [EQ(XTl{t<T~T}I.fT) lOt].
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In the inner expectation X is measurable, such that we can apply (3.9) with X replacing

h and obtain

As previously, by independence, we can replace Qt by :Ft.

3.3.2 Incomplete Information results in Shot-Noise Effects

•

Besides the already given motivation, in this section we look at a certain scenario which

gives rise to shot-noise effects in intensities.

We consider the situation arising after the Enron accounting debacle4 in 2001. As

became clear to the investors that accounting manipulations hit the disastrous financial

situation of Enron, a big trouble in credit markets arouse. Of course, investors were

questioning how serious was the impact on other companies and if there had been other

manipulations.

Seen from a mathematical viewpoint, investors who want to estimate the default inten

sity of a company, say A that might also be in difficulties face the following situation.

Assume it is reasonable to consider two cases only, the more general case can be treated

similarly: First, the case where the company A is also in difficulties, represented by a

high default intensity J-lH and second, the case where it is not, represented by a much

smaller J-lL. Denote the probability for the first case by p.

For a certain time, there is no new information to the investors except that the company

did not default. If it defaults, there is no need anymore to worry about default intensity.

Behaving rational, the investors would seek to determine the true default intensity by

conditional expectation,

(3.10)

4See, e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enron for a short starter.
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Figure 3.1: The Graph shows the conditional expectation (3.10) for several choices

of p. On the x-axis we plot time in years. The values of PH and fJ-L are 2.5 and 0.5,

respectively.

The default intensity {t is the random variable which takes the values ILH, ILL with

probability p and 1 - p, respectively.

In a first step we compute

IP'( - I t) - IP'(IL == ILH, T > t)
{t-ILHT> - IP'(T>t)

pe-J-LHt

pe-J-LHt + (1 - p)e-J-LLt·

This yields, that the conditional expectation equals

ILHpe-J-LHt + ILL(l - p)e-J-LLt
(3.10) == .

pe-J-LHt + (1 - p)e-J-LLt

We plot the expectation in Figure 3.1. The result is quite intuitive.

First, it is clear that the expectation is between ILH and ILL and starts at JL :== PILH +
(1 - p){tL, i.e. the average if p == 0.5. Second, if p is big enough the graph is not

descending rapidly at the beginning, because of the high probability that the riskier

case is true. Otherwise the function declines rapidly and converges to ILL for larger t.

A word of caution is now due. The above considerations refer to IP' expectations,

while the whole setup of this chapter is under some equivalent martingale measure (Q.
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Following the argumentation in Elliott and Madan (1998) we argue, that it is reasonable

to assume that shot-noise processes under JP> should also be shot-noise processes under

(Q, just with different parameters. However, this is certainly not true for all martingale

measures, but at least for some. Hence, the intensity under Q will also be a process

with shot-noise effects. This assumption necessarily corresponds to an assumption on

the market prices of risk. A thorough study of this would be far beyond the scope of

this chapter and will be treated elsewhere.

Remark 3.9. In order to use the incomplete information argument as motivation for

introducing shot-noise effects we implicitly assume that the market price of jump risk

is such that the shot-noise behavior of the intensity holds both under the measures lP

andQ.

We now propose a quadratic model for the default events that includes shot-noise

effects. We mainly seek for explicit expressions to all key elements. We start by

presenting the setup for default. Then we compute explicitly all key building block as

well as the price of some credit derivatives.

3.3.3 Default events

In this section we will propose the model which will drive the default process. As

already mentioned, we will combine a quadratic model with a shot-noise process. The

shot-noise process will allow the default intensity to depend on past events, especially

on its severity. Moreover, recent events will influence the intensity more than the

distant past.

Assumption 3.10. Consider as given a Wiener process W, a standard Poisson process

N with intensity l, both with respect to a common filtration5 and an independent expo

nentially distributed variable with parameter 1J E 1 . Denote the jumping times of N by

Ti, i == 1, 2, ....

The state-variable Z is driven by W with quadratic dynamics as in (3.2)-(3.4).6

5If Wand N are a Wiener and a Poisson process w.r.t. a common filtration, they are independent.

This is because W +N then is a process with independent increments, hence a Levy process. It is well

known that the continuous and the jump parts of a Levy process are independent, see for instance

Sato (1999, Theorem 19.2).
6Taking the same factors Z as for the risk-free process is no loss of generality.
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Define the strictly positive processes ('17), (J) and (J.l) as follows

ZJQ(t)Zt + gT (t)Zt + f(t)

LYih(t - Ti)

J.lt == 'TJt + Jt

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

where, Q, g and f are deterministic and smooth functions with values in IRmxm , IRm

and~, respectively. Moreover, Q(t) is assumed to be symmetric for all t. J is called

a shot-noise process, Yi, i == 1,2, ... are i.i.d. with distribution function Fy and h is a

differentiable function on 1R+ .

Furthermore, we assume that the default time T is given as in (3.8) with the intensity

of the form (3.13).

The filtrations dealt with in Section 3.3.1 were rather general. In the following definition

we specify precisely their meaning in the considered setup. 7

Definition 3.11 (Filtrations). The filtration (F) describes the accumulated informa

tion from market factors Z and J, defined by F t :== F t
W V F/ == (5 (Zs, Js : 0 :::; s :::; t) .

Instead, ('H) represents information on the default state 'Ht :== (5 (l{r>s} : 0 :::; s :::; t).
The total information to market participants is gt :== Ft V'Ht .

Recall the incomplete information argument described in Section 3.3.2. The shot-noise

effect in the argument is very well captured8 by the process (J) proposed in Assumption

3.10.The function h describes the declining, more precisely the declining from (t - J.lL

to O. The jump height represents the market view on (t, while in our considerations

the function h is very genera1.9 Figure 3.2 show us a possible realization of the process

(J).

The reason to include a quadratic component in the intensity has to do with the

intuition that the intensity should be driven by a predictable component (the quadratic

part) as well as by an unpredictable component (the jump part).

7The intensity J-l is adapted to the filtration F. Given the independence between Wand if we

have F W and F J independent on one another. So, for any process independent of J, conditioning on

F is the same as conditioning on F£!. Likewise, for any process independent of rand 'fJ (and so of

W), conditioning on F is the same as conditioning on F J .

8Up to a market price of jump risk consideration. See Remark 3.9.
9As will be shown, to impose Markovianity, h needs to be of the form ae-bt (see Proposition 3.15

below).
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Figure 3.2: Possible realization of the process J with h(x) = e-O.5x and X~

distributed Yi.

The following lemma will be essential to guarantee non-negativity of the default inten

sity.

Lemma 3.12. Consider an arbitrary vector Z E lRm , a symmetric, nonnegative definite

matrix Q E lRmxm and g E lRm such that g lies in the subspace spanned by the columns

of Q and f E JR. Let Z* be the solution of QZ = -~g. Then the polynomial of degree

two

(3.14)

is nonnegative, if and only if Z* + f 2: o.

Proof. According to Harville (1997, Section 19.1) and letting f = 0, Z* is the minimum

of the polynomial in Equation (3.14). Then Z* + f 2: 0 implies non-negativity of

(3.14). •

If we have a linear factor, say Zi, positivity follows if Zi 2: 0 and gi ~ 0; or, alternatively

from Zi :::; 0 and gi :::; o. After this, we can concentrate on the factors which have

quadratic impact, which were denoted by Z(q). The respective part of Q and g were

Q(qq) and g(q). With the aid of Lemma 3.12 we obtain the following.
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Proposition 3.13. Assume that Q(qq)(t) is symmetric and nonnegative definite and

g(q)(t) lies in the subspace spanned by the columns of Q(qq)(t), both for all t 2: o.
Denote by Z*(t) the solution of Q(qq) (t)Z == -~g(q)(t). Then TJ(t, Zt) defined in (3.11)

is positive, if

1. If Zi is a linear factor then either Zi ~ 0 and gi ~ 0 or Zi ::; 0 and gi ::; 0

2. For all t 2: 0 it holds that Z*(t) + f(t) 2: o.

Using their impact on the drift G, on the volatility CJ or on the funtional form of the

intensity, we can provide an intensity classification of factors.

Definition 3.14. (Classification of intensity factors)

• Zi is a intensity quadratic-factor if it satisfies at least one of the following re

quirements:

(i) it has a quadratic impact on (TJ), i.e. there exists some t such that Qi(t) =I- 0;

(ii) it has a quadratic impact on the functional form of the matrix CJ(t, z)CJT (t, z),

Le., there exist k and t such that 9ik(t) =I- 0;

(iii) it affects the drift term of the factors satisfying (i) or (ii), i.e., for Zj satis

fying (i) or (ii) we have Eji(t) =I- 0 for some t .

• Zi is a intensity linear-factor if it does not satisfy any of (i)-(iii).

As previously, we write in symbolic form Zi E z~q), Z~l) for the quadratic intensity and

linear intensity factors, respectively.

We use the symbolic notation Z(q) == Z(q) U z~q) and Z(l) === ZCl) n Z~l), whenever the

factors must be ordered according to both their impact on the risk-free short rate, r

and on the quadratic part of the intensity, TJ.

In general, the considered shot-noise processes need not be Markovian. Anyway, from

a computational point of view Markovianity is very important. There exists a clear

classification, when the considered shot-noise process is Markovian or not.

Proposition 3.15. Assume that for all x E [0, (0) h(x) =I- O. Then the process (J-lt)t>o

is Markovian, if and only if h is of the form h(t) === ae-bt .
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Proof. It is clear that for b = 0 the process is Markovian, so we need to consider the

case where h is not constant.

Assume w.l.o.g. that h(O) == 1. As TJ is a Markovian process, we just have to look at J.

To show that J is a Markov-process we calculate the conditional expectation. Consider

s < t and recall F! := o-{Js : s ~ t}. Then

(3.15)

In the last expectation, all terms are either measurable w.r.t. Ff or independent of

Ff. As the Ii are identically distributed, we can shift the sum and obtain for the

expectation

Hence Equation (3.15) equals

Ns

L Yih(t - Ti) + f(s, t).
i=l

(3.16)

As f(8, t) is deterministic, necessary for Markovianity is that there exists a function

F(t, s, x), such that

(3.17)

so the first term in (3.16) can be represented as (measurable) function of Js . We note

that each Yi is independent of all the other appearing terms. We will exploit this

property to analyze the behavior of F.

Fix j and consider (3.17) on the set {Nt> j}. Taking the conditional expectation of

(3.17) w.r.t. }j == y, we obtain

~ ~

JEQ(yh(t-ij )+ L Yih(t-ii)) =JEQ(F(t,s,yh(s-ij ) + L Yih(s-ii))).
i=l,i#-i i=l,i#-i
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Deriving w.r.t. y shows that
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Ns

JEQ(h(t-ij )) =JEQ[F",(t,s,yh(s-ij ) + .L Yih(s-ii))h(s-ij )],

i=l,i;fj

where we denoted the partial derivative of F w.r.t. x by Fx . As the l.h.s. does not

depend on y, Fx(t,s,x) must be constant in x, and we obtain that F must be of the

form a(t, s) + f3(t, s)x.

Examining F on the set {Nt = O}, we see that a(t, s) must necessarily be O. In the

next step we determine f3. From Equation (3.17) we obtain for any i

h(t - Ti) = {3 (s, t)h(s - Ti)'

Hence, f3(s, t) == h(t - y)/h(s - y) for any y ~ 0, and so b(s, t) = h(t)/h(s). From this

h(t - y)
h(s - y)

h(t)
h(s)'

for all t, s, y ~ O.

By letting s = y we obtain that h(t-y) = h(O)h(t)/h(y) and so h(t+y) = h(t)h(y)/h(O).
We conclude h'(y) == h'(O)h(y)/h(O). Therefore h is of the form ae-by.

For the converse, note that for h(y) = e-by

fit Nt

.LYih(t - Ti) == h(t) .L ~h( -Ti),
i=l i=l

and hence J is Markovian.

3.3.4 Building Blocks

•

In this section we give closed-form analytical expressions to what is known as building

blocks in credit risk models. We make extensive use of Theorem 3.8, and thus we ask

the reader to recall the various filtrations mentioned.

Survival Probabilities

The survival probabilities under Q can explicitly be computed and are given in general

quadratic form, which we will show in this section. First, observe that the survival

probability will be denoted by Qs and equals
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Qs(t, T) == Q [7 > T\gt]

== ]EQ [l{r>T} 1~It]

= EQ [e- It JLUdUI Ft]

=EQ[exp(- [T ?7u+Judu)IFt]

= EQ [ exp(- [T ?7u du) IFr] EQ [ exp(- [T Judu) 1Ft] .
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(3.18)

The first term can be computed using Result 3.5. We note that in the result (r) has

to be replaced by ('f}). Therefore we have to assume a different reordering of factors.

Lemma 3.16. Suppose Assumption 3.10 hold. Furthermore, assume Assumption 3.3

is verified when the factors Z are reordered as Z = [Z~q), z~l)]T. Then,

EQ [exp ( - [T ?7u dU) !Fr] = exp [A(t, T) +BT (t, T)Zt + Z;C(t, T)Zt]. (3.19)

where (A, B, C, f, g, Q) solve the basic ODE system in Definition 3.4. Recall that f, g

and Q are given in Equation (3.11). Furthermore, C has only quadratic factors.

Next, we consider the second term in (3.18):

EQ[ exp(- [T JudU)/Ft]

=exp ( -IT2:Yih(U- Ti)du)EQ[exp (-IT 2: Yih(U-fi)dU)IFt].
t Ti'5:t t TiE(t,u]

(3.20)

The first term on the l.h.s. denotes the measurable part. It depends on the history of

J and it equals

exp ( - [T ~Y;h(U-fi)dU) =exp ( - ~Yi[H(T-fi)-H(t-Ti)J)

= exp {Jt - J(t, T) }

where we have following notations:

H(x) = [' h(u) du . (3.21)
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and
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i(t, T) == L YiH(T - Ti)
Ti5:.t

i(t, t) == it. (3.22)

Remark 3.17. Luckily, in the Markovian case the above term simplifies considerably.

By Proposition 3.15 we necessarily have that h(x) == ae-bx and w.l.o.g. we can assume

that a == 1. Then,

Therefore,

H(T - Ti) - H(t - Ti) = ~ [e-b(t-f;} - e-b(T-f;}]

= ~ [e-b(t-fi) _ e-b(t-i';}-b(T-t)]

== h(t - Ti) . H(T - t).

which implies

Jt - J(t,T) = - ~Yi[H(T-Ti) - H(t-Ti)]]

== - H(T - t) L Yih(t - Ti) == - H(T - t) Jt · (3.23)
Ti5:.t

Let us consider the remaining expectation (second term in (3.20)). First, recall that

jumps occur with intensity 1. We will use that a Poisson process has independent

increments. Note that the number of jumps in (t, u] is given by flu - Nt, such that this

term is independent of Nt. Then

EQ[exp(-iT_L Yih(U-Ti)dU)!F!]
TiE (t,u]

= I=EQ [l{NT-N'=k} exp (- L Yi iT 19~u}h(u - Ti) dU) IF!] (3.24)
k=O TiE(t,T] t

It is well-known, that conditional on k jumps the jump times are distributed like

the order statistics of uniform random variables over the interval, see for example

Rolski, Schmidli, Schmidt, and Teugels (1999, p. 502). More precisely, denote by 'f}i,

i == 1, ... ,k independent U[O, 1] random variables.
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Define and set x == T - t. Then, the expectation in (3.24) equals e-lx for k == 0 and

for k 2: 1,

e-
lx (l:t EQ [exp ( - t Y; IT h(u - Tt) dU) ]

=EQ [exp (~tY;H(T- t- (T-t)rJt:k»)].

As the Yi are i.i.d. we can interchange the order of the sum. Denote by cpy(-) the

Laplace transform of Y. Then

The previous computations give the following lemma.

Lemma 3.18. If D(T - t) exists, then with J as defined in (3.22) we have that

EQ [exp ( -iT Ju dU) IF/] = exp [Jt - J(t, T) + (T - t)l(D(T - t) - 1)]. (3.26)

Summing up, we obtain the survival probabilities in the following form.

Proposition 3.19. Denote by x :== T - t and consider A,B,C from Lemma 3.16 and

J as in (3.22). Then the survival probability on the interval (t, T), is given by

Qs(t, T) = exp [Jt - J(t, T) + A(t, T) + xl(D(x) - 1) +ST(t, T)Zt + ziC(t, T)Zt).

Note that the exponent splits up into a deterministic part A(t, T) + x(lD(x) - l), a

linear part BT (t, T)Zt and a quadratic part Z;C(t, T)Zt and the term Jt - J(t, T),

which is is affine in J in the Markovian case (recall (3.23)).

Defaultable bond prices with zero recovery

The price of a defaultable zero coupon bond under zero recovery, given by the risk

neutral expectation of its discounted payoff equals, on {T > t},

Po(t, T) = EQ [ exp ( - iT rudu) l{r>T} lOt]

EQ [ exp ( -i\u + ttudu)1Ft] = EQ [ exp ( -iTru+ rJu + Judu) 1Ft]

EQ [ exp ( - iT Ju)IF/] .EQ [ exp ( - iTru+ rJudu) 1Ft]
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The first expectation has been computed in (3.26). It remains to compute the second

expectation. Once again we will use Result 3.5. To this, we need to replace r by r + 'TJ.

Also, we have to consider the proper ordering.

lemma 3.20. Suppose Assumption 3.3 holds for Z, reordered as Z = [.Z(ql, Z(l)].
Under Assumption 3.10 and, we have that

IEQ [ exp ( - iT ru + 'TJudu) 1Ft] = exp [A(t, T) + iF (t, T)Zt + ziC(t, T)Zt]. (3.27)

Here (A, tJ, C, f + f, 9 +g, Q+ Q) solve the basic ODE in Definition 3.4. Furthermore,

C has only quadratic factors.

Using the above computations we obtain the following formula in general quadratic

form.

Proposition 3.21. Denote by x :== T - t, consider.ii, tJ, C from Lemma 3.20, j from

(3.22) and D from (3.25). Then, the price of a defaultable zero-coupon bond under

zero recovery is

Po(t, T) = exp [it - i(t, T) + A(t, T) + xl(D(x) - 1) + f3T (t, T)Zt + ziC(t, T)Zt] .

(3.28)

In particular we note that

The reason why this equation does not hold is the dependence of rand 'TJ on the same

state variable Z. It is not caused by J, because J is independent of X and, thus, of

these two processes.

Default digital payoffs

It is well known, that evaluating a payment at default time, typically involves comput

ing the following expectation

which can be interpreted as the price of a security which pays 1 under the assumption

that default happens at time T .10

IOFormally, if we denote the price of security that pays 1 unit of currency if default happens between

[T, T + 8] by e*(t, T, T + 8). Then, e(t, T) == lim<5-+o le*(t, T, T + 8).
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Luckily, we will be able to use already computed expectations for this. It may be

recalled that by <py we denote the Laplace transform of Y and the functions D, H

were defined in (3.25) and (3.21), respectively.

Before we actually compute e(t, T) we introduce the notion of interlinked ODE system.

Definition 3.22 (Interlinked ODE system). Denote T: == {(t, T) E }R2 : 0 ~ t :::; T}

and consider functions a, b, c, Band C on T with values in IR, IRm,JRmxm, JRm and

IRmxm, respectively. For functions ¢1 and ¢2, ¢3 with values in IR, JRm and IRmxm,

respectively, we say that (a, b, c, B, C, ¢l, ¢2, ¢3) solves the interlinked ODE system if

it solves

Ba T
at + d (t)b + BTko(t)b + tr {cko(t)} == 0

& T 1-Tat + E (t)b + 2cd(t) + 2B ko(t)b + 2cko(t)B + 2Cko(t)b == 0

Bc T 1 -T -
-a +cE(t)+E (t)c+4Cko(t)c+-B G(t)b==O

t 2

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

subject to the boundary conditions a(T, T) == ¢l(T), b(T, T) == ¢2(T), c(T, T) ==
¢3(T). a, b, c and B, C should always be evaluated at (t, T). E, d, ko, are the functions

from (3.4) while B,K E }Rm2 xm and G E IRm2 xm2
are as in (3.7).

Proposition 3.23. Let x:~T-t. The term e(t, T) computes to

e(t, T) = poet, T) . { aCt, T) + /jT(t, T)Zt + zic(t, T)Zt

+ J(t, T) - l . [D(x)(l - x) - 1 + xcpy(H(x»)J}, (3.32)

where 11

J(t, T) :== LYih(T - Ti),
fi~t

(3.33)

and (ii, b, c, f3, C, f, g, Q) solve the interlinked ODE system of Definition 3.22 with iJ,c
are as in Lemma 3.20.

llThis J notation is consistent with the use of J in (3.12), since we have J(t, t) = Jt .
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Proof. We start by noting that
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e(t,T) IEQ [J.L(T)e- ItT r(u)+J.'(u)du lOt]

IEQ [(7](T) + J(T)) e- It r(u)+TJ(u)+J(U)dUIOt ]

IEQ HT)e-It r(u)+TJ(U)dUIFr] IEQ [e- It J(U)dUIF!]

\- -Iv
II

+IEQ [J(T)e- It J(U)dUIF!] IEQ [e-.r.T r(u)+TJ(U)dUIFr]

, "'v
III

The expectations II and III have already been computed in Lemmas 3.18 and 3.20,

respectively.

It remains to compute the expectations

and

From Lemma 3.54 in the appendix we know that

IV III . (ii(t, T) + b(t, T) T (t)Zt + ZJc(t, T)(t)Zt)

V II· {~Yih(T- Ti) -l· [D(x)(l- x) -1 + x<py(H(x))J}
To achieve the result, recall that Po(t, T) == I I x I I and observe that

e(t,T)=IV·II+III·V

= Po(t, T) . { ii(t, T) + 1jT(t, T)Zt + ZJc(t, T)Zt

+~ Yih(T - Ti) -l . [D(x)(l- x) - 1 + x<py(H(x))J}. •
Remark 3.24. In the Markovian case, h(x) = ae-bx and the above formula may be

simplified to

We note that

thus, using (3.32), we obtain the following.
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Corollary 3.25. By JET we denote the expectation under the T -survival measure. Then

JiF (J.L(T) 1F t) = aCt, T) +"bT (t, T)Zt + zic(t, T)Zt

+ J(t, T) - I . [D(x)(l - x) - 1 + x<py (H(x)) ].

with J(t, T) as in (3.33).

3.3.5 Incorporating positive Recovery

The expressions computed in the previous section n1ainly rely on the zero-recovery

assumption. Of course, quantities like defaultable bonds typically have a positive

recovery. In this section we will show how to extend the previous results to incorporate

different recovery schemes.

We will consider two cases, recovery of treasury (RT) and recovery of market value

(RMV). They differ in the interpretation of what is known as loss quota q. The exact

meaning of q will be made clear in the descriptions below. Here we just point out that

q is allowed to be some arbitrary random variable with values in [0, 1], as long as it is

independent of everything else. 12

Recall the definition of filtr~tion F from Definition 3.11.

Definition 3.26. A T-defaultable asset is given by an FT-measurable random variable

X. At maturity T, the amount X is paid if no default happened until then. If a default

happened before T, some recovery is paid.

Assumption 3.27. The recovery of a T -defaultable asset X depends on the loss quota

q7 which is given by a random variable in the unit interval [0, 1] with distribution Fq .

We assume that the loss quota q is independent of goo'

Denote the expected value of q by q == EQ [q].

Recovery of Treasury

In the recovery of treasury (RT) setup, the recovery of defaultable claims is expressed

in terms of the market value of equivalent default-free assets. If a default happened

12The assumption of independence between default events and recovery has been standard in the

literature. In Chapter 4 this assumption is relaxed to include realistic credit spreads features, at

the cost of tractability. There, it is shown that one must rely on numerical simulations to price any

defaultable asset. In this chapter we stick to the "traditional" assumption.
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before maturity, the final payoff is reduced to a proportion, (1- q) times the promised

payoff. q is revealed at default, and the reduced payment, the recovery, is paid at

maturity. It is assumed to be no more subject to default risk.

Under RT it is straightforward to price any defaultable assets based on prices of equiv

alent risk-free and defaultable zero-recovery assets. The equivalent risk-free asset has

the same payoff as the defaultable asset, but it is not subject to default risk. The next

proposition states the general pricing rule under recovery of treasury.

Proposition 3.28. Consider a T -defaultable asset. Let 1to(t) be the price of this de

faultable asset under zero recovery and 1r(t) be the price of the equivalent risk-free asset.

Assume, that the recovery is of type RT and Assumption 3.27 holds. Then, on {t < 7},

the price of the defaultable asset at time t is given by

Proof. We are working on {7 > t}. Then, by definition, RT yields

1rRT(t) = JEQ [e- It r(u)du (..:t'l{r>T} + (1 - q)Xl{r5T }) Igt] .
If we condition on q we have by independence

JEQ [e-It r(u)du ( (1- q)X + qXl{r>T}) Igt V q]

= (1 - q)JEQ! [e- It r(u)duXIFt]+ qJE? [e- It r(u)du X 1{r>Tl!gt]
== (1 - q)1f(t) + q7fo(t).

Besides q the above term is gt measurable. As q is independent of goo, and 1r(t) , no(t)

do not depend on q, we get

and the result follows. •
With this result we easily obtain zero-coupon defaultable bond prices under recovery

of treasury.

Corollary 3.29. Let x :== T - t. Under RT, the price at time t of a zero-coupon bond

maturing at T is

PRT(t, T) = q exp [it - J(t, T) + xl(D(x) - 1) + A(t, T) + iF(t, T)Zt + ziC(t, T)Zt]

+ (1- q) exp [A(t, T) + BT (t, T)Zt + ziG(t, T)Zt].

where A, B, C are as in Result 3.5, ..4,13, C as in Lemma 3.20 and j as defined in

(3.22).
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Recovery of market value
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When we consider recovery of market value (RMV) we assume that if a default happens,

then the recovery of the defaultable asset is (1 - q) times its pre-default value,13

(1 - q)WRMV(T-). (3.34)

(3.35)

The following result is a straightforward adaption to our setup of a well know result. 14

Result 3.30. Consider a T-defaultable asset X and assume that Assumption 3.27 is in

force. Then the price of the defaultable asset under RMV equals

7rRMV(t) = l{r>t}JEQ [e- It r.H'J.tsdsX 1Ft] + 1 {r:5;t}eI; rs ds (1 - q) 7rRMV(7-).

For a general payoff X there is not much more to say, but given a concrete situation

more explicit formulas can be obtained. The next proposition gives the price of a

defaultable zero-coupon bond under RMV in closed-form.

Proposition 3.31. The price at time t of a zero-coupon bond maturing at T under

RMVequals

PRMV(t, T) == l{T~t}ef:TsdS(I- q) PRMV(T-, T)

+ 1 e{Jt-J(t,T)+(T-t)l(D(q,T-t)-l)+A(q,t,T)+f3T (q,t,T)Zt+Z! C(q,t,T)Zt}
{r>t}

where (A, 13, C, f + qf, 9 + qg, Q + qQ) solves the basic ODE in 3.4 and we denote,

with H from (3.21), and

D(q,x) :=11

cpy(qH(x(l- u)))du = 11

cpy(qH(xu))du.

Proof. For a zero coupon bond price the payoff at maturity is X == 1. We apply Result

3.30 and we need to compute

JEQ [e-It r•+i1J.tsds 1F t ] = JEQ [e-It rs+i1'7.dsIFf] JEQ [e-It q' J.ds iFt] .
Note the similarities to the expectations computed in Lemmas 3.18 and 3.20. Following

exactly the steps from the proofs while keeping track of the "q" gives the result. Details

may be found in the appendix. •

13The RMV model is inspired by the recovery rilles of OTe derivatives.

14Note that it is a consequence of Definition 3.11 that the process IEQ [e- It T s +ijJ.1s ds XIFt ] does

not jump at T. For the original results, compare Lando (2004) or Schonbucher (2003) to find an

intuitive discretization of the result when q is assumed constant. The generalization to random q

under Assumption 3.27 follows easily.
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3.3.6 Pricing Credit Derivatives

In this section we price credit derivatives using the prices and key ingredients previously

derived. Among others, we show how prices for credit default swaps (CDS) can be

obtained. The CDS is the most liquid credit risky product, so pricing formulas are

necessary for calibration to real data.

Default Digital put

We start by pricing what is known as a default digital put (DDP) with maturity T. A

DDP pays off 1 exactly at default if default happens before or at T. Its value at time

t (given no previous default) is

JEQ [e- ItT Tu dUl{T<T} IYt]

= JE,fJ [iT e- I: Tu+I.LuduJ1.s dsl.rt ]

= iT JEQ [e- I: Tu+I.Lu duJ1.s l.rt ] ds

= iT e(t, s)ds

= iT po(t, s){a(t, s) + liT (t, s)Zt + ZJc(t, s)Zt

+ J(t, s) -l· [D(s - t)(l - s+ t) - 1+ (s - t)<py(H(s - t))]} ds,

where <py is the Laplace transform of Y while a, band c are solutions of (3.29)-(3.31),

and J(t, '), D are defined in (3.33) and (3.25), respectively. The above integrals can

easily be evaluated using the already obtained expressions of all ingredients.

Credit Default Swap

Definition 3.32. A credit default swap (CDS) consists of two legs, the fixed and the

floating legI5 . The fixed leg involves a regular fee payment and the floating leg offers a

protection payment at default.

15The floating leg is also called the default insurance.
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The CDS starts at some point To and payments are done at the dates T I < T2 < ... <
TN *. At each Tn the following payments occur:

• Fixed leg: pays a fixed amount called the spread, s, times the length of the

interval, S . (Tn - Tn-I) if there was no default in (Tn- I - Tn]

• Floating leg: pays the difference between the nominal value and the recovery

value if default occured in (Tn-I, Tn]. Typically the nominal value is normalized

to 1 u.c. and the payment is equal to the loss quota q. Of course the loss quota

is related to the recovery R by q ~ (1 - R),

Initially, the spread s of the CDS is determined in such a way that the initial value of

the CDS is zero. The spread remains fixed such that as time passes by the value of the

CDS can become quite different from zero.

Typically t == To. Otherwise the CDS is called a forward-start-CDS, and the spread

can be computed using similar methods. The value at time t of the fixed leg is

N*

SL(Tn - Tn-1)Po(t, Tn) .
n=l

To compute the floating leg, we need the value of 1 unit of money payed at Tn if default

happens in (Tn-I, Tn]. This value is denoted by e*(t, Tn-I, Tn). Observe that e* was

not computed in the previous section, but is closely related to e as

A basic difference to a risk-free swap appears in the above formulation: not all terms

needed to compute the credit spread are liquidly traded in the market: The Po(t, Tn)

in this case. Of course, under the assumption of fixed recovery one could compute

these from ordinary bond prices, but nevertheless it is not a priori clear what the right

recovery assumption is.

The following proposition gives an expression in closed form.

Proposition 3.33. We have the following

e*(t Y; To ) ~ p- (t To )ecx(t,Tn-l,Tn)+I3T(t,Tn-l,Tn)Zt+Zl,(t,Tn-l,Tn)Zt - p- (t To ), n-l, no, n-I 0 , n,

(3.36)
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where a, f3 and ry are deterministic functions and solve the follwoing system of ODE

{
a; + dT (t)f3 + ~f3Tko(t)f3 + tr-yko(t) + f3T ko(t)B

a(Tn- l , Tn-I, Tn)

aaf3 + ET(t)f3 + 2"fd(t) + ~iFK(t)f3 + 2"fko(t)f3
t 2

+2Cko(t)f3 + 2ryko(t)I3 + (jTK(t)B

o
(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

A, Band C are from Result 3.5, while Band C from Proposition 3.21. a, {3, ry should

be evaluated at (t, Tn-I, Tn) and B, C at (t, T - n - 1).

Proof. We first note that, the expected discounted value of 1 paid at Tn if default

happens in (Tn - l , Tn] is given by

]EQ [e-It
n

rsds ( 1{-r>Tn_1 } - 1{-r>Tn}) I~It]
]EQ [e- Itnrsds (e- I,rn-llJ,sds - e- ItnIJ,sdS) 1J=t] ,

]EQ [e- Itnrsds e- I,rn-llJ,sds 1Ft] - poet, Tn).

It remains to compute the expectation. Note that

]EQ [e- .r.Tnrsdse- .r.Tn-1IJ,SdsIFt]

= ]EQ [e- I,rn-l rs+lJ,sdSp(Tn_l, Tn) 1Ft]

= ]EQ [e- Itn- 1 rS+'7sdsp(Tn_b Tn) !Fr] ]EQ [e- I,rn-l Jsds 1Ft] .
The last step is due to the independence between (J) and the other terms. The second

expectation was computed in Lemma 3.18. Observe that p(Tn- l , Tn) has the well

known form given in Result 3.5. Then, Lemma 3.53 allows us to derive the above

expectation. We give the full details in the appendix, which show (3.36). •

For Tn- l --* Tn we recover many well-known functions out of a, {3 and ry as shown in

the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.34. For the triple (a, A, a) we have the following relation:

. 80: 8A
1~ 88 (t, T, T + <5) - 88 (t, T + 8) == a(t, T).

99

(3.40)

Here, 0: is as in Proposition 3.33, A as in Lemma 3.20 and a as in Result 3.5. The

result also holds for ({3, 13,b) and (roy, C, c).

Proof. First, note that

e(t, T) = lim ~e*(t,T, T + 8)
<>~O u

. _ (80: 8f3T T 87 )
== l~Po(t, T) 88 (t, T, T + 8) + 88 (t, T, T + 8)Zt + Zt 8<5 (t, T, T + <5)Zt

- lim 88ti; (t, T + 8) (3.41)
<>~O u

We use the representation of Po(t, T + 8) derived in Proposition 3.21 and obtain

8 { 8 - 8D
8<5Po (t, T, T + 8) == 88A(t, T + 8) + lD(T + <5 - t) + l(T + <5 - t) 8<5 (T + 8 - t) - 1

8- T8-}_+ 88 B (t, T + 8)Zt - Jt + Zt 88C(t, T + 8)Zt p(t, T + 8)

Thus,

(3.41) =Po(t, T) { (~~ ~~ (t, T, T + 0)) + (~~ ':: (t, T, T + 0)) T Zt

+ Z-; (~~ ~~ (t, T, T + 0)) Zt - (l~ ~;(t, T, T + 0)) -LD(T - t)

8D (. 813 )T
-l(T - t) 8T (T - t) + l- 1~ 88 (t, T + 8) Zt + Jt

- Z-; (¥~ ~~ (t, T + 0)) Zt }.

8D
and the result follows from aT (T - t) == [1 - cpy(H(T - t))] comparing the above

expression with (3.41). •

With the above results the value of the floating leg can be obtained in closed form:

N*

q L e*(t, Tn-I, Tn).
n=l
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Finally, the spread s that leads to equal value of both legs at time t is

N*

L e*(t, Tn-I, Tn)
- i=l
S == q N*

L(Tn - Tn-1)Po(t, Tn)
i=l

(3.42)

It is straightforward to generalize to random recovery, which is independent of all the

other factors. Then, R simply has to be replaced by R == }EQ (R) in the above formulas.

Options on defaultable bonds

In this section we consider a put option on a zero-recovery defaultable bond. The

payoff at maturity of a put option with maturity T written on a bond with maturity

T* > T and with strike X is given by max(X - Po(T, T*), 0). Here Po(T, T*) denotes

the price of a zero-recovery bond, compare Proposition 3.21.

In the Markovian case we are able to deduce a quite concrete formula for European

option prices. We define

~Z(ZT, T, T*) == A(T, T*) + (T* - T)l[D(T* - T) - l] +BT (T, T*)ZT + ZJ,C(T, T*)ZT

For motivation, take a put on a zero-recovery defaultable bond. The price of the put

equals

put(t, T) JEQ [e- It rsds[X - Po(T, T*)] l{fio (T,T* l<X}IYt]

JEQ [ e- It rsdsXl{po(T,T*l<X} Igt] - JEQ [ e- It rsdspo(T, T*) l{MT,T*l<X} IYt] .

We look carefully at the second expectation above. To this, we use the explicit form

of Po from Proposition 3.21,

Po(T, T*) = exp (JT - J(T, T*)!::J.Z(ZT, T, T*)) ,

where ~z is defined above and we note that it is of quadratic form. It is clear that if

J is not Markovian, one has to look more closely at j terms. For the Markovian case,

however, we recall (3.23) and obtain that

Po(T, T*) = exp ( - H(T* - T) Jr + !::J.Z(ZT, T, T*) ).
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In Appendix B we show how to determine the conditional distribution of JT given F!,
if not explicitly then by inverting the Laplace-transform. At this point of generality

one can not get much further, but in concrete examples (i.e. for specific distributions

of Y) it is possible to derive more detailed formulas.

For now, we denote the conditional density of JT given F! by FJTlJt and for every

European claim with the payoff X(ZT, JT) at T we can use independence of Z and J.

Define

The first step in evaluating a derivative is to compute X on basis of Jt . With this, one

can use in a second step the structure of the quadratic setup to derive the price of the

derivative:

The remaining expectations can be computed numerically or using inverse Fourier

. Laplace transform. 16

We now go on with the analysis and consider several firms issuing default securities.

This will allow us to address issues of portfolio credit risk.

3.4 Portfolio Credit Risk

3.4.1 Setup

To study portfolio credit risk we need to consider defaultable securities, from several

firn1s k == 1",' ,k also called names. We denote the notional associated with each

firm by M k .

Each firm may default only once and its default time is denoted by T k . The counting

process counting all defaults is denoted by Nt :== 2: l{Tk~t}. If a default of name k

happens, we denote the loss quota by qk.

We order the'default times T 1
, ... ,TK and denote the outcome by T1 ~ T2 ~ ... :::; TK'

16This technique was originally proposed by Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000), generalized by Heston

(1993) and Leippold and Wu (2002). A clever step used in Eberlein and Raible (1999) improves the

computational speed.
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Furthermore, we need to know which company defaulted at Tk, and we therefore define

the identity of the j -th default by

aj == k

At time t we therefore know a1, ... ,aNt'

if

For modeling individual defaults we take a setup similar to the previous section, except

that each firm's default intensity is now driven by firm specific as well as systematic

risks, which are common to all firms. Assumption 3.35 formally states the new intensity

form.

Assumption 3.35. Set k == {I, ... ,R}. Consider independent processes J.Li of the

form quadratic 17 plus jump and identical in distribution, for i E k U {c}, i. e.,

J.L~ == 1J; + J; and Ji == 2: Yjhi(t - fJ),
fJ~t

The default intensity of each defaultable firm k E k is modeled as18

(3.43)

Furthermore, we assume that the risk-free short rate r is independent of the firm specific

intensity J.Lk but not necessarily of the common intensity J.Lc.

The higher Ei the bigger is the dependence of the common default risk driven by fLc.

For intuition, take Ei == E. Then, if J.Lc jumps then suddenly the default risk of all the

assets increase a lot and we will see numerous defaults. This can also be caused by

a rise in the quadratic part to a high level, but then it is more or less predictable.

The first effect causes some clustering similar to contagion effects, which means if one

company defaults and others are closely related to this company, they are very likely

to default also. The latter effect is more like a business cycle effect, so on bad days

more companies default than on good days.

The formulas listed in the following remark are fundamental building blocks for the

portfolio setup. They are more ore less straightforward generalizations of the results

17We note that to get indepence of J1.i we also need, in particular, independence of 1Ji. Given that

we are dealing with the same Z state variables independence is achieved imposing, for a given i, that

if we have (Qi)j f:. 0 or (gi)j f:. 0, then (Qi)j = 0, (gk)j = 0 for all k =f i. In words, any element in Z

can only appear in one 1Ji.
18When dealing with only one firm, as in Section 3.3, the distinction between firm specific and

systematic risks becomes irrelevant. This distinction only makes sense in a portfolio context.
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given in the previous sections. We give full details in Lemma 3.54 in the appendix. We

also introduce a concise short hand notation for the different expressions which will be

helpful in the computations to come.

Remark 3.36. Set x == T - t and k == {I, ... ,k}. We take e E Rand i == k U {c}.

Furthermore, we introduce the short hand notation on the l.h.s:

s~ (0, t, T) = IEQ [e- IT (hl~ds IFr'] = eA'(IJ,t,T)+TP (lJ,t,T)z,+ziC'(IJ,t,T)Z,

S~(0, t, T) = IEQ [e- IT IJJ;ds IF!] = elJ(J,-J(t,T))+I'x[D'(IJ,x)-l]

S-C(e t T) TU"Q [ -iT Ts+()"1cds I 'LW] == eAC(t~,t,T)+BCT ((),t,T)Zt+ ZT cC(e,t,T)Zt
"1 " ==.1CJ e t s.rt

where (Ai,Bi,Ci,eQi,egi ,efi), (.AC,BC,cc,Q+BQc,g+f)gc,!+BfC) solve the basic ODE

system of Definition 3.4, Di(e, x) == f01cp[OHi(x(l - u))]du, Hi(x) == fox hi(u)du, and

ji is defined similarly to (3.22) (using Hi and yi).

r~(o, t, T)

r~(B, t, T)

IEQ [O'T]~e- IT lh)~dSIFtW]

S~(O, t, T) . (ai(O, t, T) + biT (0, t, T)Zt + zici(O, t, T)Zt)

IEQ [OJ}e- ITIJJ;dsIF/]

S~(O, t, T) . [8Ji(t, T) - li . (Di(8, x)(l - x) - 1+ x<pi(8Hi(x)) ) ]

IEQ [O'T]~e- IT rs+lJ1JidSIFr']

S~(8, t, T) . (aC (8, t, T) +TP (8, t, T)Zt + zic"(8, t, T)Zt)

where (ai bi ci Bi Ci Bfi Bgi (}Qi) (aC bC cC BC CC (}fC egC (}QC) solve the, , , , , , , , , " , , , ,
interlinked system of Definition 3.22 and Ji(t, T) is defined similarly to (3.33) (using
hi andyi).

Furthermore, we have

Si((}, t, T)

SC(e, t, T)

ri(e, t, T)

f'C((), t, T)

IEQ [e- IT IJIL~dsIFr] = S~(8, t, T) . S~(8, t, T)

IEQ [e-ITrs+lJlLidsIFr] =S~(8,t,T).SH8,t,T)

IEQ [8JLi e- IT IJIL~dsIFr] = r~(8, t, T)S~(8, t, T) + r~(8, t, T)S~(8, t, T)

EQ [(}JlCe- ItT TS+eJ..L~dsl:FW] == rC(O t T)SC(B t T) + r c (e t T)SC(e t T)
fA' t "1" J" J" "1" •

Finally, for B== 1 we use (t, T) instead of (1, t, T) on the l.h.s. notation.
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We keep the notation from the previous section but we have to add a superscript ".k"

to be able to distinguish across firms. This way, Q~, denotes the survival probability

of firm k, pk(t, T) is the price of a T-defaultable bond issued by firm k, ek(t, T) can

be interpreted as the price of a payoff of 1 U.c if the firm k defaults at T, while

e*k(e, Tn-I, Tn) is the price if you get 1 u.c. paid if the firm k defaults in (Tn-I, Tn]'

In the next Lemma we derive the key building blocks using the new intensity (3.43).

Lemma 3.37. Given Assumption 3.35 we have the following closed form solutions:

Q~(t,T)

j5~(t, T)

ek(t, T)

e*k(t, Tn-I, Tn)

Sk(t, T) . SC(Ek,t, T)

Sk(t, T) . SC(Ek , t, T)

rk(t, T) . SC(Ek,t, T) + fC(Ek , t, T) . Sk(t, T)

eak(t,Tn-l,Tn)+(3kT(t,Tn-l,Tn)Zt+ZI'Yk(t,Tn-l,Tn)Zt . j5~(t, Tn-I) - p~(t, Tn)

where all the S· and r' are as in Remark 3.36 and CY, (3,! are as in Proposition 3.33.

Proof. All results follow from the independence of J.Lk and J.Lc. Concretely, for Q~(t, T)

and ek(t, T) we have,

Q~(t, T) EQ [e- It '\~dsl F t ]

EQ [C It /L~ds . e- It €k/L:idS ! Ft] .

As J.Lk and J.Lc are independent we immediately obtain (Q~(t,T) == Sk(t, T) . SC(Ek,t, T).

Similarly,

ek(t, T) = EQ [>.~e- It rs+>'~dsl F t ]

= EQ [tL~e- It /L~ds . e- It(rs+€k/L:i)ds 1Ft] + EQ [e- It /L~ds . i tLre- It<rs+€k/L:i)ds 1Ft]

== rk(t, T) . SC(Ek , t, T) + Sk(t, T) . rC(Ek , t, T).

The same type of argument can be used to compute p~(t, T) and e*k(t, Tn-I, Tn). •

3.4.2 Default correlation and Clustering

It is often argued that in the framework used here, where the default times are con

ditionally independent, the resulting default correlation is nothigh enough. However,

already Duffie and Garleanu (2001) showed that this is not the case. Especially through

jumps or, more precisely, high peaks in the intensity a high default correlation is in

duced.
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A problem showing up in the jump-diffusion setting of Duffie and Garleanu (2001) is the

right choice of the mean reversion speed which affects both the diffusion and the jump

part.19 In their model, big jumps are necessary to induce high default correlation. To

avoid that the intensity stays on a very high level for a long time, the mean reversion

speed must be quite high. On the other hand, such a high mean reversion speed

gives unrealistic behavior for the diffusive part. In the framework presented here, this

problem is solved, as the mean reversion speeds can be different.

The so-called default correlation is basically the correlation between the default indica

tors of two companies. Denote by Qb the probability of company i defaulting in (t, T]
and by Q71 (t, T) the probability that companies i and j default in (t, T]. The default

correlation is defined as

pi,i(t,T) = Q71(t,T)-Qb(t,T)«fD(t,T) .

V Qb(t, T)[l - Qb(t, T)]«fD(t, T)[l - «fD(t, T)]

The default probabilities relate to the survival probabilities by Q~ (t, T) == 1-Q~ (t, T)

where Qs is given in Lemma 3.37.

Proposition 3.38. Suppose Assumption 3.35 holds. Then, the default correlation of

two different companies i and j is given by

/,i (t, T) = Si(t, T)Si (t, T) [SC(E
i + Ei ,t, T) - SC(Ei,t, T)SC(Ei ,t, T)] .

VQb(t, T)[l - Qb(t, T)]«fD(t, T)[l - «fD(t, T)]

where S' are as in Remark 3.36 and we recall QiJ == 1 - Qs'

Proof. The probability of joint default of the firms i, j until time T given that none

19In their work the intensity is of the form

where (W) is a Brownian motion and (J) is a pure jump process and thus a special case of a shot-noise

process.

With this formulation the authors obtain bond prices in an affine form. A problem of this approach

is to adjust K in the right way. This is because K controls the mean reversion speed of the diffusive as

well as of the jump part.
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fQ~(t, T) JEQ [l{Ti<T} l{Ti<T} IYt]
JEQ [ (1- e- It >'~dS) (1 - e- It >'~ds) IoFt]

JEQ [ (1- e- It JL~+fiJL~dS) (1 - e- It iA+~JL~dS)IoFt]

II"lI [ rT
i + i Cd rT j+ i cd rT

i + j+( i+ i) cd I ]E'l,l 1 - e- Jt J-Ls € J.Ls S _ e- Jt J.Ls € J.Ls S + e- Jt J.Ls J.Ls € € J.Ls S F
t

1 -1Q~(t, T) - ~(t, T) + JEQ [e- It JL~+JL~+(fi+fj)JL~ds1 0Ft] .

Again using independence of /-Li, /-Lj and /-Lc we obtain

By the definition of pilj the result follows from

Qb(t, T)~D(t,T) == (1- Q~(t,T))(l - ~(t, T))

== 1 - Q~(t, T) - ~(t, T) + Q~(t, T)Q~(t, T)

== 1- Q~(t,T) - <Q~(t, T) + Si(t, T)SC(Ei
, t, T)Sj(t, T)SC(Ej , t, T) .•

In Section 3.5 we simulate correlations and show that with our model we can get quite

high correlation across firms. The high correlation also produces clustering of defaults,

which looks like contagion.

3.4.3 Portfolio Credit Derivatives

To obtain concrete formulas, we will make a simplifying assumption about homogeneity

of the portfolio. Assumptions like this are quite usual in the literature on CDOs.

However, it should be pointed out that the following calculations go through in a

similar fashion without these assumptions, but the expressions will get more involved.

Nonetheless, typically, portfolio credit derivatives base on a portfolio of homogeneous

credits, therefore the following assumption is quite plausible for practical purposes.

Assumption 3.39. We consider a portfolio of homogeneous credits, i.e. the nation

als are equal, M i == M, the recoveries are assumed to be time-independent and i. i. d.

qaj
( Tj) == qj and the correlation factors are the same, Ei == E. Moreover, we assume

that Assumption 3.35 holds, and that the processes Jk for all k == 1 ... K therein are

equivalent, i. e. they are based on the same set of parameters Fy , h, l. On the other

hand, JC has the parameters Fy,hC, lC.
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First-to-Default Swaps
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A first-to-default swap (FtDS) is a contract which offers protection on the first de

fault of a portfolio only. The two counterparties which exchange payments are named

protection seller and protection buyer. Payments are due at fixed payment dates, say

t l , ... ,tN*. Moreover, there is an initiation date to < t l . If to is in the future, the FtDS

is called forward-start FtDS. The FtDS is characterized by the so-called first-to-default

spread sFtD which is fixed at initiation of the contract .

• The protection seller pays at tn, if the first default occurred in (tn-I, tn] the

default payment. Assume that name k is the one which defaulted first. Then the

default payment equals M k . qk. If no default happens until t N* the protection

seller pays nothing.

• The protection buyer pays the spread sFtD, until the maturity of the FtDS, tN* ,

or until the first default (whichever comes first).

As the protection buyer has only fixed payments, the payments due to him are also

called fixed leg, while the payments of the protection seller are called floating leg.

The spread sFtD is chosen in such a way that at initiation of the FtDS its value at to

equals zero. Note that there are no payments until t l . If a default happens before to,

the contract is worthless. To emphasize the dependence of the spread on the current

time write sFtD(t).

The following results rely on the distribution of the first default time, which is the

minimum of all default times. The main result is Theorem 3.41

We will make use of Assumption 3.39 to ease exposition. Denote the probability that

the first default, T}, occurs in (t, T] by (Q~tD(t,T). The next lemma deals with properties

of the first default time. Recall from Assumption 3.39 that E the sensitivity of each

intensity Ai to the common part MC
•

lemma 3.40. Suppose that Assumption 3.39 is in force. Consider a portfolio of R
names and assume no default has occurred up to time t. Then, the survival probability

of the first default is given by

f<

(Q~tD(t, T) == l{rl>t} SC(ER, t, T) . IT Sk(t, T).
k=l
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Furthermore, the value of one unit of currency paid at T only if 71 > T is given by

k

pFtD(t, T) == l{Tl>t} SC(EK, t, T) . II Sk(t, T).
k=l

(3.44)

Proof. The result is trivial on {71 :::; t}, so we consider {71 > t} from now on. Then,

by definition CQstD(t,T) == Q(T1 > T!Qt). We start by conditioning on P,ft,T] VQt. Recall

that the default time of name k is denoted by Tk . Then,

CQ (71 > TIJ-lft,T] V Qt) == CQ (min(T1 , T2 , ,TK) > Tlti[t,T] V Qt)

== IEQ [1{Tl>T,T2>T, ,Tk>T} Itift,T] V Qt) ] . (3.45)

As T1 , ... ,TK are independent, conditionally on ti[t,T]' we obtain

(3.45) = JEQ ( exp [ - t, iT A~ds] Ht,TJ V Ft)

== e-KeIt /.L~ds • IEQ (exp [-tiT(1: + 'TJ~)ds] !J.L[t,T] V :r:t)
k=l t

As TJ 1 , ..• , TJK, J1, ... ,JK are mutually independent, using the expressions given in

Remark 3.36, we obtain

K

(3.45) == e-eK It /.L~ds • II Sk(t, T).
k=l

It may be recalled that Sk == s;sy. Thus,

k

Q(TI > TIYt) =JEIQ(e-fKJtJ.L~dS. II Sk(t,T)I:r:t)
k=l

K

== SC(EK, t, T) . II Sk(t, T).
k=l

Using the same methodology with the fact that r is independent of J-lk for all k E k

but not of p,c determines pFtD(t, T). •

The spread of the FtDS is given by the following result. Recall that pFtD(t, T) was

computed in (3.44).
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Theorem 3.41. Suppose Assumption 3.39 is in force. Consider a portfolio of K names

and assume no default has occurred up to time t. Then, the spread of the FtDS is given

by

where

(3.46)

Here G, (3, I solve the system in (3.37)-(3.39). Furthermore, there Q, (3, I must be eval

uated at (t, Tn-I, Tn) while B, C must be evaluated at (EK, t, tn-I).

Proof. For ease of notation we write sFtD instead of sFtD (t). The value at time t of the

fixed leg of the FtDS follows from the results in the previous lemma:

N* N*
]EQ[~ e- ft

tn
Ts ds sFtD 1 19] == sFtD ~(t - t ) . p-FtD(t To )L...t {7>tn } t L-t n n-I , n'

n=1 n=l

For the pricing of the floating leg we need to compute

JEQ [ - J:t n
Tsds Ir: ]e t 1{71 E(tn ,tn -1]} ':::ft

JEQ [ e- I,'n rsdsl{n>tn_d IYt] - JEQ [ e- I,'n rsdslh>tn} IYt] ,

where the second expectation equals pFtD (t, tn ). Furthermore,

JEQ [ - ft
tn

Tsds 1 Ig] - JEQ [(t t) - ft
tn

-
1

Tsdsl I rr:] (3.47)e {71>tn -1} t - p n-l, n . e {71>tn -1} Jt .

Following the steps from the previous lemma we can deduce the following. Alterna

tively, in the conditionally independent approach the default intensity of the minimum

of the default times is simply the sum over all intensities. However, we get the following

(3.47) = JEQ [P(tn-i, tn) . e- I,'n-l [rs+fkf.L~+2:f=lf.L~J dSI Ft]

We write short Ft,tN * for F t V a(f.l~, rs : t :S s :S tN*). Conditioning on F we obtain

(3.47) = JEQ [JEQ (e-2:f=l.r.'n-l f.L~ ds IFt,tN> ) . p(tn-l, tn)e- I:n-l (rs+d{f.L~) ds 1Ft]'

Let us consider the inner expectation more closely. By Assumption 3.27 we have that

TJ I
, ... ,TJK are independent of f.lc and r, so that

trlI ( ",k rtn
-

1
k d I - ) trlI ( ",k rtn

-
1

k d ) trlI ( rtn
- 1 ",R k d )JE'I,! e- LJk=lJt J.Ls S Ft,t

N
* ==E'I,! e-.L.Jk=lJt TJs SIFt .JE'I,! e- Jt LJk=l J

S SIFt

R

== II Sk(t, tn-I).
k=1
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It may be recalled that Sk == S; . Sj. To evaluate (3.47) we can proceed exactly as in

Proposition 3.33. In analogy to Proposition 3.33 we obtain that

IEQ [p(t t )e- ft
tn

-
1 (rs+€K7J;) ds 1:1:] == SC(EK t t ).n-l, n t 7J "n-l

. exp (o{(t, tn-I,tn) + fJCT (t, tn-I, tn)Zt + zi')'C(t, tn-I, tn)Zt)'

The remaining part with JC is given by S5 such that by BC == S~ .S5 expression (3.47)

equals

K

eO'.C(t,tn ,tn _l)+l3cT (t,tn,tn-l)Zt+zl ,C(t,tn,tn_l)Zt . SC(EK t t ) .II Sk(t t )
, , n-l , n-l ,

k=l

where a, (3,! are as stated in the theorem.

COOs

v
pFtD(t,tn_d

•

We introduce the concept of Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) as in Duffie and

Garleanu (2001). The aim of this section is to price the so-called synthetic CDOs.

A synthetic CDO is an asset-backed security whose underlying collateral is a portfolio

of CDSs. A CDO allocates interest income and principal repayments from a collateral

pool of CDSs to a prioritized collection of CDO securities, called tranches.

While there are many variations, a standard prioritization scheme is simple subordi

nation: senior CDO notes are paid before mezzanine and equity pice is paid with the

any residual cash-flow.

In addition to the general portfolio setup introduced in Section 3.4.1 we need to intro

duce some additional notation to describe the cash-flow of CDOs.

We consider a CDO with several tranches i == 1, ... ,J. In the case were we have senior,

mezzanine and equity tranches only we would simply take J == 3. The tranches are

separated according to fixed barriers bi . That is, bI separates tranche 1 from tranche

2, b2 separated the tranche 2 from tranche 3, and so on - compare figure 3.3.

The loss at each default time Tj is generally given by Maj qaj (Tj). 20 However, under the

homogeneity Assumption 3.39, it simplifies to ~j :== M qj.

20We note that the loss at each default time would depend on the notional amount of the defaulted

firm and on the recovery process of that firm evaluated at the default time.
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Figure 3.3: Tranches' losses in COOs.

The loss process of the CDO is given by

Nt

L(t) :== L ~j.
j=l

111

It describes the reduction in face value of the whole underlying portfolio due to accord

ing defaults. The loss of tranche i is given by

0 if L(t) < bi - 1

Li(t) == L(t) - bi - 1 if bi - 1 ::s; L(t) < bi (3.48)

bi _ bi - 1 if L(t) 2:: bi

Figure 3.3 illustrates the CDO setup with a possible loss path affecting various tranches.

We start by computing the distribution of portfolios losses under both the martingale

measure and the T - forward measure. This will serve as building block for the pricing

of CDOs.

In the following we will need the distribution of sums of losses, for which we define

(3.49)

Depending on the distribution of the losses, this could be in more are less closed form.

At this point we stick with this abbreviation.
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Remark 3.42. It is somehow a natural choice to model q with a beta-distribution. The

beta-distribution is a flexible class of distributions which have support [0, 1]. Unfor

tunately, the convolution is not given in closed form. However, Fq,k can be obtained

via inverting the Fourier-transform. There exist numerical algorithms to do this quite

efficiently. Note also, that this has to be computed once and therefore does not affect

speed of the valuation algorithm.

Alternatively, one could use the uniform distribution, and obtain a closed form solution.

Given our setup we can always conclude for the unconditional distribution of the loss

function L.

Unfortunately, for pricing and risk management it is necessary to consider L after some

time passed by, and we therefore will be interested also in the conditional distribution

of the loss function. In the general case there it is not possible to derive closed-form

solutions.

Nontheless, we can require the processes (A~)t~O' k == 1, ... ,R to be Markovian. We

recall that this is equivalent to h(t) == aexp(-bt) by Proposition 3.15. Then and inter

esting question is if, using the Markovian property, we can conclude for the conditional

distribution of L. Lemma 3.43 gives the answer.

Before, however, to be able to handle defaulted and non-defaulted companies in a

concise way, we need to introduce some more notation.

Denote by St the set which contains the indices of assets not defaulted until t, the

"survivors" :

St :== {I :s; k :s; [( : T k > t}.

In the following Lemma we will fix the number of defaults in the interval (t, T] and

then sum over all possible combinations defaults.

We write L for the sum over all sets k n == {k1 , ... , kn } of size n with pairwise
knESt

different elements and k1 , ... ,kn E St· kn represents the n companies which default in

(t, T].

Given k n , the companies not defaulting are denoted by

Furthern1ore, we write short {Tkn E (t, T]} for {Tkl E (t, T], ... ,Tkn E (t, T]}.
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Lemma 3.43. Suppose the function h(x) and hC(x) in Assumption 3.39 are of the form

ae-bx . Then the conditional distribution of the portfolio losses, L, is given by

[(-Nt L
Q(LT ::; xlgt) = l{TSt>t} L ·Fq,n (X ~ t) X

n=O

X L {SC(E(K - Nt - n), t, T) II Sk(t, T) - SC(E(K - Nt), t, T) II Sk(t, T)}
knESt kESt\kn kESt

where Fq,n(·) is defined in (3.49) and Sk and BC are of exponential quadratic form as

defined in Remark 3.36.

Furthermore, if t == 0, the above expression gives the unconditional expectation and the

functions h(x), hC(x) need not have any special form.

Proof. The conditional distribution of L is given by

NT-Nt

Q(LT ::; xlgt) = Q(LT - Lt ::; x - Ltlgt) = Q( L ~j::; x - Lt!9t)
j=l

NT-Nt

(
'" . x - L t ) (X - L t )== Q L.J qJ ~ ~lgt == Fq,NT-Nt -U .
j=l

Recall that (N) is the counting process of all defaults. For the following, we first condi

tion on J-Lc. Then all individual defaults Ti are independent and stem from independent

Cox-processes with (also independent) intensities (Ak(t))t~O' k == 1, ... , K. Observe

that NT - Nt is not independent from N t
21

. But, it is not difficult to compute the

conditional distribution. However, in contrast to the unconditional distribution, we

need to distinguish which company defaults.

Using the Markovianity of the processes J-Lk we need to determine

(3.50)

We write Ft :== (j(St, Nt, J-Lft,TJ' F t). In the above probability we will have k companies

defaulting in (t, T]. Summing over all possible indices was denoted by 2.::k
n

ESt. Then,

(3.50) == L Q(rkn E (t,TJIFt ) Q(TSt\kn > TIFt).
knESt

21 For example, if all companies default before t, hence Nt = k it follows that NT - Nt = O.
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Note that the survival probability of asset k is given by

Q(Tk > TIFt) = Q(Tk > Tll{Tk>t},jL[t,TJ,Ft )

= l{Tk>t} exp ( - E iT /L~ dS) JEQ [ exp ( - iT /L: ds)1Ft] .
, I

V'

=Sk(t,T)

The expectation on the r.h.s. is of the exponential quadratic from as given by Re

mark 3.36. In the Markovian case, (3.23) can be used to simplify this even further.

Furthermore, since, conditionally on flc the defaults occur independently, we have

Q(Tkn > TIFt) = l{Tkn>t} exp ( - nE iT /L~ dS) II Sk(t, T).
t kEkn

Note that Sk takes the form given in Remark 3.36 and can moreover be simplified

according to Equation (3.23).

On {Tk > t} we also have that Q(Tk E (t, T] 1Ft) = 1 - Q(Tk > TIFt). Hence,

Q(NT - Nt = nlFt ) ==

= L {I -e-mJt I'~ds II Sk(t, T) } . e-(K-Nt-nl<f't I'~ds II Sk(t, T)
knESt kEkn kESt\kn

= L [e-(K-Nt-nlJt I'~ds II Sk(t, T) - e-f(K-Ntlft I'~ds II Sk(t, T)]
knESt kESt\kn kESt

(3.51)

After we have done all calculation conditioned on jLc we finally have to consider the

unconditional expectation. This is, on {TSt > t},

Q(NT - Nt == nlSt, Nt, F t) ==

= L [SC(E(K - Nt - n), t, T) II Sk(t, T) - SC(E(K - Nt), t, T) II Sk(t, T)).
knESt kESt\kn kESt

•
Proposition 3.44. Denote by QT the T -forward measure. With the above notation we

have

BC,5k from Remark 3.36 and p(t, T) from Result 3.5 are of exponential quadratic form.
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Proof. First, observe that

115

We therefore just need to compute JEll! (e- It rsdsl{LT:O::x} IYt).

To this, let 9t := (J(St, Nt, /-lft,TJ' ~It) and recall r has common factors, i.e., conditional

on /-lc it is known. We thus have

JEll! [ e- It rsdsl{LT:O::x} IYt] = JEll! [e- It rsdsJEll! [ 1{LT:O::X} IQt] IYt]

= JEQ [e- It rsdsQ (LT ::; xlQt) IYt]

For the inner expectation we may use Equation (3.51) to obtain that the above equals

JEll! { e-Itrsds ~'Fq,n(X ~Lt)

. L [e-E(K-N,-nlIt I-'~ds ( II Sk(t, T)) - e-E(K-Nt)ft J..t;ds (II Sk(t, T)) JIYt}.
knESt kESt\kn kESt

Recalling the notation defined in Remark 3.36 we have that

JEll! (e- It rSdse-E(K-N,-n)Jt l-'~dsIYt) = SC(E(K - Nt - n), t, T)

such that we obtain the given expression immediately. •
We can now focus on the pricing of tranches of synthetic CDOs. We make the following

normalizations:

• The CDO offers notes on each tranche with par value 1.

• Interest is paid at times t1, . . . ,tN*

• The value of the entire tranche at the time the CDO is issued (time zero) is

• At each intern1ediate time t j < tN* we receive the coupon ci (the coupon is,

obviously, tranche dependent). The payment is on the remaining principal in the

trance, so that the payments due at tj are
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• At maturity t N * the coupon plus the ren1ain value of the tranche is paid:

The critical point here is the reinvestment of the recovery payment. Note that in

reality, the default of an entity from the underlying pool leads to a non-payment of

the future coupons. The recovery has to be re-invested at the current market level

and possibly gets a lower coupon. In this section, we assume that these missing future

coupons are included in the recovery. This means, that the recovery after default is

the actual recovery minus financing cost of the future coupons (which also could be a

gain if the market offers better conditions at default).

Define c~ :== ci(tj - t j- I) for i < N* and ckr* :== Ci(tN* - tN*-I) + 1 and denote the

value of the tranche i at time t by Vi(t). Then Vi(t) is given by

where JE,tj [·1 gt] denotes conditional expectation under the tj-forward measure.

The price of risk-free bonds have been computed in Result 3.5 and the only difficulty

is in computing JE,tj [L i (tj ) Igt]. In literature on CDOs it is quite common to assume

independence of interest rates and all processes related to the loss process. As we saw

when computing the distribution of the portfolio losses, in our framework dealing with

the T-forward measure requires only little additional effort, and so here we relax this

assumption.

The next theorem gives JET [Li (T) Igt] for all T > t in closed form and concludes the

CDO analysis. It uses the notation introduced on page 112. We denote the density of

the sum of k losses, similar to the distribution function defined in (3.49), by fq,k (.).

Theorem 3.45. Considert < T. The conditional distribution function of Ltj is defined

by F~T (x) :== QT(L tj ::; xI9t). We have that its density is given by
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and the conditional expected value of tranche i equals
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Proof. By the definition of the tranche loss in (3.48) we have that

IET(L~IQt) == IET(LTl{LTE(bi-l,binIQt) - bi-1QT(LT E (bi-I,biJlgt)

+ (b i - bi-I)QT(LT > biIQt).

Hence,

QT (LT ::; bilQt) - QT (LT ::; bi-IIYt)
bi

1.-1 xlJ. (x) dx.

The result follows from the closed form for QT(Ltj ::; xlQt) computed in Proposition

3.44. •

3.5 Illustration

In this section we illustrate the results derived in the previous sections with a concrete

three-factor model.

3.5.1 The model

We take

as the state variable, and assume its Q-dynamics given by

[fJI (t) - a1Zt1J dt + O"ldW/

[fJ2(t) - a2 Z;] dt + 0"2dWt
2

ar [fJr - rt] dt + O"rvr;dW;

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

where ai, O"i, for i == 1,2,r and fJr are constants, while fJl(·), fJ2(·) are deterministic

functions of t and WI, W 2 and W r are independent Q-Wiener processes.
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We will analyze two firms, denoted 1 and 2. Each firm's intensity is driven by firm's

specific as well as common factors in accordance with Assumption 3.35.

For each firm the intensity is given by

f.LC == JC + br, J~ == L YihC(t - Ti), Yi rv X2(2) hC(x) == e-bx
, b E JR+. (3.56)

Ti<t

and the Ti are the jumps of a Poisson process with intensity lC.

We note that the firms specific terms do not have jumps and are purely quadratic terms,

while the common factors depend linearly on the short rate and allow for jumps. The

common jumps follow the shot-noise formulation in Assumption 3.35, the T/S stem

from a standard Poisson distribution with constant parameter lC and the Yi's have a

X2 distribution with two degrees of freedom.

Using the notation previously described we identify all the needed matrices:

drift as in (3.3):

variance as in (3.4):

[:~J [-r
0

-~Jd(t) == E(t) == -a2

0

[~r 0 0] [0 0 0]
ko(t) == o o-~ 0 kr(t) == o 0 0

o 0 0 o 0 0-;

i == 1,2; uj == 1,2, r .

Furthermore we also have

ryk (Zk)2
k eij == kk

gk(t) == 0, fk(t) == 0; k == 1,2=? (Q )ij(t) = 0
otherwise

r [~] =? Q(t) == 0, g(t) = [~] , j(t) == 0 .
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3.5.2 Risk-free term structure
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From (3.54) we recognize the eIR model for the short rate, and thus, we know that

the risk-free bond prices have an ATS.

From Result 3.5 we have

p(t, T) == eA(t,T)+BT (t,T)Zt+zi C(t,T)Zt

and solving the basic system of ODEs we get

2ar(3r ( 2rre(ar+'Yr)i )
A(t,T)==-2- ln ( )( ) 2 ,B(t,T)=

O"r Ir + ar e'YrX - 1 + Ir

o
o

2(e'YrX - 1)
(rr + Q r)(e1'rX - 1) + 2,r

C(t, T) == 0 and above we use the notation x == T - t, rr ::::: Ja; + 20-;.

Result 3.46. The closed-formula solution for the risk-free bond prices is)

2ar(3r

(
2,re(ar+'Yr)~ ) T { ( 2(1 - e1'X) )}

p t, T == x exp rt .( ) Crr + c¥r)(el'rX- 1) + 2')'r Cr + c¥r)(eI'X - 1) + 2')'
(3.57)

where x == T - t) rr == Ja; + 20";.

3.5.3 Key building blocks for credit risk

We will now compute all the basic quantities in Remark 3.36. In what follows the

expressions can get quite long so, whenever possible, we use x :== T - t.

We start by noting that the firm specific components have no jumps, so we have

Sk((), t, T) == S;((), t, T) == exp (Ak((), t, T) + BkT (e, t, T)Zt + ziCk(e, t, T)Zt)

where (Ak,Bk,Ck,()Qk, 0,0) solve the basic ODE system of Definition 3.4.

We also note that, due to independence between the three factors in Z, we can imme

diately conclude

{

Bk (e t T) i == k { Ck (e t T) i J' k(Bk)ij (0, t, T) = ' , . ,(Ck)ij (0, t, T) = ' , = =
o otherwIse 0 otherwise

(3.58)
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Bk and Ck on the r.h.s. are now scalar functions 22 that solve the scalar ODE system

whose solution is given by (3.59)-(3.60):

e[1 - e2fkX
]

(3.59)

iT (3k(S )eJ: U k -2C(IJ,u,T)du 2C(B, s, T)ds

[2(ak + Ik)(e2fkX
- 1) + 4,k]-l/a~ X (3.60)

with Ik == Ja~ + 2()~e.

Finally, the ODE for Ak reduces to

{

a~k + {3k(t)Bk + ~(/~ (Bk)2 + (/~Ck

A(e, T, T)

and integrating we get

o

o

for Bk as in (3.60).

22Even though we acknowledge that using the same notation on both the vector/matrix on the

l.h.s and the scalar functions on the r.h.s of (3.58) may be misleading, we believe it is better than

introducing more notation. Moreover, given the independence between our three factors, it should

be clear at each point which entrance in a vector/matrix entrance is not zero and we will always be

referring to that one.
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Result 3.47. So, for k==l,2, we have Sk((), t, T) == S;(f), t, T) and
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where B k is as in (3.60) and the expressions involving B k must be evaluated numerically.

• S~(f), t, T), S~(B, t, T):

We note that rJf == 8rt· So,

S~(f), t, T)

S~((), t, T)

JEQ [ e- It 111);ds 1Ft] = JEQ [ e- It 118rsds 1Ft]

exp {AC((), t, T) + BcT (f), t, T)Zt + ZJCC(O, t, T)Zt}

JEQ [e- It r s+1I1)sds! Ft]= JEQ [e- It (1+118)rsds 1 Ft]
exp {AC((), t, T) + BcT (0, t, T)Zt + ZJCC(B, t, T)Zt}

Note that the above expectations are very similar to the expectation needed to compute

for the risk-free bond prices.

Indeed, it is easy to show that both quantities can be obtained from JEQ [e- It f).rsds 1Ft]
and we have

where

2arf3r [ 2ire(ir +Qr
) T 2t ]

A(il, t, T) == -2- 1n ( A )[ • (T) ] (3.63)
(Jr a r + Ir eFr -t - 1 + 2ir

o
oB(il, t, T) == (3.64)

2Ll [eir(T-t) - 1]

(ir + ar) [eir(T-t) - 1] + 2ir

C(Ll, t, T) == o. (3.65)
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We finally can obtain Ac, BC, CC and Ac, BC, CC as follows: 23

AC((), t, T) == A((l + (J8), t, T)

AC((J, t, T) == A(fJ8, t, T)

BC((), t, T) == B((l + 88), t, T)

BC(8, t, T) == B(()8, t, T)

CC( (), t, T) == 0

CC(fJ, t, T) == 0

where A, B, C are as in (3.63)-(3.65).

Result 3.48. We, thus, have:

s~(e, t, T)

where

S~((J, t, T)

where

.S5((), t, T) :

From Remark 3.36 and noting that in our model we are in the Markovian case, we get

and the functions HC and DC can be obtained directly from hC(x) == e-bx and the fact

that ~cs are X2 (2) distributed (recall equations (3.21) and (3.25)).

We start by computing

(3.68)

23The alternative to these computations is to solve the basic ODE system of Definition 3.4 for

(.Ac,Bc,Cc,O, (1 + 8)g, 0) and (AC,BC,cc,0,8B,0). Given the specificities of our model the above is

faster.
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To compute DC we will make use of the Laplace transform of the X2(v) distribution. 24

For v == 2,

(tF(u) = 1:2u ' (3.69)

and DC will have a simple formula. However, for any choice of v there is an explicit

expression, just the formulas will get lengthier.

With v == 2 we find,

D(B, s) = 11

cpC(BH(s - su)) du

r1
1

= i
o

(1+2BH(s(1-u))f du

=11 [1 + 2: (1_e-bS(l-U») ]-1 duo

Integrating gives26

(3.70)

Putting all the information together, we conclude the following.

Result 3.49.

lC

S'j(B, t,T) = (1 + ~e-b(T-t») 2+ bB exp {~[e-bX -1] Jt + lC(T - t) [2: be -I]}.
(3.71)

Furthermore) from Remark 3.36) we know

SC(f), t, T)

SC(f), t, T)

S~(f), t, T)55((), t, T)

S~(f), t, T) 55(f), t, T)

(3.72)

(3.73)

with S~ as in (3.66)) S~ as in (3.67) and 55 as in (3.71).

24Recall that for u ~ 0 the Laplace transform of random variable which has X2 distribution with v

degrees of freedom, equals 25,

26Note that the primitive of (a + beeu)-l is

U 1 ( b e'u)---In a+ e .
a ac
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where ak , bk and ck solve the interlinked system of Definition 3.22. In our case, and

for each fixed k, the system can be simplified since

{

bk (8 t T) i == k
(bk ) i ( e, t, T) == ' ,

o otherwise

i==j==k

otherwise

(3.74)

For ak and bk, ck (on the 1.h.8 above) we get the scalar system of ODE

{
8ak
- + (3 bk + (J213kbk + (J2 c 08t k k k

ak(e, T, T) 0

{
8bk
- - a bk + 2(3 c + 2(J2Ckbk + 2(J213k ck 08t k k k k

bk (8, T, T) 0

{
8ck
- - 2a ck + 4(J2Ck ck 08t k k

ck(8, T, T) e

where 13k and Ck are as in (3.59)-(3.60).

Solving first for ck we get

Oexp { -2i
T

ak - 20-~Ck(s, T)dS}

e[(,lk + ak)(eT'k X
- 1) + 2,k]

lke(T'k+3O:k)x
(3.75)

where lk == Ja~ + 2(J~8.

Then bk

bk(8, t, T) = -2i
T

ef: ak-
2tit,ek(u,T)du (f3k(S) - 0-2Bk(s, T)) ck(s, T)ds (3.76)

where 13k and Ck are as in (3.59)-(3.60) and ck as in (3.75). Finally

ak(O, t, T) = -iT f3k(S) + (J"~Bk(s, T)b + O-~Ck(S, T)ds. (3.77)

with 13 as in (3.60) and ck as in (3.75).
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Result 3.50. Concluding,
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rk(e, t, T) = r~(e, t, T) = S;(e, t, T) exp {ak(e, t, T) + bk(e, t, T)Z; + ck(e, t, T) (Z;)2}

(3.78)

with ck as in (3.75) and bk and ak numerically evaluated using (3.76)-(3.77).

• r~(e, t, T), r~(B, t, T):

Once again, we note that in our special case, to obtain r~(B, t, T) and r~(B, t, T) we

need to solve expressions of the type EQ [erTe- It t>rsdsIFt ] , which can be easily proven

to be of the form

EQ [erTe - It t>rsdsIFt ] = EQ [e- It t>rsdsIFt ] eatt>,t,T)+b(t>, t,T)r t •

The expectation on the r.h.s. has been previously computed (compare with equation

(3.62)) and a, b solve a simplified scalar version of the interlinked ODE system in

Definition 3.22

o

o
{

oa
at + Cl:r!3rb

a(~, T, T)

{

ab 1 2
- - Cl: b+ -(}kBbat r 2

b(~, T, T)

where B can be obtained from (3.64).

The solution to the above system is given by

o

e

a(~, t, T)

b(~, t, T)

iT O'.r!3rb(ll, s, T)ds

f)e- ItT Qr-~O";B(s,T)ds

B[(ar + ir)(eirX - 1) + 2ir]
2ire(3Qr+ir)~

(3.79)

(3.80)

where a must be evaluated numerically using b in (3.80) and ir == Jar + 2(};f1

Using the above derived equations (3.79)-(3.80) we can finally obtain and

r~(f), t, T)

r~(B, t, T)

S~(B, t, T) exp {a(B6, t, T) + b(B<5, t, T)rt}

S~(B, t, T) exp {a((l + B(5), t, T) + b((l + f)<5), t, T)Tt}
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Result 3.51.

r~(e, t, T)

where

r~(e, t, T)

where
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{ (
e [(aT + J!~)(e'~X - 1) + 2J!~J ) }

S~(e,t,T)exp a(e8,t,T)+ (3 +c)~ rt
2J!~e ar '''7 2

J!~ == vr-"a-;-+-2-(Jr-2e-8 (3.81)

s~(e, t, T) and S~(e, t, T) can be obtained from (3.66), (3.67) and a must be evaluated

numerically using (3.79)-(3.80) .

• rJ(e, t, T):

HC(x) and DC(e, x) are as in (3~68), (3.70). While from the Laplace transform of the

X2 (2) in (3.69) we immediately obtain

Result 3.52. Thus,

r~((), t, T) == S~(e, t, T){eJC(t, T) + x 2B( 1 b ) (3.83)
1 + b 1- e- x

-Ic
[2 : be (b + ~ In ( 1 + 2: (1 - e-

bX
) ) (1 - x) - 1] }

where JC(t, T) == 2:-r.-<t Yie-b(T-ii) thus known at time t, and Sj(fJ, t, T) is as in (3.71).
1._

Furthermore, using Remark 3.36 we know

rC(fJ, t, T)

rC(O, t, T)

r~(fJ, t, T)S~(fJ, t, T) + r~((), t, T)S~((), t, T)

r~((), t, T)S~((), t, T) + r~(fJ, t, T)S~((), t, T)

(3.84)

(3.85)

In Results 3.46 to 3.52, we have computed in closed-form (up to the numerical inte

gration of some nasty integrals), all the needed ingredients to derive, in the context of

our model, explicit expressions to the abstract results of the previous sections.
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Figure 3.4: Simulated defaults of two companies according to the model in Section

3.5.1. Parameters are for i == 1,2: (Ji == 1, D:i == 0.5, O"i =: 0.2, IC == 2. The jumps

are x~-distributed. The left picture has Ei == 0.1, the right Ei == 0.5.

For instance,

• Firm's k survival probability is given by

CQ~(t, T) = Sk(t, T) x SC(ck,t, T)

with Sk(t, T) = Sk(l, t, T) from (3.61), SC from (3.72).

• Firm's k price of the zero-recovery defaultable bond is given by

p~(t, T) == Sk(t, T) X BC(ck,t, T)

with Sk(t, T) = Sk(l, t, T) from (3.61), BC from (3.73).

• The price of 1 U.c. at default if firm k defaults in (t, T] is give by

(3.86)

(3.87)

with Sk(t, T) == Sk(l, t, T) from (3.61), fk(t, T) = fk(l, t, T) from (3.78), BC from

(3.73) and fc from (3.85).

• The default correlation between firm 1 and 2 is given by

1,2(t T) = Sl(t, T)S2(t, T) [SC(E1+ E2, t, T) - SC(E\ t, T)SC(E2,t, T)]
p, vCQb(t, T)[l - Qb(t, T)]Q1(t, T)[l- Q1(t, T)]

where for k = 1,2 we have Sk(t, T) = Sk(l, t, T) from (3.61), Q~(t, T) == 1 - Q~(t, T),

for Q~ from (3.86) and SC as in (3.72).
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Figure 3.4 shows simulated default times for different choices of ti. The left plot has

ti == 0.1 while the right plot has ti == 0.5. Especially the plot on the r.h.s. shows a

strong dependence of the two default times.

3.6 Conclusion

We have presented a class of reduced-form models for credit risk for which it is possible

to compute, in closed-form, all relevant quantities in credit risk modeling both at the

firm level and at the portfolio level. In addition we computed explicit formulas for

pricing credit derivatives such as CDSs, CDOs and FtDS.

In our class of models we use intensities that have both a predictable component and an

unpredictable component. The predictable component is of the general quadratic type

as introduced in Chapterpaper1a, while the unpredictable component is modeled as a

shot noise process. Quadratic models are particularly useful for modeling intensities

since, by definition, they need to be strictly positive processes. Furthermore, it is

also well known that it is the largest polynomial order one can deal with without

introducing arbitrage (recall discussion in Section 2.5 in the previous chapter). The

shot noise component is essential in producing realistic default correlation levels across

firms.

The illustration section helps to clarify the use of the abstract results.

In our opinion, the class of models proposed in this chapter is particularly suited to fit

real data and handle in closed-form portfolio issues. A natural step for future research

is the calibration of a concrete model to market data. Another direction for research

would be to extend the shot-noise component of the model to self-exciting processes,

which would allow us to deal with features such as contagion. In terms of prices, it

would be interesting to formalize and handle cash-flow CDOs, which have been much

less studied in the literature and possess interesting embedded options, and to exploit

the connection with currently proposed credit indices.
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Some of the proofs make use of the following Lemmas.

lemma 3.53. For any deterministic function G of the state variable Z, and any func

tion F, quadratic in the state variable Z J s. t.

F(t, z) == ¢l(t) + ¢! (t)z + zT ¢3(t)Z

the following property holds

JEQ [C(ZT, T)e- Ii" Fsds 1J:"t] = g(t, Zt, T)eA(t,T)+BT (t,T)Zt+Z[ C(t,T)Zt (3.88)

where (A, B, C, ¢1, ¢2, ¢3) solve the basic ODE system of Definition 3.4 and 9 solves

the following PDE

{

8g ~ 8g 1~ ( 82
9 8g oh 8g Oh)

8t + L.,; 8z· Qi +"2 L.,; 8z·8z· + 8z· 8z· + 8z. oz. O"iO"j == 0
i ~ ij '{, J ~ J J '{,

g(T, z, T) G(z, T)

Proof. Let y(t, Zt, T) = JEQ [C(T, ZT, T)e- Ii" FSdsIFt]. Then it must solve the PDE

{

Oy + L ay O!i + ~ L ~(jiCJ' = Fy
8t i 8z 2 ij 8zi 8zj J (3.89)

y(T, z, T) == G(z, T)

where all partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, T) and Q and 0" are the drift

and diffusion of the state variable Z as defined in (3.4).

We start by doing some computations that turn out to be useful later on. If above

expectation would be the form

y(t, z, T) == g(t, z, T)eA(t,T)+BT(t,T)z+zTC(t,T)z == g(t, z, T)eh(t,z,T)

where z is allowed to be multi-dimensional, we have the following partial derivatives

By
Bt
By
8zi

B2y
OZiOZj
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And if that is so the PDE (3.89) becomes

8g h oh "" (Og h ok )- . e + - .Y + LJ -e + - .Y ai+at 8t _ 8~ 8~
~

1 (8
2
h 8k ok )+-~ -- .y+-_.y O"iO"j

2 LJ 8z·8z- oz- oz-ij ~ J ~ J

y(T, z, T)

Fy

G(z, T)

which using separation of variables in y and eh can be split into two PDEs, one for 9

and one for h.

F

{
: +L ;~ai + ~ ~ (a~2~j + ;~:~) UiUj

~ ~J

h(T, Z, T) == 0

{

ag + "" _oga- + ~ "" (_8_
2g

_ + _8g _a_h + _8g _Oh) (J"-(J"-at LJ az· ~ 2 L..J oz-Bz- 8z- oz- oz- oz. ~ Ji '/, ij ~ J '/, J J ~

g(T, z, T)

(3.90)

o
(3.91)

G(z, T)

To prove the result it remains to show that h(t, z, T) == A(t, T) + B T (t, T)z + Z T (t, T)z

with A, Band C from the basic ODE system of Definition 3.4 solves the PDE (3.90).

The result follows from

oh aJ aB T TaG
- == -+- z+z -zot at at ot

and the fact that the PDE (3.90) becomes a separable equation equivalent to the basic

ODE system. •

With the notation j from Equation (3.22), J(t, T) in (3.33) and D(B,') from Remark

3.36 we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.54. Let x == T - t and consider r as in (3.5), J as in (3.12) and 7] as in

(3.11) and some constant 0 E IR. For (ii) we require existence of D(B, x) and for (v)
also in some surrounding of x. Then,

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

S.,,(8, t, T) = JEQ [e-.r.
T

o."sdSIFtW]

= exp (A(8, t, T) + ST (8, t, T)Zt + ziC(8, t, T)Zt)

SJ(8, t, T) = JEQ [e- It OJsdslFj]

= exp (8(Jt - J(t, T)) + lx[D(8, x) - 1])
8-(0 t T) == JEQ [e- It Ts+8""sds

l 'Ltw], , J.

= exp (A(8, t, T) + J3T (8, t, T)Zt + ZT (t)C(8, t, T)Zt)

(iv) r.,,(8,t,T) =JEQ [8T/Te-.r.
T

e."sdS IF;V]

== (a(B, t, T) + bT (0, t, T)Zt + Z;c(O, t, T)Zt) ·8.,.,(0, t, T)

(v) r A8, t, T) = JEQ [8Jr e- I; OJsdSIFj]

= SA8, t, T) . {8J(t, T) - l . [D(8, x)(1 - x) - 1+ Xcpy (8H(x)) J}
(vi) r(8, t, T) = JEQ [8T/Te- It rs+O."sds IFt

W]

== (a(O, t, T) + ljT (0, t, T)Zt + Z;c(O, t, T)Zt) . S.,.,(O, t, T)

where (A, B, C, Of, Og, OQ) and (.ii, B, 0, f+Of, g+Og, Q-l-OQ) solve the basic ODE

system of Definition 3.4, while (a, b, c, B, C, Of, Og, OQ) and (a, b, c, B, C, Bf, Og, OQ)

solve the interlinked system of Definition (3.22).

Furthermore,

(vii) S(8, t, T) = JEQ [e- It OJ.'sdSIFt] = S.,,(8, t, T) . SJ(8, t, T)

(viii) 8(8, t, T) = JEQ [e- It rs+oJ.'sdSIFt] = 8.,,(8, t, T) . SJ(8, t, T)

(ix) r(8, t, T) = JEQ [8ILre- It OJ.'sdslJ=t]

== r.,.,(0, t, T) . 8J (B, t, T) + rJ(O, t, T) . S.,.,(O, t, T)

() r- (0 t T) == JEQ [0 JJ.Te- It Ts+8J.Lsds I'Lt ]X , , t'" Jj

== I'.,.,(O, t, T) . SJ(O, t, T) + rJ(O, t, T) ·8.,.,(0, t, T)
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S((), t, T)

Proof. Properties (vii) - (ix) follow from those in (i) - (vi) by independence between

F W and F J and the fact that /-l == "7+ J. Note also that (i) follows from (iii) as well as

(iv) from (vi) when we take f(t) == O,g(t) == O,Q(t) == 0 =? rt == 0, Vt. Thus, it remains

to prove (ii) , (iii), (v), (vi). These four expectations, however, are quite similar to

some expectation computed in the main text. They can be computed using the more

ore less the same methodology as already laid out, being cautious with the constant

"()".

Proof of(ii). We basically mimic the proof of Lemma 3.18. Recall the notation of j

from (3.22) and set x == T - t. Then,

SJ(B,t,T) =EQ [e-ItOJudUIF!]

=exp{B(Jt-J(t,T»}EQ [exp ( - _L BYi iT l{f;:'OUlh(U-Ti)dU)\.rl].
TiE(t,T]

The expectation equals

as

Proof of (iii)

EQ [e- I; Ts+8'7sds IFr]

EQ [e- It (z; (Q+oQC(s))Zs+(g+OgC(s))T Zs+U+OfC(s)) dS) IFr]

exp {A(O, t, T) + J3T ((), t, T)Zt + ZJC((), t, T)Zt} .

Comparing with (3.27) and as (A, 13, C, f + Of, 9 + eg, Q+ ()Q) solve the basic system

of ODEs from Definition 3.4 the result follows.

Proof of (v) Recall the notations for J(t, T) and J(t, T) introduced in (3.22) and (3.33),

respectively. Proceeding similar to the proof of (ii) we split in a measurable and future

part.

fJ(B, t, T) = EQ [B( ~Yih(T - Ti) + _L Yih(T - Ti) )e- It OJSdSIF!]
Ti5:.t T,iE(t,T]

= BJ(t, T)SJ(B, t, T) + eO(Jt-J(t,T))EQ [B _L Yih(T - Ti)e-o I;LTiE(t,s] YiH(S-Ti)ds IF!].
TiE(t,T]
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Next, we consider the expectation more closely. The idea is to consider iJ and derive

w.r.t. T. We define

Jt(s):== L ~h(s - Ti).
TiE(t,s]

Then, the above expectation can be stated in a form suitable for our derivation:

jEQ [_L Yih(T - T;)e -II f/ L;'iE(t,sl YiH(s-fi)ds IF!] = jEQ [Jt(T)e-1i f/ jt(s)ds IF!]
TiE(t,T]

(3.93)

Note that H is continuous and recall (3.92). So, if D(e, x) exists in a neighborhood of

x, we can derive the following expression w.r.t. x and obtain

:xe1x(V(II,xH ) = :x jEQ (e- f/ II1'(s) ds jFt)

= -jEQ(lJj~. e-J;rlljt(S)dSIFt).

The last equation follows if D is bounded in a neighborhood of x. This follows if the

Laplace transform is continuous around x. So we found a nice expression of (3.93).

With

a r1

ax D(IJ, x) = io ep'v(IJH(xu)) ·lJh(xu) . u du

1 r1

= epy (IJH(xu) )ulo- io epy (IJH(xu)) du

== 'PY (BH(x)) - D(e, x).

we obtain

~ e1x(D(II,xH ) = e1x(D(II,xH ) . l . [D(IJ, x)(l - x) - 1+ xepy (IJH(x))] (3.94)

Noticing that e{BCJt-JCt,T)}e{lx(DCB,x)-l)} == sJ(e, t, T), we conclude.

Proof of (vi)

Let us denote

y (t, T) = jEQ [1J1JTe- f/ ru+IITJudu IF[y]

since both rand 7J are quadratic functions of our factors Z and setting G(T, z)

()7J(T, z) we are exactly under the conditions of Lemma 3.53. Thus we know

(3.95)
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and 9 solves the following PDE

{

8g +'" 8g ():. + ~ '"'(~+ 8g 8h + 8g 8h) (J"'(J"'

8t L.J 8z· ~ 2 L.J 8z·8z· 8z· 8z· 8z· 8z. ~ Ji ~ ij ~ J ~ J J ~

g(T, z, T)

o

7](T, z)

(3.96)

and it remains to show that

g(t, z, T) == a((), t, T) + bT
((), t, T)z + Z T e(e, t, T)z (3.97)

with (a, li, e, B, C, f + ()f, f + fJf, f + fJf) solving the interlinked ODE system of

Definition 3.22. We now compute

(3.98)
o

()7](T, z)

Replacing in the PDE (3.96), all these partial derivatives and 7], (): and (J"(J"T using equa

tions (3.11) and (3.4), we get an equivalent PDE, which in vector notation becomes27

8a ali T ae T- ( -) T
at + at z + z at z + d b+ E*b z+(2cd)z+z (cE)z

+zT (E*c) z + ~ [iFkob + 2tr{cKo} + (BT Kb) z]

+~ [(2Ckob+ 2ckoB) z + zT (4Ckoc) z + zT (Bob) z]

g(T, z, T)

From the analysis of the PDE equation one soon realizes it is separable, in terms

independent of z, linear in z and quadratic in z equivalent to the interlinked ODE

system of Definition 3.22. To check the boundary conditions, note

g(T, z, T) fJ7](T, z)

a((), T, T) + liT (e, T, T)z + Z T c(e, T, T)z Z T Q(T)z + gT (T)z + f(T)

a((), T, T) == ()f(T) b((), T, T) fJg(T) c((), T, T) == ()Q(t).

Finally, this implies

f((), t, T) == (a(e, t, T) + bT
((), t, T)z + ZT c((), t, T)z) . ST/(()' t, T) .

•
27Terms of order higher than two are omitted from the equation since the final solution must set

those terms equal to zero and they are hard to write in vector notation.
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Proof of Proposition 3.33

Proof. (missing details)

It remains to show that

IEQ [e- It' rS+'7sdsp(Tl, T
2

) IF:'] = ea (t,T"T2)+,6T (t,T"T2)z,+zl1'(t,T"T2)Z,

. eA(t,Tl)+BT (t,Tl)Zt+zi C(t,T1)Zt

135

(oa + 0j3 Z + Z T a, z) 9
ot at at

(j3i + 2'iZ ) 9

where a, (3 and, are deterministic and solve the system stated in the Proposition.

This is the case because the expectation is under the conditions of Lemma 3.53 where

the risk-free bond price p(T1 , T2 ) works like any other function known at time T1 and

concretely we know from Result 3.5 that

thus,

G(T1 , ZT1 ) == exp (A(Tl, T2 ) + B T (T1 , T2 )ZT1 + Z~C(T1 , T2 )) .

and y(t, z, T1 ) == g(t, z, T1)eh(t,z,Tl).

As we see T2 is just a parameter. To be easier to identify the role of T2 we write

G(T1 , ZTl' T2 ), g(t, Zt, T1 , T2 ) instead of just G(T1, ZT1 ), g(t, Zt, T1) but we should not

forget that T2 is just a parameter and will play no in1portant role in the PDE we have

to solve (note the boundary at T1 ). Finally we know that 9 solves

{

og + " og ai +~" (~+ ag ah +og ah) (Ji(Jj ==
at ~ oz- 2~ oz-oz- az- oz- oz- Oz' 0i ~ ij ~ J ~ J J ~

g(T1 ,z,T1 ,T2 ) == G(T1, ZTl,T2 )

Finally we note that for g(T1 , z, T2 ) == exp (a(T1 , T2 ) + f3T (T1 , T2 )Zt + ZJ,(Tl, T2 )Zt),

og
ot
og

OZi

02g

OZiOZj

Replacing these in the above PDE, as well as ai and (Ji(J! from (3.4), leaves us with a

PDE which is separable and solves the required ODEs given in the proposition. •
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B Appendix: Laplace transform of shot-noise processes

In this section we compute the conditional Laplace-transform for shot-noise processes.

The conditional Fourier-transform follows similarly. We also conlnlent on the condi

tional distribution function.

Recall x == T - t and that cpy denoted the Laplace transform of the jump heights

Y1, 1'2, ....

Proposition 3.55. If

exists for all v 2: 0, then the conditional Laplace transform of J equals

cp J == EQ (e-eJt+x IFJ )Jt+xlFt t

= exp [Zx(D(e, x) - 1) - eL Y;h(t + x - Ti)]'
Ti5:t

Proof. First, we distinguish the measurable part from the future part:

lEQ (e-OJt+xIF!) = e-OLT,S;' Yih(t+X-T;) ·lEQ [e-0 Li';E(t,t+x] Yih(T-T;) IF!] .
Second, we compute the expectation proceeding similarly as in the proof or Lemma

3.18. To this, denote by 'TJ1, 'TJ2, ... i.i.d. U[O, 1] variables. Then

lEQ [e-OLT;E(t,t+x] Yih(T-T;) IF!]
= e-lx + fe-Ix (l:t lEQ (e-OL~=l Yih(X(l-'1'))).

k=l

The expectation can be computed using the Laplace transform of the )ii, as

Hence,

and the conclusion follows. •
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With the conditional Laplace transform at hand, one can use Raible's method to nu

merically derive prices for any European contingent claim, cf. Eberlein and Raible

{1999) .

Sometimes, it can be possible to obtain the distribution function quite explicitly. This

is, for example, the case when the Yi are normally distributed. Of course, in our

framework, this is not suitable. But in the case of X2-distributions qne can proceed

similarly. Proceeding as above,

Q(Jr ::; elF!) = Q( L Yih(T - Ti) ::; e- L Yih(T - Ti) I.ll)
TiE(t,T] TiS: t

and it becomes clear that for computing the conditional distribution one needs a nice

expression for

k

Q( L Yih (x(1 - 7]i)) ::; e) .
i=l
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Chapter 4

Including Macroeconomic Risks

(fAn approximate answer to the right problem is worth a good deal more than an exact

answer to an approximate problem. "

John Tukey, 1977.

We start by presenting a reduced-form multiple default type of model and

derive abstract results on the influence of a state variable X on credit

spreads when both the intensity and the loss quota distribution are driven

by X. The aim is to apply the results to a real life situation, namely, to the

influence of macroeconomic risks on the term structure of credit spreads.

There is increasing support in the empirical literature for the proposition

that both the probability of default (PD) and the loss given default (LGD)

are correlated and driven by macroeconomic variables. Paradoxically, there

has been very little effort, from the theoretical literature, to develop credit

risk models that would take this into account. One explanation might be

the additional complexity this leads to, even for the "treatable" default

intensity models.

The goal of this chapter is to develop the theoretical framework necessary to

deal with this situation and, through nun1erical simulation, understand the

impact of macroeconomic factors on the term structure of credit spreads.

In the proposed setup, periods of economic depression are both periods

of higher default intensity and lower recovery, producing a business cycle

effect.

139
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4.1 Introduction

Recent empirical studies show that there is a significant systen1atic risk component in

defaultable credit spreads. See Frye (2000a), Frye (2000b), Frye (2003), Altman, Resti,

and Sironi (2004), Diilln1ann and Trapp (2000) or Elton and Gruber (2004). The model

underlying the Basel II internal ratings-based capital calculation (see Basel Committee

(2003) and Wilde (2001) measures credit portfolio losses only, that is, portfolio losses

that are due to external influences and hence cannot be diversified away. This gives us

an indication of what the main concerns are in practice and highlights the need for a

realistic model of systematic risk. The purpose of this study is to present a reduced

form multiple default model, which analyzes the influence of macroeconomic risks on

the term structure of credit spreads at the firm level.

The current theoretical literature considers models where only the default intensity, or

equivalently, the probability of default (PD) is dependent on a state variable assuming

that the loss given default (LGD) is either fixed or at least independent of default

intensities. See Wilson (1997), Saunders (1999), JP Morgan (1997), Gordy (2000), or

Schonbucher (2001). We take that analysis one step further and consider the situation

in which the same state variable influences both PD and LGD, making these two

quantities dependent on one another.

Both PD and LGD are key in accessing expected capital losses and measuring the

exposure of portfolios of defaultable instruments to credit risk. In accessing capital at

risk, it is extremely important not to ignore the interdependence between PD and LGD,

since this would lead to underestimation of the true risk borne by portfolio holders.

Eventually, we are interested in the case where our state variable represents macroeco

nomic risks. As a proxy for macroeconomic conditions we consider a market index. It

is well known that market uncertainty and its level are negatively correlated. See, for

instance, Gaspar (2001) and a recent study by Giese (2005). That is, periods of reces

sion (low index level) also tend to be periods of high uncertainty (high index volatility)

reflecting some sort of market panic, while periods of economic boom are perceived

as safe periods and with low uncertainty. In setting up the dynamics of the market

index, we incorporate this realistic feature by allowing the local volatility of the index

to depend negatively on its level.

In terms of the PD and LGD, we concretely take the default intensity and the recovery

(given default) to depend on the market situation (the index level). With the PD de

pendence we try to account for the fact that during bad economic times it is reasonable
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to expect more defaults, while with the LGD dependence we try to account for the

fact that if the entire market is down, the market value of any firm's assets should be

lower, and debt holders should recover less if a default occurs.

The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows.

• We derive abstract results for a multiple default reduced-form model when the de

fault events are modeled by a doubly stochastic marked point process (DSMPP),

where both intensity and the n1ark's density depend on a state variable X.

• We propose a model for the influence of macroeconomic risks on credit spreads.

• Using a concrete model, we are able to simulate realistic behaviors of the term

structure of credit spreads.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we concretize our

reduced-form multiple default model and justify the modeling choices, which involve

modeling all the variables under the risk-neutral measure Q. We start by describing the

setup for the default-free and defaultable bond market and we continue by deriving the

abstract results. Finally, we discuss the relation between the risk-neutral assumptions

and the objective JED-assumptions.

In Section 4.3 we introduce the macroeconomic model, presenting the index dynamics

and justifying the assumptions about the influence of such risks on the intensity and

recovery processes using empirical facts. We derive qualitative results on the influence

of the market index on credit spreads.

In Section 4.4 we present a concrete model for the intensity and recovery dependence

and simulate their impacts on credit spread term structures.

Section 4.5 concludes, summarizing the main results and suggesting directions for future

research.

4.2 The Setup and Abstract Results

We consider a financial market living on a filtered probability space (0, F, (Q, (:Ft)O~t~T)

where Q is the risk-neutral probability measure.

The probability space carries a multidimensional Wiener process Wand, in addition,

a doubly stochastic marked point process (DSMPP), f1(dt,dq), on a measurable mark

space (E, £) to model the default events.
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The filtration (Ft)O::;t::;T is generated by Wand j-t, Le. Ft == Fr' V Fr·

We, now, introduce the details.

4.2.1 Default-free bond market

We assume the existence of a liquid market for default-free zero-coupon bonds, for

every possible maturity T. We denote the price at time t of a default-free zero-coupon

bond with maturity T by p(t, T).

In order to describe the default-free bonds market we use Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM)

framework, modeling directly, under the martingale measure (Q, the dynamics of the

instantaneous forward rates, f(t, T). There is a one-to-one correspondence between

zero-coupon bond prices and forward rates, so by assuming existence of zero-coupon

bond prices for all maturities we also guarantee existence of forward rates for all ma

turities. We recall the fundamental relation:

f(t, T) ==
alnp(t, T)

aT p(t, T) = exp { -iT f(t, S)dS} . (4.1)

Assumption 4.1. (Default-free forward rates)

The dynamics of default free forward rates, under the martingale measure (Q, are given

by

with

df(t, T) == a(t, T)dt + a(t, T)dWt,

a(t, T) = <7(t, T) iT <7*(t, s)ds.

(4.2)

(4.3)

where a(·, T) is a row vector of regular enough adapted processes, W is a (Q- Wiener

process.

The default free short-rate is r(t) == f(t, t) and the default free zero-coupon bond prices

are denoted by p(t, T). No arbitrage and the fundamental relation in (4.1) give use the

bond prices dynamics as

dPt' ~) = r(t)dt + 'T](t, T)dW(t)
p t,T

where 'T](t,T) = -iT<7(t,s)ds.
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4.2.2 Defaultable bonds market
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In addition to the risk-free bond market mentioned above, we consider a defaultable

bond market. We assume that each company on the market issues a continuum of

bonds with maturities T.

Assumptions 4.6 below characterize the default events and the dependence of both

the default intensity and the recovery rate distribution on an abstract stochastic state

variable X.

Assunlption 4.2. There exist an underlying stochastic state variable X, whose dynam

ics under the risk neutral measure Q are given by

(4.4)

where W, is the same as in {4.2}.1

Concepts and Assumptions

In Assumption 4.6 we will define the basic multiple default setup. A multiple default

setup is based on the observation that whenever the obligor defaults, the company is

not liquidated but instead reorganized. The firm and its claims continue to live and

operate. However, the face value of the claims is reduced by a fraction q. Behind

this model is the intuition that, given a distress situation for the obligator's business,

the debt holders are willing to accept the renegotiation of their claims (accepting to

lose some fraction q of the face value of the claims) in order to avoid a process of

bankruptcy, which is typically costly, and allowing the firm to continue operating.2 It

is possible that a whole sequence of defaults is taking place, every time the company

reducing the face value of the debt and the bondholder accepting the conditions of the

deal.

Definition 4.3. The loss quota is the fraction by which the promised final payoff of

the defaultable clain1 is reduced at each time of default. We denote the loss quota by

q.

IThis way we allow for the possibility that one of our factors may be related to the risk-free side

of the economy. In that case, some consistency relation must hold between (4.2) and (4.4).
2This model mimics the effect of a rescue plan as it is described in many bankruptcy codes. The

old claimants have to give up some of their claims in order to allow for rescue capital to be invested

in the defaulted firm. They are not paid out in cash (this would drain the defaulted firm of valuable

liquidity) but in new defaultable bonds of the same maturity. [Sch6nbucher (2003)J
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Definition 4.4. The remaining value, after all reductions in the face value of the de

faultable claim due to defaults in the time interval [0, t], is denoted V(t).

Definition 4.5. p(t, T) is, at time t, the price of a defaultable zero-coupon bond with

maturity T. The payoff at time T of the bond is, thus, V(T) the remaining part of the

face value of the bond after all reductions due to defaults in the time interval [0, T],
i.e.,

p(T, T) = V(T).

Assumption 4.6.

1. We assume that default happens at the following sequence of the stopping times

T1 < T2 < ..., where Ti is the time of the i-th jump of our point process.

2. A t each default time Ti the jump size, qi mark or loss quota, is drawn from the

mark space E = (0,1).

3. We assume that there is no total loss at default, i. e., the loss quota qi < 1 for all

i = 1,2,···.

4. We assume that both:

(i) the arrivals of default times (Ti)i2::1

(ii) the distribution of the loss quotas given default (qi)i?l

depend on our stochastic state process X.

Given that at each default time Ti the final claim amount is reduced by a loss quota qi

to (1 - qi) times what it was before, we obtain

V(t) == II (1 - qi),
Ti~t

where qi is the stochastic marker to the default time Ti.

(4.5)

According to risk-neutral valuation, the price at time t, of the defaultable bond with

maturity T equals to

or, equivalently,

(4.6)

where JET [·1 F t ] denote conditional expectation under the T-forward measure.
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De'finition 4.7. We define the instantaneous defaultable forward rate, J(t, T), similarly

to its risk-free equivalent
- a
f(t, T) == - aT lnp(t, T).

The defaultable short rate is defined as r(t) == f(t, t).

Using the above definition we also have

pet, T) = Vet) exp {-iT J(t, s)ds },

where recall that p(t, t) == V(t) and V(t) is given in (4.5).

(4.7)

(4.8)

Definition 4.8. The short credit spread s(t) is defined as the difference between the

defaultable and non-defaultable short rates

s(t) == r(t) - r(t).

Definition 4.9. The forward credit spread s(t, T) is defined as the difference between

the defaultable short rate and non-defaultable forward rates

s(t, T) == J(t, T) - f(t, T).

Existence of intensity

We start by giving the abstract definitions of a Marked Poisson Point Process, a Cox

Process and our Doubly Stochastic Marked Poisson Process (DSMPP). To introduce

the definitions we need first to define the following filtrations.

Notation 1. (Filtrations)

• We call the filtration generated by W(t) the background filtration (FJV)t2:0' and

is the information set containing all future and past background information.

In our setup it will be assumed that all the default-free processes are adapted to

(F[V)t2:o'
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• The full filtration is reached by combining (Fr') t>o and the filtration (Ff) t>O

which is generated by MPP J..L

• We define the filtration generated by all the information concerning the back

ground process X, and our only past information on our MPP J..L

Definition 4.10. (DSMPP)

• We call the Marked Point Process jl an Ff- Marked Poisson Process if there

exists a deterministic measure f) on JR+ x E such that

JP'(P,((s,t] x B) = k IFf) = (z/((s,tLx B))k e-v((s,tjxB) , a.s., BEE.

• We call a counting process N == (Tn) adapted to right-continuous filtration a gf
- Cox Process if there is an gW-measurable random measure v satisfying

JP' (N(s, t] = k \9;V) = (v((~!t]))k e-v((s,tJ) , a.s kEN.

• We call the Marked Point Process J..L an grr- DSMPP if there exists a gW_
measurable random measure v on JR+ x E such that

Our goal is to construct a Marked Point Process such that its compensator is allowed

to depend on our stochastic state variable X (which in general means that its condi

tional default distribution as well as intensity are both allowed to depend on X t ), and

conditional on the realization of the state variable it is gr-DSMPP. In other words, we

want to prove the existence of MPP such that its compensator v is allowed to depended

on our stochastic state variable X, so we can write

v(dt, dq, w) == v(t, dq, X t ),

We define the compensated point process ji(dt, dq) as

Q-a.s. (4.9)

ji(dt, dq) == /-l(dt, dq) - v(t, dq, X t ).

The following Theorem shows that the DSMPP with compensator of the form (4.9)

exists.
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Theorem 4.11.
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Assume that v admits intensity and define v(dt, dq, Xt) == Mt(dq, Xt)dt, Q - a.s where

Mt (dq, x) is a deterministic measure on E for any fixed x and t.

Let v(dt, dq) == mt(dq)dt be a deterministic compensator for some Marked Poisson

Process {to Assume that:

(i) M(t,dq,x) is measurable w.r.t. gW

(ii) M (t, dq, x) is absolutely continuous w. r. t. m(t, dq) on E7 that is,

Then, there exists a gr -DSMPP J-l, such that its compensator is of the form (4.9).

Proof. We fix (0, F,IfD, (Ft)O~t~T) and a Marked Point Process /-l with the compensator

v(dt, dq) == mt(dq)dt

and, as before, gr == gW V Ft.

Since Mt(x, dq) is absolutely continuous w.r.t mt(dq) on E, then according to the

Radon-Nikodym Theorem for every t there exists a E x gW-measurable nonnegative

function 'Pt(q, x), <p : E x R+ ~ R+, such that

M(t, x, A) = i cp(t, q, x)m(t, dq), for all A E E

or

M(t, x, dq) == cp(t, q, x)m(t, dq).

We define the process L t as

{

dLt == Lt- fE{CP(t,q,Xt) -l}{f1(dt,dq) - mt(dq)dt}

Lo == 1.

We notice that cp(t,q,Xt ) E gl;. Define the new measure on gr, O:S t:S T as

According to the Girsanov transformation the Q-compensator of the new process is

exactly
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First, we would like to show that the Q-distribution of v is the same as the IP

distribution. We note that QJV == QW and that

~ 19j" = Lo = 1 ,

thus, JP> == Q on Orr.
Second, we would like to show that

1P' (tt((s, t] x B) = k Ig:,) = (v((s, tk,x B))k e-v((s,tjXB) , a.s., BEE. (4.10)

We prove (4.10) using characteristic functions. Define the stochastic process

yt = it l qp,(dt, dq).

Changing the measure we obtain that

Define Zt == LteiuYt, then the dynamics of Zt is

dZt = Lt l {eiU(Yi-+q) - eiuYt- } tt(dt, dq)

+Lt- eiuYt l (rp(t, q, Xt) - 1){J1(dt, dq) - mt (dq)dt}

+ l Lt-(rp(t, q, Xt) - 1) {eiu(Yi-+q) - eiuYi-} p,(dt, dq)

l Zt-rp(t, q, Xt)mt (dq) (eiuq - l)dt + l Zt- (eiuq - l)rp(t, q, Xt){t(dt, dq)

+ l Zt-(rp(t,q,Xt) -l)jj,(dt,dq)

where it == j1(dt, dq) - mt(dq)dt.

We notice also that Zo == 1, then

Zt 1+ itlzs-rp(s,q,Xs)mt(dq)(eiUq-1)dS+ it ... {t(ds,dq)

1+ itlzs-(eiUq-1)Ms(dq,Xs)dS+ it ... {t(ds,dq).

Denote ~t == EJPl
[ Zt I gcfJ, then

~t = 1+ it l ~s(eiUq -l)Ms(dq, Xs)ds.
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thus since ~t does not depend on q and Ms(dq, X s ) is QJV-measurable

Note that lI(dt, dq, X t) == Mt(dq, Xt)dt is gW measurable.

The result follows from the fact that the characteristic function of the process

ft = iti qll(dt, dq)

where jl is a Market Poisson Process with compensator iJ(t, dq) is given by
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•
In our application we would like to model separately the dependence of the intensity

process and of the loss quota distribution on our state variable X. This allows us,

not only to include empirically observed facts in both quantities but it also makes the

interpretation of the results more straightforward. To model the loss quota distribution,

in the context of our DSMPP, we need the notion of a stochastic kernel.

Definition 4.12. K is a stochastic kernel from IR+ to E, i.e. from (IR+, B+) to (E, E),

if it is a mapping from R+ x E into R+ such that:

• K (', A) is measurable for all A E E

• K(t,') is a measure on E Vt

If K (t, E) == 1, then the kernel is called a probability distribution.

In our case K will be stochastic only to the extent that X is stochastic. That is,

conditional on the state variable realization we will have a detern1inistic loss quota

distribution.

The ideal construction procedure can then be described as follows.

Remark 4.13. Construction procedure We construct our DSMPP J.l as follows.

1. We specify our Wiener driven stochastic state variable X.

2. We specify the intensity .\(t, X t ) as a function of our state variable.
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3. We specify the instantaneous conditional loss quota distribution as a function of

the state variable K(t, dq, X t ).

4. Finally, we construct the stochastic compensator v

(4.11)

A compensator representation as in (4.11) has the additional advantage of satisfying a

needed consistency requirement. Indeed, it allows us to value credit derivatives that do

not depend on recovery in a consistent way with those that do depend upon recovery.

Without the separation result we would have to model at once the whole compensator

Mt(dq,Xt), which is not very intuitive and we would not know how to derive in a

consistent way key ingredients that depend exclusively upon A(t, X t ), like the implied

survival probability, the price default digital payoffs or the price defaultable bonds with

zero recovery.

Before we go on to the abstract results, we note that Theorem 4.11 suffices to guarantee

the existence of a DSMPP JL with a compensator of the form (4.11), as we can simply

set

and notice that Mt (dq, x) is a measure for fixed t and x.

4.2.3 Abstract results

In this section we derive the main results concerning the short and forward credit

spreads given the setup above.

Proposition 4.14. Consider a T -defaultable claim X. For the purpose of computing

expectations, and in particular its price at time t ~ T

it is equivalent to use the following two dynamics for the remaining value process

(i)

dV(t)
V(t-)

V(t)

-11

qp,(dt, dq)

v,

(4.12)
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(ii)
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dV(t)
V(t-)

V(t) v.

(4.13)

where J-t is a DSMPP with compensator v(t, Xt) = A(t, Xt)K(t, dq, Xt)dt, N is a Cox
process with intensity .A (t, Xt) and we define

qe(t, Xt) =11

K(t, dq, Xt) .

Proof. Using the V dynamics in (i) we get,

IEQ [ e- It TsdsV(T)XI Ft] =

= V(t) ~Q [e- It Tsdsxl Ftl-IEQ [e- It Tsds iT11

qv.-/-l(dq, ds)XI Ft]
v

1l"(t,X)

= V(t}7r(t, X) -1E1lJ! [IEQ [e-.It Teds iT11

qv.-/-l(dq, ds)XI g;V] IJ=t]

= V(t)1T(t, X) -IEQ [e- It TsdslEllJ! [iT11

qv.-/-l(dq, dS)X! g;V] 1Ft]

= V(t)1T(t, X) -IEQ [ e- It Tsds iT 11,,- {11

qK(s, dq, X s)} A(S, Xs)dSX! Ft]

= V(t)1T(t, X) -IEQ [ e- It Tsds iT v._qe(s, Xs)A(S, Xs)dsXI Ft]

Using the V dynamics in (ii) we get,

IEQ [e- It TsdsV(T)XI Ft] =

= V(t) ~Q [e- It Tsds xl Ftl-1E1lJ! [e- It Tsds iT v._qe(s, Xs)dN(S)XI Ft]
v

?T(t,X)

= V(t)1T(t, X) -1E1lJ! [IEQ [e- It Tsds iT v._qe(s, Xs)dN(s)X I g;V] 1Ft]

= V(t)1T(t, X) - IEIlJ! [e- It TsdslEllJ! [iT v.-q"(s, Xs)dN(s)X Ig;V] 1 Ft]

=V(t)1T(t,X)-1E1lJ! [e-ItTsds iT v.-q"(S,Xs)A(S,Xs)dsxjFt]

The results follow from comparing the final expressions on both cases. •
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Proposition 4.15. Given Assumption 4.6, and under the martingale measure Q.

1. The short credit spreads, s(t), have the following functional form

(4.14)

where

qe(t, X t ) =11

qK(t, dq, X t )

can be interpreted as the locally expected loss quota (which is positive for q > 0).

2. Then the forward credit spread s(t, T) takes the form

lE~ [{r(T) + )"(T, XT )qe(T, XT )} e- It {r(S)H(S,Xs)qe(S,Xs)}dS]

s(t, T) == [ T ] - f(t, T)JE? e- It {r(s)+).(s,Xs)qe(s,Xs)}ds

(4.15)

Proof. The time t price of the defaultable zero-coupon bond with maturity T is equal

to

(4.16)

where V(T) is the residual of the face value after multiple defaults up to time T.

Making use of Proposition 4.14, instead of ~~~~ == - f01qf..l(dt, dq) with our DSMPP f-l

(these dynamics follow directly from (4.5)), we use

where N is the Cox process with intensity A(t, Xt).

For every fixed t, define Z (u) as follows

We note that then the dynamics of Z (u) take the form

u 2: t, t-fixed

and Z (u) is a Q-martingale conditional on the filtration Ft
w . Thus,
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The price of a defaultable bond is then can be found as
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p(t, T) EQ [e- It rsdsV(T) 1 Ft] = EQ [e- It rsdse- It qe(s,Xs»,(s,Xs)dsZ(T) 1 Ft]

JEQ [JEQ [e- It rsdse- It qe(s,Xs)'(s,Xs)dsZ(T) I gr'] 1 Ft]

EQ [e- ItT rsdse-It qe(s,Xs),(s,Xs)dsJEQ [Z(T)I gr'] 1Ft]

EQ [e- It rsdse- It qe(s,Xs),(s,Xs)dsZ(t) 1 Ft]

V(t)JEIQ! [e- It r(s)dse-It qe(s,Xs),(S,Xs)dsl F
t
]

V(t)JEIQ! [e- It{r(s)+qe(s,xs),(s,Xs)}ds 1 Ft] .

Using the basic relations between defaultable bond prices and defaultable forward rates

in (4.7) we can, thus, write

_ JE? [{r(T) + >"(T, X r )qe(T, X r )} e- It {r(s)+,\(s,Xs)qe(S,xs)}ds]

f(t, T) == [ T ] .E? e- It {r(s)+'\(s,Xs)qe(s,Xs)}ds

Finally using that j(t, t) == r(t) in the above expression we obtain

r(t, rt, Xt) == r(t) + qe(t, Xt)A(t, Xt).

The result follow from s(t) == r(t) - r(t) and s(t, T) == j(t, T) - f(t, T).

(4.17)

•
From the proof of the previous Proposition results also a nice formulation for the

defaultable bond prices.

Corollary 4.16. Under the conditions of Proposition 4.15 we have

p(t, T) = V(t)E? [e- It TsdS] . (4.18)

It is obvious from (4.15) that the expression of the forward credit spread looks quite

messy. This happens because we choose to present it under the martingale measure

Q. The next lemma gives us two simpler representations at the cost of using forward

measures.

Lemma 4.17. The forward credit spread, s(t, T), has the following representation,

equivalent to (4.15)

(i)
a

s(t, T) == - aT In (IE: [V(T)])

where IEt [.] stands for expectation under the T -forward measure.
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(ii)
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s(t, T) == JE; [r(T)] - IE; [r(T)] .

where JE:. stands for expectation under the measure QT where we have

T dQT V(O)e- I: rs+.-\(s,Xs)qe(s,Xs)ds
L = dQ = p(O,T) onFT .

Proof. To prove (i) we note that

p(t, T) 1E~ [e- It r(u)duV(T)]

p(t, T)JE; [V(T)] .

p(t, T)

From the definition of the forward defaultable rate and the forward credit spread we

also have

V(t)e- It f(t,u)du

V(t)e- It f(t,u)du e- It s(t,u)du

V(t)p(t, T)e- It s(t,u)du.

Comparing we realize V(t)e- It s(t,u)du == JE; [V(T)], differentiating w.r.t. T and solving

for s(t, T) we get

fJ ( V(t) ) fJ fJ T
s(t, T) = fJT In lET [V(T)] = ,fJT In~V(t)), - aT In (lEt [V(T)J).

o

To prove (ii) we start by noting that it is a well known fact that for the risk-free rates

f(t, T) == IE: [r(T)].3

Thus, it remains to show that

J(t, T) == IE; [r(T)] .

Using r(t) == r(t) +qe(t,Xt) ..(t,Xt), equation (4.17) becomes

_ 1E~ [f(T)e- It {r(S)H(s,Xs)qe(S,Xs)}dS]

f(t, T) == [ ] .JE? e- It{r(s)+.-\(s,Xs)qe(s,Xs)}ds

J(t, T) pt(~) = 1E~ [f(T)e- It {r(s)H(s,Xs)qe(S,Xs)}dS]

3See Bjork (2004a) for further details.
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For the r .h.s the following holds
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JE? [f(T)e- It {r(s)+>.(s,Xs)q" (s,Xs)}ds ] =

_ Q [_ V(O)e- JoT {T(S)+A(Slxs)qe(SlXS)}dS] eJ~{T(S)+A(s,Xs)qe(s,Xs)}dsp(O,T)
- JEt r(T) p(O, T) V(O)

, vi

v
LT

_ -r Q T eJ~{T(S)+>'(SlXS)qe(s,Xs)}dsp(O, T)
- JEt r(T)JEt [L ] V(O)

= iEfr(T)JE? [e- It {r(s)+>'(s,Xs)q" (s,X,)}ds ] = p~(~) iEf [r(T)]

r V(O)e- 16'{r(s)+>..(s,Xs)qe(s,Xs)}ds
Where we define L == p(O,T) on Fr.

Comparing with the l.h.s we get f(t, T) == fE[r(T).

4.2.4 On the market price of jump risk

•

We now note that the setup has been defined under the martingale measure Q. Now

we specify the implicit assumption on the market price of jump risk that will allows us

to extrapolate from our objective intuitions (IF-intuitions) when setting up a concrete

model later Oll.

In order to see the connections between the intensities under the different measures we

recall the appropriate Girsanov theorem 4.

Theorem 4.18. (Girsanov for DSMPP)

Let ([2, F, F, Q) be a filtered probability space which supports Q-Brownian motion W(t)

and a marked point process /-L(dt, dq), where the marker q is drawn from the mark space

X == [0,1]. The Q-compensator is assumed to take the form v(dt, dq) == K(t, dq)>..(t)dt

under Q. Here A is the Q-intensity of the arrivals of the point process and K(t, dq) is

the Q-conditional distribution of the marker. Let h be a predictable process and qJt(q),

cPt (q) > -1 a predictable function with the properties

4See, for example, Bjork (2004a) or Sch6nbucher (2003).
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Define the process L(t) by
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{

dL(t) = h(t)dW(t) + Ix ¢(t){J1-(dt, dq) - v(dt, dq)}
L(t-)

L(O) - 1

Define the probability measure lP' as follows

dIP'
dQ! = L(t) on :Ft \:It > o.

Then:

1. The process Wjp> is a Brownian motion and

dWp(t) == dW(t) - h(t)dt.

2. The predictable compensator under IfD is as follows

vP(dt, dq) == (1 + cPt (q) )v(dt, dq). (4.19)

cPt(q) in (4.19) is the market price of jump risk and, in principle, is stochastic cPt(q, w, X).

The following Lemma shows that in the case when Girsanov kernels are deterministic

the measure transformation does not affect K and gives us the relationship between

the intensities of default under IP' and under Q.

lemma 4.19. Assume that the market price of jump risk, cP in (4.19) is a deterministic

function of time. That is

cPt (q, w) == cP (t) .

Then,

1. The Q-default intensity, A, relates to the IP'-default intensity AP, by

AP(t, r, I) == A(t, r, 1)(1 + cP(t))

(4.20)

(4.21)

2. The Q-loss quota distribution, conditional on default, K t(dq), equals to the con

ditional on default loss quota distribution under IP', Kr(dq).

Proof. The predictable compensator takes the form

v(dt, dq) == Mt(dq)dt == A(t)K(t, dq)dt,
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where

'\(t) = Mt(E), K(t,dq) = ~~i?

From the Girsanov theorem we obtain that under r

M;(dq) == Mt(dq) (1 + ¢(t))

,\P(t) = L(1 + ¢(t))Mt(dq)

Thus is case if ¢(t) is deterministic and does not depend on q we see that
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K[(dq)

(4.22)

(4.23)

•
We see that, in this case, the conditional distribution of the loss quota remains un

changed while intensity changes according to (4.22), i.e. multiplied by a deterministic

function of time. This also means that once we have specified the influence of the state

variable X under Q we have also specified its influence under the objective measure

(up to some deterministic factor in the case of the intensity process A).

Obviously it is discussable if assuming (4.20) is a very strong restriction or not. For

this study we assume it is not so we can use our objective intuitions in setting up the

applied model for macroeconomic risks. Nonetheless, the unhappy reader, can also

interpret all our results as only Q-results.

4.3 The Macroeconomic Risks

4.3.1 Setup

We model systematic risk of an economy by considering what we call a market index,

and consider this market index both when it is the price of an important traded asset

in the economy and when it is not the price of any traded asset.

An example of an index that is the price of a traded asset is, say, oil price. Indices,

for instance, stock market indices or any other type of indices, on the other hand,

are examples of indices that are not prices of traded assets. We consider the two

possibilities at all times.
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It is rather well known that market index volatility (for example S&P500) tends to

increase when the market as a whole is depressed (low values of the index) and, con

versely, volatility decreases when the market index is high (see Gaspar (2001)). In

order to account for this fact, we make market index volatility dependent on the index

level.

Assumption 4.20. (Market Index)

Under the martingale measure Q, the market index I, satisfies the following stochastic

differential equation (SDE)

• When I is the price of a traded asset

• When I is not the price of a traded asset

where r is the short rate, 'Y is a row-vector, W is a Q- Wiener process.

Furthermore, for each entry 'Yi, the following holds

(i)

(4.24)

The property (i) in (4.24) represents the empirically observed fact that periods when

the market as a whole is depressed are periods of higher volatility, while booms are

associated with low volatilities.

Since it would be wrong in our setup to consider I to be independent of the risk-free

short rate r (at least under the risk-neutral measure Q), and we cannot ignore its

influence, we can also consider r as one of the factors.

We will now present explicitly the dependence between the default intensities and the

loss quota distribution on the factors. The results from the abstract section can be

used immediately with X = [~].

Finally, it is also reasonable to assume that firms that are less sensitive to systematic

risks will suffer less in terms of an increase in their default intensities than firms that

are more sensitive. Hence, we introduce a measure of sensitivity to systematic risk, E,

E E [0,1].
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Assumption 4.21. (The default Intensity)

The intensity is a deterministic function of (t, r, I, E). Furthermore, we have
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(ii)

A(t, T, I, 0) == ~ ~ E lR+ (4.25)

(iii)
oA(t,r,I,E) 0

(4.26)aE >,

(iv)
OA(t, T, I, E) 0

(4.27)oJ <,

(v)
OA(t, r, I, E)

(4.28)ar > O.

Assumption 4.21 is based on the intuition that if a firm's financial situation is strong

enough, it should not really matter if the economy is booming or if it is in recession.

That is, firms that are financially solid should be much less sensitive to the business

cycle than those in a less solid financial position. One can also regard the parameter E

as a measure of a firm's creditworthiness. Firms with high creditworthiness typically

tend to be less sensitive to the business cycle influence than less creditworthy firms.

If this is so, then it makes sense to include properties (ii) and (iii) in (4.25) and (4.26),

respectively.

Properties (iv) and (v) (eq (4.27), (4.28)) tell us that if the default intensity depends

on macroeconomic variables, then the PD is higher during recessions or periods of high

risk-free interest rates, and lower in booms or periods of low risk-free interest rates. The

influence of the index value is related to the increase in uncertainty during periods of

recession, while the influence of the short rate is related to the increase in the difficulty

of refinancing existing debt when the cost of borrowing money is higher (if a firm can

only borrow money at high costs the PD is higher).

Assumption 4.22. (Loss Quota)

The conditional distribution of loss quota is a deterministic function of (t, T, I). K is

a stochastic kernel from R+ x R+ x R+ ---t [0, 1] for any Tealization of (t, T, I)

We denote the cumulative distribution function of loss quota conditional on default as

k
K(t,r,I,x) =1x

K(t, r,I, dq), 11

K(t, r,I, dq) = 1, Vt, r,I
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with the following properties

K(t, r, II, x) 2: K(t, r, 12 , x),

K(t, rI, I, x) ::; k(t, r2, I, x),

That is

(vi)

if

if

II 2: 12 , \Ix E R ,

rl 2: r2, \Ix E R .

aK(t,r,I,x) 0
(4.29)81 >,

(vii)
ak(t, r, I, x)

(4.30)ar ::; 0 .

For fixed (t, r)7 K(t, r, I, x) stochastically dominates all the conditional distributions

with parameter 1) such that 1 ::; I and) for fixed (t, I) K(t, r, I, x) stochastically domi

nates all the conditional distributions with parameter if 7 such that if 2: r.

Property (vi) in (4.29) can be justified by the following argument. Given that default

has occurred and the debt holders are negotiating their loss quota so that the firm is

able to continue operating (assumption underlying any multi-default model), it seems

reasonable that if the firm's assets are worth less they are willing to give in more (higher

loss quota) since they would not get that much in the event of bankruptcy. Moreover,

bankruptcy costs tend to be higher in periods of recession, emphasizing this effect.

As to the risk-free interest rate, the argument for property (vii) in (4.30) is more

difficult to support. Thus in our view, it is reasonable to assume ak(i;;.,I,x) ::; 0, which

includes the possibility of no influence. However, if we assume the existence of an

impact, then we argue that it should be in the direction of higher interest rates leading

to a decrease in the probability of lower loss quotas. In periods of high interest rates,

debt holders have better options to invest their money and are less willing to give in.

From the stochastic dominance assumption above, we can now infer the impacts on

the expected loss quota.

lemma 4.23. Given Assumption 4.227 the following relations hold for the expected

value

q'(r, I) = 11

qK(r,I,dq),

(viii)

(4.31)
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(ix)
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(4.32)

Proof. The proof is similar to both properties and is a consequence of (vi)=} (viii) and

(vii)=} (ix). We show it for the index value case.

qe(r, 1) =11

qK(r, I, dq) =11

qdK(t, r, I, q).

Integrating by parts we get

11

qdK(t,r,I,q) = qK(t,r,I,q)l~ -11

K(t,r,I,q)dq

qK(t, r,I, 1) -q K(t, r,I, 0) - (K(t, r,I, q)dq
'-yo--' "-v---" ) 0

1 0

q-11

K(t,r,I,q)dq .

The results follows from differentiating this last expression w.r. t J and using the prop

erty (vi)

8qe(r, J) _ -11 8k(t, r, I, q) d
8J - 8J q < 0 .
o~

>O,'Vq

The same argument will work for the interest rate r. •
Remark 4.24. (Tractability)

We note that besides the above mentioned properties K, conditional on the state variable

information, must be the distribution of a random variable taking values in (0, 1), and

the intensity A must be always positive. It is, thus, extremely hard to find a treatable

model where these two facts together with properties (i)-(ix) are satisfied.

In particular, we have found that no model of affine or quadratic spreads5 will verify

all the above properties.

Given these tractability difficulties we go on with the analysis anq draw qualitative

results of the influence of the market index on credit spreads.

50utside the class of affine or quadratic spread models it is basically impossible to find closed-form

solutions.
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4.3.2 Credit spreads term structures

Using the abstract result on Proposition 4.15 and Assumptions 4.21 and 4.22 we can

study the impacts of our macroeconomic variables X = [~] on the short spread set).

Remark 4.25. Given the results in Proposition 4.15, Assumption 4.21 and Lemma

4.23, the short credit spread can be rewritten as a function of (t, r, I, E) and

Furthermore we have

s(t, r, I, E) == )..(t, r, I, E)qe(t, r, I) . (4.33)

s(t, r, I, 0)

fJs(t, r, I, E)
81

fJs(t, r, I, E)
fJr

fJs(t,r,I,E) _ fJ)..(t,r,I,E) e( I)
8E - fJE q t, r, > 0 ,
~

>0

fJ)..(t,r,I,E) e( I) '( I) fJqe(t,r,I) 0
fJI q t, r, + /\ t, r, ,E fJI <,

'-v--' ~
<0 <0

fJ)..(t,r,I,E) e( I) '( I) fJqe(t,r,I)
fJr q t, r, + /\ t, r, ,E fJr > 0 .

'-v--' ~
>0 ~o

We note that given a concrete functional form for the intensity).., and the loss quota

distribution and, thus, qe the above effects on the short spread can actually be quan

tified. Unfortunately, this is not going to be the situation when dealing with forward

credit spreads.

Before, however, we move on to forward credit spreads, we derive the dynamics by of

the short credit spread under Q.

Proposition 4.26. The dynamics of the short credit spread under Q is, in short hand

notation, as follows

(
fJ s 8s fJs 1 fJ2 S 2 1 82

S 2 2 fJ2 S )

ds == at + 8r a (t) + fJI"((It)It + 2fJr2b (t) + 2fJI2"( (It)It + fJlfJrb(t)"((It)It dt

+o-s(t)dWt

where

a(t)

b(t)

fJ f(t, T)
fJT IT=t + a(t, t)

o-(t, t)

(4.34)
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where a(t, T) and a(t, T) are the drift and the volatility of the forward risk-free interest

rates in (4.2) and the usual HJM drift condition in (4.3) holds.

Proof. We apply Ito formula to equation (4.33).

In addition to the Ito formula we just need to deduce the dynan1ics of the risk-free short

rate r, from the dynamics of the forward interest rate in (4.2). We recall r(t) == f(t, t)

and it is easy to show that 6

(
a!(t,T) )

dr(t) == aT IT=t + a(t, t) dt + a(t, t)dWt .

•
Without a concrete functional form of the intensity and loss quota distribution, there

is not much one can say about the dynamics of the short spread. Except, perhaps that

since ~ < 0 and ~ ~ 0 (recall Remark 4.25) we see that increases in the volatility

of the index lead to decreases in the volatility of the short spread, while increases in

the volatility of the short rate r lead to increases in its volatility. Consequences to the

drift cannot be drawn from Assumptions 4.21 and 4.22 alone.

Remark 4.27. (JP> considerations)

The same qualitative relations would still hold under the objective probability measure

JP> as long as the market price of jump risk is positive, which seems reasonable.

As to forward spreads s(t, T), given that we could only obtain expressions in terms of

expectations that have to be numerically evaluated, there little one can say.

In the next section we propose a way to model all the needed functions and show the

simulation results.

4.4 A concrete model

In this section we illustrate the theoretical results previously derived using a "toy

model" .

We aim to highlight the importance of considering the dependence between recovery

and intensity of default by showing the applicability of our results and that the impacts

obtained are substantial, rather than to be as realistic as possible.

6For a proof of this result see Bjork (2004a).
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1
m(I) == I'

For that reason, when setting up our model, we do so as simply as possible with the

advantage of obtaining more tractable formulas and a better understanding of what

drives the simulation results.

The theoretical results apply, of course, to the general case outlined above and many

more examples could have been considered.

In order to have a concrete model we need to:

• establish the dependence of the volatility of the index ry, on the index level;

• provide the intensity functional form for A, in terms of (t, T, I, E);

• decide on a distribution for the loss quota q for all possible (t, T, I).

In our toy model we take the risk-free rate, r, as constant and abstain from considera

tions about the term structure of risk-free interest rates. Although this is unrealistic,

it is not harmful to our goal of understanding the impact on spreads.

I is assumed to be the price of a traded asset. To consider a non-traded asset, we

would need further considerations on the market price of index risk.

For simplicity we also take all functions to be time homogenous; the extension to

non-time homogeneous functions is straightforward.

Given these simplifications, to have a completely specified model to simulate we need

to define a function ry(I) for the index volatility, a function A(I, E) for the intensity,

and a distribution function K (dq, I) for the loss quota.

4.4.1 Choosing the market index volatility,

We start by defining a concrete volatility for the index ry(I). As stated in Assumption

4.20, we would like to the index volatility inversely related to the index level.

We start by defining a ratio which relates the current value of the index to its long-run

trend value. Let us define

where 1 is a priori given and can be interpreted as the long-run trend value of the

market index.

The above ratio measures how close or far away from the long-run trend value parame

ter, 1, the current value of the index I is. Intuitively, it seems reasonable to make the
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volatility dependent on some relative value of the index, instead on its absolute value.

I will be assumed to grow at the risk-free rate over time.

Reasonable levels for m(J) typically range from 0.7 and 1.3. We note that the higher

the current level of the index the lower is m(I), i.e.

That is, a value of, say, m == 0.7 refers to a bull market while m == 1.3 refers to a bear

market.

Based on the above ratio we now define the volatility of index as a function of our ratio

m in the following way

(4.35)

In accordance with Assumption 4.20, the higher the current value of the index the

lower is the index volatility 1,

81(1) == - ~ [ (1)]-~ 8m(J) VI > 0 .
8J 1 2~ 81 <0

'-v-'" >0 '-v--'
>0 <0

Figure 4.1 shows us two possible paths for the index process, one assuming 1 to be

just a constant and the other where the index volatility depends on the index level as

in (4.35).

4.4.2 Choosing default intensities and the loss quota distribution

Default intensity

Having defined the index volatility we now define the intensity function

>'(1, E) = ,\ [m(I))' = ~ [m(I)]'-! "((1) for'\ E JR + and EE [0, 1] .
1

We note that, with this modellization, we can interpret the intensity function as a

function of the index level or, if we prefer, as a function of the index volatility. One

can argue that the intensity should not be affected by index level, but instead by

its volatility since it is the volatility that represents the "risk". The above definition
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X 10
4

0.26 .------------,.------r---------,------.-------.1.~

0.24

0.22

0.2 Al-:n-iI~----.,H

0.18 ::

0.16

1.3

0.9

0.14 L..-- -.-L- --'--- -----' ----1- --J 0.8
02345

Figure 4.1: Two paths for the index level and volatility. The same noise was used

for both cases, and we took I == 10000 and 10 == 10000. Case 1: constant volatility

ry == 0.2, the index process is the full line. Case 2: stochastic volatility as in (4.35),

the index process is the dotted line.

includes the two possibilities.

8>"
81

~ ( (1))f-l 8m(l)
Y~ 81 <0

>0 >0 "'-v--'
<0

~ [m(I)]€-~ > o.
, "-v---'
~ >0

>0

Figure 4.2 show the functions >"(1) and ,(I) for different values of m(I).

loss quota q

Finally, we need to decide on our loss quota distribution. As before the ratio m will

help to model the dependence on the index level.
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Figure 4.2: (a) : "((I) for different levels of m(I) vs naive constant volatility 1 = 0.2.

(b):.\(I), for different levels of m(I) and different E = 0,1/16,1/4, 1/2, ~ == 0.05.

We assume that the distribution of the loss process belongs to the Beta class and start

by recalling some basic properties.

Remark 4.28. The beta density function is given by

1
j(x) = B(a, b) xU~l(l_ x)b-11(o,1)(X)

where a > 0, b > 0 and B (a , b) is the beta function:

B(a, b)11

xU- 1(1_ x)b-1ds .

Furthermore, we have

a
IE [X] == - =/L

a+b
ab

Var X == ------
(a+b+1)(a+b)2

JE [(X - tLn = B(r + a,b)
B(a, b)

In our concrete application, for any fixed value of I, we choose

q rv Beta (2m(I), 2) i.e. a = 2m(I) and b == 2 ,

which is consistent with the desired properties referred in Assumption 4.22.

Thus,

- 1 l q

K(q, I) = x2m(I)-1(1 - x)dx .
B(2m(I), 2) 0

(4.36)

Figure 4.3 shows us the loss quota density and its cumulative distribution function for

three different values of m(I): m == 0.7 representing a bull market, m == 1 for the case

where the market is at its long run level, and m == 1.3 representing a bear market.
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0.6 0.7

-a"z,b--2
... a~2·O.7.b=2

0.9 .- a22·t.3,b~2

0.7

0.6

0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8

Figure 4.3: Density and Cumulative distribution functions of loss quota for m ==
1.3,m == tm == 0.7

The next properties follow from the properties of the Beta distribution:

• The expected loss is given by

qe(I) = E [q(I)] = m(I)
1 + m(1)

a e(1) 8m(I)
• _q__ == 81 < 0

81 (1 + m(1))2
Furthermore

- if default occurs exactly at the long-run level the loss expected quota is

exactly 1/2;

- if default occurs when the index level is "high" (m < 1) one expects to

recover more, expected loss quota decreases;

- if default occurs when the index level is "low" (m > 1) one expects to recover

less, expected loss quota increases.

Figure 4.4 bellow shows both possible realizations of the loss quota (drawn from the

beta density with the appropriate mean for each m) (stars), the expected loss quota

levels for different values of m (full line) in contrast with the naive approach of taking

if. == ~ (dotted line).

Before we go on we illustrate as well a possible relation between the intensity and the

recovery process (1- q) and the intensity A. Figure 4.5 shows the scatter plot A versus

one possible recovery realization for different levels of the index.
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Figure 4.4: Loss quota possible realizations and expected value for difFerent values

of the ratio m. Dotted line is the naive q == !.
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Figure 4.5: Scatter plot of intensity versus possible recovery realization for different

values of m.
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4.4.3 Simulation Results

In our simulations we use the Monte Carlo method where the step size is equivalent

to one trading day (we do 250 steps per year) and all simulations concern 5,000 paths.

The same noise matrix is used for all scenarios and cases so that the values obtained

can actually be compared (discretization errors would be in the same direction for all

scenarios) .

The spreads with zero maturity correspond to the short spread; all other maturities

correspond to the forward spread.

Table 4.1 tells us the reference parameters, while Table 4.2 characterizes all possible

scenarios.

REFERENCE PARAMETERS

Maturities (T)

Risk-free interest rate (r)

m(I)

Long-run trend value

Fixed index volatility (i')

Fixed intensity value (~)

Fixed recovery value ( q == ~)

From days up to 5 years

5%

Case A: bull market 0.7

Case B: normal market 1.0

Case C: bear market 1.3

10.000er *T

20%

5%

50%

Table 4.1: Reference values for the parameters in the model.

Credit spreads

We start by looking into short spread dynamics.

Figure 4.6 presents three possible paths for the short spread under each scenario.

Obviously, three paths are not representative in any sense; still we believe the intuition

is good and we choose paths with different characteristics. In (a) the market index

decreases over time, leading to an increase in the short spreads. In (b) we have a mixed

path, and in (c) the index value increases in the end leading to a reduction in the short

spreads. An analysis of this figure shows that allowing for some stochasticity either
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DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

Scenario Index Volatility Intensity Recovery

(1) F F F

(2) S F F

(3) F F S

(4) S F S

(5) F S F

(6) S S F

(7) F S S

(8) S S S

Table 4.2: Reference scenarios for simulations. F== Fixed, S== Stochastic.
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in the intensity process or in the expected loss quota leads to similar short spread

dynamics and that it is the combined effect that really makes the difference.

In any of the three paths, if only one of the effects is considered, the short spreads

do not oscillate more than 1% below or above the naive 2.5%, while for the combined

effect the variation can be as large as 4% (in the case of path (a)) and quite often above

2%.

Figure 4.7 gives us the term structure of credit spreads for three possible market situ

ations: a bull market (where we took m == 0.7 for the initial point), a normal market

(initially m == 1) and a bear market (at the beginning m == 1.3).

As expected, as long as the market index is allowed to have an influence either on

the PDs or on the LGD, the forward spread TS is not flat. It naturally increases with

maturity and its level is lower than 2.5% in bull markets and higher in bear markets. As

in Figure 4.6 the effect of the index on the intensity alone or on recovery alone is of the

same order of magnitude. Still, the intensity seems to have a more pronounced effect

on the slope over time. Nonetheless, the sizable difference results from the combined

effect, especially when to that we associate the impact of the negative relation between

the index level and its volatility. Note that scenario (8) gives us the highest or the

lowest term structure in all circumstances.

Table 4.3 presents figures for these spreads for different maturities.



Figure 4.6: Three possible paths for the short spread, s(t), dynamics.
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FORWARD SPREADS

Bull Market

2.6%

2.5% 1 (1)(2)
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2.4%

2.3%

2.2%

2.1%

2.0%

1.9%

1.8%

1.7% -'------------------------------

0.5 1.5 2.5

Normal Market

3.5 4.5

(8)

(7)

(6)
(5)

f~~

~~===:::::::::==:====------------------(1)(2)

5.0%

4.5%

4.0%

3.5%

1.5 2.5

Bear Market

3.5 4.5

(8)

(7)

(6)

(5)

Mi

2.5% -1 (1)(2)

2.0% ....1.- _

0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

Figure 4.7: Forward spreads for all scenarios, under three possible market conditions.
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(8)

0.9930

0.9659

0.9329

0.9009

0.8698

0.8104

0.7021

(8)

0.9924

0.9630

0.9272

0.8926

0.8590

0.7950

0.6792

(8)

0.9914

0.9580

0.9176

0.8785

0.8407

0.7692

0.6400

Case A : Bull Market

Case B : Normal Market

(1)(2) • (3) , (4) , (5) f (6) i (7) ,

0.9925 0.9928 0.9928 0.9928 0.9928 0.9930

0.9631 0.9647 0.9647 0.9646 0.9646 0.9659

0.9277 0.9306 0.9306 0.9304 0.9304 0.9328

0.8935 0.8976 0.8977 0.8973 0.8974 0.9007

0.8606 0.8658 0.8659 0.8654 0.8655 0.8696

0.7985 0.8053 0.8055 0.8046 0.8048 0.8100

0.6872 0.6963 0.6966 0.6949 0.6953 0.7013

Case C: Bear Market

(1)(2) (3) r (4) " (5) ---r (6) , (7) ,

0.9924 0.9924 0.9924 0.9924 0.9924 0.9924

0.9631 0.9631 0.9631 0.9631 0.9631 0.9630

0.9277 0.9275 0.9275 0.9275 0.9275 0.9272

0.8935 0.8933 0.8933 0.8931 0.8931 0.8926

0.8606 0.8602 0.8602 0.8600 0.8599 0.8591

0.7984 0.7976 0.7975 0.7971 0.7970 0.7953

0.6872 0.6852 0.6852 0.6840 0.6836 0.6800

(1)(2) t (3) " (4) f~(5) t (6) i (7) I

0.9924 0.9920 0.9920 0.9919 0.9919 0.9914

0.9631 0.9609 0.9609 0.9607 0.9606 0.9581

0.9276 0.9234 0.9234 0.9229 0.9228 0.9178

0.8935 0.8874 0.8873 0.8865 0.8863 0.8789

0.8606 0.8527 0.8526 0.8515 0.8511 0.8416

0.7984 0.7872 0.7870 0.7853 0.7844 0.7710

0.6872 0.6706 0.6700 0.6670 0.6644 0.6452

(b) ZERO-COUPON DEFAULTABLE BONDS WI RECOVERY

T

0.1

0.5

1

1.5

2

3

5

T

0.1

0.5

1

1.5

2

3

5

T

0.1

0.5

1

1.5

2

3

5

(8)

1.906%
1.912%

1.937%

1.968%
2.006%

2.040%

2.112%

2.217%

(8)

2.5000%

2.5088%

2.5450%
2.5894%

2.6416%

2.6875%

2.7953%

2.9769%

(8)

3.5155%

3.5296%

3.5897%

3.6666%
3.7458%

3.8084%

3.9857%

4.4276%

(7)

1.906%
1.914%

1.945%

1.983%
2.025%

2.063%

2.140%

2.264%

(7)

2.5000%

2.5088%

2.5440%
2.5869%

2.6327%

2.6736%

2.7606%

2.9082%

(7)

3.5157%

3.5258%

3.5672%

3.6182%
3.6686%

3.7121%

3.8114%

4.0014%

2.220%
2.236%

2.251%

2.284%

2.334%

2.6300%

2.7178%

2.226%

2.245%

2.262%

2.296%

2.355%

2.6142%

2.6836%

2.196%

2.208%

2.219%

2.241%

2.275%

2.5736%

2.6145%

Case C : Bear Market

Case B : Normal Market

2.201%

2.215%

2.228%

2.253%

2.299%

Case A : Bull Market

2.5700%

2.6121%

f P

(3) (4) (5) (6)

2.174% 2.174% 2.192% 2.192%

2.177% 2.176% 2.196% 2.195%

2.188% 2.185% 2.209% 2.206%

(a) SPREADS

(3) , (4) f (5) f (6)

2.9413% 2.9411% 2.9881% 2.9880%

2.9433% 2.9439% 2.9925% 2.9941 %

2.9512% 2.9551% 3.0103% 3.0199%

2.9608% 2.9687% 3.0324% 3.0533%
2.9704% 2.9822% 3.0544% 3.0882%

2.9803% 2.9940% 3.0742% 3.1167%

2.9982% 3.0201% 3.1189% 3.1985%

3.0303% 3.0688% 3.2088% 3.4289%

• (3) (4)" (5) , (6) f

2.5000% 2.5000% 2.5000% 2.5000%

2.5025% 2.5025% 2.5038% 2.5038%

2.5124% 2.5126% 2.5189% 2.5193%
2.5246% 2.5247% 2.5376% 2.5386%

2.5362% 2.5378% 2.5573% 2.5612%

2.5479% 2.5492% 2.5755% 2.5816%

(1)(2)

2.500%

2.500%

2.500%

2.500%

2.500%

2.500%

2.500%

2.500%

(1)(2)

2.5000%

2.5000%

2.5000%
2.5000%

2.5000%

2.5000%

2.5000%

2.5000%

(1)(2)
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2.5000%
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2.5000%

2.5000%
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Prices of credit securities
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The pricing of many credit derivatives can be made by computing what is know as key

building blocks, as the study in Chapter 3.

Those building blocks are:

• The price of a zero-coupon defaultable bond with maturity t, under zero recovery,

• The price at time t of a zero-coupon defaultable bonds with maturity T under

non-zero recovery, in our case,

p(t, T) = .E~ [e- It r(u)+-\(u)qe(u)du] .

• The implied survival probabilities during the interval [t, T]

prob(t, T) = .E~ [e- It r(U)+A(U)qe(U)du] .

• The price of a default digital payoff of 1 at default time, if default occurs in the

interval [t, T]

digital = ITe(t,s)ds

where

e(t, T) = .E~ [>..(T)e- It r(u)+A(U)dU] .

Tables 4.3 (b) and 4.4 (a),(b),(c) show the values of all these key quantities for various

scenarios and different possible maturities.

Concerning Table 4.3 (b), the first point that should be highlighted is that even for

low maturities there is a difference in the prices produced by naive scenarios ((1) and

(2) ), scenarios where either the PD or the LGD is dependent on the index level ((3)

and (4) for the LGD and (5) and (6) for the PD), and scenarios where we consider the

combined effect. We note that for the bull and bear markets the difference in pricing

is already evident for bonds with approximately one month to maturity (T == 0.1), and

that with a maturity of 5 years the underpricing of the naive model can be of up to

5% in a bull market, and up to 10% in a bear market. In normal market situations,

the difference between the scenarios are slope differences with an overall tendency of

the naive model to overprice if in reality the market index affects the PD, the LGD or

both.
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Case A: Bull Market II Case B : Normal Market
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Case C : Bear Market

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

0.1 99.481% 99.545% 99.545% 0.1 99.481% 99.481% 99.481% 0.1 99.481% 99.380% 99.380%

0.5 97.511% 97.806% 97.808% 0.5 97.511% 97.502% 97.502% 0.5 97.511% 97.022% 97.018%
1 95.104% 95.660% 95.667% 1 95.104% 95.068% 95.067% 1 95.104% 94.135% 94.116%
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0.9888

0.9462
0.8953

0.8468

0.8006

0.7151

0.5674

(c) DEFAULT DIGITAL PAYOFFS

(b) IMPLIED SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES

(a) ZERO-COUPON DEFAULTABlE BOND PRICES WIO RECOVERY

(1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7)

0,9899 0,9905 0,9905 0.1 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899 0.1 0.9899 0.9888

0.9510 0.9539 0.9539 0.5 0.9510 0.9510 0.9510 0.5 0.9510 0.9463
0.9047 0.9100 0.9100 1 0.9047 0.9043 0.9043 1 0.9047 0.8954

0.8605 0.8679 0.8680 1.5 0.8605 0.8598 0.8598 1.5 0.8605 0.8472

0.8186 0.8276 0.8278 2 0.8186 0.8173 0.8173 2 0.8186 0.8013

0.7407 0.7522 0.7525 3 0.7407 0.7382 0.7380 3 0.7407 0.7165

0.6064 0.6203 0.6209 5 0.6064 0.6010 0.6003 5 0.6064 0.5714

Case A: Bull Market II Case B : Normal Market ~ Case C : Bear Market
T

0.1

0.5
1

1.5
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..
Case A : Bull Market Case B : Normal Market Case C : Bear Market

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

0.1 0.00495 0.00435 0.00435 0.1 0,00495 0.00496 0.00496 0.1 0.00495 0.00592 0,00592

0.5 0.02426 0.02141 0.02139 0.5 0.02426 0.02437 0.02437 0.5 0.02426 0.02904 0.02909
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In Table 4.4 the quantities presented do not depend on recovery (recall the build

ing blocks equations), and therefore our scenarios are reduced to three possibilities:

constant intensity (scenarios (1) (2) (3) (4)); intensity dependent on the index with

constant volatility (scenarios (5) (7)); or intensity dependent on the index with sto

chastic volatility (scenarios (6) (8)). In Table 4.4 (a), we see that the naive model can

also lead to underpricing in bull markets when we consider defaultable zero recovery

bonds, and overpricing in bear markets. The dimension of these mispricings is similar

to the mispricing in the previous table.

When looking into survival probabilities (Table4.4 (b)) the scenarios considering the

index influence show less probability of surviving in bear markets than in bull markets,

with a difference of up to 7% already the 5-year maturity. This indicates that using the

naive model could lead to a possible overestimation of the true survival probabilities

in bear markets, and underestimation in bull markets. As in most of the previous

tables, the size of the errors tends to be considerably larger in bear markets than in

bull markets. In the case of survival probability, overestimation can reach 5% in bear

markets in contrast with up to 2% in bull markets. Finally, in Table 4.4 (c), we have

the price of a digital payoff of 1 at default time. As before, the differences to the naive

model are more drastic in bear markets particularly considering that a horizon of 5

years is quite short and that all the impacts are likely to increase for higher maturities,

as we will see in the next section.

In Section 4.4.4 we run some maturity related robustness checks and draw the reader's

attention to what we consider to be interesting aspects related to the sensitivity para

meter E (assumed fixed up to now) and to the possible tracking of term structures of

credit spreads by market volatilities.

4.4.4 Additional Considerations

Higher Maturities

In this section we extend the maturity horizon and analyze to what extent our results

hold. Table 4.5 presents forward spreads and defaultable bonds for several maturities,

while Table 4.6 presents zero recovery bond prices, implied survival probabilities, and

the price of default digital payoff of 1. First, we can clearly see that for all the three

scenarios survival probabilities decrease significantly for longer horizons T. If we ex

tend the horizon from 5 to 15 years, in the stochastic volatility scenario the survival
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probability decreases by almost 40% for the bull n1arket and up to 50% for the bear

market. In our opinion, this is a realistic feature of our model since at the longer

horizons when the market is in recession and firms are known to be sensitive to the

fluctuations of the market, the probability of default is quite high.

Moreover, it is also interesting to note that in a bull market, although a stochastic

volatility scenario yields higher survival probabilities at all the maturities, the difference

in survival probabilities is much smaller at the higher maturities. In a bear market,

on the other hand, survival probabilities are lower for the stochastic volatility case,

and the difference in survival probabilities between the stochastic volatility and naive

scenarios is more pronounced. In contrast to the bull market, the difference increases

by approximately 5% when the investment horizon is extended from 5 to 15 years.

Overall, the results are essentially the same with one interesting additional result for

the long end of the forward spreads term structure.

From Figure 4.8 we see that when we consider the dependence of both PD and LGD

and the negative relation the index level and volatility (scenario (8)), the TS seems to

converge faster to its long-run level. In fact, for maturities higher than 15 years the TS

of this scenario are is relatively fiat. Thus, the forward credit spreads are most sensitive

to the influence of the market index at the relatively shorter maturities, and around

the 15 years maturity, the credit spreads become relatively flatter and less sensitive to

the market index, moving in fact closer to each other.

Ratings and different sensitivities

We now look into the parameter E in

A(I, E) == ~ [m(I)r ,

which is a measure of the sensitivity of a firms PD to the market situation.

The intuition comes from the fact the PD of firms with high creditworthiness should

depend much less on market oscillation than that of less creditworthy firms that are

more sensitive to business cycles. In this sense, different E parameters could represent

the term structure of firms with different credit ratings.

In the following we consider three different values for epsilon: high E == 1/2, medium

E == 1/4 and low E == 1/16.7

7The case of total insensitivity, or E = 0, is always considered since in scenarios (1)(2)(3)(4)

A(I, E) = >:.



Figure 4.8: Forward spreads for all scenarios, under three possible market conditions

and higher maturity values T == 5,6,7,8,10,12,15,10.
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~

0- Zt-.:> ro 12 2.5000% 2.7326% 2.7315% 2.9314% 3.1352% 3.3706% 3.6233% 12 0.4064 0.4003 0.4000 0.3956 0.3917 0.3836 0.3776 0
~ ~ 15 2.5000% 2.7696% 2.7640% 3.0359% 3.2997% 3.5253% 3.7635% t""l

c 15 0.3245 0.3172 0.3170 0.3113 0.3060 0.2976 0.2907 C
rt 20 2.5000% 2.8352% 2.7992% 3.1547% 3.3834% 3.6428% 3.7094% 20 0.2230 0.2147 0.2148 0.2077 0.2020 0.1938 0.1882 tj
OJ Z0-ro

Case C: Bear Market Case C: Bear Market G1
0-

S p .. . ~0 T (1)(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) T (1)(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)::J >0-
5 2.5000% 3.0303% 3.0688% 3.2088% 3.4289% 4.0014% 4.4276% 5 0.6872 0.6706 0.6700 0.6670 0.6644 0.6452 0.6400 0

:E 6 2.5000% 3.0434% 3.0890% 3.2580% 3.5343% 4.0992% 4.6167% 6 0.6372 0.6185 0.6176 0.6138 0.6098 0.5888 0.5811 ::0
ri-' 0
:::r 7 2.5000% 3.0582% 3.1067% 3.2979% 3.6118% 4.1738% 4.7347% 7 0.5911 0.5707 0.5696 0.5650 0.5597 0.5373 0.5274 tr:l
~ 0
ro 8 2.5000% 3.0720% 3.1210% 3.3398% 3.7093% 4.2486% 4.8668% 8 0.5484 0.5264 0.5252 0.5199 0.5132 0.4900 0.4781 0()

0 10 2.5000% 3.0994% 3.1449% 3.4174% 3.8324% 4.3721% 4.9761% 10 0.4720 0.4478 0.4463 0.4397 0.4305 0.4067 0.3918 Z
< 0ro

12 2.5000% 3.1247% 3.1631% 3.4899% 3.9246% 4.4752% 5.0054% 12 0.4063 0.3808 0.3792 0.3713 0.3604 0.3368 0.3207 ~~

0'
15 2.5000% 3.1505% 3.1813% 3.6048% 4.1097% 4.6074% 5.0888% 15 0.3244 0.2983 0.2967 0.2872 0.2748 0.2529 0.2369 0

...... 20 2.5000% 3.2070% 3.2096% 3.7295% 4.2577% 4.6777% 4.9864% 20 0.2230 0.1982 0.1969 0.1862 0.1741 0.1561 0.1438 2?m
~
m
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(c) DEFAULT DIGITAL PAYOFFS

(b) IMPLIED SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES

Case A : Bull Market

"
Case B : Normal Market I Case C : Bear Market

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

5 0.6064 0.6203 0.6209 5 0.6064 0.6010 0.6003 5 0.6064 0.5714 0.5674

6 0.5483 0.5624 0.5633 6 0.5483 0.5411 0.5400 6 0.5483 0.5090 0.5030
7 0.4962 0.5099 0.5109 7 0.4961 0.4874 0.4856 7 0.4961 0.4537 0.4461

8 0.4489 0.4621 0.4630 8 0.4489 0.4387 0.4363 8 0.4489 0.4041 0.3950

10 0.3676 0.3788 0.3795 10 0.3675 0.3549 0.3514 10 0.3675 0.3199 0.3090

12 0.3009 0.3100 0.3105 12 0.3009 0.2865 0.2823 12 0.3009 0.2528 0.2414

15 0.2229 0.2287 0.2287 15 0.2229 0.2071 0.2024 15 0.2229 0.1770 0.1663

20 0.1352 0.1370 0.1373 20 0.1352 0.1199 0.1165 20 0.1352 0.0973 0.0897

..
Case A : Bull Market Case B : Normal Market Case C : Bear Market

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

5 77.865% 79.641% 79.729% 5 77.865% 77.164% 77.080% 5 77.865% 73.372% 72.850%
6 74.008% 75.912% 76.037% 6 74.008% 73.043% 72.885% 6 74.008% 68.712% 67.903%

7 70.398% 72.357% 72.493% 7 70.398% 69.161% 68.912% 7 70.398% 64.379% 63.300%

8 66.965% 68.931% 69.070% 8 66.965% 65.447% 65.094% 8 66.965% 60.280% 58.932%

10 60.592% 62.458% 62.572% 10 60.592% 58.505% 57.931% 10 60.592% 52.750% 50.953%

12 54.826% 56.491% 56.577% 12 54.826% 52.201% 51.430% 12 54.826% 46.071% 43.988%

15 47.189% 48.424% 48.412% 15 47.189% 43.839% 42.847% 15 47.189% 37.473% 35.204%

20 36.751% 37.242% 37.313% 20 36.751% 32.598% 31.660% 20 36.751% 26.447% 24.388%

. .
Case A : Bull Market Case B : Normal Market Case C : Bear Market

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

5 0.19572 0.17983 0.17908 5 0.19572 0.20179 0.20250 5 0.19572 0.23542 0.23993

6 0.21978 0.20407 0.20299 6 0.21978 0.22820 0.22960 6 0.21978 0.26456 0.27158

7 0.24522 0.22920 0.22805 7 0.24522 0.25560 0.25765 7 0.24522 0.29506 0.30397

8 0.26824 0.25224 0.25108 8 0.26824 0.28054 0.28331 8 0.26824 0.32250 0.33321

10 0.30792 0.29263 0.29166 10 0.30792 0.32378 0.32791 10 0.30792 0.36927 0.38268

12 0.34040 0.32631 0.32551 12 0.34040 0.35930 0.36456 12 0.34040 0.40680 0.42174

15 0.37843 0.36654 0.36624 15 0.37843 0.40093 0.40729 15 0.37843 0.44949 0.46528

20 0.42119 0.41237 0.41169 20 0.42119 0.44694 0.45306 20 0.42119 0.49454 0.50944
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FORWARD SPREADS - Different market Sensitivities
H ig h Sensitivity
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Figure 4.9: Forward spreads for all scenarios, under normal market conditions. For

three different values of E: high E == !, medium E == i and low E == ft.
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(b) IMPLIED SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES

(a) ZERO-COUPON DEFAULTABLE BOND PRICES W/O RECOVERY..
High Medium Low

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

0.1 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899 0.1 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899 0.1 0.9899 0.9899 0.9899

0.5 0.9510 0.9510 0.9510 0.5 0.9510 0.9510 0.9510 0.5 0.9510 0.9510 0.9510
1 0.9047 0.9043 0.9043 1 0.9047 0.9045 0.9045 1 0.9047 0.9046 0.9046

1.5 0.8605 0.8598 0.8598 1.5 0.8605 0.8602 0.8602 1.5 0.8605 0.8605 0.8605

2 0.8186 0.8173 0.8173 2 0.8186 0.8181 0.8180 2 0.8186 0.8185 0.8185

3 0.7407 0.7382 0.7380 3 0.7407 0.7396 0.7396 3 0.7407 0.7405 0.7404

5 0.6064 0.6010 0.6003 5 0.6064 0.6041 0.6039 5 0.6064 0.6059 0.6059

..
High Medium Low

T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8) T (1)(2)(3)(4) (5)(7) (6)(8)

0.1 99.481% 99.481% 99.481% 0.1 99.481% 99.481% 99.481% 0.1 99.481% 99.481% 99.481%

0.5 97.511% 97.502% 97.502% 0.5 97.511% 97.508% 97.508% 0.5 97.511% 97.511% 97.511%
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Figure 4.9 and Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the simulation results for the different E values

under normal market conditions.

The key feature that results from considering different sensitivities is that the TS of

less sensitive firms has a smaller TS slope. This is particularly obvious for scenarios

(7) and (8) when the index influences both PD and LGD, and less obvious when it

affects only one of them.

Thus, from a practical point of view, it is more important to take into account the

correlation with the market index when considering a portfolio of securities with low

credit ratings. We believe that the value of the portfolio will fluctuate significantly

with the business cycle.

The effect will be even more pronounced for firms with low credit ratings and especially

in the case when we have stochastic index volatility dependent of the index level.

Using implied ATM volatilities as credit spread trackers

An interesting side effect of our model, when we take the index volatility to be stochastic

and negatively related to the index level, is that short spread dynamics can be tracked

quite well by observing the index volatility. See Figure 4.10 with three possible volatility

paths and compare with the short spread evolution for the same paths in Figure 4.6.

If the (spot) volatility seems to be a good tracker of the short spread, then implied

volatilities of options with longer maturities may be good trackers of the forward spread

TS. This is all due to the negative correlation between the index level and its volatility.

Furthermore, it provides a fundamental reason for using implied volatilities of options

on indices as predictors of the forward spread term structure and is in line with what

seems to be common practice among traders who typically use at-the-money (ATM)

volatility term structures in predicting forward credit spreads.

For example, Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein, and Martin (2001) investigated the determi

nants of credit spread changes. They showed that credit spreads are mostly driven by

a single common factor and that implied volatilities of index options contain important

information for credit spreads8 .

8Recent papers (see e.g. Cremers, Dreissen, and Weinbaum (2004)) start using measures of volatil

ity and skewness based also on individual stock options to explain credit spreads on corporate bonds.
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VOLATILITY TRACKERS
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Figure 4.10: Volatility paths corresponding to the spot spread paths in Figure 4.6.

4.5 Conclusions and Future Research

We propose a concrete reduced-form model where both the PD and LGD are dependent

on a macroeconomic index. Furthermore, during recessions both the PD and the LGD

increase (the reverse happens during economic booms). Finally, recessions are periods

of higher market volatility, while booms are characterized by low volatility.

Through simulation we show that many of the realistic features of our model depend

on:

(i) the fact that both PD and LGD are driven by the same factors, and

(ii) the negative relation of the index level and its volatility.

Unfortunately, these two aspects together make the model untractable from an analyt

ical point of view. However, this may be the right price to pay given all the behaviors

it captures.
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The main realistic features captured by our model can be summarized as follows:

187

• The difference between short spreads in bull versus bear markets can be up to

three times more than the difference produced by models that consider the market

influence in the PD or LGD only [mainly property (i)].

• Convergence to long-run levels is faster, originating flat TS for maturities higher

than 15 years [properties (i) and (ii)].

• Market volatility tracks the short credit spread dynamics quite well, suggesting

that the TS of ATM implied volatilities of index options may do the same for

forward credit spreads [mainly property (ii)].

It seems clear that a model with both characteristic (i) and (ii) will not allow for closed

form solutions. We would, nonetheless, like to conclude the chapter on a positive note

related to future research.

Given the tractability drawback, and since one must rely on numerical simulations,

the ideal situation would be to model the intensity and the distribution of the loss

quota as realistically as possible (this may involve different functional forms and a

different market price of jump risk assumption). A study of the credit TS shapes

observed in the market can help to define such functional forms. Calibration of our "toy

model" , or other more complex models, to market data seems to be another obvious

next step. In addition to the single firm, this framework could also be extended to

several firms and help deal with portfolio credit risk issues. For portfolio credit risk

the interdependence between PD and LGD is likely to have a much more relevant

impact than at the individual firm level. Indeed, portfolio losses depend upon both

quantities, and the fact that periods when default is more likely may also be periods

when recovery is lower suggests caution in using naive models to establish bank reserves

and related precautionary measures. Finally, our last comment on volatility trackers

may help to construct a bridge between equity and credit markets, and deserves further

investigation.
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Part III

Forward Price Models
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Chapter 5

GQTS for Futures and Forward Prices

"A conventional forward contract is distinct from a futures contract in that forward

positions are not regularly marked-to-market. Depending on the behavior of interest

rates) this distinction may not be negligible. ))

Darrell Duffie, Futures markets, 1989.

For finite din1ensional factor models, the chapter studies general quadratic

term structures of forward prices. Forward prices are the most well-known

financial martingales under the forward measures. This martingale property

under measures where the bond prices are the numeraire, make their term

structure equation dependent on properties of the term structure of bond

prices. We exploit this connection and show that even in quadratic short

rate settings we can have affine term structures for forward prices.

Finally, we show how the study of futures prices is naturally embedded in a

study of forward prices, that the difference between the two term structures

n1ay be deterministic in some (non-trivial) stochastic interest rate settings.

5.1 Introduction

While the literature on term structures is rich, it has to date mainly focused on the

study of the term structure of bond prices, much less frequently on the term structure

of futures prices, and rarely on the term structure of forward prices.

The literature on the term structure of bond prices is extremely vast on both the

theoretical and empirical levels. The two most studied classes of term structures are
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the so-called affine term structures (ATS) and the Gaussian-quadratic term structures

(Gaussian-QTS). Since the well-known papers of Vasicek (1977) and of Cox, Ingersoll,

and Ross (1985) on ATS of bond prices, and in particular after some more recent em

pirical work, there seems to be the belief that ATS are attractive from a computational

point of view, but lack the flexibility needed to explain market data. 1 Gaussian-QTS

introduced by Longstaff (1989) and Beaglehole and Tenney (1991) try to introduce the

necessary flexibility, but unfortunately at the cost of imposing Gaussian dynamics on

the stochastic state variables that enter the term structures. Despite this fact, the em

pirical evidence seems to show that these term structures have better fitting properties

(see, for instance Ahn, Dittmar, and Gallant (2002)). Due to their Gaussian proper

ties these early studies on QTS could not be seen as extensions of the ATS. Chapter

2, however, has characterized what is defined to be general quadratic term structures,

which include as special cases both the ATS and the Gaussian-QTS but also allow for

non-Gaussian QTS.

On the futures prices side, the theoretic literature has focused mainly on ATS (extended

sometimes to also include jump processes) and on option valuation (see, for example,

Bjork and Landen (2001) and Jamshidian (1996)). The empirical literature, on the

other hand, has pointed out that some term structures of futures prices are not affine,

and especially when dealing with commodity futures, ATS are not flexible enough (see,

for instance Escobar, Hernandes, and Seco (2003) and Miltersen and Schwartz (1998)).

The term structure of forward prices, however, has been almost entirely ignored by the

literature. The main exception is Bjork and Landen (2001) who devote a small section

to the study of ATS of forward prices in an affine interest rate setting. The main focus of

their study, however, is futures prices and no attempt is made to exploit the connection

between the two prices. While this chapter is particularly inspired by that study on

forward prices, it generalizes it in three different ways: first, we consider a more general

stochastic setting of interest rates; second, we study general quadratic term structures

(that include ATS as a special case); and finally we exploit the relationship between the

term structures of forward prices and futures prices. Forward prices are martingales

under forward measures and their term structure equation has the particularity that it

depends on the term structure of bond prices. This feature makes their term structure

considerably harder to handle.

IThe literature on ATS of bond prices is so vast that we refer to recent surveys (for instance, Ahn,

Dittmar, and Gallant (2002), Dai and Singleton (2003), Leippold and Wu (2002), Rebonato (2003))

for an updated list of references.
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The main contributions of the chapter are as follows:
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In Section 5.2, we present the general framework for the term structure dynamics.

We model the entire term structure of forward and futures prices, a la Heath-Jarrow

Morton, and recover from Chapter 2 the definition of general quadratic term structures

(GQTS). We introduce our main assumption and restate useful results.

In Section 5.3, we study GQTS of futures prices. We show that the adequate clas

sification of factors for futures prices is similar in spirit to the one used in Chapter

2 when studying bond prices, and we derive sufficient conditions as well as a way to

explicitly compute GQTS of futures prices. Finally, we compare these GQTS with the

ones previously studied in the futures prices literature.

Section 5.4 focuses on the study of forward prices themselves and their relationship

with bond prices. We show which term structures of bond prices are compatible with

GQTS of forward prices. We prove that GQTS of forward prices are consistent with

GQTS of bond prices and, in particular, that ATS of forward prices are consistent with

volatility restricted GQTS of bond prices.

We exploit the connection with futures prices in Section 5.5. We show how the study

of the term structure of futures prices is (in some sense) included in the study of the

term structure of forward prices and analyze the differences between the two term

structures. We are able to characterize qualitatively the difference between the two

term structures for any general quadratic short rate (GQSR) setting and to quantify

it in one (still non-trivial) special case where we show that futures and forward prices

differ only by a multiplicative deterministic term (an adjustment factor) for which we

give a close form solution.

In Section 5.6 we exemplify our GQTS theory for forward and futures prices. Our

examples include a number of factor models that have been proposed in the literature,

as well as some new models. Section 5.7 concludes this study and identifies directions

for future research.

5.2 Basic Concepts

Our main goal is the study of general quadratic term structures (GQTS) of forward

prices when those term structures can be expressed as functions of a finite dimensional

state process Z. As mentioned before, it turns out that in order to study forward prices

term structures we will need also bond prices tern1 structures and we will obtain futures
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prices term structures as a side result. Therefore, in this setup, we need to consider

the three types of term structures.

We take an m-dimensional (column) vector of factors Z and assume that, at time t,

the bond, futures .or forward price with maturity T is given by some deterministic

functions, Hp , H F and Hf , respectively, so that we have:

p(t, T)

F(t, T)

f(t, T)

Hp(t, Z(t), T)

HF(t, Z(t), T)

Hf(t, Z(t), T).

In the above functions it is natural to view t and Z (t) as variables and T (the maturity

of the prices) as a parameter. For a fixed t and z, the mappings T -7 Hp(t, z, T),

T -7 HF(t, z, T) and T -7 Hf(t, z, T) are then the term structure of bond, futures and

forward prices, respectively.

We recall the definitions of a general quadratic term structure (GQTS) and of factor

impacts from Chapter 2.

Definition 5.1. The term structure H is said to be generally quadratic if it has the

form2

In H(t, z, T) == A(t, T) + BT (t, T)z + zT C(t, T)z (5.1)

where T stands for transpose, C(mxm) is symmetric3 and not necessarily different from

0, B(mx 1) and A(1X 1) are matrices of deterministic and smooth functions.

Definition 5.2. A factor Zi is called quadratic and is said to have a quadratic impact

on a GQTS

In H(t, z, T) == A(t, T) + B(t, T)z + zT C(t, T)z

if

3 t, T S.t. Ci(t, T) -1= o. (5.2)

A factor Zj is called linear and is said to have at most a linear impact on a GQTS if

it does not satisfy (5.2), i.e. if for all t, T Ci(t, T) == O.

2Whenever we will refer to a property of term structures that does not depend on the particularities

of bond, forward of futures prices we will not use any sub index. Instead we will denote the term

structure by a generic function H(t, Z(t), T).
3As noted in Chapter 2 requiring C to be symmetric is not restrictive, as any non-symmetric

quadratic form can always be rewritten in an equivalent symmetric way with the advantage that

the symmetric representation is unique. Since later on we will be interested in determining C the

uniqueness property will be useful.
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In terms of the specific notation of each price we have a GQTS if 4:

• Bond prices
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In Hp(t, z, T) == Ap(t, T) + B;(t, T)z + zT Cp(t, T)z (5.3)

• Futures prices

InHF(t, z, T) == AF(t, T) + Bi(t, T)z + zT CF(t, T)z (5.4)

• Forward prices

In Hf(t, z, T) == Af(t, T) + BJ (t, T)z + zT Cf(t, T)z (5.5)

Finally, we note that considering the same state process Z for all prices represents no

limitation to the analysis. Any irrelevant factor Zi for, say, the futures prices will not

show up in the term structure and we would have BFi(t, T) == 0 CFi(t, T) == 0 Vt, T.

Here, and from now on, "./' stands for the i-th component/row of a vector/matrix.

From the specification of any term contract, the market provides us also with an a priori

given boundary function h that gives us the maturity values, possibly as a function of

our factors Z. So we have

H(T, Z(T), T) == h(T, Z(T)).

The most well know boundary function is that of the bond prices, since at maturity

we always have p(T, T) == 1. This means that we have hp(T, z) == 1 for all T, thus

Ap(T, T) == 0, Bp(T, T) == 0 and Cp(T, T) == O.

In the case of futures and forward prices the boundary functions hF and hf will equal

the value process of the underlying (to the futures or forward contract) at maturity5.

As before this will give us some boundary conditions for AF(T, T), BF(T, T),CF(T, T)

or Af(T, T), Bf(T, T),Cf(T, T), but also will allow us to identify the natural factors.

4Recall from Definition 2.2 that pure quadratic term structures (PQTS) and affine term structures

(ATS) are special cases of GQTS.
5In particular, when we are dealing with futures and forward contracts on the same underlying we,

obviously have, hF(T, z) = hf(T, z).
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Definition 5.3. A term structure is said to have a generally quadratic boundary con

dition (GQBC) if the boundary function h is of the form

In h(T, z) == a(T) + b T (T)z + zT c(T)z (5.6)

where c(T)(mxm) is symmetric, and not necessarily different from 0, b(T)(mxl) and

a(T)lXl are matrices of smooth and deterministic functions.6 Moreover, for all i such

that bi(T) i= 0 or ci(T) i= 0, Zi is said to be a natural factor.

We note that, if the boundary function h is not of the form (5.6), then we cannot have

a GQTS because the definition of a GQTS would fail at maturity.

lemma 5.4. If we denote by S the spot price of the underlying to a futures or forward

contract, then In S is a linear combination of linear factors.

Proof. It follows from the definition of a natural factor and the fact that, at maturity,

we must have both h(T,Z(T)) == S(T), and Inh(T,Z(T)) == a(T) + bT(T)Z(T) +
ZT (T)c(T)Z(T). •

Before we go on with the analysis, let us set the scene.

Assumption 5.5. We assume that zero-coupon bond prices are of the form

p(t, T) == Hp(t, Z(t), T)

where Hp is a smooth function with the boundary condition

Hp(T, z, T) == hp(T, z) == 1.

Furthermore, we assume that futures prices F(t, T), can be written as

F(t, T) == HF(t, Z(t), T)

where H f is also a smooth function with the boundary condition

HF(T, z, T) == hF(T, z).

for an a priori given function hF.

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

6Definition 5.3 can also be applied to bond prices. In this case the "underlying asset" is the

non-risky asset that pays 1 at maturity and a(T) = 1 , b(T) = 0 and c(T) = 0 for all T, satisfy (5.6).
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Likewise, we assume that forward prices f (t, T), can be written as

f(t, T) == Hf(t, Z(t), T)

where Hf is also a smooth function with the boundary condition

for an a priori given function h f .
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(5.11)

(5.12)

As in Chapter2 we will also consider that our m-dimensional factor model that, un

der the martingale measure <Q, general quadratic dynamics and is driven by an n

dimensional Wiener process W.

Assumption 5.6. The dynamics of Z, under the Q-measure are given by

dZ(t) == a(t, Z(t))dt + a(t, Z(t))dW(t) (5.13)

where a(t, z) is a m x 1 vector and a(t, z) is a m x n matrix, and W is a n-dimensional

Wiener process.

Definition 5.7. The vector of factors Z is said to have general quadratic CQ-dynamics

if a(t, z) and (j(t, z) in (5.13) are such that

a(t, z) == d(t) + E(t)z (5.14)

m m

(j(t, z)aT (t, z) == ko(t) +~ ku(t)zu + ~ zuguk(t)Zk (5.15)
u=l u,k=l

where d, E, ko, ku and guk for u, k == 1, ... ,m are matrices of deterministic smooth

functions.

We also recall the notation

kl(t) gIl (t) gI2(t) glm(t)

K(t) ==
k 2(t)

G(t) ==
g21(t) g22(t) g2m(t)

(5.16)

gml(t) gm2(t) gmm(t)

Having defined the exact setup, we can go on with the analysis. Applying the Ito

formula to equation (5.9) and (5.11) and using the dynamics for the factors in (5.13)

we can find the dynamics of the futures prices and forward prices under the martingale

measure {Q. Lemma 5.8 give these dynamics
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Lemma 5.8. Assume that the dynamics of Z are as in (5.13), then,

if the futures prices are given by (5.9), their Q-dynamics are (likewise) described by

if the forward prices are given by (5.11), their Q-dynamics are (likewise) described by

All partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, Z(t), T), and (li and (Ji at (t, Z(t)).

In order to derive the term structure equation of futures and forward prices, we now

recall a well-known fact (see for instance, Bjork (2004a)).

Result 5.9. For aT-claim X, futures prices are martingales under the risk neutral

measure Q and forward prices are martingales under the forward measures QT

F(t, T) == E~ [X] f(t, T) == JEf [X] ,

where JE~ [.] and 18:[ [.J stand for expectations conditional on F t under Q and QT, re

spectively.

Looking first at futures prices, and using F(t, T) == Hp(t, Z(t), T) == E~ [hp(T, Z(T))],

we can then recover the term structure equation for futures prices in Bjork and Landen

(2001).

Result 5.10. (Bjork and Landen) Suppose the future prices are given by (5.9) and

Assumption 5.6 holds. Then Hp satisfies the following differential equation

(5.17)

Hp(T, z, T) == hp(T, z)

All partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, z, T), and (li and (Ji at (t, z) .

For forward prices, we proceed similarly, and use

f(t, T) == Hf(t, Z(t), T) == JE[ [hf(T, Z(T))]

to get a differential equation for the forward prices Hf . Proposition 5.11 gives us that

result.
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Proposition 5.11. Suppose the zero-coupon bond prices are given by (5.7), the forward

prices are given by (5.11) and Assumption 5.6 holds. Then Hf satisfies the following

differential equation

Hf(T, z, T) == hf(T, z)
(5.18)

All partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, z, T), and ai and (Ji at (t, z).

Proof. It follows (applying the Ito formula) from (5.7) and (5.13) that the bond prices

I t ·l·t .. b T - ,",m 8Hp 1 Tvo a 11 y, O"p, IS gIven y (Jp - Dj=l 8zj H
p

(Jj .
Recall that the numeraires7 under <Q and <QT are, respectively, the money account B

and the bond price with maturity T, p(., T). The likelihood process LT(t) = di; for

o :s: t :s: Tis, thus, given by LT(t) = B~j;(~:T)' and its lQ-dynamics by dLT(t) =

LT(t) {O"p(t, T)} dWt . That is, the Girsanov Kernel for the transition from <Q to <QT is

given by the bond price volatility and we can write dW == ~7=1 ~~; ~p (JJdt + dWT
.

Using this, the dynamics under the QT forward measure of f(t, T) become

and the result follows from the fact that the forward prices with maturity T are mar

tingales under the QT forward measure, so its drift term (which shows up in the 1.h.s.

of equation (5.18)) must be zero. •

Comparing equations (5.17) and (5.18) one soon realizes that forward prices have a

more complex term structure equation. Indeed, the term structure equation for forward

prices does not depend only on the properties of its own ternl structure Hf and of the

factors dynamics (trough its drift a and volatility (J), but also on properties of the

bond prices term structures. This dependence shows up in the last term of (5.18):

t 8Hf O"i (8Hp~O"J) .
• 0 8zi 8zJ

o Hp
~,J=l

7For further details on change of numeraire see Geman, El Karoui, and Rochet (1995).
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This is however not surprising, in fact it goes in line with our intuition: since bond

prices are the numeraire under forward measures and forward prices are martingales

under those measures, the term structure of bond prices should, of course, play some

role in the forward prices term structure. Indeed, any study of forward prices term

structures need to be done under some interest rate setting and the difference between

futures and forward prices results from the role that bond prices have on the forward

prices term structure.

The main goal of this chapter is to study GQTS of forward prices in an as general as

possible interest rate setting. For reasons that will become clear later on, that setting

will be what has been called, in Chapter 2, a general quadratic short rate (GQSR)

setting. We repeat here the basic definitions and a few results to avoid references

across chapters and notation misunderstandings.

Definition 5.12. A general quadratic short rate setting is defined by a short rate, r,

with the following functional quadratic form

r(t, Z(t)) == ZT (t)Q(t)Z(t) + 9T (t)Z(t) + f(t) (5.19)

where Q(t)(mxm), symmetric, and not necessarily different from 0, g(t)(mxl) and !(t)lXl

are matrices of smooth and deterministic functions.

In a setting with GQSR and Z with general quadratic (Q-dynamics we can classify the

factors as follows.

Definition 5.13. (Classification for Bond prices) Given a GQSR as in (5.19) and

the general quadratic (Q-dynan1ics for Z (so that (5.14) and (5.15) hold for a(t, z) and

cr (t, z) in (5.13)).

• Zi is a z(q) -factor if it satisfies at least one of the following requirements:

(i) it has a quadratic impact on the short rate of interest r(t), Le., there exists

t such that Qi(t) =I- 0;

(ii) it has a quadratic impact on the functional form of the matrix cr(t, z)crT (t, z),

i.e., there exist k and t such that gik(t) =I- 0;

(iii) it affects the drift term of the factors satisfying (i) or (ii), i.e., for Zj satis

fying (i) or (ii) we have Eji(t) i= 0, at least for some t .

• Zi is a z(l) -factor if it does not satisfy (i)-(iii).
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Theorem 5.14. Suppose that Assumption 5.5 and 5.6 are in force. Furthermore sup

pose that we are in a GQSR, so that (5.19) hold and that Z has a general quadratic

Q-dynamics, (i.e., that a and a from the factor dynamics (5.13), satisfy (5.14)-(5.15)).

Finally assume that the factors are reordered as Z = (~:~~) (according to Definition

5.13), and that the following restrictions apply to K and G in (5.16):

ku(t) == (0 0) Vt, Vu (5.20)

o k~l)(t)

guk(t) == (0 0) Vt and Vu, ks.t. zu, Zk E z(q). (5.21)

o g~~ (t)

Then the term structure of bond prices is generally quadratic, i.e. Hp from (5.7) can

be written in the form (5. 3) where Ap, Bp and Cp solve the following system of ordinary

differential equations.

{
BAp TIT

f(t)at+ d (t)Bp+2"Bpko(t)Bp+tr{Cpko(t)}
(5.22)

Ap(T, T) 0

{
BBp T 1 - T

g(t)at + E (t)Bp+ 2Cpd(t) + "2 Bp K(t)Bp+ 2Cpk o(t)Bp
(5.23)

Bp(T,T) 0

{
BCp T 1 - T -

Q(t)at + CpE(t) + E (t)Cp+ 2Cpk o(t)Cp+ 2Bp G(t)Bp
(5.24)

Cp(T, T) 0

(

C(qq) 0)
where Cp has the special form Cp = ~ 0 and Ap , Bp and c~qq) should be eval-

uated at (t,T). E, d, ko, K, G are the same as in (5.14)-(5.16), and

Bp 0 0

Bp ==
0 Bp 0

0 0 Bp

(5.25)

Moreover, if there exists a Zi E Z(q), we have a QTB for bond prices (i.e., Cp(t, T) i= 0

for some t and t), and if all Zi E Z(l) we have an ATS of bond prices (i.e.Cp(t, T) == 0

for all t and T).
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Since the intuition underlying the results on futures prices is easier, we start by briefly

analyzing futures prices.

5.3 GQTS for Futures Price Models

Recall from Definition 5.1 that a GQTS for futures prices Hp has the form

In Hp(t, z, T) == Ap(t, T) + B;(t, T)z + zT Cp(t, T)z (5.26)

where CP(mxm) symmetric and not necessarily different from 0, BP(mxl) and Ap(lXl)

are matrices of deterministic and smooth functions.

And that a necessary condition for a GQTS of futures prices is that GQBC holds

In hp(T, z) == ap(T) + b;(T)z + zT cp(T)z. (5.27)

Now, we give the relevant classification of factors for futures prices. As in Chapter 2,

this will have to do with the different impacts factors may have on the term structure.

After presenting the main result on GQTS for futures prices, we will be able to give

that motivation and to show that, indeed, this classification has to do with the impact

that the factors may end up having.

5.3.1 Futures prices' classification of factors

Definition 5.15. (Classification for Futures Prices) Given a general quadratic Q

dynamics for Z (so that (5.14) and (5.15) hold for the a and (]" in (5.13)), and a GQBC

as in (5.27), we say

• Zi is a z(q) -factor if it satisfies at least one of the following requirements:

(i) it has a quadratic impact on the boundary condition hp , i.e., there exists T

such that Cp(T)i -I- 0;

(ii) it has a quadratic impact on the functional form of the matrix (]"(t, z)(]"(t, z) T,

i.e., there exist k and t such that gik(t) -I- 0;

(iii) it affects the drift terms of the factors satisfying in (i) or (ii), i.e., for Zj

satisfying (i) or (ii) we have E(t)ji -I- 0 at least for some t .

• Zi is a Z(l)-factor if it does not satisfy (i)-(iii).
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We note that from the classification of factors it results, by definition, special forms

for the matrices involved in this classification.

Remark 5.16. We note that given Classification 5.15,

• it is always possible to reorder the vector of factors Z and its correspondent value

vector, so that we have

(
Z(q))

Z= Z{l) (
z(q))

Z == z(l) .

• with this reordering of factors we have, by definition, the following forms for CF

in (5.19) and for E and G in (5.14) and (5.16), respectively

(

C(qq)P(t) 0) (E(qq)(t) 0) (G(qq)(t) 00)'
CF(t) == E(t) == G(t) ==

o 0 E(lq) (t) E(ll)(t) 0

(5.28)

5.3.2 Main result on Futures Prices

Theorem 5.17. Suppose that Assumption 5.5 and 5.6 are in force. Furthermore sup

pose that Z follows a general quadratic Q-dynamics, {i. e., that a and (J" from the factor

dynamics (5.13), satisfy (5.14)-{5.15)) and that we have a GQBe, so that the boundary

condition hF from (5.10), has the quadratic form in (5.27).

Finally assume that the factors are reordered as Z = (;~~~ ) (using Classification

5.15), and that the following restrictions apply to ku and 9uk in (5.15):

ku(t) (~k~~(t)) V u, Vt (5.29)

guk(t) = (~ g~(t)) V u, k : (zu 1\ Zk) E z(q), V t (5.30)

Then the term structure of futures prices is generally quadratic, i.e. HF from (5.9)

can be written on the form {5.26)and AF , B p and CF can be obtained by solving the

following system of ordinary differential equations.

{

8AF TIT7ft + d (t)BF + 2"BFk o(t)BF + tr{Cpko(t)}

AF(T, T)

o

ap(T)
(5.31)
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8CF T - T -
--at + CFE(t) + E (t)Cp + 2Cp ko(t)Cp + Bp G(t)Bp

CF(T,T)

{

BBF T( ) () 1 - T (--at + E t BF+ 2CF d t + "2BF K(t)BF+ 2Cpk o t)BF

BF(T, T)

{

o
(5.32)

bF(T)

o
(5.33)

cF(T)

(

C(qq) 0)
where Cp has the special form Cp = ~ 0 and ApI BpI c~q) should be evaluated

at (t, T). E and d are the same as in (5.14), ko, K and G the same as in (5.15) (with

the same notation as in (5.16)), and where Bp follows the same idea as the definition

in (5.25) and have dimension (m2 x m).

Proof. First of all, the restrictions imposed on the matrices CF, E and G in (5.28)

guarantee that C~l) (t, T) == 0 and C~l) (t, T) = C~q)T (t, T) == 0 for all t, T always

solves (5.33). This proves the last statement of the Theorem.

The main result follows from the fact that In Hp(t, z, T) ::::: Ap(t, T) + B; (t, T)z +

Z T Cp(t, T)z where Ap , Bp and CF satisfy (5.31)-(5.33), solves the PDE (5.17) which

uniquely characterizes the futures prices in this setting.

(i) We start by showing that the term structure equation (5.17), is equivalent to the

PDE

BAF 8(BF ) TBCF ~ [ T ]
--at+~z+z --atz + L.J (Bp)i+(CF)iZ+(CF)iZ ai

i=l

+~ t [(Bp)i + (CP)iZ+ (Cj:)iZ] O";O"J [(Bp)j + (Cp)jZ + (Cj:)jz]
i,j=l

1 m

+"2 2: ((Cp)ij + (Cp)ji) O";O"J 0
i,j=l

Ap(T, T) + BF(T, T)T z + ZT CF(t, T)z hF(t, z)
(5.34)

for In Hp(t, z, T) = AF(t, T) + B;(t, T)z + Z T CF(t, T)z. This follows from the partial

derivatives,

BHp

at
BHp

8zi

82 HF

8zi 8zj

[
8AF BBF T T 8Cp ] H--+-- Z+Z -z F
8t 8t 8t
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(ii) It remains to show that the system of ODE (5.31)-(5.33) solves the PDE (5.34).

To see this, we substitute a, (J(J T and hp from (5.14), (5.15) and (5.27) respectively,

and apply the restrictions (5.29)-(5.30). The PDE (5.34) becomes, then, a separable

equation. In addition, by making use of the fact that C~l) (t, T) == 0 and C~l)(t, T) ==
C~q)T (t, T) == 0 for all t, T are always a solution to (5.33), we can guarantee that all

terms of order higher than two disappear. Hence, equation (5.34) becomes separable

up to quadratic terms of z. Identification of terms, and the use of the assumption on

the symmetry of Cp (which helps to simplify the expressions), leads to the system of

ODEs (5.31)-(5.33). •

The system of ODEs for futures prices, (5.31)-(5.33), is of the same level of difficulty

as the system (5.22)-(5.24) for bond prices. And here, as there, it is possible to split

the interrelated Riccati equations (5.32)-(5.33) into simpler ODEs for B~), B~) and

c~q) that can be solved in iterative order.

5.3.3 Understanding the Z(q) and t(l) factors

In terms of the impact8 of various factors on the futures prices term structure, it follows

from C~l) (t, T) == 0 and C~l) (t, T) == C~q)T (t, T) == 0 for all t, T that the Z(l) factors

have a linear impact.

Corollary 5.18. (Linear factors) The Z(l)-factors are linear factors in a GQTS of

futures prices.

Moreover, it follows from this corollary that the matrices cp and G play quite and

important role in determining the type of terms structure. If cp(T) == 0 and G(t) == 0

for all t, T, there will be no Z(q)-factors and the terms structure will be affine. In other

words, necessary conditions for existence of a quadratic term structure are that either

cp(T) =f- 0 at least for some T or G(t) =I- 0 at least for some t.

Besides this, some Z(qLfactors have obviously a quadratic impact.

Lemma 5.19. A factor Zi E z(q) for which cPi(T) =I- 0 at least for some T, has a

quadratic impact in the futures prices term structure.

Proof. It follows from CPi(T, T) == cPi(T) and the Definition 5.2.

8Recall Definition 5.2

•
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The remaining Z(qLfactors will also have a quadratic impact as long as we exclude

redundant factors from the analysis and consider that some, not at all restrictive,

regularity condition is satisfied.

Assumption 5.20. For any i, k, t, T such that Eji(t)CFjk(t, T) =I 0 for some j

or BFu(t, T)gikuu(t)BFu(t, T) =I 0 for some u the following regularity condition hold

~ Eji(t)CFjk(t, T) +~ BFu(t, T)gikuv(t)BFv(t, T) =I o.
j u,V

Proposition 5.21. (Quadratic factors) As long as we exclude from the analysis any

redundant factors and under the regularity condition of Assumption 5.20, the z(q)

factors are quadratic factors in a CQTS of futures prices.

Proof. Lemma 5.19 proves that any Zi E Z(q) such that CFi(T) =I 0 at least for some T

has a quadratic impact. It remains to show that for all Zi E Z(q) for which CFi(T) = 0

for all T (all remaining Z(qLfactors), we also have, at least for some t, T, CFi(t, T) =I 0

as a solution to (5.33). It follows from Classification 5.15 that, as long as we do

not consider the redundant factors, for such Zi there will always be a k, t, T such

that Eji(t)CFjk(t, T) =I 0 and/or BFu(t, T)gikuu(t)BFu(t, T) =I 0 for some u. The

regularity condition of Assumption 5.20 then guarantees that for that k, t, T, CFik(t, T)

solves a Riccati equation with a non-zero independent term and that, thus CFik(t, T) i=
O. This guarantees the quadratic impact of Zi according to Definition 5.2. •

Many of the results proved for futures prices will be extremely useful in providing the

right intuition for the more complex situation we face when dealing with forward prices.

Moreover, since forward prices are martingales under the forward measures (and bond

prices are numeraires under those measures), the term structure of bond prices will

playa special role. As we will show, it is the role of bond prices that makes the term

structure of futures and forward prices on a same underlying differ.

5.4 GQTS for Forward price models

In this section we will be looking at GQTS of forward prices,

In Hf(t, z, T) = Af(t, T) + BJ(t, T)z + Z T Cf(t, T)z (5.35)

where Cf(mxm) symmetric and not necessarily different from 0, Bf(mxl) and Af(lXl)

are matrices of deterministic and smooth functions.
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According to Definition 5.3, we have a GQBC for the term structure of forward prices

if

(5.36)

Already taking into account the specific form of the forward prices term structures

in (5.35), the term structure equation for forward prices previously derived (recall

equation (5.18)), can be rewritten in terms of Af , B f , Cf , the elements characterizing

the factor dynamics (a and (J), and the properties of the term structure of bond prices

Hp in (5.7).

lemma 5.22. Suppose that the Z dynamics, as before, are given by (5.13). Suppose,

furthermore, that the term structure of forward prices is generally quadratic so that

equation (5.35) holds. Then the differential equation (5.18) can be written in the fol

lowing terms

o

Hf(T, z, T) == hf(T, z)
(5.37)

All partial derivatives should be evaluated at (t, z, T), and ai and (Ji at (t, Zi) .

Proof. If we have Hf(t,z,T) == exp{Af(t,T) + Bf(t,T)Tz + zTCf(t,T)z}, for sym-
. C h h oHf - [OAf oBf T TOGf] H oHf - [B 2C] HmetrIc f t en we ave --at - Eft + Ddt Z + Z EftZ f, OZi - fi + fiZ f,

::i~:j = [2Cfij ] Hf + [B fi + 2Cfi ZJ [B fj + 2Cfj z] Hf ·

Substituting this partial derivatives into (5.18) and canceling the Hf present in all

terms of the 1.h.s. give us the result. •

In equation (5.37) we see clearly how the term structure of forward prices is linked to

the term structure Hp of bond prices, through the terms

Vi,j. (5.38)

Thus, any model for forward prices must necessarily also include a model for interest
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rates. 9 In this study we are interested in finding a general interest rate setting to study

GQTS of forward prices. The exact reason why a general quadratic short rate (GQSR)

turns out to be the interesting setting, can now be fundamented.

Given the form of equation (5.37), it is natural to think in terms of separation of

variables, i.e., to think of conditions that would guarantee that each of the terms in

(5.37) are polynomials of z.

This will lead us to the usual conditions on a, (}()T and the boundary condition hi

but this time also to conditions on the functional form of H p , indirectly via the terms

(5.38). Concretely we need the terms (5.38) to be also polynomials of z and we see

that this can happen only if either they are all (i.e. for all i, j) zero and we get a trivial

polynomial, or if aaH~ HI is itself a polynomial of z and the term structure of bond
zJ p

prices is an exponential of polynomials of z.

We look at each of these hypotheses.

A sufficient condition for all terms (5.38) to be zero is that the term structure of bond
aH 1

prices is deterministic. Then, for all j such that a ~ H =f. 0, (i.e. for all Zj in the
zJ p

bond prices term structure), we have ()J(t) == o. This gives us the classical result that

in a deterministic interest rate setting the measures (Q and QT are the same and, thus,

futures and forward prices are also the same. For the purposes of this section this is

however an uninteresting case10 and we exclude it by introducing the next assumption.

Assumption 5.23. The term structure of bond prices is stochastic.

Another trivial circumstance, when we would also have all terms (5.38) equal to zero,

is when all factors related to the bond prices term structure are not connected in any

sense to the factors related to underlying of the forward contract. That is, when there

is full separability between the two sets of factors. 11 In full generality this is, of course,

hard to formalize. Nonetheless, making use of the fact that bond prices and futures

prices term structures can be independently determined we can also exclude this case

from the analysis (Assumption 5.25).

9For instance, in Bjork and Landen (2001), the study of ATS of forward prices is done in an affine

interest rate setting.
lOIn deterministic interest rate settings the futures' results of the previous section apply trivially to

forward prices.
11Also in this case there would be equivalence between futures and forward prices and the results

of the previous sections would apply.
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Vj

Definition 5.24. Given a forward contract on some underlying X and an interest rate

setting. We say that

• Zi is a Z(U) -factor if it shows up in the futures price term structure. 12

• Zi is a z(p) -factor if it shows up in the bond price term structure.

Assumption 5.25. We assume that at least one of the following conditions hold:

• z(u) n zep) =1= 0.

• (Ji(t)(JJ(t) =f. 0 form some Zi E Zeu
) and Zj E Zep) and for some t.

Given Assumptions 5.23 and 5.25, we exclude the possibility that all terms (5.38) are

zero, and hence the condition for separability of the forward prices term structure

equation (5.37) is now that
8Hp~

8zj Hp

have to be polynomial in z, and thus the term structure of bond prices to be exponential

of a polynomials of z.

This is very good news, not only the GQTS for bond prices studied in Chapter 2 are a

natural candidate, but given that exponential term structures of order higher than two

suffer from consistency and computational problems, they are (except of pathological

cases) the most general setting that can be considered. In order to exclude from the

analysis the (pathological) cases where higher-order term structures of bond prices may

exist, we state the needed short rate setting in the form of an assumption.

Assumption 5.26. We are in a GQSR setting (recall Definition 5.12), that is, the

short rate of interest is of the following form

r(t, Z(t)) == Z(t) T Q(t)Z(t) + g(t)T Z(t) + f(t). (5.39)

Moreover, since for a GQTS of forward prices, we need to require general quadratic

Q-dynamics anyway (from the standard requirements on a and aaT for separability of

(5.37)). The only additional condition13 that has to be included to guarantee as well a

GQTS for bond prices is on the functional form of the short-rate r.

As we will see, general quadratic short rates mix very well with general quadratic

forward prices, and GQTS of bond prices and forward prices may be coupled in great

12Considering the same underlying X and hence that hp(t, z) == Hf(T, z) for all T, z.
13Besides a careful classification of factors, see Definition 5.27.
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variety. In particular we will see below that, perhaps surprisingly, a GQTS of bond

prices may be coupled with an ATS of forward prices.

5.4.1 Forward prices' classification of factors

We can now give the adequate classification of factors needed for dealing with GQTS of

forward prices. Once again, this classification can be justified using the intuition from

both bond prices and futures prices term structures. One can guess the classification

will have to do with the impact that the various factors may have on the term structure

of forward prices, and this time also on their impact on bond prices term structures

(since whenever bond prices affect forward prices they need then to have also a GQTS).

Definition 5.27. (Classification for Forward Prices) Given a general quadratic

Q-dynamics for Z (so that (5.14) and (5.15) hold for the Q and (J" in (5.13)), a GQBC

as in (5.36), and a GQSR14 as in (5.39).

• Zi is a z(q) -factor if it satisfies at least one of the following requirements:

(i) it has a quadratic impact on the boundary condition hf, i.e., there exists T

such that Cfi(T) =I 0;

(ii) it has a quadratic impact on the short rate of interest r(t), i.e., there exists

t such that Qi(t) =I 0;

(iii) it has a quadratic impact on the functional form of the matrix 0-(t, z)o-T (t, z),

i.e., there exists k and t such that gik(t) I- 0;

(iv) it affects the drift term of factors satisfying (i), (ii) or (iii) i.e., for Zj satis

fying (i), (ii) or (iii) we have Eji(t) i=- 0, at least for some t .

• Zi is a z(l) -factor if it does not satisfy (i)-(iv).

Note that considering a futures contract on a same underlying as our forward contract,

(i.e. hF =:: hf ) and the classifications of factors, in Definitions 5.13 and 5.15, the

following hold

and z(l) = Z(l) n Z{l) .

The classification of the factors in Definition 5.27 have, thus, some implications for

many matrices in our standard setup.

14If Assumptions 5.23 and 5.25 do not hold, we do not have to have a GQSR, and this classification

of factors reduces to that of Definition 5.15.
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Remark 5.28. We note that given Definition 5.27:
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(
Z(q))

• it is always possible to reorder the vector of factors Z, so that we have Z == t(l)

• with this reordering of factors we have,by definition, the following forms for E

and G in (5.14) and (5.16),

(

ECqq)(t) 0)
E(t) ==

EClq) (t) ECll) (t)

and for Cf and Q in (5.36) and (5.39)

cf(T) = (C<qq;(T) ~)

5.4.2 Main result on Forward prices

(

GCqq)(t) 00)
G(t) ==

o
(5.40)

(5.41)

Theorem 5.29. Suppose that Assumptions 5.5 and 5.6 are in force. Furthermore sup

pose that Z has general quadratic Q-dynamics, {i. e., that a and a from the factor

dynamics (5.13), satisfy {5.14)-{5.15)), that we have a GQBC, so that the boundary

condition hf from (5.12), has the quadratic form in (5.36) and that we are in a GQSR

setting (so that (5.39) hold).

(
Z(q))

Finally assume that the factors are reordered as Z == ZCl) (according to Definition

5.27), and that the following restrictions apply to k u and guk in (5.15):

v u and V t

V t and V u, k s. t. Zu, Zk E zCq).

(5.42)

(5.43)

Then the term structure of forward prices is generally quadratic, i. e. H f from (5.11)

can be written on the form (5.35) and A f , B f and Cf can be obtained by solving the

following system of ordinary differential equations.
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o
(5.45)

o
(5.46)

(
CCqq) 0)

where Cf has the special form Cf = ~ 0' Aj, B f , C}qq) should be evaluated at

(t, T) and Bp , Cp solve (5.23)-(5.24)· E and d are the same as in (5.14), ko, K and G

the same as in (5.15)-(5.16), and where Sf and Sp follows the same idea as in (5.25)

and have dimension (m2 x m).

Proof. We start by noting that, from the functional form of a, (J"(J"T and r, in (5.14),(5.15),

and (5.39), respectively, and the fact that Z(q) c Z(q), Theorem 5.14 guarantee a GQTS

for bond prices with C~ll)(t,T) == 0 and C~lq)(t,T) == C~ql)(t, T) == 0 for all t, T. This

together with restrictions on E, G, cf and Q (check (5.40) and (5.41)) guarantee that

Cjll) (t, T) == 0 and cjql) (t, T) == Cyq)T (t, T) == 0 for all t, T always solve (5.46), which

proves the last statement of the Theorem.

It remains to show that the system of ODEs (5.44)-(5.46) solves the PDE (5.37) (re

call that in Lemma 5.22 we proved the equivalence between (5.18) and (5.37) when

Hf(t, z, T) is of the form (5.35)). To see this, we start by using the fact that we have a

GQTS for bond prices to get ~~; J
p

== (Bp)j +2(Cp)jz. Substitute in (5.37) this partial

derivative, as well as a, (J"(J"T and r, from (5.14), (5.15), and (5.39), respectively, and

applying the restrictions (5.42)-(5.43). The PDE (5.37) becomes, then, a separable

equation. In addition, using the fact that C~ll)(t,T) == 0, C~lq)(t, T) == C~ql)(t, T) == 0,

cyl) (t, T) == 0 and Cjql) (t, T) == Cjlq)T (t, T) == 0 for all t, T, we can guarantee that all

terms of order higher than two disappear. Hence, equation (5.34) becomes separable

up to quadratic terms of z. Identification of terms, and the use of the assumption

on the symmetry of Cp and Cf (which helps to simplify the expressions), leads to the

system of ODEs (5.44)-(5.46). •
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Solving explicitly the TS of Forward prices
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The system of ODEs (5.44)-(5.46) seems quite complex, but once again, in most prac

tical situations, it is possible to decompose it in (much) easier smaller systems. It is

also important to note that Bp and Cp are independently obtained. So the natural

steps to compute a forward prices term structure are:

1. obtain Bp and Cp solving (5.23)-(5.24) and substitute into (5.44)-(5.46),

2. split the ODEs (5.45)-(5.46) into simpler ODEs for BJl), B}q) and cjqq) and

iteratively solve them.

3. substitute the solutions into (5.44) and integrate to obtain Af .

In Section we exemplify this method.

The special case of Bjork and Landen

If we assume an affine term structure for bond prices, and we are only interested in

affine forward price models, as in Bjork and Landen (2001), we have Cp(t, T) == 0, and

Cf(t, T) == 0, for all t and T.

Moreover, since the need to distinguish between factors has to do with the necessity

of imposing a deterministic volatility structure for quadratic factors, non-existent in

this setup, we do not need to classify factors. All factors are linear factors. Also all

matrices guk(t) in (5.43) will be zero since they can only be associated with quadratic

factors, thus G(t) == 0 for all t. Using Cp(t, T) == O,Cf(t, T) == 0 and G(t) == 0 we

recover their results from (5.44)-(5.45).

It is, however, important to stress that some quadratic short rate settings are consis

tent with an ATS for forward prices. This will become obvious once we get a better

understanding of the Z(q) and Z(l) factors.

5.4.3 Understanding the Z(q) and Z(l) factors

Important consequences of Theorem 5.29 are the following.

Corollary 5.30. (Linear Factors) The Z(l)-factors are linear factors in a CQTS of

forward prices. 15

15Recall Definition 5.2.
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Corollary 5.31. Necessary conditions of a QTS of forward prices are cf(T) #- 0 for

some T or G(t) i- 0 for some t.

Corollary 5.30 follows immediately from cyl) (t, T) = 0 and C}ql) (t, T) == C}ql)T (t, T) ==
o for all t, T. Corollary 5.31 can be checked by taking cf(T) == 0 and G(t) == 0 in

(5.46) and noting that Cf(t, T) == 0 solves (5.46), for all t, T.

It follows that factors satisfying requirement (ii) of Definition 5.27, i.e., factors having

a quadratic impact on the short rate r, do not necessarily have a quadratic impact

on the forward prices term structure. The next Remark is a direct consequence of

Corollary 5.31.

Remark 5.32. For some models with cf(T) == 0 for all T, a volatility restricted (by

G(t) == 0 for all t) CQTS for bond prices is consistent with and ATS of forward prices.

A concrete example of a model with an ATS for forward prices but a QTS for bond

prices in now presented. In Section 6 we explicitly compute both term structures.

Example 5.33. Consider the model

[/31 (t) - CX1Z1 (t)] dt + (J1dW1(t)

[132(t) - CX2Z2(t)] dt + (J2dW2(t)

where ab a2, (JI and (J2 are deterministic constants and /31 (-), /32 (-), al (-), a2 (.), a3 (-),

ko(.) and k3 (.) deterministic functions of time and WI, W 2 are independent Wiener

processes.

The following relations between the factors above, the underlying of the forward contract

S, and the short rate r, hold

In S (t) == Z1 (t)
1

r (t) == 2 [zi (t) + Z~ (t)] .

First, note that in this model we have general quadratic Q-dynamics with K(t) == 0 and

G(t) == 0 for all t. Secondly, ZI and Z2 are Z(q)-factors according to Definition 5.13,

so the term structure of bond prices will actually be quadratic in both these factors.

Finally, since Zl shows only linearly in the boundary condition In S == Zl (and Z2 does

not show up), we have cf(T) == 0 for all T and (Corollary 5.31) and ATS for forward

prices.

By now, one easily realizes that not all Z(q) factors will have a quadratic impact16 on

the forward prices term structure. In fact the Z(qLfactors should be interpreted has

16Recall Definition 5.2.
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the factors that, under the some regularity conditions, will have either a quadratic

impact only on the term structure of bond prices, or a quadratic impact only on the

term structure of forward prices, or on both term structures.

The only easy answer is given in the next Lemma.

lenlma 5.34. A factor Zi E z(q) for which Cfi(T) =I 0 at least for some T, has a

quadratic impact in the term structure of forward prices.

Proof. It follows from Cfi(T, T) == Cfi(T) and Definition 5.2. •
To understand the exact role of bond prices is the same as to understand the difference

between futures and forward prices term structures. The task is not an easy one and it

is complicated by the various relations that may exist among various types of factors

and because the same factors may be of different types depending on the specific term

structure we are looking at.

In the next section, we study the difference between futures and forward prices term

structures in the (stochastic) GQSR setting. Most results will be, however, of a quali

tative nature. Only in a very concrete situation it is possible to quantify this difference.

5.5 Futures versus Forward prices

As is well known, forward prices (with maturity T) are martingales under the T

forward measure, while futures prices are martingales under the risk-neutral measure

Q. Loosely speaking, this means that except for deterministic interest rates or full

separability between the factors related to the underlying of a forward contract (Z(u)

in Definition 5.24) and to the short rate (Z(p) in Definition 5.24), we have no reason to

believe that they are equal.

Despite this fact, and with the exception of the obvious equivalence between the two

prices in these extreme settings, few studies in the literature have analyzed the relation

between the two prices. We now show how the study of GQTS of futures prices is

somehow included in the study of GQTS of forward prices and analyze their relation

in a general quadratic short rate (GQSR) setting.

Generally speaking, the reason for this is that the system of ODEs in the second part

of Theorem 5.29 is equivalent to the one in Theorem 5.17 if we "delete" the terms

dependent on the bond price term structure (i.e. terms with Bp or Cp ). Thus the
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comparison of the systems of ODEs (5.31)-(5.33) and (5.44)-(5.46) should be useful in

understanding the difference between futures and forward prices.

The only point of caution is that the classification of factors in these two theorems is

not the same. We note that we typically have to deal with more factors in the term

structure of forward prices than in futures prices, since we also have to model the term

structure of bond prices.

Remark 5.35. In some situations there may be a GQTS for futures prices but not for

forward prices.

The following example may help to clarify this point.

Example 5.36. Consider the following two-factor model

where we have r(t) == ~ [Zl(t)2 + Zl(t)2] and the spot price, of the underlying to the

futures and forward contract, is given by S(t) == eb1Z1 (t)+b2 Z 2(t) .

In this model we have a linear boundary function hF and (J(t, z)(J(t, z) T, is also obvi

ously linear in z) so this model is compatible with an ATS for futures (there are only

z{l) factors according to Definition 5.15).

However, since the term structure of bond prices will be quadratic in both Zl and

Z2 (both Zl and Z2 are Z(q) hence Z(q) factors, Definitions 5.13 and 5.27), and the

volatility structure is not deterministic for both factors, we are not under the conditions

for a GQTS for bond prices and hence also not under the conditions for an or GQTS

for forward prices.

In the situations when futures prices have a GQTS but forward prices do not, the

comparison the ODEs systems (5.31)-(5.33) and (5.44)-(5.46) cannot help us, our goal

is this section is to compare the term structure of futures and forward prices when both

are GQTS.

Assumption 5.37. We are under the conditions for a GQTS for forward prices. 17

As we will see the following classification of factors will be useful.

17A consequence of Assumption 5.37 is that we also have GQTS for bond prices and for futures

prices.
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Definition 5.38. Consider that we are under the conditions for a GQTS of bond prices

and for a GQTS of futures prices. Then we have the following classification of factors.

• Zi is a z(qp) -factor if it has a quadratic impact on the term structure of bond

prices.

• Zi is a Z(lp) -factor if it a linear impact on the term structure of bond prices.

• Zi is a z(p) -factor if Zi E Z(qp) U Z(lp).

• Zi is a z(qu) -factor if it has a quadratic impact on the term structure of futures

prices.

• Zi is a z(lu) -factor if it has a linear impact on the term structure of futures prices.

• Zi is a Z(u) -factor if Zi E Z(qu) U Z(lu) .

Before we go on we note that given the a priori classification of factors for bond

and futures prices (Definitions 5.13 and 5.15, respectively), and under some regularity

conditions, we know which factors will have a linear or a quadratic impact. So, we do

not need to solve any system of ODEs to identify all the factors Z(qp), Z(lp), Z(qu) and

Z(lu). We also note that these classifications are not mutually exclusive. The following

example may help to illustrate this point.

Example 5.39. Consider the following naive 5-factor model

dZ1(t)

dZ2(t)

dZ3 (t)

dZ4(t)

dZs(t)

r(t)

hj(T, Z(t))

[131 + (llZl(t)] dt + ()l dW1(t)

[132 + (l2 Z3(t)] dt + ()2 dW2(t)

[133 + (l3 Z3(t)] dt + ()3 dW3(t)

[,84 + a4Z4(t)] dt + (J4V~Z2-2-(t-)+-Z-4(-t)dW4(t)

[13s + (lsZs(t)] dt + ()sdW5(t)

Z1 2(t) + Z22(t)

Z4(t) + ZS2(t)

where all Wi are independent Wiener processes.

According to Definition 5.38 we have the following classification of factors:

We now define various concepts of stochastic correlation.
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Definition 5.40. Any two stochastic Zi and Zj are said to be stochastic correlated in

a general quadratic ij-dynamics if (J(JT have the form in (5.15) and we have at least

one of the following conditions satisfied:

Deterministic correlation: there exist a t such that kOij (t) i= O.

Linear correlation: there exists a t and an u such that kUij(t) i= O.

Quadratic correlation: there exists a t and u, k such that gUkij(t) i= O.

The use of the name "correlated" in Definition 5.40 is justified by noting that off

diagonal terms in a volatility matrix will imply nonzero correlation between factors.

In the way we define correlation, any stochastic factor is correlated to itself but that a

deterministic process is not. This turns out to be a crucial point since only stochastic

factors may playa role in the difference between futures and forward prices. The next

example may help to clarify these concepts.

Example 5.41. Consider the following four-factor model

Zl(t) a1 0 0 0 Zl(t)

Z2(t)
d(t) + 0 a2 0 0 Z2(t)

dt + (J(t, Z(t))dWtd
Z3(t) 0 0 a3 0 Z3(t)

Z4(t) 0 0 0 a4 Z4(t)

with
ko k3

A. A.

0 0 0 0 (J2 0 0 Ocrl(J41

(J(t, Z(t))crT (t, Z(t)) ==
0 (J2 P23(J20"3 0 0 0 0 02 + Z3(t)
0 P23(J2(J3 cr2 0 0 0 0 03

0 0 0 0 60"1(14 0 0 cr2
4

g22
A.

(12 0 0 60"10"41

0 0 0 0
Z~(t).+

0 0 0 0

6(11(14 0 0 (12
4

In this case Z2 and Z3 are deterministicly correlated, while Zl and Z4 are both linearly

(via k 3) and quadraticly correlated (via g22).

We are now in conditions to our main result on the comparison between futures and

forward prices GQTS.
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Proposition 5.42. Consider a given underlying T-claim X. Given Definition 5.38,

there will be differences between the term structures of forward and futures prices for

X only if z(P) -factors are correlated with z(u) -factors.

Moreover, if z(p) -factors are correlated with Z(u)-factors, the following hold

• the term structure of futures and forward prices will differ in the quadratic term,

i.e. CF(t, T) =I- Cf(t, T) for some t, T, if at least one of the following conditions

hold:

(i) Z(qp) -factors are deterministicly correlated with z(qu) -factors

(ii) Z(lp) -factors are quadraticly correlated with Z(lu) -factors.

• the term structure of futures and forward prices will differ in the linear term, i. e.

BF(t, T) =I- Bf(t, T) for some t, T, if at least one of the following conditions hold:

(iii) CF(t, T) =I- Cf(t, T) at least for some t, T

(iv) z(qp) -factors are deterministicly correlated with Z(lu) -factors

(v) Z(qu)-factors are deterministicly correlated with Zelp)-factors

(vi) Z(lp) -factors are linearly correlated with Z(lf) -factors.

• the term structure of futures and forward prices will differ in the deterministic

term, i. e. A F(t, T) f- A f (t, T) for some t, T, if at least one of the following

conditions hold:

(vii) Cp(t, T) =I- Cf(t, T) at least for some t, T

(viii) BF(t, T) =I- Bf(t, T) at least for some t, T

(ix) Z(lp) are deterministicly correlated with Z(lu) -factors.

Proof. Consider that Bp, Cp , BF and CF solve (5.23), (5.24),(5.32) and (5.33), re

spectively. If any of the conditions (i)-(ii) hold, CF is not a solution for (5.46), since
- T -

Cfko(t)Cp =J. 0, or B f G(t)Bp =I 0 at least for some t, T and, under those conditions,

the equations (5.33) and (5.46) are not the same. Otherwise Cf and CF have the

same ODE so Cf == CF solves (5.46). If any of the conditions (iii)-(vi) hold, BF is

not a solution for (5.45), since CF f- Cf, or 13f
T

K(t)Bp =I- 0, or Cfko(t)Bp =I- 0 or

Cpko(t)Bf =I- 0 at least for son1e t, T and under those conditions the equations (5.32)

and (5.45) are not the same. Otherwise, Bf and BF have the same ODE so Bf == BF

solves (5.45). If any of the conditions (vii)-(ix) hold, AF is not a solution for (5.44),
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since CF =1= Cf or BF =1= Bf or BJko(t)Bp =1= 0 at least for some t, T and under those

conditions the equations (5.31) and (5.44) are not the same. Otherwise, Af and AF

have the same ODE so Af = Ap solves (5.44).

•
Unfortunately, Proposition 5.42 gives us only qualitative differences. Given the com

plexity of the matrix system of ODEs, it is impossible to quantify the differences when

they occur in the quadratic or the linear terms. However, if the difference occurs only

in the deterministic term, we can explicitly compute it. In that case, we say that the

forward and futures prices differ by a deterministic adjustment term.

Proposition 5.43. Consider the classification of factors in Definition 5.38. If the

only correlations (as defined by Definition 5.40) between Z(p) and Z(u) factors are via

deterministic correlations of Z(lp) and Z(lu) factors) then the term structures of futures

and forward prices differ by a deterministic adjustment term D(t, T), and we have

Hf(t, z, T) = D(t, T)HF(t, z, T) with D(t, T) == e{ft Bj (s,T)TkO(s)Bp (s,T)ds}.

Proof. Proposition 5.42 show that the impact is only deterministic. The exact form of

the adjustment term D(t, T) follows form the fact that both (5.44) and (5.31) case be

solved by simple integration and we have

Aj(t,T) = Ap(t,T) + iT Bj(s, T)Tko(s)Bp(s, T)ds.

•
To give an example of the use of Proposition 5.43 we can simply say that, as long as

its conditions are satisfied, one can extend results from futures prices to forward prices

by simply considering the adjustment term D(t, T).

As far as the conditions themselves are concerned, even though they may seem quite

restrictive given the generality of the previous sections, in practice they are actually not

that restrictive: most multi-factor models previously studied in the literature assume

constant volatility structure for the factors (so only deterministic correlations) and

most studies are preformed in an affine interest rate setting. Note that these two

conditions are even more restrictive than those of Proposition 5.43.

We now apply the results on GQTS of futures and forward prices and their connections

to some models previously studied in the literature as well as to some original models.
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5.6 Applications

5.6.1 Schwartz spot price with Vasicek short rate

221

We consider a spot price S driven by a Schwartz (1997) type of model and a short

rate process following the Hull and White (1990) extension of the Vasicek model.

Furthermore, we consider both processes to be deterministicly correlated.

Hence, we have

dS(t)

dr(t)

dWs(t)dWr(t)

[f3(t) + a(t) In S(t)] S(t)dt + o-s(t)S(t)dWs(t)

[b(t) - ar(t)] dt + o-rdWr(t)

p(t)dt

The parameters a and (Jr are considered to be deterministic constants, all others are

allowed to be deterministic functions of time.

The factors that we consider are Z = (~), for Y = InS, and we have hj(T, Z(T)) =

eY(T) == S(T). Thus, our state variable dynamics in a multi-dimensional framework

are:

dZ(t) == [([3(t) - ~(J;(t)) + (a(t) 0) Z(t)] dt + (o-.(t) / 0 ) dW(t).
b(t) 0 -a p(t)o-r V 1 - p(t)(Jr

Given the dynamics of Z, we start by recalling the Hull and White extension of the

Vasicek model of the short rate allows for an ATS of bond prices with

We can also check, using Definition 5.15, that we have only Z(l) factors and thus an

ATS for futures prices. For ATS, AF and BF satisfy the system (5.31)-(5.32), which

in our case becomes

{ ()~F + (f3(t) - ~(J;(t) b(t)) B
F

+ ~B] (o-;(t) P(t)o-s(t)o-r) B
2 p(t)o-s(t)o-r 0-; f

AF(T, T)

o

o
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of forward vs. futures prices term structure. Parameter values:

St == 25,a == -0.3,,8 == -a In(St} ,O's == 0.3, rt == 0.05,O'r == 0.01, a == 0.2, b == art,

p == 0.1.

aBF + (a(t) 0) B
F

0
at O-a

(0
1
)BF(T, T)

The solutions are given by

(

B(Y)(t T))
B t T - F ,

F(, ) - B~)(t, T)

and

The term structure of forward prices could likewise be obtained by noting that both

Y and rare Z(l) factors (according to Definition 5.27) and solving the system of ODEs

(5.44)-(5.45). Alternatively, since there are only deterministic correlations and Y E

Zlu while r E Zip, we could use Proposition 5.43 and compute forward prices term
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structures using the adjustment term. In our case,
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For specified 13(·), a(·), p(.) and (ls(') exact solutions can be obtained. In the particular

case where 13, a, p and ()s are deterministic constants we have

F(t, T)

f(t, T)

Figure 5.1 illustrates the difference between forward and futures prices for concrete

parameter values.

5.6.2 Two-factor model with QTS for bond Prices

Consider the following model

dZl (t)

dZ2(t)

dW1(t)dW2(t)

S(t)

r(t)

[131 (t) - a1Z1 (t)] dt + (lldWI (t)

[132(t) - aZZ2(t)] dt + (l2dW2(t)

Odt
eZ1(t)

1
2 [Z; (t) + z~(t)]

where at, a2, (II and (12 are deterministic constants and 131 (.) and f32 (.) deterministic

functions of time.

Taking Z = (~:) we have

dZ(t) == [(131 (t)) + (-a1
132 (t) 0

o ) Z(t)] dt + (0"1 0) dW(t) .
-a2 0 (12

Concerning the interest rate setting this model was also considered in Chapter 2, hence,
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we can use the solutions for Bp and Cp previously obtained:

(

C(11) (t, T) 0 )
o C(22)(t,T)

1 - e2,1 (T-t)

2(al +'1) (e2')'1(T-t) -1) +4'1

o

i == 1,2

o
1 - e2'2 (T-t)

where'i == Ja; + cy; for i == 1,2.

In this case, despite the fact that we have a QTS for bond prices, we have a linear

boundary function and a deterministic volatility structure so will have ATS for both

futures and forward prices. Moreover, since Zl E [Z(qp) n ZluJ and is (obviously)

deterministicly correlated to itself (recall Definitions 5.38 and 5.40), we know that the

term structures of futures and forward prices will differ in both the deterministic and

the linear terms. Taking the (more complex) case of forward prices, A f and Bf should

solve system of ODEs (5.44)-(5.45), which becomes

+BT (CYi 0) (B~l)(t,T)) 0
f 0 cy~ B~l) (t, T)

Af(T, T) 0

BB (C(U)(t T) 0 ) (2 0)
fJtf + 2 Po' C~22) (t, T) ~1 IJ"~ Bf

o
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(

B(1)(t T))
and the solutions are given by Bf(t, T) = f 0' where

B}l)(t, T) exp { (X1(T - t) - 2a-i iT G~l1)(S,T)dS}

Af(t,T) iT ,81(S)BY)(s,T)ds+~a-iiT [B}l)(s,T)f ds

+a-i iT B}l)(S, T)B~l)(S, T)ds.

Given the dependence Bf on Cp , we must rely on numerical integration to obtain both

Bf and Af .

The futures price term structure is in this case is given by (note that both terms are

different)

BF(t, T) = (eD:l~-t)) AF(t, T) = iT ,81 (s )eD:l(T-s)ds + ~a-i iT [eD:l(T-S)] 2 ds.

5.6.3 A QTS model for forward and futures prices

Consider a model specified by the following equations

dZ1(t)

dZ2(t)

dr(t)

{31 (t)dt + 0"1 (t)dW1(t)

(32(t)dt + 0"2 (t)dW2 (t)

[b(t) - ar(t)] dt + O"rdW3(t)

WI, W2 and W3 are independent Wiener processes.

The parameters a,O"r, Ql, Q2, 91, 92 are considered to be deterministic constants but all

others are allowed to be deterministic functions of time.

The factors that we consider are Z = (;:) and, as boundary condition, we have that

hf(T, Z(T)) = exp {ql [ZI(T)]2 + q2 [Z2(T)]2 + 91 Z1(T) + 92Z2(T) + f(T)} = S(T) .

So,
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Given the dynamics of Z and recalling that the Hull and White extension of the Vasicek

model of the short rate allows an ATS of bond prices with

( 0)Bp(t, T) == 0

~ { e-a(T-t) - I}

Since Z(p) == {r} and Z(u) == {Zl, Z2} (check Definition 5.38), and the factors Z(p) are

not correlated to the factors Z(u), the term structures of futures and forward prices will

be the same, i.e., we have Ap(t, T) == Af(t, T), Bp(t, T) == Bf(t, T) and Cp(t, T) ==

Cf(t,T). The forward prices system (equal do the futures price system) is:

(

o-i(t) 0 0 )
b(t)) Bf + ~BJ 0 (J~(t) 0 Bf

o 0 0-;

{ (

o-i(t)

+tr Cf ~

o
o-~ (t)

o
o
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(0 0 o) (Ui(t) 0

~) Cf8~f +2 00 o Cf +2Cf 0 ()~ (t) 0

o ° -a 0 0 (J"2
r

(~
0

~)Cj(T,T) q2

°
The solutions are given by

(
C~ll) (t, T) O~0)

Cf(t, T) == 0 C~22) (t, T)

a a

where for i == 1,2,

and

and

For specified (31 (.) ,{32 (-), (J"l ('), (J"2 (.) and f (.) exact solutions can be obtained.

In the particular case where {31 ,{32, (J"1, (}2 and f are deterministic constants we have

the exact expressions

f(t, T) == F(t, T)

where

exp {t 1 _ is;~~ _ t) (Z;(t))2} x exp {tM;(t, T)}

x exp { t (2{J; [ql (T - t) +:i (1 - is;) In (1 - is;)] Z; (t)) }
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and with

5.7 Concluding remarks

This chapter investigates the term structures of futures and forward prices when we

assume that these prices are functions of a finite dimensional state process. The GQTS

is a considerable generalization of the literature on the term structure of both futures

and forward prices.

Motivated by the fact that forward prices are martingales under measures where bond

prices are numeraires, we exploit the relationship between bond prices and forward

prices. We show, on the one hand, that bond prices will only playa role in the term

structure of forward prices through stochastic correlations. On the other hand, we show

that if they do playa role, volatility-restricted GQTS of bond prices are consistent with

ATS of forwards while the non-restricted version is only consistent with QTS of forward

prices.

Finally we show that, in some sense, the study of the GQTS of futures prices is included

in the study of the GQTS of forward prices. Their difference is related to the impact
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that bond prices may have on the term structure of forward prices. We qualify this

difference in a quadratic short rate setting and provide a quantification for situations

where the two term structures differ only by a deterministic adjustment term.

The examples section highlights the applicability of the theoretical results derived.

We conclude by pointing out that the GQTS results presented here can be (almost

directly) applied to study term structures of any martingale either under the risk

neutral measure or the forward measure, besides futures and forward prices.
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Chapter 6

Finite Dimensional Realizations of

FPM

"In the end, a theory is accepted not because it is confirmed by conventional empirical

tests, but because researchers persuade one another that it is correct and relevant. "

Fisher Black, 1986.

In this chapter we study a fairly general Wiener driven model for the term

structure of forward prices. The model, under a fixed martingale mea

sure, (Q, is described by using two infinite dimensional stochastic differential

equations (SDEs). The first system is a standard HJM model for (forward)

interest rates, driven by a multidimensional Wiener process W. The second

system is an infinite SDE for the term structure of forward prices on some

specified underlying asset driven by the same W.

We are primarily interested in the forward prices. However, since for any

fixed maturity T, the forward price process is a martingale under the T

forward neutral measure, the zero coupon bond volatilities will enter into

the drift part of the SDE for these forward prices. The interest rate system

is, thus, needed as input into the forward price system.

Given this setup we use the Lie algebra methodology of Bjork et al. to

investigate under what conditions on the volatility structure of the forward

prices and/or interest rates, the inherently (doubly) infinite dimensional

SDE for forward prices can be realized by a finite dimensional Markovian

state space model.

231
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6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we study forward price models and, in particular, we want to under

stand when the inherently infinite forward price process can be realized by means of a

(Markovian) finite state space model.

As we saw in the previous chapter, term structures of forward prices are more complex

than term structures of interest rates or term structures of futures prices. The extra

complexity is due to the fact that forward prices, with maturity T, are martingales un

der the T-forward measure, QT. Under such T-forward measures, zero-coupon bonds

(with maturity T) are numeraires, which implies that zero-coupon bond price volatili

ties will enter into the dynamics of forward prices. Consequently, in general, the term

structures of forward prices cannot be studied in isolation; they must be studied under

some interest rate setting and a needed input to the term structures of forward price

is the term structure of interest rates.

We model the dynamics directly under the risk-neutral measure Q and our forward

price model is described by using two infinite dimensional stochastic differential equa

tions (SDEs), one defining the interest rate setting, and the other defining the forward

contract setting. For the interest rate setting we consider a standard HJM model for

(forward) interest rates, driven by a multidimensional Wiener process W. For the for

ward contract setting we use the QT-martingale property of forward prices and the

bond prices dynamics induced by the interest rate setting to get a second infinite SDE

for the term structure of forward prices on a specified underlying asset. Without loss

of generality, we consider that the Wiener process W is the same for both SDEs.

The theoretical literature on the term structure of forward prices is not substantial

and has mainly focused on understanding under what conditions - on the dynamics of

the state space variables (which are assumed to be finite) - the term structure is of an

a priori given specific functional form. Included in this traditional approach are the

studies on affine and quadratic term structures of forward prices of Chapter 5.

In this chapter we choose a fundamentally different approach. We do not assume that

the state space model is finite, nor that the term structure of forward prices is of a

given specific functional form. Instead, we try to understand under what conditions,

in terms of the volatility of forward prices and interest rates, we can have a finite

dimensional realization (FDR) for the term structure models of forward prices.

This more systematic way of thinking about term structures was proposed by Bjork
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and Christensen (1999) and Bjork and Svensson (2001), and a more geometric way of

thinking about FDR of term structures was then introduced. The main technical tool

of these studies is the Frobenius Theorem, and the main result is that there exists an

FDR if, and only if, the Lie algebra generated by the drift and diffusion terms of the

underlying infinite dimensional (Stratonovich) SDE is finite dimensional. Filipovic and

Teichmann (2003) and Filipovic and Teichmann (2002) increased the applicability of

the geometrical approach by showing how the theory can be extended to even more

general settings than initially considered. Finally, Bjork and Landen (2002) addressed

the question of the actual construction of finite dimensional realizations, making this

geometrical analysis interesting also from an application point of view.

The main area of application of these ideas has been (forward) interest rate term

structures, which was the object of study in all the above-mentioned papers (for a

review study on the geometry of interest rate models, see also Bjork (2004b)). More

recently this geometric machinery has also been applied to study the term structure

of futures prices (see Bjork, Blix, and Landen (2004)). To the best of our knowledge,

these techniques have not yet been applied to study forward prices (or any other QT_

martingales). In the present chapter we, thus, take this next natural step.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We adapt the geometrical analysis of term structures to the case of doubly infinite

systems.

• We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an FDR of

forward rate term structure models.

• Given that such conditions are satisfied, we derive the dynamics of the underlying

finite state space variable.

The paper is organized as follows.

In Section 4.2 we present the basic setup, derive the doubly infinite SDE that will be

the object of study and present the main questions to be answered. Section 6.3 explains

the method of analysis and adapts important results from the previous literature.

Sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 are devoted to the actual study of forward price n10dels

answering the questions proposed.

Section 6.7 summarizes our main conclusions and discusses the applicability of the

results.
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6.2 Setup

The main goal of this study is the study of forward prices in a general stochastic

interest rate setting.

We consider a financial market living on a filtered probability space (0, F, (Q, (Ft)t2::o)
carrying an m-dimensional Wiener process W. For reasons that will soon become clear,

the main assets we consider are forward contracts (written on some given underlying

asset under consideration) and zero-coupon bonds1
.

Let fo(t, T) denote the forward prices at time t of a forward contract maturing at time

T, and Po(t, T) denote the price at time t of a zero-coupon bond maturing at time T.

Besides the trivial boundary conditions

fo(T, T) S(T)

Po(t, T) 1

where S is the price process of the underlying asset to the forward contract, arbitrage

arguments yields

fo(t, T) == Ef [fo(T, T)]

(6.1)

(6.2)

where R is the short rate of interest and IE,~ [.J, lE[ [.J denote, respectively, expectations,

conditional on F t , under the martingale measure Q and under the forward martingale

measure QT.

It is also well-known that under deterministic interest rate settings, or complete orthog

onality between the underlying and the interest rate random sources, forward prices

are the same as futures prices (a similar but conceptually different contract).

In this study we focus on forward prices and, in particular, we are interested in ana

lyzing the settings where they are not equivalent to futures prices. Our analysis will,

therefore, assume stochastic interest rates and that there are at least some common

radom sources driving both the interest rates and the underlying to the forward con

tract.

In our context, a forward price model is, thus, only fully defined once we have specified

both forward prices dynamics and interest rates dynamics under a same measure (which

1Recall the definitions of bond and forward contracts from Section 1.1.1
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we choose to be Q) and assumed that these two dynamics are, at least partially, driven

by common elements of our multidimensional Wiener process.

Before we present in detail our setting, we start by reparameterizing our variables. A

more suitable parameterization for our purposes is the so called Musiela parameteri

zation (Brace and Musiela (1994) and Musiela (1993)). Under the Musiela parameter

ization, forward prices and bond prices are given in tern1S of t and x, where x denotes

time to maturity, in contrast to T which defined time of maturity. Therefore, we will

use

f(t, x) == fo(t, t + x)

6.2.1 The interest rate curve

p (t, x) == Po (t, t + x) (6.3)

We consider a standard HJM model for the (forward) interest rates, driven by a multi

dimensional Wiener process W. Using the Musiela parameterization the dynamics for

the interest rates,.under (Q, are given by2

where a(t, x) is a given adapted process in ~m and T denotes transpose.

From the relation between (forward) interest rates and bond prices, we can derive the

bond price CQ-dynamics.

lemma 6.1. Assume the (forward) interest rates dynamics in (6.4). Then the dy

namics of the zero-coupon bond prices, using the Musiela parameterization, is given

by

dp(t, x) == {R(t) - r(t, x)} p(t, x)dt + p(t, x)v(t, x)dWt

where R is the short interest rate3 and the bond prices' volatility, v, is obtained from

the (forward) interest rate volatilities as

and hence also adapted.

v(t, x) = -lx

rJ"(t, s)ds (6.5)

2For a textbook treatment of HJM models and the Musiela parameterization for such models, see

Bjork (2004a).
3Recall that in the Musiela parametrization the short rate of interest is R(t) = r(t, 0).
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Proof. Recall the standard relation between (forward) interest rates and bond prices

- r r(t,s)ds
p(t, X) == e io .

Let us set y(t,x) == - JoXr(t,s)ds. Applying the It6lemma we get

dy(t,x) = -lx

dr(t,s)ds

-1x

[ (:s r(t, s) + a(t, s)1s

aT(t, U)dU) dt + a(t, S)dWt] ds

-1x

~ r(t, s)dsdt - 1a(t, s)1s

aT(t, u)dudsdt -1x

a(t, s)ds dW;
'-v--'"

v(t,x)

[~-r(t,x)-1 a(t,s)1s

aT(t'U)dUdS] dt+v(t,x)dWt

R(t)

The result follows from dp(t, x) == p(t, x)dy(t, x) + ~p(t, x) [dy(t, X)]2 and by notting

that

a(t, x)1x

aT(t, u)du

1x

a(t, s)1x

aT(t, u)duds

•
6.2.2 The forward price curve

Since the forward prices are QT-martingales (recall (6.2)), we assume QT-dynamics of

the form

dfo(t, T) == fo(t, T)ryo(t, T)dWt
T

where we also take ryo to be a given adapted process.

(6.6)

Here we use the fact that martingales have zero drift. Note however that, by choosing

to model the forward price dynamics as in (6.6), forward prices with different maturities

T are modeled under a different martingale measures QT.

Reparameterizing using f (t, x) == fa (t, t + x) give us

df(t, x) = {:Xf(t, x) } dt + f(t, xh(t, x)dWr
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where T = t + x and 'Y(t, x) = 'Yo(t, T).
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It will also simplify matters if we work with the logarithm of forward prices instead of

the forward prices themselves. Thus setting

we have

q(t, x) = In f (t, x) (6.7)

(6.8)

Note that analyzing the logarithm of forward prices is equivalent to analyzing the

forward prices themselves, as we can always use (6.7) to transfer any results on the

logarithm of forward prices into results on forward prices.

Finally, to obtain the dynamics of (the logarithm) of forward prices, under the risk

neutral martingale measure, Q, we use the change of numeraire technique (introduced in

Geman, El Karoui, and Rochet (1995)). Denoting by L the Radon-Nikodym derivative,

dQ
L(t) = dQT

and recalling the money account B is the numeraire under (Q, we have in Musiela

parameterization
B(t)

L(t) = p(O, T)-(-)
p t,x

where x == T - t.

Thus, the dynamics of our likelihood process L are given by

dL(t) == L(t) {-v(t, x)} dWt
T

i.e., the Girsanov kernel, for the transition from QT to Q, is the symmetric of the

volatility of zero-coupon bond price with maturity T or, equivalently, with time to

maturity x == T - t.

Using the above Girsanov kernel, we can easily obtain the (logarithm of) forward prices

Q-dynamics from (6.8), that is

dq(t, x) = {:xq(t, x) - ~ 11i,(t, x) 11 2
- 'Y(t, x)vT (t, x) } dt + 'Y(t, x)dWt (6.9)

where, w.l.o.g., we can take W to be multidimensional and the same as in (6.4).

Taking a geometrically oriented interpretation of equations (6.4) and (6.9), we can see

each of these equations as infinite dimensional objects. The main infinite dimensional
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object under study in this chapter is (the logarithm) of the forward price curve, i.e.,

the curve x -+ q(t, x). This object, however, for general adapted processed (j and "/

may depend on, the interest rate curve, i.e., the curve x -+ r(t, x), another infinite

dimensional object.

In principle, both adapted processes (j and 'Y could depend on q and r. It seems,

however, unrealistic to assume that a forward price on a specific underlying (be it the

price of a stock, or any other asset) should influence the interest rate volatility.

The opposite is true for forward prices. As mentioned before, these prices are only

interesting to study in stochastic interest rate settings. This tell us that, maybe, it is

realistic that the forward price volatility depends on the interest rates' curve.

With this basic intuition in mind we set some more structure on the volatility processes

(j and "/.

Assumption 6.2. The adapted processes ,,/(t, x), and (j(t, x) have the following func

tional form in terms of rand q

,,/(t, x)

o-(t, x)

,,/(qt, rt, x)

a(rt, x)

(6.10)

(6.11)

where, with a slight abuse of notation, the r. h. s. occurrence of 'Y and a denotes deter

ministic mappings

'Y 1iq x 1ir x ]R+ -+ IRm

a 1ir x IR+ -7 JRm.

where 1-lq and 1ir are special Hilbert spaces of functions where forward price curves and

interest rate curves live, respectively. 4

Note that by imposing Assumption 6.2, (j does not depend on qt (the logarithm of the

forward price process) and that we restrict ourselves to the study of time homogenous

models. Extensions to non-homogeneous models have been considered in Bjork, Blix,

and Landen (2004) and turn out to be straightforward generalization of the homoge

neous results.

From now on we will use the short-hand notation qt == q(t, x), rt == r(t, x) where we

suppress the x-dependence. This shorter notation will be helpful when the expressions

get messy, and it is also more intuitive from a geometrical point of view.

4Por details on the construction of the Hilbert spaces H q and H r we refer to Bjork and Svensson

(2001), Pilipovic and Teichmann (2003) and Pilipovic and Teichmann (2002).
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Using the short-hand notation and Assun1ption 6.2, we can rewrite equations (6.4)-(6.9)

as

{
I 2 T}Fqt - "2 11 ,(qt, rt) II - ,(qt, rt)v (rt) dt + ,(qt, rt)dWt

{Frt - (J(rt)vT (rt) } dt + a(rt)dWt

(6.12)

(6.13)

where F = :x and we can interpret the entire system as an object Ii = (qt , 'rt) T E

Hq x Hr.

As we can see from equations (6.12)-(6.13), the interest rates equation (6.13) does not

depend on the forward prices equation (6.12), so the interest rates curve r exist and

can be studied in isolation. For a survey study on the geometry of interest rate models

see Bjork (2004b). In contrast to this, the (logarithm of the) forward price equation

(6.12), is linked to the interest rate equation (6.13) through 'Y(q, r) and/or v(r) 5. This

means, that in general, to study forward prices we will have to study the entire system

(6.12)-(6.13).

In the following analysis we will refer to forward price equation when referring only

to (6.12), to interest rate equation when referring only to (6.13), and to forward price

model when referring to the entire system (6.12)-(6.13).

We can now formulate our main problems.

6.2.3 Main Problems

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Under what conditions we have Markovian forward prices?

Is it possible to have a finite realization for the forward prices equa

tion (6.12) but not for interest rates equation (6.13)?

When can the inherently infinite forward price system (6.12)-(6.13) be

realized by means of a finite dimensional state space model?

Problem 4 In the cases when a finite dimensional realization (FDR) exists, can

we determine the finite dimensional state space model?

The next section introduces the method of analysis.

5Given the definition of the bond price volatility, v, in (6.5), if a(t, x) = a(rt, x) then also v(t, x) =

v(rt,x).
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6.3 Method and Existing results

In this section we describe the general method we will use to attack the presented

problems.

The method relies on geometric results from differential geometry and was firstly ap

plied to finance in Bjork and Christensen (1999) and Bjork and Svensson (2001). In

this section, we adapt the framework of Bjork and Christensen (1999) and Bjork and

Svensson (2001) to our doubly-infinite system case.

To be able to apply the concepts and intuitions of ordinary differential geometry to

(stochastic) Ito calculus, we need to rewrite the analysis in terms of Stratonovich

integrals instead of Ito integrals.6

Given the volatility mappings 'Y : 1iq x 1ir x ~+ --+ IRm and () : 1ir x ~+ --+ ~m from

Assumption 6.2, the forward prices equation will, in general, depend on the interest

rate curve. Thus, our main object of study will be a Stratonovich forward price system

of the following form:

(6.14)

where ij = [~] E Hq x Hr.

In special cases, the forward price dynamics may be independent of the interest rate

curve, then our object of study is the Stratonovich forward price equation,

(6.15)

where q E 1iq , and we say that the (logarithm of) forward prices is Markovian.

When referring to the forward price model we refer to either (6.14) or (6.15), depending

on the circumstances.

In this study, we will consider these two possibilities.

Let us begin by specifying exactly what we mean with a finite dimensional realization

for the forward prices generated by volatilities.

6Recall discussion on Section 1.2.2.
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Definition 6.3. We say that the doubly-infinite SDE (6.14) has a (local) d-dimensional

realization at Ijo == (qO , rO)T, if there exists a point Zo E Rd , smooth vector fields

0-, hI ... ,hm on some open subset Z of Rd and a smooth (sub manifold) map G : Z---+
1tq x 1tr , such that ij == (q , r)T has a local representation

i.e., a.s.

where Z is the strong solution of the d-dimensional Stratonovich SDE

{

dZt == O-(Zt) + b(Zt) 0 dWt

Zo == Zo
(6.16)

and where W is the same as in (6.14).

Likewise, we say that the SDE (6.15) has a (local) n-dimensional realization at qO, if

there exist Zo E JRn, smooth vector fields a, b1 ... ,bm on some open subset Z of JRn and

a smooth (sub manifold) map G : Z ---+ 1-lq , such that q has a local representation

where Z is the strong solution of the d-dimensional Stratonovich SDE

{

dZt ==

Zo == Zo

where W is the same as in (6.15).

(6.17)

If the SDE under analysis, (6.14) or (6.15), has a finite dimensional realization (FDR),

we say that our forward rate model admits a FDR.

The method of studying existence and construction of FDR for forward price models,

relies on some basic concepts from infinite dimensional differential geometry, previously

introduced, in Section 1.2.2 of the preliminaries chapter.

The Hilbert space under analysis will be either 7-lq when studying Markovian forward

prices or 7-lq x 1-lr when dealing with the entire forward price system.

We can now adapt two important theorems from Bjork and Svensson (2001) to our

forward price problem. The first theorem gives us the general necessary and sufficient

conditions for existence of a FDR.
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Theorem 6.4 (Bjork and Svensson). Consider the SDE in (6.14) and denote 1'1, ... ,1'm

and 0"1, ... ,O"m the elements of l' and (J", respectively. Assume that the dimension of

the Lie algebra

{[::] ,[::] , .. 0' [::] LA
is constant near the initial point qO == (qO , rO) T E Hq x Hr.

Then (6.14) possesses an FDR if and only if

in a neighborhood of qo.

Likewise, for Markovian forward prices we consider the SDE (6.15), and assume that

the dimension of the lie algebra of {IL, /1, ... , 'I'm} LA is constant near qO E H q . Then

(6.15) possesses and FDR if and only if

dim {IL, /1, ... , 1'm}LA < CXJ

Remark 6.5. To shorten notation we will sometimes use { [::] , [:] } LA instead of

{ [::] , [::] "0" [::] LA and {JL, ~hA instead oj{JL, ~b"" ~m}LA 0

The second theorem gives us a parameterization of the curves produced by the forward

price model and is a crucial step to the understanding of the construction algorithm.

Theorem 6.6 (Bjork and Svensson). Assume that the Lie algebra {[::] , [:]} LA

is spanned by the smooth vector fields iI, ... ,Jd in Hq x Hr.

Then, for the initial point Ijo = (gO, rO) T, all forward price and interest rate curves

produced by the model will belong to the manifold 9 E 1tq x 1tr , which can be parame

terized as 9 == Im[G], where

(6.18)

and where the operator efiZi is given in Definition 1.45.

Likewise, in the case of Markovian forward prices, and assuming that the Lie algebra

{IL, l'} LA is spanned by the smooth vector fields II, ... ,fd in 1{q. Then, for the initial
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point qO, all forward price curves produced by the model will belong to the manifold

9 E 1t, which can be parameterized as 9 == Im[G] , where

(6.19)

and where the operator eJizi is given in Definition 1.45.

The manifolds 9 and g in the above theorem are obviously invariant under the forward

price model dynamics. Therefore, they will be referred to as the invariant manifolds

in the sequel. Gand G are, thus, local parameterizations of the invariant manifolds 9
and g, respectively.

The construction algorithm introduced in Bjork and Landen (2002) is based on idea

that, if we are in the case when the forward price system generated by the volatilities

'Y : 1tq x 1tr x ~+ ~ JRm and (J : 1tr x ~+ ~ ~m admits a FDR, we have

and for

dZ == a(Z)dt + b(Z) 0 dWt ,

it must hold that

(6.20)

Equivalently for Markovian forward prices, if forward price model generated by "y

1tq x R+ ~ Rm admits a FDR, then we have

q == G(Z)

and or

dZ == a(Z)dt + b(Z) 0 dWt ,

it must hold that,

(6.21)

Since we can compute Gand G from (6.18) and (6.19), we can solve the system (6.20)

for a and b, or the system (6.21) for a and b. We note that the equations in (6.20) and

(6.21) do not necessarily have unique solutions, but it is enough to find one solution.

Note also that by solving (6.20) or (6.21), we obtain the Stratonovich dynamics of our

FDR. The Ito dynamics, (which, in general, looks nicer) can be easily obtained using

(1.8).
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6.3.1 Strategy of analysis

In the next few sections we will address our four main problems.

In Section 6.4, we answer our problem one characterizing the settings when forward

prices are Markovian. As it turns out, during this analysis, we will also be able to give

a partial answer to problem two.

In Section 6.5, we study existence and construction of FDR for Markovian forward

prices.

In Section 6.6, we deal with the cases when forward prices are not Markovian, studying

existence and construction of FDR for the entire forward price system. Studying the

entire system we are able to give a complete answer to question two.

In sections 6.5 and 6.6, problems three and four we will be answered following the

scheme.

• Choose a number of vector fields fo, fl, ... that spans the Lie-algebra we are

interested on. For that purpose Lemma 1.44 is useful to help simplifying the

vector fields.

• Conclude under what conditions our Lie-algebra is of finite dimension in view of

Theorem 6.4.

• Assuming that those conditions hold, compute a local parameterization of the

invariant manifold using Theorem 6.6.

• Given that parameterization, solve a system of equations of the type (6.20) or

(6.21) to obtain the finite state variables dynan1ics.

6.4 On the Existence of Markovian Forward Prices

Having described the setup and the general method, we now start our analysis.

Recall that our n1ain object of study is the forward price system

{

dqt = {Fqt - ~Ih,(q~, rt)11 2
- 'Y(qt, rt)vTh)} dt + 'Y(qt, rt)dWt

drt == {Frt - u(rt)v (rt)} dt + u(rt)dWt

8 (X
where F = ax and v(x,r) = - in lJ(s,r)ds.

(6.22)
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Before we go on, and to exclude patholigical cases from the analysis, we need to impose

a regularity condition on forward price models.

Assumption 6.7. If li(qt, rt) =I- 0 for some i E {I" .. ,m}, then the following regularity

condition holds:

Given Assumption 6.7 and by mere inspection of (6.22), we see that the answer to

our first problem - on whether forward prices can be studied without considering the

interest rate equation - is yes if and only if the terms I(qt, rt) and I(qt, rt)vT (rt) do

not depend on rt.

Remark 6.8. The (logarithm of the) forward price equation is Markovian if and only

if the mappings I : 1tq x 1tr x JR+ ~ JRm and ,VT : 1tq x 1-lr x JR+ ~ JRm are constant

w.r.t. r.

The first condition - that I cannot depend on r - is quite straightforward, but let us

take a moment to understand what ",vT constant w.r.t. to r" really means.

Given that I is not dependent on r, does this mean that v must also be independent

of r? The answer to this question is trivially no, when we take into consideration the

fact that both I and v are multidimensional. The exercise of explaining this answer,

however, helps to establish crucial notation.

Recall that our m- dimensional Wiener process W drives both forward prices and

interest rates, and that a multidimensional Wiener process can be seen as a vector of

scalar independent Wiener processes. With this in mind, it is possible to understand

that, depending on the applications, we may face all the following situations.

• The scalar Wiener processes driving interest rates are orthogonal to the scalar

Wiener processes driving the forward prices;

• The scalar Wiener processes driving interest rates and forward prices are the

same;

• A part of the scalar Wiener processes driving the interest rates also drives the

forward prices (or vice versa);

• Interest rates and forward prices are partially driven by orthogonal scalar Wiener

processes and partial driven by the same Wiener processes.
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Without loss of generality, we can reorder the scalar Wiener processes inside a mul

tidimensional Wiener process. Assumption 6.9 bellow, give us the reordering we will

assume for our multidimensional Wiener process W.

Assumption 6.9. The Q- Wiener process, W, driving both the forward prices and the

interest rates is m-dimensional, and the same for both processes. Furthermore, we

suppose that W has been reordered as

where W A , W B and We are, possibly multidimensional, Wiener process such that

• W A drives only the forward prices qi

• W B drives only the interest rates r,

• We drives both forward prices q and interest rates r.

Finally we establish that i E A means" Wi is a element of wA
ii, and similarly for

i E Band i E C.

Assumption 6.9 has obvious implications for the matrices, and (J which become then

of the following form.

l' ['YA 0 'Ye]

a- [0 a-B a-e ]

thus, using v(x,r) = -lx

a-(s,r)ds, we have

v = [0 VB ve] 1

and

From this we see that requiring, and ,vT independent of r, is nothing but requiring

that, ,A, ,e and ve do not depend on r.

The important point here is that no condition is imposed on (JB.

We can now restate Remark 6.8, using the notation introduced by Assumption 6.9.
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Lemma 6.10. Suppose that Assumptions 6.7 and 6.9 holds. The (logarithm of) forward

prices will be Markovian if and only if the volatility mappings I'A, I'C and (JC are

constant w. r. t. r . No condition is imposed on (JB.

Proof. If I'A, I'C and (JC are constant w.r.t. r, so are III'AII, III'cll, Vc and I'CVC. The

dynamics in of q in (6.22) does not depend on r and forward prices are, thus, Markovian.

To prove the "only if' part we show that dependence of r by I'A, I'c or (JC suffices,

under the regularity conditions of Assumption 6.7, to guarantee non-Markovian forward

prices. Suppose, first, that I'A depends on r. Then III'AI1 2 also depends on r making the

forward prices non-Markovian. Suppose now that I'C depends on r, then III'c11 2 and

I'cvJ also depend on r. Assumption 6.7 guarantees that there is no full cancelation

and the forward prices are non-Markovian. Finally suppose that (Jc depends on r, then

Vc depends on r (since the integral is w.r.t. the variable s and we know (JC f= 0). Since

Vc depends on r so does I'CV~ and the forward prices are non-Markovian. •

Having established conditions for the forward prices being Markovian, we can go on

and try to answer our second problem - on whether there exist models which admit a

FDR for forward prices but not for interest rates. It turns out that, our unrestricted (JB

for Markovian forward prices, together with general results from the previous literature

on interest rates FDR, allows us to give a partial answer already now.

From the previous literature on FDR of interest rates we know that only some particular

functions (J : 1tr x lR+ ~ lRm will generate interest rate models that admit a FDR.

Concretely, it is shown in Filipovic and Teichmann (2003) that every component (Ji

must be a weighted sum of quasi-exponential deterministic functions of x, weighted by

scalar fields in 1tr .

Hence, the fact that (JB is not driving the forward price equation and can be of any

form for Markovian forward price models, tell us that, existence of FDR for Markovian

forward prices is, in some sense, independent from existence of FDR for interest rates.

This leads us to an early answer to our second question.

Remark 6.11. As long as there are FDR for Markovian forward prices, there exist

forward price models that allow for a FDR for forward prices but not for interest rates.
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6.5 Markovian Forward Prices

We now focus on the task of studying FDR for the forward price equation, in the special

case where we have Markovian forward prices. Thus, in this section the following

assumption holds (recall Lemma 6.10).

Assumption 6.12. Consider Assumption 6.2 and 6.9 We, assume that the mappings

'"YA, '"Ye and O"e are of the following special forms,

'"Yc(q, r, x) == '"Yc(q, x) (}c(r, x) == O"c(x).

Note that the specific functional form of ()c implies we have deterministic 0"e-volatilities

and we can interpret O"i for i E C as constant vector fields in 1iq .

Given Assumption 6.12, the Q-dynamics of (the logarithm) of forward prices can be

written as

dqt = {Fqt - ~ [lh'A(qt) 11
2 + /I'Yc(qt) 11

2
] - 'Yc(qt)VCT } dt + ['YA(qt) 0 'Yc(qt)] dWt·

(6.23)

Now, we rewrite equation (6.23) in Stratonovich form and obtain

dqt = {Fqt - ~ [11'YA(qt)/I2 + Ii'Yc(qt) 11
2] - 'Yc(qt)VcT} dt - ~ L d(')'i(qt) ,wD

iEA,C

To compute the Stratonovich correction we use the infinite dimensional Ito formula

(see Da Prato and Zabzcyk (1992)) to obtain

i E A,C

and, thus

i E A,C.

Given the above computations we can write the Stratonovich dynamics of q as
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where I'A and fk denotes the Frechet derivative. The terms fA (qt)fA(qt) and fC(qt)l'c(qt)

should be interpreted as follows,

f~(qt)fA(qt) == L f~(qt)l'i(qt)
iEA

We start by studying the two easier cases:

1'~(qt)l'c(qt) == L f~(qt)fi(qt) .
iEC

(i) the case when l' (i.e, fA and I'c) is also deterministic ((Jc is deterministic by

Assumption 6.12), and

(ii) the case when l' is not deterministic, but has deterministic direction.

6.5.1 Deterministic Volatility

We first consider the case when the functions fA and I'C do not depend on q, so they

have the special form

i EA,C. (6.24)

fi for i E A, C are, thus, constant vector fields in 'Hq .

Recall from Assumption 6.12 that (Jc(r, x) == (Jc(x).

In this case, the Stratonovich correction term is zero, and equation (??) becomes

where

J-L(q,x)

f(X)

Fq - ~ [1h'A(X) 11 2 + 11'Yc(x)In - 'Yc(x)vcT(x)

['YA(X) 0 'Yc(x)].

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

Since this is a simple case, we choose to include all computations behind the results in

the main text to exemplify the technique. In the next sections, when dealing with more

complex cases, most of the computations will instead be presented in the appendix,

leaving to the main text the intuition behind the results and their discussion.

Existence of a FDR

From Theorem 6.4 we know that a FDR exists if and only if
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We, thus, need to compute the Lie-algebra, {tt, ~}LA' Computing the Lie brackets we

have, for each i

o

It follows that

k == 0, 1 . . . i E A, c} . (6.28)

Obviously, if a FDR exists, there must exist an ni for each i, such that

ni

Fni+1ry . - ""'""' c· Fkry.I~ - ~ ~,k I'L

k=O

where the Ci,k are real numbers.

(6.29)

Proposition 6.13 tell us under what conditions we will have dim {Il, ~} LA < 00.

Proposition 6.13. The (logarithm of the) forward price equation (6.25) admits a finite

dimensional realization (FDR) if and only if each component of ~ is quasi-exponential

(QE) . No functional restriction is imposed on the deterministic function (J"c, so in

particular, (J"C does not have to be a QE function, it can be any deterministic junction.

Proof. Recall from Lemma 1.47 that ryi solves the ODE (6.29) if and only if it is a QE

function. •

Note that, for Markovian forward prices, the interest rate volatility plays no role in

determining existence of FDR. The only restriction on interest rate volatility is that

(J"C is deterministic, but that is a result of the Markovian property, not an added

requirement imposed to guarantee existence. One other way to see this is to note

that only, shows up in (6.28). As we will soon see, this is specific to the totally

deterministic setting.

Remark 6.14. In the simple deterministic setting, where ry : lR+ -+ lRm , Markovian

realizations of jorward prices are generated only by the volatility of forward prices ry.
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In the next example, and to stress this point, we check existence of FDR in a simple

model without even specifying the deterministic function (Jc.

Example 6.15. Assume that forward prices are driven by a one-dimensional Wiener

process W which also drives the interest rates7
. Furthermore, assume that the interest

rate volatility associated to W is deterministic and that we have for the forward price

volatility,

where a, a E JR.

In this case, we have AU B == 0, C == {I} and

nl == 0 CI,D == -a.

Hence,

and the Lie-algebra {/L, 7}LA has dimension two. Consequently, there exist a FDR for

forward prices in this case. We will get back to this example in the construction part.

Finally, we want to make a remark on the exact dimension of the lie-algebra.

Remark 6.16. It follows from (6.29) that

m

k == 0, ... ,ni i E A, C} ::; 1+ L ni· (6.30)
i=l

The "~" in (6.30) just reminds us that, given the possibility of Gaussian elimination,

there may exist some cancelation effects.

To a better understanding of the above remark, we take the following example.

Example 6.17. Suppose that

However since F1'2 == 71 - b')'2,

Hence, in this case, we actually have dim {/L, 7} LA == 3.

7This does not exclude the possibility of more Wiener-processes driving only the interest rates.
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Construction of FDR

We now go on to the construction of FDR, in the totally deterministic volatility setup.

First, we obtain a parameterization G of the invariant manifold g. In this case we have

that

{JL"}LA == span {JL, Fk'i; k == 0,1··· ,ni i E A, C},

and we reca1l1i solves the ODE (6.29).

Using Theorem 6.6 we obtain G by computing the operators e(j1.Zo) and e(Fk'iZi,k). In

order to get exp {JLZo} qo we solve

Yo

for

V(X) = -~ L 'Y;(x) - L 'Yi(X)Vi(X).
iEA,C iEC

Hence by Definition 1.45, we have 8

eJJ.tqo(x) = eFtqo(x) + it eF(t-slV(x)ds

qo(x + t) + itV(x + t - s)ds.

To obtain the remaining operators we solve

Because 1 does not depend on t, the solution is

(6.31)

8From the context, it is clear that eFt: 1-lq -7 1-lq . From the usual series expansion of the ex-
00 tn an

ponential function we have, eFt f == L -,Fn f· In our case, Fn = -8n' so we have [eFt fJ (x) ==
n=O n. x

00 fn anfL ,~(x), which is a Taylor expansion of f around the point x, so for analytic f we have
n=O n. uX

[eFtf) (x) == f (x + t).
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It follows that
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k == 0 1 ... no) ==
" ,1,

II (eFk1'i(X)Zi'k) elJ.(q,x)ZOqO

iEA,C;k=O, ... ,ni

= qo(x + zo) +l zO

V(x + Zo - s)ds + .L I=Fk'Yi(X)Zi,k . (6.32)
1,EA,C k=O

Note that the volatility of interest rates show up (through the terms Vi for i E C) only

in the deterministic term V defined in (6.31).

We are now interested in finding a set of factors Z such that

while Z is given by a strong solution to the SDE

{

dZt == a(Zt)dt + b(Zt) 0 dWt

Zo == ZQ

For that we need to find a solution to

i E A,C.

Simple computations yields

ho

hI,o

G'(zo, Zj,k; j E A, C k == 0, 1, ... ,nj) hI,1 (x)

[
aQO lz0 av ] nj k

= f}z (X+Zo) +V(X) + f}z (x+zo-s)ds ho+ L LF 'Yi(x)hi,k.
o 0 0 iEA,C k=O
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We can now use the fact that q == G(Z) and that 'Y satisfies the ODE (6.29) to get

nj

+ E E Cj,kFk'Yj (x) Zj,nr

jEA,C k=O

Thus, from G*a == J-l, we get

nj

+ E E Cj,kFk'Yj(x)Zj,nj

jEA,C k=O

and, since the above expression should hold for all x, while a is not allowed to depend

on x, it is possible to identify the following expressions for a

aO 1

Cj,OZj,nj'

Cj,kZj,nj + Zj,k-l

j EA,C

j E A, C k == 1,· .. ,nj.

Likewise, from G*bi == 'Yi for each i E A, C we get

and by simple identification of terms

o
1

o

i E A,C

i == j i, j E A, C

for all other j and k.
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In this totally deterministic setting, the Stratonovich and the Ito dynamics are equiv

alent, so we have proved the following result.

Proposition 6.18. Given the initial forward price curve qo, the forward prices system

generated by l'A, 1'c and (jc has a finite dimensional realization given by

where G is defined as in (6.32) and the dynamics of the state space variables Z are

given by

dZo dt

Cj,oZj,njdt + dW!

(Cj,kZj,nj + Zj,k-l) dt

j EA,C

j E A, C k == 1, ... ,nj

We first take the easiest example: the one-dimensional deterministic constant volatility.

Example 6.19. Assume that forward prices q are driven by a one-dimensional Wiener

process that also drive the interest rates r (C == {I}). Furthermore, assume that the

forward price volatility l' is of the following form

1'(X) == 1'c(x) == a

where a E ffi:.

We leave the (scalar) function (jc(x) (thus vc(x)) unspecified to stress the point that

it plays no role determining the dimension of the Lie-algebra or constructing the real

ization.

Then we know F1' == 0, thus n == I, Cl,O == 0 and the dimension of the {/L, 1'}LA is two.

The invariant manifold is given by

for some deterministic junction vc.

Using Proposition 6.18, we have qt == G(Zt) for the state variable Z == [Zo] with
Zl,O

dynamics given by

{

dZo

dZ1,o

dt
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We now recover again Example 6.15.

Example 6.15 (Cont.) Recall that we assumed

l'(x) == TC(X) == ae-ax

which implies nl == 0, -Cl,O == -a.

Once again we leave O"c (thus vc) as an unspecifi-ed deterministic function.

In the previous comments it was explained that the Lie-algebra is of dimension 2, so

the invariant manifold can be obtained from (6.32),

(ZO
G(zo, ZI,O) = qo(x + zo) + i

o
V(x + Zo - s)ds + 'Y(X)ZI,O.

In this case

( ) 1 2 ( ) () () 1 2 -2ax -ax ()D X == -2"1'0 X -l'c X Vc X == -"2a e - ae vc X .

Thus,

G(Zo, ZI,O) =qO(X + ZO) - 1z0
(~a2e-2a(x+zo-S) + ae-a(x+zo-s)Vc(x + Zo - S)) ds

+ ae-axZl,O

and from Proposition 6.18 it follows that the FDR is given by

{

dZo

dZ1,o

dt

6.5.2 Deterministic Direction Volatility

We now deal with the second simplest case, that of having deterministic direction

forward prices volatilities.

Then, we have the following special functional forms for I'A and 1'0 in Assumption 6.12.

i E A,C
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where Ai is a deterministic function of x (constant vector field in Hq) and <[Ji is a scalar

vector field in 'Jiq (i.e., it does not depend on x and depends only on the current forward

price curve).

Omitting the x-dependence,

and for future reference we also define

i EA,C (6.33)

(6.34)

On what concerns interest rate volatilities, we maintain the requirement that ac is

deterministic (since we are still dealing with Markovian forward prices).

In this particular case, the forward price equation can be rewritten as

(6.35)

for

p,(qt) = Fqt - ~ [lhA(qt) 11
2 + Il1'c(qt) 11

2
] -l'c(qt)vcT - ~ h~(qthA(qt) + l'~(qthc(qt)]

(6.36)

and given the functional form for "YA and "Yc in (6.33) we have the following Frechet

derivatives

"Y~ (qt)"YA(qt) == L Ai'P~(qt) [Ai<[Ji(qt)]
iEA

"Y~(qt, x)"Yc(qt, x) == L '\i(X)'P~(qt) [Ai<[Ji(qt)] .
iEC

We see that f-l in (6.36) is much more complex than the one previously studied (compare

to (6.26)), so, the task of actually computing the Lie algebra £ == {f-l, "Y} LA will not be

as straightforward as before.

Using the specific functional forms of fA and "Yc in (6.33) we have

scalar field scalar field
1 ~ 1 ~

Fq - 2 L ~~-L 'Pi(q) ~ -2 L 'P~(q) [Ai] 'Pi(q) Ai
iEA,C Di ¢i(q) iEC Vi iEA,C

"Yi(q)

scalar field
~

Ai <[Ji(q)
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and, given the possibility of Gaussian elimination (Lemma 1.44), we see that the Lie

algebra is in fact generated by the simpler system of vector fields,

where

fo(q)
1

Fq -"2 L DkcPk(q) - L 'Pk(q)Vk
kEA,G kEG

Ai i E A,C.

We now start computing Lie brackets and simplifying. For all i E A, C we have

[fo, iIi] f~fli - fl~fo

F,\-~ L Dk cP~[Ai] - LVk 'P~[Ai]
kEA G '-v--' k C '--v--'

, scalar field E scalar field

== f2i

and using this new field we have for all i, j E A, C

[fIi' f2jJ fl~f2j - f2jf1i

+~ L Dk cP%[Aj ;Ai] +L Vk 'P%[Aj; Ai]
kEA G ~ kEG "--v---'

, scalar field scalar field

== f 3ij·

We know realize that the our lie algebra is hard to handle (even in the one-dimensional

Wiener process case9 ). At this point it seems a good idea to note the following.

Remark 6.20. The Lie-algebra

(6.37)

is included in the larger Lie-algebra

(6.38)

That is

9We note once again, that if we consider the Wiener process to be one-dimensional, the only

interesting case to consider is when that Wiener process drives both forward prices and interest rates,

i.e. it belongs to the We set. Otherwise, we fall into the futures case already studied in Bjork, Blix,

and Landen (2004). So, even in that case, we cannot avoid having two parcels not easy to simplify.
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There are three important points to make here.
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• The fields in the larger Lie-algebra, l, are simpler than those in £. That is, none

of the field contains sums.

• From the inclusion £ ~ l it is obvious that if l has finite dimension also £ does.

So, studying the conditions that guarantee l to have finite dimension, give us,

at least, sufficient conditions for.£ to have also finite dimension.

• We conjecture that conditions that guarantee l to have finite dimension are also

necessary conditions for £, to have also finite dimension. The intuition is that

since the fields in l are all contained in the fields of £ (as parcels of various sums),

if they are "nasty" enough to make the dimension of l infinite, they should make

the fields that contain them in £, even "nastier". We will formalize this intuition

below.

• Finally, even if the analysis of l is, in the above sense, equivalent to the analysis

of £, in the construction sense, studying l will, in principle, generate finite

realizations with state variables of higher dimension. This is obviously the price

one has to pay for dealing with easier fields. We call these realizations non

minimal realizations. An advantage of non-minimal realizations is that they are

always possible to obtain (as long as the dimension of l is finite).

The following conjecture formally states the idea behind our third point above (and

the sketch of the proof, for the one-dimensional case, can be found in the appendix).

Conjecture 6.21. Consider £, in (6.37) and l in (6.38). Then the following holds

dim(£) < 00 dim(l) < 00 .

These ideas can be applied in a more complex setting. They will be used extensively

in Section 6.6, when dealing with the entire forward price system.

We now continue Ollr analysis studying the larger Lie-algebra l.

Existence of FDR

As mentioned before, in the current deterministic direction setting, the larger Lie

algebra, l, is given by
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thus, the basic fields of the enlarged Lie-algebra are

90(q) .- Fq

91i(q) .- 'xi i E A,C

92i(q) .- Di i E A, C == 1,· .. ,m

93j(q) - Yj j E C

Computing the Lie-brackets we have, in the first step,

[90,91i]

[90,92i]

[90,93j]

F'xi ==: 94i

F D i ==: 9Si

FYj ==: 96j

all remaining combinations of lie-brackets from the fields in (6.38) are zero. Using the

new vector fields, we easily see that

[9o, 94i] F 2'xi

[ ] F 2D,;90,92i "

[9o, 93j] F 2 Yj

and again all others lie-brackets are zero.

Continuing with similar iterations, it is easy to check that

i E A, C j E C k == 0,1, ...} .

Thus, for dim(l) < ex) there must exist orders n}, n; and nJ for which

n}

LC}kFk'xj
k=O
nJ

FnJ+IYj == L CIkFkYj
k=O

n~
1

Fn~+lD '" 2 FkD
1 j == L.....t Cj,k j

k=O

j E A,C

j E C

where C},k are real constants, k == 0, ... ,n}, j E A, C, and I == 1,2,3.

Indeed, if (6.39) holds,

dim(l) :S 1 + L (n~ + 1) + (n} + 1) + L(nJ + 1) < 00.

jEA,C jEC

(6.39)

We now start a brief side discussion on the exact dimension of .c. As before, we note

that the sign ":S" above results from the possibility of Gaussian elimination across
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the various derivatives of various different fields. This is particularly relevant for the

concrete fields of l since Vj = AjVj and thus derivatives of Aj may help to Gaussian

simplify the derivatives of Vj. This point will be made clear in Example 6.24 bellow.

Unfortunately, these simplifications are instance dependent and, thus, in an abstract

way it is impossible to be more exact about the dimension of l than in (6.39). The

consequence is that when doing the abstract construction of realizations we cannot take

into account case-specific Gaussian eliminations. Therefore, when applying the abstract

results to concrete models, we may get unnecessarily large realizations. However, since

we are considering non-minimal realizations anyway (because we analyze l instead

of .c), this does not seem a major disadvantage1o . With this we conclude the side

discussion and go on with the abstract analysis.

Proposition 6.22 give us the necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee dim(l) <

00.

Proposition 6.22. The dimension of the Lie-algebra l in (6.38) is finite if and only if

each component of A and O"c is QE.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.47 that (6.39) holds if and only if Ai, Di for i E A, C and

Vj for j E Care QE functions. It also follows from the properties of QE functions that,

Ai for i E A, C and O"j for j E C QE, suffices to guarantee this requirement. To check

the last statement note that Ai QE =? Di == A; QE; O"j QE, =? Vj(x) = - fox O"j(s)ds

QE; and finally Aj and Vj QE =? V; == AjVj QE. •

Taking together Propositions 6.22 and Conjecture 6.21 we have the following general

result for forward prices with deterministic direction volatilities.

Proposition 6.23. Assume that Conjecture 6.21 holds. The (logarithm of) forward

price equation (6.35) admits a finite dimensional realization if and only if each compo

nent of A and O"c are quasi-exponential.

We note that, in contrast to the deterministic forward price volatilities case, in our

present setting of deterministic direction forward price volatilities, existence of FDR

imposes requirements on the concrete functional form of the deterministic function 0"c:

it must be a QE function. This was to be expected, since this time, O"c actually drives

the forward price equation indirectly trough the fields V; = AjVj for j E C.

laThe unsatisfied reader can always, when faced with a concrete situation, use the techniques

presented and, whenever possible, derive a smaller realization instead of using the abstract results. In

Example 6.24 below, we use both approaches to exemplify the kind of difference one can expect.
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The following example gives us one, very simple instance where we have a finite dimen

sional realization for forward prices, considering deterministic direction volatilities.

Example 6.24. Suppose that forward prices are driven by a one-dimensional Wiener

process (i == 1) that also drives interest rates (i E C) and that

r(q, x) == rc(q, x) == ae-bx q
~'-...;-/

>.(x) tp(q)

for a, {3, a, b E JR.

Then we have

v(x)

A(X)

D(x)

V(x)

and

l
x 8- 8 e-asds == - (e-ax - 1)

o a
ae-bx

A2(X) == a 2e-2bx

.\(x)v(x) = O!e-bx~ (e-ax - 1) = 0!<5 [e-(a+b)x - e-bx]
a a

FA(X)

FD(x)

FV(x)

so we have

-bae-bx == -bA(X)

_2ba2e-2bx == -2bD(x)

:<5 [-(a + b)e-(a+b)x _ (_b)ke-bx]

-bV(x) - a8e-(a+b)x

-bFV(x) + (a + b)a8e-(a+b)x

-bFV(x) + (a + b)a8 [-bV(x) - FV(x)]

-(a + 2b)FV(x) - (a + b)bV(x)

=? ni == 0, ci,o == -b

=? ni == 0, ci,o == -2b

=? nf == 1, cf,o == -(a + b)b

Cf,l == -(a + 2b)

{/-l,r}LA ~ {F,A,D,~FV}LA·

Thus, dim {p" l'}LA :s; dim {F, A, D, V} LA :s; 5.

Alternatively, we may note that

a8 ( ) a8 ( ) 8V(x) == - [e- a+b x _ e-bx ] == -e- a+b x __ ae-bx
a a a~

>.(x)

thus, using Gaussian elimination we can substitute V by V(x) == e-(a+b)x. And since

FV(x) == -(a + b)e-(a+b)x == -(a + b)V(x) =? n~ == 0 cr,o == -(a + b)
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and we can compute the exact dimension of {F, A, D, V, FV} LA'

dim {F,,x, D, V, FVhA = dim { F,,\, D, V} LA = 4.
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Obviously, in either way we are able to conclude that the forward prices admit a FDR.

Construction of FOR

We would now like to construct a FDR for forward prices, whenever we know that

it exists. Since we are using the larger Lie-algebra l and we cannot use case-specific

Gaussian elimination in the general case, we are aiming to get non-minimal finite

realizations.

As before we would like the derive a parameterization G of the invariant manifold 9
and infer, from the functional form of that parameterization, the dynamics of the state

variables.

Given the simplicity of the fields spanning l, it is straightforward to compute the

operators:

Thus,

j EA,C;

j E C;

k == 0,1, ... ,nj

k == 0,1, ... ,nj'

II FkA'(X)Z~ II FkD'(x)z~ II FkV'(x)z~e J J,k. e J J,k. e J J,k

jEA,C jEA,C JEC

nj nJ
qo(x+zo) + L LFkAjZ},k+ L LFkDjz],k

jEA,C k=O jEA,C k=O

(6.40)

Hence, in order to find the dynamics of the state variable Z such that q == G(Z), and

as in the previous section, we take the Stratonovich Q-dynamics to be given by

{

dZt

Zo Zo
(6.41)
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and we solve
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(6.42)

with J-L and ry given in (6.33)-(6.36), and G from (6.40), to get a strong solution to the

SDE (6.41).

The steps are then the usual ones, but with much more messy computations. Using

the functional form of G in (6.40), it is possible to compute the Frechet derivatives.

Then, from the expression for q == G(Z) and equations (6.39), we can find an concrete

expression to the term Fq in our J..l (equation (6.36)). Identification of term in equations

(6.42) allows us to determine the Stratonovich drift and diffusion terms. And finally,

to obtain the Ito dynamics we calculate the Stratonovich correction term. Following

these steps gives us the result in Proposition 6.25 (the actual computations of can be

found in the appendix).

Proposition 6.25. Given the initial forward price curve qo, the forward prices sys

tem generated by ryA, rye as in (6.33) and (J"e deterministic, has a finite dimensional

realization given by

where G is defined as in (6.40) and the dynamics of the state space variables Z are

given by

dZo dt

dZ~o cj,oZ],n}dt + <p(G(Z))dW; j EA,CJ,

dZ~k (Z}k-l +chZ1 1) dt j EA,C k == 1, ... ,nj
J, , 'J,n j

dZ?o (CJ OZ2 2- ~<PJ(G(Z))) dt j EA,CJ, , J,n j

dZ?k ( ZJk-l + cJ k Z2 2) dt j EA,C k == 1,'" ,n;J, , 'J,n j

dZ~o (c;,oZ;,nj + <p(G(zZ))) dt j E CJ,

dZ~k (Zjk-l + chZ3 3)dt j E C k == 1 ... n~
J, , ,Jlnj , 'J

Example 6.24 (cont.) Recall that we studied an one-dimensional model where AnB ==
0, C == {I} and

'Y(q, x) = 'Yc(q, x) =~~
A(X) <p(q)
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As in the first part of the example, we will first directly apply the abstract results (in

the construction part, that is Proposition 6.25). Then we derive a smaller realization

that can be obtained from the case-specific simpler fields.

We start by directly applying Proposition 6.25. Recall from previous computations

that we had ni == 0, ei,o == -b, ni = 0, ei,o == -2b, nr = 1, cto == -(a + b)b and

ef,l = -(a + 2b) and

FV(x) = 0.8 [-(a + b)e-(a+b)x - (-ble-bX] .
a

Using this we get from (6.40) the parameterization of the realization to be

G(zo, zi,o, zi,o, zr,o, Zr,l) =qo(x + zo) + A(x)zi,o + D(x)zi,o + V(x)zr,o + FV(X)Zr,l

-q (x + z ) + ae-bxz1 + a 2e-2bx Z2 + a<5 [e-(a+b)x _ e-bx ] z3- ° 0 1,0 1,0 a 1,0

+ a<5 [-(a + b)e-(a+b)x _ (_b)ke-bx] z3 .
a 1,1

We now note that in our case cp(q) = q and by Proposition 6.25 it follows that the

realization is

dZo dt

dZi,° -bZi,odt + G(Z)dWt

dZi,° (-2bZr,o - ~(G(Z))2) dt

dZr,° (-b(a+b)Zf,l +G(Z))dt

dZr, 1 (Zr,o - (a + 2b)Zt,1) dt

Now recall that for this particular model we have l = {F,.x, D, V } LA with V(x) =

e-(a+b)x. Thus another (smaller) parameterization, G is given by

Proposition 6.25 cannot be used directly, but we can compare the two parameterizations

G and G (of the same invariant manifold) above, to -get

Zo == Zo
-1 1 <5 3 <5 3
Zl °== ZI °- - ZI °+ b-Zl 1, , a' a'

-3 a<5 3 a6 ( 3
ZlO==-ZIO-- a+b)zll·

, a' a '
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Finally using Ito and simplifying we have

dZo dt

dZi,o ( -bZ},o - !G(Z)) dt + G(Z)dWt

dZ;,o ( - 2bZi,o - HG(Z))2) dt

dZ~,o (-(a + b)Zr,o + ~G(Z)) dt

The two realizations are equivalent.

6.5.3 The General Case

In the sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, we analyzed existence and construction of FDR of

Markovian forward prices, under the specific setting of deterministic and deterministic

direction forward price volatility.

A natural question at this point is: what is the most general functional form, for the

volatilities 1 and (5, consistent with FDR of Markovian forward prices? The answer

follows from previous results in Filipovic and Teichmann (2003). In the following

proposition we adapt it to the Markovian forward prices case. We state it in the form

of a proposition.

Proposition 6.26. Suppose Assumption 6.2 holds. There exist a FDR for Markovian

forward prices if and only if

N~

1j(q, r, x) == L cp{(q)A{(x)
k=O

j EA,C

(3j(X) if 1j(Q, r, x) == 1j(X)

(5j(r,x) j E C

bj(x) if 1j(Q, r, x) == 1j(q, x)

where {3j are unrestricted deterministic functions, bj ,A{ are QE deterministic functions,

and <p{ are scalar vector fields in H q .

From Proposition 6.26, we see the most general situation can be attained by extending

deterministic direction forward price volatilities to finite sums of deterministic direction

parcels. This represents, of course, a relevant extension in terms of model flexibility,

but not in terms of complexity of analysis.
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The results from section 6.5.2 extend naturally to this most general case, the compu

tations are exactly the same and, in concrete applications, easy to derive. In abstract

terms, however, computation get much messier given the additional indices one must

keep track Ofll .

We now will consider the case when forward prices are not Markovian.

6.6 Non-Markovian Forward Prices

Recall that under Assumption 6.2 - our basic assumption on the volatility processes for

forward prices and interest rates')' and 0", respectively - the (logarithm of the) forward

price curve q cannot, in general, be studied without incorporating in the analysis the

interest rate curve r (recall (6.12)-(6.13)).

In this section, we want to study the circumstances which were not covered by Section

6.5. In that case our forward price model is a doubly infinite system and we set

and qbelongs to Hq x Hr.

The Ito dynamics of q can, thus, also be written in block matrix notation as

where, as before, we take W to be an m-dimensional Wiener process, and

F==~ax v(r, x) = -lx

u(r,s)ds.

In this case the Stratonovich correction term is given by

-~d( [1 (qt, rt)] ,Wt ) = _! t d( [.'Yi (qt ,rt)] , Wi)
2 a(rt) 2 i=l I O"i (rt)

Since we have (from the infinite Ito formula)

11We do not present the abstract results and derivations, as we believe the reader would spend luore

time understanding the notation, than extending the results of section 6.5.2 to concrete, slightly more

general, applications.
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with ,~, ,~ and a~ the partial Frechet derivatives.

Then for i == 1,· .. ,m we have

and the Stratonovich dynamics for q,

/-l(q,r) == F [q] _ ~ [11,(q,r)I/
2

] _ [,(q,r)] vT(r) _ ~ [,~(q,r) ,~(q,r)] [,(q,r)] .
r 2 0 a(r) 2 0 a~ (r ) a (r)

Given that

we note that

[
,c(q,r)vJ(r) ]

- aB(r)v~(r) + ac(r)vJ(r)

[,~ (qo' r) ,~ (q, r)] [,(q, r)] == ['A q (q, r) 'Ar (q, r)] ['A (q, r)] + [0 0] [ 0 ]
(J~(r) a(r) 0 0 0 0 akr aB(r)

+ [,c~(q, r) ,c~(q, r)] [,c(q, r)]
o ac~ (r) ac (r)

== ['A~(q, r),A(q, r) + ,c~(q, r),c(q, r) + ,c~(q, r)ac(r)]

aB~(r)aB(r) + ac~(r)ac(r)
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where

I'A~(q, r)I'A(q, r) == L I'Ai~(q, r)I'Ai(q, r),
iEA

I'Cr(q, r)crc(r) == L I'C~r(q, r )crCi(r) ,
iEC

cr~r(r)crB(r) == LcrB~r(r)crBi(r),
iEB
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I'Cq(q, r)l'c(q, r) == L I'C~q(q, r)I'Ci(q, r),
iEC

crCr(r)(Jc(r) == L (JC~r(r)(JCi(r).
iEC

We can, finally, identify our main object of study as the following doubly infinite

Stratonovich SDE

where

/-L(q,r)

[
I'(q, r)]
a(r)

F [q] _ ~ [III'A(q, r) 11
2
+ Ill'c(q, r) 11

2
] _ [ I'c(q, r)V6(r) ]

r 2 0 crB(r)v~(r) + (JB(r)v~(r)

_~ [I'A~(q, r)I'A(q, r) + I'C~(q, r)l'c(q, r) + I'c~(q, r)(Jc(r)]

crB ~ (r )crB (r) + (Jc~ (r )a0 (r )

(6.43)

Given the general functional forms of I'A, 1'0, (JB and (JC the study of all possible special

cases12 would be exhausting.

In this section, we take, therefore a more agressive strategy: we consider immediately

the scenario where each element in I' and (J have deterministic direction volatility.

As before, the situation of deterministic direction volatilities can be extended to the

case where each element of I' and cr is a finite sum of deterministic direction parcels,

and that is the most general possible scenario consistent with existence of FDR13. We

omit the analysis of this most general scenario because the results can be easily derived

from the ones on deterministic direction volatilities, and, in abstract terms, notation

becomes almost untractable.

120ne particular special case would be to take, say, l'A an (7B to have deterministic direction and

'Ye, (70 to be deterministic.
13For details on why this is the most general scenario we refer to Filipovic and Teichmann (2003).
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The deterministic direction setting we will work with is formally stated by the next

assumption.

Assumption 6.27. The mappings Ii : 1tq x 1tr x lR+ ~ ~m and (Ji : x1tr x lR+ ~ lRm

are oj the following junctional form.

li(X, q, r) = Ai(x)'Pi(q, r)

(Ji(X, r) = (3i(X )cPi(r)

i E A,C

i E B,C (6.44)

where Ai, {3i are deterministic functions of x and 'Pi, cPi are scalar vector fields in

1iq x 1ir (i. e., they do not depend on x and depend only on the current forward price

and interest rate curves).

We note that under Assumption 6.27

i E B,C.

Defining

we, thus, have

Bi(x) = L" f3i(s)ds (6.45)

i E B,C.

To check if our forward prices model admits a finite dimensional realization, we need

to see if

dim {M' [~;~~~)] }LA < 00.

Considering (6.43), under Assumption 6.27, our basic vector fields can be written as

/-L(q, r) = F [q] - ~ L cp;(q, r) [~] +L 'Pi(q, r)cPi(r) [AiOBi] + L ¢;(r) [{3°B.]
r iEA,C iEC iEB ,C ~ ~
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i E A

i E B

i E C.

Following the strategy described in Section 6.3.1, we would now start computing Lie

brackets of all possible combinations of these fields and, through Gaussian elimination,

hopefully, get to a simple set of generators of our Lie-algebra ,[ == {JL, 8}LA. Based on

properties of these generators we would, also hopefully, be able to understand which 'Y

and (J would guarantee a FDR for forward prices.

The particular complex expression for JL above, and the almost impossibility of Gaussian

elin1ination that results from having to handle two infinite SDE at the same time14 ,

leads to the conclusion that our best hope is again to study a larger Lie-algebra, £,
and to choose such a Lie-algebra so that the basic fields would be simple.

The following Lemma give us the desired (simple enough) Lie-algebra £.

Lemma 6.28. Consider the following set of fields in 1-[.

fO = [:~],

Jl [~], Jl= [~i],

fl [~] ,

f i
4

= [;J, fi
5

= [;J

i E A,C

i E C

i E B,C

(6.46)

14To the usual complexity of dealing with multidimensional cases, there is an additional complexity

specific of forward price models that results from the fact that CPi(q, r) i= cPi(r). However even under

the unrealistic assumption (since the forward price volatility could not depend on the forward prices)

where we would assume CPi(r) = cPi(r), the complexity of the Stratonovich correction term would not

allow us to obtain simple generators for £.
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where Ai, {3i and B i are deterministic functions of x and defined as in (6.44) and (6.45)

and we further define

(6.47)

Then the following holds

l=={F [Ai] [Di] [VJ] [0] [0] .iEA,C,jEC,}
'o'o'o'a'H' BCfJn nnE, LA

Proof. First, note that

<Pi(q, r), <p;(q, r), <P~q(q, r) [Ai] <Pi(q, r) i E A, B

cPi(r), cP;(r) , cP~r(r) [{3i] cPi(r) i E B, C

<Pi(q, r)cPi(r) i E C

are scalar fields in 1iq x 1ir . The conclusion now follows using Gaussian Elimination

(Lemma 1.44). •

6.6.1 Existence of FOR

Computing Lie-brackets on the basic fields of l is not hard, and the conclusion on

the existence of a FDR becomes a straightforward generalization of the easier setups

studied in previous sections. Proposition 6.29 give us the needed conditions.

Proposition 6.29. The lie-algebra l is spanned by

san{F Fk [Ai] Fk [Di] Fk [ltJ] Fk [0] Fk [0] .iEA,C; jEC·k==O 1...}
p , 0' 0' 0' f3n' Hn ' nEB, C ' "

and will have a finite dimension if and only if each component of A and (3 is QE.

Moreover, under those conditions also each component of D, v) W in (6.47) are QE

and

dim{l}~l+ L (n~+n~)+Ln;+ L (nJ+nJ) (6.48)
jEA,C jEC jEB,C
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for n~ E N, such that,
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n~
:J

Fn }+lAj == L c~,kFkAj
k=l
n~

:J

F n ]+lVj == L cJ,kFkVj
k=l
n4

J

Fn j+l{3j == L c;,kFk{3j
k=l

n~
J

Fn1+1Hj == L c;,kFk Hj

k=l

j EA,C

j E C

j E B,C

(6.49)

hold for some C§,k E ffi. with k == 0,1, ... ,n§, j == 1, ... ,m, and I == 1, ... ,5.

Proof. Given the fields of £, we have a FDR if and only if (6.49) hold and it follows that

(6.48) holds (the ":S;" in (6.48) accounts for possible case-specific Gaussian elimination

across terms). Finally, (6.49) can be interpreted as ODEs whose solution are QE

functions, thus Ai, for i E A, C; Dj , \tJ, for j E C and Hk for k E B, C solve (6.49)

if and only if they are QE. It remains to show that requiring Ai and {3j for i E A, C,

j E B, C is sufficient to guarantee that. Given that

the result follows from Lemma 1.47.

6.6.2 Construction of FDR

•

Knowing the conditions for existence of a FDR for forward prices, we can now construct

the finite dimensional realization. Proposition 6.30 gives us a non-minimal (since it is

based on l and cannot take into account case-specific Gaussian elimination) parame

terization Gof the invariant manifold g.

Note that our parameterization, q == G(Z), will be of the following block matrix form

[
q] == [~q (Z)], .
r GT(Z)

Furthermore, by close inspection of (6.46) we realize that the operator generated by

fa,
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is the only that will affect both Cq and aT. The remaining operators will only affect

one component at the time.

The operators generated by fl,fl for i E A, C and ff for j E C, will only affect Cq
.

So,

j EA,C

eFkVjZJ~,kq == q + V z3j j,k j E C.

On the other hand, aT will be affected by the operators generated by ft,f] for j E B, C

and we have

r + {3jZf,k j E B,C

Once the parameterization has been derived, we can infer the dynamics of the finite

dimensional realization, exactly as before. The actual construction of the realization,

though cumbersome (and thus presented in the appendix), follow the same ideas of the

constructions in previous sections.

Proposition 6.30. Suppose Assumption 6.27 holds. Given the initial forward price

curve qo and the initial interest rate curve ro; the system generated by forward price

and interest rate volatilities defined as in (6.44) has a finite dimensional realization;

given by

[::] = G(Z)

where C is defined by

(6.50)

nJ n; nJ
qo+ L LFkAjZ},k+ L LFkDjz],k+ LLFk1ljz;'k

jEA,G k=O jEA,C k=O JEG k=O
nj n1

ro+ L LFk{3jzj,k+ L LFkHjzJ,k
jEB,G k=O jEB,G k=O

for qo(x) == qo(x + zo) and qo(x) == qo(x + zo).
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Moreover) the dynamics of the state space variables Z are given by
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dZo dt

dZ~o c},oZ;'njdt + ipj(cq(Z), CT(Z))dWl j EA,C
),

dZ~k {Z]k-l + ChZ1 1} dt j EA,C k == 1 ... n~
), , ,),nj

, ')

dZ?o {CJ.OZ2j, nJ - ~'PJ(cq(Z), CT(Z))} dt j EA,C
),

dZ~k { ZJk-l + CJ kZ~ 2 } dt j EA,C k == 1"" ,n;), , ,)nj

dZ~o {c;,oz%,n; + ip(cq(Z) ,CT(Z))qi(CT(Z)) } dt j E C
),

dZ~k {Z]k-l + ChZ3 3} dt j E C k == 1"" ,nJ), , ,),nj

dZ1
0 cj,oZ;,njdt + qij((CT(Z))dWj j E B,C),

dZ1k {CJ oZ4 4} dt j E B,C k == 1 ... n~
), , ),nj

, ')

dZ~o {5 5 2 A } j E B,C
), Cj,OZj,n; + 4Jj (GT (Z)) dt

dZ~k {ZYk-l + ChZ? 5} dt j E B,C k == 1 ... n~
), , ,),nj

, 'J

The next example may help to understand Proposition 6.30.

6.6.3 Example

Consider a model with the following volatility matrix

[
'Y(q, r)] == [ae-

bxq p] .
(J(r) 0 be-axVi

Using the usual notation we have two Wiener processes, one of them of type W A and

another of type We. So A = {I} and C == {2}. In this example, since the is only one

element of each type, we write for the reader's convinience "'A" instead of "'1" and

",c" instead of "'2" all over.

We have

'YA(q, r, x) == AA(X)CPA(q, r)

'Yc(q, r, x) == AC(X)cpc(q, r)

(Jc(r, x) == f3c(x )4Jc(x)

=} AA(X) == ae-bx

=} AC(X) == p

=} f3c(x) == be-ax

=} vc(r, x) == -Bc(x)¢(r)

CPA(q, r) == q

cpc(q, r) == 0

4Jc(q) == Vi
Bc(x) == -~ (e-ax - 1]
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A~ (x) == o?e- 2bx

Ac(x)Bc(x) == -~ [e-ax - 1J
a
b

f3c(x)Bc (x) == __ [e- 2aX _ e-ax ] .
a

Taking all this into account we easily get

FAA -bAA :::} n1 == 0, c1,0 == -b

FAc 0 :::} nh == 0, ch,o == 0

FDA -2bDA :::} n~ == 0, c~,o == -2b

FDc 0 :::} nb == 0, cb,o == °
FVc pe-ax F2Vc = -aFVc :::} n~ == 1, c~,o == 0

C&,l == -a
Ff3c -af3c :::} n'b == 0, c'bo == -a

FHc -aHa + be-2ax F2Hc == -3aFHc - 2a2Hc :::} nb == 2, cb,o == -2a2

Cb,l == -3a.

Given this computations, we see the following fields span l

thus we know that our forward price model admits a FDR since

dim(l) ~ 10.

From (6.50) we get the parameterization

[G
'" q ( 1 1 2 2 3 3)]x, ZO, ZA,O' Zc,o, ZA,O' Zc,o, Zc,o, ZC,l =

A 455CT(X, Zo, ZC,o, ZC,o, ZC,l)

(6.52)

[q (X + Z ) + ae-bxz1 + pZl + a2e-2bxz2 + p2Z2 - ~ [e-ax - 1J z3 + pe-axz3 ]° ° A,O C,o A,O C,O C,O C,l
b b a

ro(x + zo) + be-axz~o - - [e-2ax - e-axJ zb - - [_2ae-2ax + ae-axJ zc5, a ,0 a ,1
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and from Proposition 6.30 we get the Z dynamics

dZo dt
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dz1,0

dZ~,o

dZh,o

dZ8,o

dZ~o

-bZ1,odt + Cq(Z)dW;

( - 2bZl 1 - ~ (Cq(Z)r) dt

cq(zh/CT(Z))dt

-aZt:,odt +JCT(Z)dW j

(- 2a2Zb,1 +CT(Z)) dt

1 A •

dZco == Cq(Z)dWl

dzb,o = -~ (cq(Z)rdt

dZ~,l == (Z~,o - aZ~,l) dt

dzb,l == (Z~,o - 3aZ~,1) dt

(6.53)

where {;q and aT are as in (6.52).

It is obvious however, from both (6.52) and (6.53), that this realization is unnecessarily

larger. Using the following change of variables we can find a realization of dimension

7 (which is the minimal possible with the fields in (6.51)),

Zo

z1,0

Z~,o
PZ 3 Z3-- co+P C1a' ,

Z l 2Z2 PZ 3
P co + P co + - co, , a '

4 6 5 56Zeo + -Zeo - 6ZC1, a' ,

6 5 5
--Zco + 26ZC1 '
a' ,

We can then use Ito and (6.53) to derive the dynamics of the new state variables.

6.6.4 FOR of forward prices versus FDR of interest rates

We finish this study giving a complete answer to our problem four - on whether there

it is possible to have forward price model which allows for a FDR for forward prices

but not for interest rates15
.

We recall a forward price term structure model consists of the following two infinite

15Recall the partial answer given in Remark 6.11.
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SDEs.
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{
I 2 T}Fqt - 211,(qt, rt) II - ,(qt, rt)v (rt) dt + ,(qt, rt)dWt

{Frt - er(rt)vT (rt)} dt + a(rt)dWt

(6.54)

(6.55)

Proposition 6.31. In forward price term structure models, inexistence of a FDR for

the interest rate equation (6.54) and existence of a FDR for the forward price equation

(6.55), is possible only if forward prices are Markovian and the conditions of Proposi

tion 6.26 hold i.e.,

(3j (x)

Nt
L w~8~(x) if 'j(q, r, x) == 'j(q, x)
k=O

j EA,C

j E B

j E C

(6.56)

where w~ are deterministic constants, /3j are unrestricted deterministic functions, <5j ,A{

are QE deterministic functions, and cp{ are scalar vector fields in 1tq .

Proof. If forward prices are not Markovian, than either, or ,VT depend on r. If that

is the case, we know from Proposition 6.30 that the dynamics of the state variables

of type Zl, Z2, Z3 (the ones showing up directly on the parameterization aq ) depend

on (;r. That is, the forward price realization depend on the interest rate realization,

indirectly, through the dynamics of the factors showing up in (;q. Thus, if r == aT (Z)

only holds for infinite Z, the forward prices will also be a function on an infinite state

variable and, by definition, do not admit a FDR.

If forward prices are Markovian, we know, from Proposition 6.26, that forward prices

admit a FDR if and only if (6.56) hold. On the other hand, we see (6.56) imposes

no restriction on erB, so we can choose erB not to be a weighted finite sun1 of quasi

exponential functions, weighteQ by scalar fields in H r , making existence of FDR for

interest rates impossible (for further details on this result from the previous literature

see Filipovic and Teichmann (2003)). •
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6.7 Conclusions
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Forward prices are only interesting objects of study in settings where the forward

measures QT differ from the risk-neutral measure Q. In these settings, the study of

forward prices depends on zero-coupon bond price volatilities. Using the Lie algebraic

approach of Bjork et al., we have shown that term structure models for forward prices

consist of a system of two infinite dimensional SDEs, one describing the dynamics of

the forward prices themselves and the other characterizing the interest rate setting and

where the interest rate equation is an input to the forward price equation.

Despite the apparent non-Markovian nature of forward prices, we were able to identify

models for which forward prices are in fact Markovian along with the necessary and

sufficient conditions for this Markovian property to hold. Studying Markovian forward

prices, we concluded that the existence of a finite dimensional realization (FDR) for

Markovian forward prices is, in some sense, independent of the existence of an FDR

for interest rates.

We studied existence and construction of FDR for Markovian forward prices and de

rived general conditions for existence of FDR. We considered with special detail the

cases of purely deterministic and deterministic direction volatility. From this analysis,

we concluded that some results from previous literature can be extended to the for

ward price term structure case, but also that forward price term structure models are

particularly complex.

The dynamics of forward prices have a particularly complex drift under the risk-neutral

measure Q. A direct consequence of this complexity is that as soon as we leave the

purely deterministic volatility setting, the best we can hope for is to study non-minimal

Lie algebras and to find a non-minimal FDR. The existence of non-minimal realizations

is, of course, sufficient to prove existence of FDR, but is in general not necessary. We

showed, however, that given the specificity of the forward price equation drift, and

for a specific enlargement of the Lie algebra, existence of an FDR for non-minimal

realizations is also necessary for existence of FDR, at least for the one-dimensional

case. We then conjectured that this holds for the higher dimension case.

Even if non-minimal Lie algebras are, in the above sense, satisfactory for existence

results, they are not as satisfactory for construction results, since we are bound to

find realizations with too many variables. In spite of this, we exemplified how, given

a concrete application, we can use the abstract results to obtain a smaller realization
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(sometimes the minimal one) simply by using a smart change of variables and Ito's

lemma.

For non-Markovian forward prices, we showed that whenever there exists an FDR for

the forward price equation, the dynamics of the state variable depend on the interest

rates. Consequently, tern1 structures of forward prices will always (indirectly) depend

on interest rates, and the existence of an FDR for the interest rate equation is necessary

for the existence of an FDR for the forward price equation. In order to study non

Markovian forward price tern1 structure models, we handle a system of two infinite

dimensional SDEs, and computations hence become quite cumbersome. Nevertheless,

most results are the expected ones, given the previous literature on FDR of interest

rates and the study of the forward price equation in the easier Markovian setting.

In terms of the applicability of the results presented here, it is important, first of all,

to stress that the characterization of the conditions that guarantee the existence of

an FDR for forward price term structure models is crucial to distinguish the "good"

forward price models from the "bad" forward price models. After all, a term structure

model that does not allow for an FDR cannot be useful for any practical application.

After all, it is impossible to estimate the dynamics of an infinite state variable.

In addition to this selection applicability, perhaps the most important application re

sults from the actual local parameterization of the term structure. This parameter

ization can help in understanding what are the conditions (on the driving volatility

vector fields) needed to produce term structures consistent with case-specific realities,

helping to design good models. In the present study this design applicability of the Lie

algebraic approach was left untouched because it is case dependent, and our focus has

been on general results.

Finally, let alone forward prices, the results derived here can be used to study term

structures of any QT-martingale. Swap rates and lease rates, for example, are financial

instruments with strong connections to QT-martingales.
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A Appendix: Technical details and Proofs

Conjecture 6.21

Proof. (sketch) The implication ~ follows immediately from £, ~ £.
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The implication ::::} is much harder to prove. Here, as an illustration, we consider

the one-dimensional Wiener process case. We will show the equivalent result that if

dim(l) == 00 then we must also have dim(L:) == 00.

In this case

£, {IL, 1'}LA == {fa, fl} LA

l {F,A,D, V}.

for

1
Fq - 2D¢(q) + cp(q)V

A

A2

AV

and as usual we take v(x) == - foX u(s)ds.

From Lemma 6.22 we know that dim(l) == 00 if and only if at least one of the functions

l' and u is not QE. SO, assume that l' and (J" are not QE functions. Then, also D and

V are not QE functions.

Let us now, have a look at the original (smaller) Lie-algebra, £. We will try to see if

£, == {IL, 1'}LA == {fa, II}LA < 00.

Computing lie-brackets and simplifying

f~(q)fl(q) - fr'(q)fo(q)

FA - ~D ¢'(q) [A] -V cp'(q) [A]
2 ~ '--v-'

scalar field scalar field

Continuing this way we need to compute [fa, f2] == f~(q)f2 - f2'fo(q). The first parcel,

however give us

F 2A - ~ (FD) 4>'(q)[AJ + (FV) cp'(q) [A]

F 2A + F D .(scalar field) + FV (scalar field)
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and the second parcel (though involving nlore messy computations) is of the form

f~(q)fo(q) == D.(scalar filed) + V.(scalar field).

So,

F 2A+ F D(scalar field) + FV.(scalar field) + D.(scalar field)

+V.(scalar field) =: 13

F 3 A+ F 2D(scalar field) + F 2V(scalar field) + D.(scalar field)

+V. (scalar field)

It is now easy to see why the dimension of our £, will also be infinite, in this case. It

would only be finite if A, D and V were QE functions, but this hypothesis is excluded

by assumption. •

Proposition 6.25

Proof. Using G from (6.40) we have

ho

hLo

n~

{)~ q(x + zo)ho+ L t FkAjhJ.k
o jEA,C k=O

n; nJ
+ L L F

k
DjhJ,k + L L FkVjhIk'

jEA,C k=O jEC k=O
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From q == G(Z) and once again the functional form of G in (6.40) we get

n} n; nJ
Fq ==Fti + ~ "Fk+lA·Z~ + ~ ~Fk+lD·z~ + ~~Fk+lV:·z~o L..J L.J J J,k LJ L.....t J J,k LJ L.t J J,k

jEA,C k=O jEA,C k=O jEC k=O
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+ L [tFkDjZ],k_l + tC;,kDkZ;,nj] + L [tFkVjZ1.k-1 + tChVkZ],nj]
jEA,C k=l k=O jEC k=l k=O

where we omitted the x-dependence and used tio(x) == qo(x + zo).

We can now use the above expression to substitute into our J-l (recall (6.36)). Thus,

G*O, == J-l becomes

n} n; nJ

00 tioiio + L L FkAjii},k + L L FkDjii;'k +L L FkVjii;,k =
Zo jEA,C k=O jEA,C k=O jEC k=O

- ~ L Djcp;(q) - ~ L cpj(q) [Aj] CPj(q)Aj
jEA,C jEA,C
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and G*li == '"Yi for all i E A, C

Identification of terms, and again use of q == G(Z) yields

0,0 1
-1

clozJ,n} - ~'Pj(G(z)) [Aj ] CPj(G(z)) j EA,Caj,o

-1 1 + 1 1 j EA,C k == 1,2,' - .n]aj,k Zj k-l cj k Z ' 1, , J,nj

-2 2 2- 2 1 2(0()) j EA,Caj,O Cj,OZ ), nj - "2CPj Z

-2 2 2 2 j EA,C k == 1,2," .n;aj,k Zj k-1 + Cj kZ , 2, , Jnj

-3 cIoZ3j, n; + cp (G(Z ) ) j E Caj,O

-3 Z~ + C~ Z~ 3 j E C k == 1,2," .n;aj,k J,k-l J,k J,nj

bb 0

b1i { ~j(G(Z)) if i == j and k==O
j EA,Cj,k

if i i= j or k == 1 2 ... n~
" J

b2i 0 j EA,C k == 1,2, ... n;j,k

-3i 0 j EA,C k == 1,2," .n].bj,k

Note that the factors z],o are driven by the scalar wiener process wj and that all

remaining factors have diffusion terms equal to zero. Thus only for z],o the Ito dynamics

differ from the Stratonovich dynamics. The above a],o is the Stratonovich drift. Given

the form of ala, the diffusion for z],o' We easily get the Ito drift to be simply aJ,lt6 ==

1 1 •
CJ"OZ,. I', J,nj

Proposition 6.30

Proof. We first compute the parameterization G. From Theorem 6.6 and the special
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shape of the basic fields in (6.46), we have
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II (eFk}..jzheFkDjZJ.k) II (eFkVjz]'k) eFZOqO
jEA,C jEC

II (eFkl3jzJ,keFkHjZJ,k) eFzoro
jEB,C

(6.57)

n} n; nJ

qo + L L F
k

AjZ},k + L L F
k
DjZ],k + L L FkVjz],k

jEA,C k=O jEA,C k=O jEC k=O
nj nJ

ro+ L LF
k
(3jz;,k+ L LFkHjz],k

jEB,C k=O jEB,C k=O

Using Gfrom (6.57) we have

n~ n;
a -h ,,~ Fk \ 1 ""''' k 28z

o
qo 0 + L..J L..J Ajhj,k + L.,; L.,; F Djhj,k

jEA,C k=O jEA,C k=O

and

where we omitted the x-dependence and used qo(x) :=: qo(x + zo), ro(x) == ro(x + zo).
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From q == Cq(Z), r == GT(Z) and once again the functional form of G in (6.57) we get

n} n; nJ
Fq Fq-o+ ~ ~Fk+1A'Z~ + ~ ~Fk+1D·z~ + ~~Fk+1V·Z~L-t L-t 1 1,k L-t L-t J 1,k L-t L-t 1 1,k

jEA,C k=O jEA,C k=O jEC k=O

nj nJ

Fr Fro + L LFk
+

1
(3jzj,k + L LFk+1Hj z],k

jEb,C k=O jEB,C k=O

We can now use the above expressions to substitute into our f-l, recall we have
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/-l(q, r) F [q] - ~ L 'P;(q, r) [~] +L CPi(q, r)¢i(r) [AiOBi] + L ¢;(r) [(3°B']
r iEA,G iEG iEB,G 'L 'L

-~{.L 'P~q(q,r) [.\1 'Pi(q,r) [~i]
'LEA,G

+L 'P~r(q, r) [,ail (Pier) [~i] + .L ¢:r(r) [,ail (Pier) [(30] },
'LEG 'LEB,G 'L

[
Ai]'Pi(q, r) a

¢i(r) ~J

i E A

i E B

Defining

identification of terms in G;aq == /-lq, c:ar == /-lr, gives us

ao == 1
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"'1 1 + 1 1 j EA,Caj,k Zj k-l Cj kZ. 1) , ),nj

"'2 2 2 1 2 "'q "r j E A,Caj,O Cj,OZj,nj - "2CPj(G (Z),G (Z))

"'2 2 2 2 j EA,Caj,k Zj k-l + Cj kZ, 2, , )n
j

"'3 C;'OZ;,nJ + cp(aq(z), aT(z) )¢(aT(z)) j E Caj,O

"'3 Z~ + C~ Z~ 3 j E Caj,k ),k-l ),k ),n
j

"4 4 4 1 I "r "'r j E B,Caj,O Cj,OZj,nj - 2cPj (G (z)) [f3j] cPj(G (z))

"4 4 4 4 j E B,Caj,k Zj,k-l + Cj,kZj,n4
J

"'5 C~ Z~ 5 + cP2(ar(z) ) j E B,Caj,O ),0 ),nj

k == 1,2, ... n}

k == 1,2, ... nJ

k == 1 2 ... n~
" )

k == 1,2, ... nj

Z)~k-l + c)~ k Z~ 5 j E B, C k == 1, 2, ... n)~, , ),nj

To get the diffusion terms we identify terms in Cc;'bqi == Ii for i E A, C and C:'bri == (Ji

for i E B, C.

'bi == 0°
CPj(cq(z), Cr(z)) if i == j, and k==O

'b1i j EA,Cj,k

0 otherwise

b2i 0 j EA,C k == 1,2, ... n;j,k

b3i 0 j EA,C k == 1 2 ... n~j,k " )

cPj(Cr(z)) if i == j and k==O
"'4' j E B,Cbj:k

0 if i #- j or k== 1,2, ... nj

'bJ;k 0 jEB,C k==1,2,"·nJ

Note that this implies that the factors Z],o, Zio are driven by the scalar wiener process

W j so, in particular for j E C the same Wiener process drives the two variables. All

remaining factors have diffusion terms equal to zero. Thus only for zl,o and zf,o, the

Ito dynamics differ from the Stratonovich dynamics. We easily get the Ito drifts to be

simply

•
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